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Summary
This thesis deals with a reim'ention ofrhetorical criticism and its application /0 the parable
discourse. 11le first part of this study examines the theoretical background of rhetoric, and
shows that rhetoric emerged as a disciplinary discourse after mythos and logos. and was used
as the first systematic henneneutical method. Rhetoric has developed in two directions:
influence and system. Influence study keeps to the tradition of classical rhetoric, while system
study covers the system of rhetoric by integrating classical rhetoric with modern human and
social sciences. Through this process, rhetorical criticism has been established as a theory and
• method for biblical study. Its focus has shifted from rhetoric restrained to rhetoric
revaluedlreim'ented, a shift toward social/practical criticism from hermeneutics.
Moreover. rhetorical criticism has begun to treat text as a dialogic, collaborate art or social
activity rather than 85 a mere instrument of persuasion in the roonologic scheme of speaker-
message-audience, and occupies a prime position in biblical studies in the mode ofeither one-
dimensional or a comprehensi\'e multi-dimensional approach. It is clear that there has been a
shift in the application of rhetorical criticism from the performance of rhetorical discourse to
its archaeology (inwnlio).
The second part investigates the perable discourse. I suggest that Jesus' parables are net
rhetorical discourses of either the dominant Jewish or the dominant Hellenistic-Roman
culture. Rather, it is a rhetorical discourse of the Chris/ian subculture. In addition, Jesus'
parables in Matthew 13 are not merely grouped but woven into a tex/us which has a rhetorical
structure centred on a basic unit (chreia) to be elaborated. 1be parable discourse thus takes the
pattern ofchreia elaboration, and occupies the representative position in Matthew.
Against this backgrou.'ld, this thesis formulates dialogic rhetoric, as a mode of reinvented
rhetoric which (feals with invention, for studying the rhetorical function of the parable
discourse in Malt J3. Dialogic rhetoric combines Burkean pentadic criticism, Bakthinean
dialogic and the social scientific approach. This method differs from the recent historico-
critical reading, the semiotic reading, the pragmatic reading in the study of the parable
discourse, and also from the structural study carried out by discourse (colon), chiastic and
triadic analysis.
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Dialogic rhetorical criticism has two dimensions. Centripetal rhetoric investigates various
rhetorical strategies such as chreia elaboration. figures of dialogism. honour and shame.
~tial arranaement. and dyadic per'· ; .~. Multiple scenes. agents. acts. agencies and
pwpoxs in the parable discourse }1!' ' '.:~ a special opportunity for Burkean critique.
Centrifugal rhetoric examines the relatiuuship between the parable discourse and two groups
of discourses. The first group includes Man 12:46w50 and Matt 13:S4wS8 which frame the
perabJe discourse, and the second comprises jesus' other great discourses which. together with
the parable discourse, provide key clements within the chiasm ofMatthew's Gospel.
In final assessmcn~ I define the nature of Christian culture as represented in the parable
di!COUl"5C in terms of response to the world. 'The parable discourse configures conversionist.
revolutionist and gnosticwmanipulationist responses. particularly to the HellenisticwRoman
workl of the first century. Therefore, I propose that the parable discourse has the function of
ICpUating the disciples from the crowds, and then promoting the building ofcommunity.
iv
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Opsomming
Hierdie proefskrif handel oor die herontde!cking van refor;ese Icri/iek en die toepossing
daarvan op die ge/ykenis-materiaal, en val uiteen in twee afdelings: die teoretiese agtergrond
van retoriek en die navorsing van gelykenis-materiaal.
Die cerste afdeling van hierdie procfsJ-..rif behandel die teoretiese agtergrond van retoriek.
Retoriek bet ontwikkeJ as 'n dissiplinere diskoers na mythos en logos, en het gefunksioneer as
die eerste sistematiese henneneutiesc metode. Dit word tans op twee maniere nuut omskryf:
die sogcnaamdc invloed-studie staan in die tradisie van klassieke retoriek, terwyl die
sogenaamdc sisteem-studie klassieke rctoriek integlUf met modeme menslike en sosiale
wetcnskappe. Die retoriese aard van Bybclse materiaaJ is vroeg reeds raakgesien, maar is nou
algemeen bcvestig. Retoriese kritiek as teorie en metode hel ontwikkel vanaf beperlcte retoriek
na 'n MronJcklcte reloritk en word daarom nou bcskou as sosiale aktivisme of praktiese kritiek
op meta-hermeneutiese vlak.
'n Teks word deesdae beskou as dialogiese. kollaboratiewe kuns ofsosiale aktiwiteit eerder as
oorredingsinstrument in die monologiesc skema: spreker-boodskap-gehoor. Retoriese kritiek,
betsy as 'n enkelvoudige of'n omvattende benadering, bcklec dus 'n eersterangse posisie in die
Bybelwetenskap. Oit is duidelik dat claar 'n ontwikkeling plaasgevind bet in die toepassing van
retoriek villar die perfonnatiewe aard van die retoriese diskoers na die argeologie daarvan
(inwnlio).
Die tweede afdeling van hierdie proefskrifondersoek die gelykenis-materiaal. Ek meen dal die
g~lykenissc van Jesus nie die relonese diskoers van die dominante Joodse of Hellenisties-
Romeinse Irulturc is nie, maar eerder die retoriese diskoers van die Christelilce subkultUi3.
Verder is die gelykenissc in Matt 13 nie bloot saamgevoeg nie. maar ingeweef deur middel
van 'n tutus met 'n retoriese struktuur wat bestaan uit 'n basiese eenheid (chreia) met
uitbreidings. Die gclykenis-materiaal neem dus die vorm aan van chreia uilbreiding. en neem
die ~sentatiewe posisie in Matteus in.
v
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Hierdie proefskrif postuieer dialo&iese retoriek as 'n vonn van herontdekte retoriek. met klcm
op invenlio. vir die studie van die reloriese fimbie \'Un die gelykenisrede in Matt 13. So
gesien. kombinecr dialogiese retoriek Burke se vyfledige kritiek. Bakthin se dialogicse
benldcring en die sosiaal~wetenskaplike benadering. Hierdie metode word gekontrasteer met
die onJangse histories-kritiese, scmiotiesc en pragmatiese benaderings in die gelykenis-
navorsing. asook die struJcturele benadering soos dit manifestecr in diskocrs. chiastiesc en
triadiese analise.
Dill] ogiese retoriese kritiek vertoon twee dimcnsies: sentripetaal en sentrifugaal. Senlripelale
retoriek ondersoek verskeie retoriese strategi~ soos chreia uilhreiding. dialogiese styl. eer en
sUnde, ruimtelike inkleding en diadiese persoonlikheidstipes. 'n Veelvoud van plckkc.
agente. handelinge cn bedoelinge in die gelykenis-materiaal mask die gclykenisrcde besonder
ontvanJdik vir Bwiceaanse kritiek. &nlrifugale retoriek ondersoek die verhouding tus.sen die
gclykenisrede en twee ander diskoerse; Matt 12:46.50 en Matt 13:54-58 wat die gelykenisrede
ornrum, asook die ander tocsprake van Jesus wat sleutelposisies binne die chiastiese
stru.lrtuur van Matteus sc Evangelic bekJee.
As finale bevinding. word die aard van die Christelike kultuur soos aangcbied in die
gclykenisrede in tenne van 'n anJwoord oan die were/d gedefinieer. Die gclykenisrede
artikuleer bekerings-. revolusie- en gnosties-manipulasie-reaksies in lenne van die eeme-
eeuse HeIJenisties-Romeinsc w&eld. Gevolglik. stel ek voor dat die gelykenisrede die funksie
vervul om die dissipels van die skare afte sonder, en om gemeenskapsbou te bevorder.
vi
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problems
This study addresses researchable probkms in two areas. Firstly, in the area of biblical studies
a reinvented rhetorical criticism has been called for (Wuellner 1993; Robbins [1995]).·
Rhetorical criticism is the oldest henneneutica1 tool and has been used since the third century
Be (Wuellner 1989:2). It was the first systematic hcrmcneutkal method (Heidegger
1962:178). For the study of the Bible, rhetorical criticism has been used since the early
Christian period and has become a critical construct as a method and as a theory through the
process of its utilisation. At the same time it has widened its boundaries and become
integrated with neighbouring disciplines. As a result, an appropriate rhetorical criticism must
be fOWld for the study of the Bible.
The second area of study looks at Jesus' parables. Here the author's own rhetorical strategy
must be determined, because the parable is essentiallJ rhetoric, a form of communication,
and because the isolation of the parable from the rhetorical context distorts its meaning.
Rhetorical criticism focuses on the rhetoricity of the parable and the author's rhetorical
interest. It rejects the isolation of the parable from the rhetorical context of the text, and
thus leads the interpreter to canonical approach. The following two sections will elaborate
these ideas.
1.1.1 Rhetorical Criticism
TIle rhetoricity of the Bible is increasingly accepted by biblical scholars who also recognise
the importance of rhetorical criticism as a theory and as a method for examining biblical
literature, and in particular, the New Testament. Thus rhetorical criticism bas become a
critical construct Its main fields of application hitherto were in epistolary discourse and
speech rather than in narrative discourse.
Recently, however, this method has merged with several interdisciplinary subjects and thus
widened its boundaries. It has ~n redefined in the mode of rhetoric revallJed or rhetoric
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reinvented (Wuellner 1987) and has been applied to the study of narrative discourse (cf
Robbins 1994a. [1995].(1996]), including the Gospel of Matthew (cfCombrink 1989, 1992;
VOiel 1989~ Kingsbury 1995).
This process ofredcfinition and redevelopment continues to date. Wuellner (l993:513) clearly
argues this point when he writes: •A new rhetoric and a new rhetorical criticism are in the
process of emerging, and need to be cultivated, not once. nor once and for all, but ever anew,
to enable readers of sacred scriptures to let the reading and critical study of these texts do its
work... • Thctc i~ no normative tool in rhetorical criticism: rhetorical criticism is heuristic.
Throu&h the process of reinvention. two significant shifts begin to occur in the history of
rhetorical criticism. The first is that scholars have begun to focus on more the paradigm of
cae-interpretation tIw1 on that of theory-text, looking less for the use of the objective
universal theory and more for the critic's ideology. Scholars have become free to produce
their works according to their own interests.
TheJeCood is • shift from studying the performance of rhetorical discourse to examining its
archaeology (inwntion). emphasising discursive formations of text in the dialogical
dimension. ndher tIw1 the immediate pragmatics of text in the monological dimension.
RbetoricaI criticism now takes into account social and cultural values in text. Scholars view a
1eXt u the product of social activity. and the task of rhetorical criticism moves from
henDeneutics to social activism or practical criticism.
Botha (1994:187-8. 225) praises reinvented rhetorical criticism as a pa,11icularly powerful
mode of reading: '[O]nce the values "in" the text have been made explicit by means of
rhetorical criticism. the interpreter is in a better position to evaluate them in terms ~f &
religious scale ofvalues' (:215).
1.1.2 Parable Studies
Jesus frequently uses the parable as one of the most effective forms of communication. Thus
one third of Jesus' sayings in the Synoptic Gospels occur in par.!ble form (Hunter [1964]
2
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1979:7). Regarding the function of the parable. Bjerg (1991) writefi that it operates as a
weapon against the system.
Although Jesus' parables are a fonn of rhetorical strategy in the communication with his
hearers. they are not often examined in this light. Rather, the earlier parable scholars
isolated the parables from their co-text, reconstructed them, and applied theologically
dominated methods to them. They obtained universal and timeless dogmas from these
approaches. We do not deny the valuable results of these studies but point out that they
ipored what modem biblical rhetoricians call the interest of each writer (Vorster 1991 :30).
This is well explained in a work of Robbins (1987). Although he does not examine the
parable discourse. Robbins' work on the text 'the woman who touched Jesus' garment'
points out the different intt:rest of each of three authors in three different contexts (Matt
9:20-22. Mark 5:24-34 and Luke 8:42-48).
The M.u.~.a venion emphasises lhe internal reason(;~~ Ol~ the W;)man and Jes~' fulfilment of
her reuoninl in I statement which evokes I formal syllo&ism. This way of tc:l\inl the story
produces • lc&iQI procressive form which uses rhe power of speech wilhin semilie lradition to
craie Christian doctrine about healing. The Ml!rkan version emphasises action!, inner
perceptions. Ind emotions as the woman cr~s the: b,;)ur..J1Uj· from the world of physicians to
vcnerMion of Jesus. Elabon(ion of her prol'!lems under physicilms and elaboration of her
feclinp, thoUJ,hts, obeisance. and speech wht~ £he COil1C5 ll~ Jr"~\S en~php.!hes [sic] her turning
towud Jesus with her total self, which is r;alleC: 'froil!" by Jot:.LIS. JeS"i ..tiknowledces this
crossinC of the boundary by oorling to ttY.: Jeo"~'j;.~ ;:'i~,\,,",;lg. 'Go in peace'•• Hellenistic
exhortation 10 'be healthy frorn :,\D1~'r :sf:liction". The Lubn version empbasises Jesus' reuoning
about himself. tt,.· public declaration of Jesus' healing powers by the woman. and Jesus'
deflection of praise from himself to the woman. This way of tclling the story provides an
occasion for ~opri.le self-praise by Jesus himself and appropriate praise of him by another
person in the Hellenistic-Roman world.
(Robbins 1987:514-15)
Narrowing our focus to the parable discourse of Matthew 13. we observe, firstly, that in this
chapter of his Gospel, Matthew introduces the parables for the first time as a new teaching
method in Jesus' ministry although there are many parabolic discourses before chapter
thirteen. For instance, Matthew does not use the term •parable' for Jesus' discourse about
the 'divided kingdom' (Matt 12:25-30), whereas Mark does (Mark 3:23-27).
3
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Secondly. according to his own rhetorical stratl:gy. Matthew collects several of Jesus' sayings
in chapter thirteen to fonn a complete rhetorical unit - the parable discourse. It is a cento or
textus, a woven together like fabric rather than a mere collection of parables. Thus. not only
the parables but also two other reported speeches from the Old Testament. which refer to the
purpose (13:11-17) and the usage (13:35) of the parables, can be found in Matthew 13.
Thirdly, a shift of scene in the parable discourse occurs in verse 13:36. at which point the
audience also chang~-s. Jesus is together with his disciples and the crowds by the sea in 13:1-
35, whereas in 13:36-53 Jesus is with his disciples only. in the house.
Fourthly, many studies maintain that there is a relationship between Matt 13 and Mark 4: 1-
34 in tenns of Mark as a source. Regardless of what constitutes genatext and what is
pMnoteX(. when we compare Matthew to Mark. the co-text of Matthew 13:1-53 differs from
that of Mark 4:1-34: the 'hometown rejection' in Matt 13:54-58 is not linked with the
"calming of a stonn' as in Mark 4:35-41. This reflects again the unique situation of the
parable discourse within Matthew's Gospel.
The final problem concerns the explanation of the parables. The Sower, the Weeds and the
Dra&net Ire given with their explanation, so why not the rest of the parables (the Mustard
Seed, the Leaven. the Hidden Treasure, the Pearl and the Trained Scribe)? These
interpretations of the first three parables answer to the secret of the kingdom of heaven which
is given to the 'insiders.' The reported speech of Isa 6:9-10 sharpens the issue considerably.
But an enigma exists. It is not clear how the parable has a double function in being at the same
time understood by the 'insiders' and obscure to the •outsiders. ' In any case. Jesus continues
to teach by giving more parables and finally the disciples understand them.
Nonethe~~s, most studies have tended to isolate and reconstruct the parable individually
through the historico-critical method. This is so in spite of the fact that the parable
discourse is treated as a unit of collection in some studies: the historico-critical reading
(Kingsbury 1969; Cope 1976; Lambrecht 1992), linguistic reading based on colon analysis
(Vorster 1977), semiotic reading (Phillips 1981), and the pragmatic force of individual
parable (Du Plessis 1985). These works are meaningful in analysing the parable discourse.
but they have been carried out on a parable-by-parable basis.
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In our opinion, all these works have shortcomings. specifically in neglecting to see the parable
discourse as having a rhetorical structure which has a basic unit to be elaborated. These above
observations challenge us to examine the parable discourse by means of reinvented rhetorical
criticism which is an appropriate. sound method that offers a fresh reading.
1.2 Purpose and Objectives
We are not so ambitious as to deal with all the above points in detail. But we do hope to make
a contribution to parable study through rhetorical criticism. Our purpose is to discover the
rhetorical/unction ofthe parable discourse in Mallhew /3. This purpose will be achieved by
certain objectives which will guide our study. The objectives of this study are set out below.
Regarding rhetorical criticism. this study focuses on developing a dialogic rhetorical
approach in order to examine the texture of the parable discourse in Matthew 13 in terms of
invention rather than performance. As a mod~ of revalued rhetoric. this approach has
centripetal and centrifugal areas to be examined. Identifying a proper theory and method
(model) for the text to be examined is important (SchUssler-Fiorenza 1987; Thibeaux 1990).
Wuellner (l99lb:115) caUs this feature 'the rhetoric of rhetorical theory and of rhetorical
criticism itself.' lnere are various theories and methods in rhetorical criticism and these
may vary according to the nature and scope of the text as well as the interest of the critic.
Different theories and methods are used for construing and interpreting different texts.
Rhetorical criticism. therefore, can be understood as 'interpretative explanation.'
Regarding the parable discoursc:, the objectives in this study can be defined by answering
questions through dialogic rhetoric. TIle questions are as follows:
I. What is the rhetorical unit and structure?
2. What the rhetorical strategies, including social aspects, are used?
3. How does the parable present an enigmatic perspective to the crowds?
4. What is the location of the parable discourse within Matthew?
5. What is the relationship between the parable discourse and other texts in Matthew?
6. What aspects ofChristian culture does the parable discourse describe?
5
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1.3 Hypotheses
1. As a result of the recognition of several weaknesses of classical rhetoric, including
Aristotle's. when applied to biblical studies, reinvented rhetoric has emerged, and a form of
reinvented rhetoric is still called for in biblical studies. As a form of reinvented rhetoric,
our dialogic rhetoric which focus on invention by examining centripetal and centrifugal
dimensions, is a sound method. and is appropriate to the text. It otTers a new reading of the
parable discourse.
2. Matthew has arranged several of Jesus' parables to form a rhetorical structure which has a
basic unit (the proposition) and a group of text-stroetures elaborating the unit. This is a
pattern of a chr~ia elaboration. In this case the chreja is the parable of the Sower. As a
result, the parable discourse in Matthew 13 is not a mere colle-tion but a lexlus - a woven
together - containing a division into two periods, thus reflecting the separation of the
disciples from the crowds.
3. The plrAble discourse occupies a central and synecdochical position within Matthew's
Gospel. The parable discourse functiGns as a turning point as well as occupying the
repre!enwional position in Matthew's Gospel.
4. As a discourse for building community rather than that of a well-established community
which manifests all the cultural connota:ions of Christendom, the parable discourse
suggests Christian culture configuring the conversionist, revolutionist and gnostic-
manipuIationist responses to the Hellenistic-Roman world ofthe first century.
1.4 Method and Methodology
Our method is a dialogic rhetorical approach which integrates classical rhetorical devices with
Burke's pentad, Bakhtin's dialogism and the social scientific approach. Bakhtin's theory
provides us with the theoretical background of dialogism. including centripetal and centrifugal
rhetoric of the parable discourse. Burke's pentad, which consists of scene, agent, act, agency
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and purpose. offers us a critique with which to examine each individual parable. The social
scientific approach otTers the valuable insights for cultural and social dialogism.
Our study consists of two main parts preceded by an introduction. The first part examines
the theoretical background of rhetoric (ch 2 - ch 5) and the second part deals with the
parable discourse in Matthew 13 from a dialogic rhetorical perspective. The content of each
chapter is as follows:
Chapter one is the introduction which deals with problems, hypotheses, and the method
to be used for the study of the parable discourse in Matthew 13 as a complete
rhetorical unit.
Chapter two otTers a s)'t\Opsis of rhetoric from classical to modem times, focusing on
mythos. logos and rhetoric.
Chapter three deals with contemporary rhetoric (present state and characteristics).
Chapter four comprise.s a brief history of the use of rhetorical criticism in New
Testamenl interpretation.
Chapter five offers a definition of.dialogic rhetoric as it is used in our study.
Chapter six, the first chapter of part two, presents a brief history of the study of parables
from a rhetorical perspective.
Chapters seven and 1:ight propose a centripetal rhetoric of the parable discourse in
Matthew 13. Chapter seven examines.various rhetorical strategies \\;lile focusing
on unification and centralisation of the parable discourse based on the concept of
Bakhtin's stylistic dialogism.
Chapter eight is devoted to a Burkean pentadic analysis of each parable.
Chapter nine presents the centrifugal rhetoric of the parable discourse as a whole. The
relationship between the parable discourse and Matthew's Gospel is reflected
here within the chiut!,: structure of Matthew.
Chapter ten consists of the summary and conclusions. The nature of the proable
discourse is classified according to the theory ofresponse to the world.
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THE RHETORICAL BACKGROUND
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2. Classical Rhetoric
The histOl)' ofclassical rhetoric reveals many ditTermtversions of the discipline. This is discussed
by Botha (1994: 122) who outlines four significantly different definitions ofclassical rhetoric:
• the creator of persuasion (Corax, Tisias, Gorgias and Plato):
• the faculty to discover the means of persuasion in r~ference to any given
subject (Aristotle);
• the faculty to speak well regarding public affairs (Hermagoras);
• the science ofspeaking well or adequately (Quintilian, following Stoic
rhetoricians).
Diversity of classical rhetoric occurs even in the writing of a single author,-such as Aristotle
who mentions the audience in his RM/oric. but does not do so in his later work, Topica. Thus
Kraftchick (1990;69-94) can point out that classical rhetoric was '8 flexible discipline.'
Several developmental stages of rhetoric can be identified in the classical period. Each theory
and period has its own characteristics. In this chapter we will examine the stages of
development under three headings: my/has. logos and rhetoric. as we trace the history of
rhetoric from ancient times to the nineteenth century. As a prelimiaary this will guide us
toWllds formulating a rhetorical criticism for the present study.
2.1 Mythos (MOOo<;)
While the term rhitoriki <PlltopLtoi). indicating a verbal art, did not exist until Plato (Schiappa
1991, 1992; Cole 1991 :2), persuasive speaking appears in the earliest history of the theory of
discourse in ancient Greek society. This persuasive speech indicates progress from one form
of communication to another, as well as from one form of consciousness to another, and can
thus be divided into two developmental stages represented by the key terms, mythos and
logos, respectively (cf Havelock 1%3:91, 236; Guthrie 1971 :210-19; Schiappa 1991).
Mythos stems from the 'oral' or 'mythic consciousness,' and refers to persuasive speech
which emerged in the mythic, oral world (Jarratt 1991:31-61; Schiappa 1991:30-31; etc).
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Kennedy (1980) calls this 'traditional' rhetoric. The Homeric poems, Iliad and Odyssey, are
representative examples of mythos and so we can learn about mythos from Homer.
The mythic world, in the history of rhetoric, refers to ancient Greek society from the time of
Homer to the fifth century Be. This world had an essentially oral culture, typified by the epic
tale which was the means ofconveying tradition, law and custom from one generation to the next.
Havelock (1963),. Ong (1982) and Cole (1991) suggest that persuasive argwnent existed in
preliterate society and that this speech had an oral poetic fonn which was used in comrmmication:
"Greek poetry was, in origin, a completely oral form ofcommunication' (Cole 1991 :41).
Tbc mythic world is associated with mythic consciousness. This is different from rational
consciou..~. According to Jarratt (1991 :37), mythos is characterised by the dominant use of
terms or concepts which reflect deity rather than those which reneet an anthropological
viewpoint such as Platonic soul and mind. She maintains, for instance, that every action in
Homer, includina thouaht, is motivated by the gods (;37). Thus mythos is characterised by the
absence ofboth self-reflexivity and the exercise of the critical faculty.
Willcock (1964) observes mythic consciousness in the paradigmatic use of myth in the Iliad.
This peradigm, which he calls mythological pe.radeigma, is based on similarity or analogy, and
is used for exhortation or consolation: 'you must do this. because X, who was in more or less
the same situation as you, and a more significant person, did it' (:142). Braswell (1971)
discovers in the Iliad another mythological iMOvation, that is, 'a demand for compensation of
pMt !el'Vices.· Tbc mythic world identifies with the principle of compensation since this
principle is operative in man's dealing with the gods. In this and in other respects, ancient
Greek society is characterised by the uncritical acceptance of tradition (Jarratt 1991 :42).
Greek poetry can, therefore. be identified with the irrational.
TIle concept of poetry in the culture of mythos differs from that of modem poetry. While
poetry today is the creative work of a poet, Greek poetry, as an epic tale, carried world-
knowledge. The ancient poet was closer to a reciter or an actor than a creative writer. He
gathered all materials to be memorised, traditions to be maintained and paideia (muOEia) to be
transmitted from a generalised memory and incorporated them, completely uncriticaiiy, to
produce a 'poetised statement.' Mythos is, therefore, ideologicaliy mystifying. Hence the
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knowledge which oral poetry delivers in oral culture is only temporally conditioned. In this
fonn, the poetry does not reveal the poet's creativity, nor docs it reflect the self·expression of
the poet. The though/ of poetry belongs to the ancestors. Indeed, Greek poetry is a sort of
culturaJ encyclopaedia which includes ethics. politics. history and technology.
The structure of my/hos is based essentially on an echo pattern. namely. parataxis which
syntactically strings together one idea after another without a strong focus on. causal relations
between events. This structure opposes hypotaxis which focuses on subordination of clauses
in literate syntactical construction and which is the main strategy of rational. dialectical. and
critical discourse. Consequently. scholars like Dng (1982: 15. 40. 52-57, etc) and Enos
(1993:87) view this parataetic style as indicative of illogical and non-rational thought.
Mytltos was used in a \\-ide range of contexts on informal or formal public occasions: at
council meetings of army leaders; at the assembly of soldiers, or of citizens of cities; at
embassies; at religious events and competitions; Imd at after-dinner entertainment for all
classes. It was also used by teachers and students in educational settings (Jarratt 1991 :32-33;
cf Kennedy 1980: 11). Through theSe public events my/hos delivered the nomoi (V4LOL,
custom-laws) and eidea (ELOOx, folk-ways) to the audience, not in the fonn of 'a system oflaw,
public and private. but in the plurality of typical instances which have the coherence proper to
an organic but instinctive pattern of life' (Havelock 1963: 185). In this regard, poetry was the
vehicle oftransmission and was central in teaching.
Thus in the mythic world, the poet was the political leader. teacher of cultural knowledge,
moral adviser and practical instructor (Havelock 1963: 121; Guthrie 1971 :29). The poet was
society"s encyclopaedist, and in this sense, poetry was not literature but a political and social
necessity. In preliterate society it was not an art fonn. nor a product of creative imagination
but a tribal, cultural encyclopaedia (Havelock 1963: 125).
Many studies, however, point out that rational arguments do exist in mythos, specifically in
the works of Homer. Geometrical structure (ring structure, parallelism or chiastic structure)
is regarded as a fonn of logical argument (Jarratt 1991 :35), and both Whitman (1958) and
Willcock (1964) apply this form to the Iliad. After examining certain literary phenomena in
the Diad. Braswell (1971 :25) maintains that, while Homer's narrative art reveals
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irrationalism. such a narrative art presupposes rationality. Anderson (1987) observes a set of
rhetorical strategies in the Iliad:
• spatial logic which refl:'rs to spatial arrangement, in a moment. rather than to
chronological arrangement:
• mirror strate~' which refers to retrospection in narrative by analogy, contrast,
and repetition;
c embedded narrative which refers to paradigm;
• the strategy which deals with audience;
• mythological paradigms which contain two levels of communication -
orgu~nlfunclion (between characters) and key function (between the poet and
his audience).
According to these observations, Homer's compositional arrangement is literate rather than oral.
To sum up, my/has can be seen to be another term for oral poetIy in the history of rhetoric,
and oral poetry (the epic tale) is basically a fonn of communication. TI-arough this epic tale
nomoi lind eitka ofsociety are conveyed to the audience who accept the traditions uncritically.
Mylhos later be&!ns to embody the challenge of a consciousness different from that of the
mythic world, namely, one which grows out of social and political change. This change is
reflected in the poetry itself. Thus the era of rationality in the history of rhetoric starts with
Homer. Recent studies of Homer reveal implicit rationality in the mythos of the Iliad. The
change of mental consciousness appears through the combination of the mythic mode of
organisation with rational argwnent Classicaj literature reveals a transitional movement from
irrationality in a mythic world to rationality, and from oral to written text.
2.2 Logos (Aoyoc;)
As we have stated, Homer's oral poetry is regarded as mythos, a typical discourse of the mythic-
poetic tradition, which also reflects the transition between oral poetIy and narrative. Social
and political change which occurred around the sixth and fifth centuries Be affected
intellectual activity which began to move away from the mythic consciousness or the irrational.
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In this context. the term logtu (Aby~) or legein (.\iyELv), referring to what would later be called
rhetoric, began to appear in the histOl')' of rh<-Ioric, specifically around the time of the Older
Sophi:.:s. The Sophists thus claim the province of logos (Schiappa 1991:41). Yet. logos cannot be
reprded as a common theory ofdi!COW'SC of the Older Sophists. since each reveals his own unique
~ in his logos (Schiappa 1991:77·81; Guthrie 1971: Kerferd 1981:3). Individual
studies. however, are not our purpo!IC. We will examine logos in the light of the history ofrhetoric.
Unlike mythos which refers to mythic oral poetry. logos is used for 'argument' or 'speech'
(and legtin for 'speeches' or 'spcUeTS') in sophistic theory of discourse (Schiappa 1991 :41).
Thus logos can be translated as 'rational discourse.' Logos is also used, however, as a general
term refcnina to the content of mythos and to one of the three modes of persuasion in
Aristotle's rhetoric.
The logos of the Sophists challenged the traditions of poetic discourse and, therefore, differed
from "'1lhos in at least two ways. Firstly, logos is the discourse of hwnanistic rationalism.
Influenced by social and political clwlge. the Sophists introduced new topics, such as politics
and ethics, which would later become disciplines (Havelock 1963:303). This is reflected in
logos and thus logos reveals an UlthropologicaJ point of view. unlike my/has which deals with
mythic COIl!Ciousness. Accordingly, the focus of logos is on arguing rather than un merely
tellina. reminding and recalling.
Secoodly, not only did change occur in the substance but also in the style of logos. As the
preferred medium, the prose style of logos penetrated and took over from epic poetIy. Writing
bepn to reflect the writer's own creative thought and as such invited more active participation
by the audience than did my/MS. It became the object of study. In this way the Sophists
brought to an end the mythic poetic tradition.
2.2.1 ProtagorH
Protagoras of Abdera (in Thrace) probably lived from 490 to 420 Be (Jarratt 1991:49).
He was the first and most influential of the professional Older Sophists, and he occupies d
significant position in the history of rhetoric. Protagoras could not escape from the
tradition of my!hos completely, but his theory of logos reveals a clear difference from the
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oral poet!')'. He can. therefore. be described as a 'revolutionary' pioneer in the rhetorical
field (Schiappa 1991:161).
The first point we examine is Protagoras' focus on an anthropological approach to reality. As
seen in the previous section. Homer hints at an anthropological point of view within my/hos.
Mylhos, however, refers to the discourse which existed in mythic society. It does not contain
words which represent human critical ability. Uncritical acceptance of tradition could be seen
as the hallmark of mythic culture. Protagoras. on the other hand. emphasises an
anthropological vie\\point. For Protagoras the human being is a critical, rational being and his
framework is based on the principle of 'human-as-measure': '[O]f all things the measure is
hW1W1, of the things that are, that they are, and of the things that they are not. that they arc
not' (Protagoras 1972:18). Accordingly, Protagoras does not take into account any mythic
consciousness, but. rather. denies any significance of existence outside human experience.
This is the most revolutionary point in the history of rhetoric.
ProIagoras' human-as-rneasure principle is reflected in his Dissoi logo; (double arguments).
Dissoi logo; means that 'two accounts are present about everything, opposed to each other' or
'two contrary reports are true concerning every experience.' In short. nature can be viewed in
tbe: Hght of contradiction - 'as P' and 'as nol P' (Schiappa 1991 :99-100). This reveals the
relationship that exists between language and rationality, and between the nature of logos and
the world. His logos made the study of language, including logic. grammar, linguistic and
5Ct1WltiC5. inevitable. Furthermore. ~ was the first to divide logos into four basic categories;
request, question. answer, and command (Guthrie 1911 :220).
Secondly, according to Protagoras, the purpose of logos is to lead people for the better.
Arele (cipn,;) is required as a prerequisite for success. Prior to Protagoras and clearly
conceptualised by Homer, arele denotes skill and excellence, and refers to the concept of
inheritance which is related to nobiJjty of wealth and high birth (Schiappa 1991:168-169).
During Protagoras' time it denotes 'excellence deemed most likely to ensure the success,
prosperity and stability of the group' (Adkins 1913:4). Accordingly. Protagoras denies the
a5pect of arele preserved in mythic '(fadition, namely inheritance of arele, and, contrary to
the tradition, he maintains that this skill could be taught. Thus arele is the objective of
education. In this regard logos is used in education.
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Thirdly. for Protagoras /ogo.~ is the means whereby the audience comes to judgement. In his
time this resulted in the role of [ogo... in the polis ('lf6~\.~). In the social and political life of the
polis it provided the W8)' for panicipation of the lludience in decision-making. In this regard
Protagoras was the first thinker to offer a theoretical background for participatory democracy
(Schiappa 1991 :184). Protagoras' implicit theory of logos is expressed explicitly in Aristotle's
Rhetoric (2.1.2; cf 2.18.1): 'rhetoric is concerned with making a judgement.'
To swnmanse. although influenced by m)'lhos, Protagoras plays a significant role in the
transition of the Greek tradition from a mythic-poetic to a more hwnanistic-rath"lnalistic
cultlft. Also influenced by social and political change, he breaks mythic tradition and ushers
in. rational era in the history of rhetoric. Prolagoras blurs the distinction between mylhos and
logos. In this regard. we might say that his theol')' of logos is a 'quantum leap' by comparison
with Iff)'thos.
2.2.2 Gorgiu
Goraias of Leontini (in Sicily) lived from 490 to 380 Be and was the first individual to revive
the study of rhetoric (Enos 1993:74). He might well be called the father of rhetoricians. For
Gorgiu the prime purpose of logos is persuasion: 'logos is a powerful lord' (Gorgias
1972:5.2). To explain the power of logos, Gorgias continue to write:
Fin(. the words of the astronomen who, subslinninl opinion for opinion, taking away one but
creatine MOther, mae what is incredible 1M uncle. seem true to the eyes of opinion; then,
second. qically necessary~ in which a single speech, wrinen with art but not spoken with
truth. bends a IfCal crowd and persuades; <mld> third. the verbal dispute ofphilosopbers. in which
the swiftness ofthought is also shown making t:1e bclicfin an opinion subject to Q5Y change.
(Gorgias 1972:53)
Gorgias regards his logos, which affects the audience's psyche, as a power stronger than one
which has a superficial effect on the ear. Thus persuasion through logos is an action upon the
psyche ofthe audience. Logos acts on the psyche as a drug acts on the body.
1be effect of speech upon the condition of the soul is comparable to the power of drugs over the
nature of bodies. For just as different drugs dispel different secreH!:t1s from the body. and some
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brinlln end to disease and othc~ to life. so also in the ell!;e of speeches. some distress, others
deliaht,~ cause fear. othc~ make the hearers bold. and some drug and bewitch the soul with.
kind ofevil pers.wion.
(GorKias 1972:S3)
As seen in the above, to Gorgias logos is almost an independent external power which forces
the hearer to do its will (Segal 1962: 121; cf Sullivan 1992).
Gorgias bases his theory of logos upon his philosophy which. by and large, appears in his
wort, Or" NonRreality or On Na/ure. His major tenets regarding communication can be
summarised in three premises: 'first. nothing actually exists; second, even if something
actuaUy did exist. it would be incomprehensible to man; third, even if comprehension could
be attai~ it could certainly not be articulated or explained' (Enos 1993:81). All these three
tenets deal with 'thing', 'thought' and 'logos:
To elaborate briefly, the first tenet does not refer to the existence of the physical world but to
sense-perception. Enos (1993:81-83) paraphrases this tenet: 'No one entity or concept can be
idealised into existence.' This reveals Gorgias' rejection of belief in essences. In the second
~ Gorgias delineates the gulf between 'thing' and "thought: To comprehend something
means to understand through human media alone. Unfortunately the hwnan mind is limited and
individual. The hwnan being thus cannot achieve total knowledge ofany subject but understands
'thing' only pertially through interpretation of man's finite sense and perception. The final tenet
refm to the theory of logos. Gorgias maintains that when communicating, sense-perception
cannot be the vehicle of communication between persons. Rather logos conveys one's limited
thought to others. In this respect, logos is different from 'thing' as well as 'thought.'
Based on this view of the nature of language, Gorgias' logos can be represented by apate
(tinclLT}. deception). Apa/e in logos is not only inevitable but also necessary. Apate is the
artificial creation of individual sense-perception and thus logos becomes a form of deception.
Deception is not a matter ofgood or evil and its ethical dimension belongs solely to the rhelor.
Gorgias' logos is very often associated with such poetic style: as antithesis, isocolon (two or
more clauses with the same number of syllables), homoeoteleuton (two or more clauses
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ending with the same or rhyming words). and parison (parallelism of structure). These are
called 'Gorgianic figures' because although they are not inventions of Gorgias, they are
essential characteristics of Gorgins' style (Kennedy 1963:64~65). Moreover. Gorgias
stresses antithesis which is beyond the stylistic form. Because of the limitations of
language, reality cannot ~ articulated through logos and thus he uses the antithetical style
in order to reveal the truth in a non-logical or poetic manner. For Gorgias antithesis is a
fundamental method of inquiry.
In this way. style becomes a source of the power of logos. On this subject Consigny (1992:51)
writes: 'the success - and truth - of one's remarks is determined neither by the essential
nature of putative realit)'lying beyond every discourse. nor in an individual speaker's arbitrary
inspiration or whim, but rather through the recognised protocols and criteria of the spedfic
discourse being spoken.•
Gorgias bases his logos upon lcairos (ICULpQ;). In ancient Greek thought. lcairos is defined as
'the right time' or 'the opportune moment' for something to happen (Poulakos 1983). Kairos
is an important concept in the de\'elopment of Greek thought. Kinneavy (1986:84) introduces
the concept of lcairos as the 'appropriateness of the discourse to the particular circumstances
of the time, place, speaker and audience involved.' The term mira... in classical discourse
theory is the dominating concept not ooly for Gorgias but also for e>ther Sophists and ancient
rhetoricians such as Plato and Cicero. It is Gorgias, however, who utilises kairos as the
foundation of his epistemology. rhetoric, ethics and aesthetics (Kinneavy 1986:81 ).
For Gorgias. firstly. kairos has the power to create situations in which the rhetor
communicates with his audience in the present, or moves them to the possible world. either
past or future (Gorgias 1972:52). Regarding this point. Glover (1990:34) maintains that kairos
breaks into the cycle of chronos (xp6voc) through the power of logos. Secondly. /cairos is
observed in the midst of the antithetical struggle in which /cairos leads to a solution. In support
of this, Engnell (1973: 178) writes that /cairos has a capability to reach "a conclusion to a given
situation that was to govern belief and acceptance. rather than its correctness according to
strict logic.' Sullivan (1992:320) calls this concept of /cairos 'the irrational power that broke
up the opposition of the antitheses in the situation and made possible. by persuasion of self
and ofothers, the perception of something as objectively knowable.'
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Regarding Gorgias' poetic style. Enos (1993:85) \\Tites that he 'did not stress rational methods
for attaining krisi.\ (KpLOl';) but. rather. used non-rational. stylistic procedures tor gaining the
assent of listeners.' Cenain literary characteristics contained in Gorgias' IOK0.'l, however, mark it
uM'lexunpleoffifth~entw)' 'rationalism' (cfDe Romily 1975:20; Jarratt 1991:57; Schiappa
1995). In Gorgias, st)Ole and content are interrelated and complementary to each other.
2.2.3 Isocrllt..
lsocrates (436-338 BC in Athens) was a pupil of th~ sophist Gorgias. His contribution to
rhetoric is significant. According to Schiappa (1991 :42-44. 1992) who bases his findings on
an extensive computer search through all corrected and uncorrected Thesaurus Linguae
Gr~ctN data bank texts. rhiloreia (P'ltopELrt) appears for the first time in [socrates' Against
1M Sophisls (ca 392 Be) but the tenn is not satisfactorily explained because the document is
incomplete. ending after only a few pages. lsocrates' other writings (published between 374
Be and 346 Be) do contain the tenn, but it occurs only rarely. Instead. he uses logos as the
dominant tenn in his writings.
Unlike the itinerant sophists of his time. lsocrates established for the first time his own school
(Kennedy 1980:34; Bizzell &:. Herzberg 1990:25) and there he taught logography - speech
composition - as a discipline of indispenstlble value (Enos 1993: 113). His school aimed at
fostering panbeIJcnistic statesmanship. not at producing orators per se (:114). In this regard,
rhetors are critical servants.
Several dW8Cteristics of lsocratcs' logos can be detennined. Firstly. because of his focus on
practical rhetoric for community. lsocrates regarded the morality of the thesis as an important
element (Enos 1993:114). He often attacked the itinerant immoral teachers of his time.
Secondly, the goal of logos was ~n as persuasion (cf Litfin 1994:64). lsocrates viewed style
as an important element in logos. but this was not related to the matter of speaking prettily,
rather to the art of speaking persuasively. Thus, in his schools, he shaped stylistic features for
persuasive purposes. In other words, style was associated with the power of logos.
The third characteristic of lsocrates' logos is its focus on kairos, The success of logos depends
on the use of kairos. Thus the wisest orators are those who can take otherwise common
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elements and make 'proper use of them at the appropriate time. to conceive the right
sentiments about them in each instance' (Litfin 1994:65). Finally, lsocrates developed
'narrative rhetoric' from a new perspective. In his school he taught prose composition in
preference to the slavish following of the traditi-or.!ll and normative poetic form (Poulakos
1987; cf Kennedy 1980:35; Enos 1993: 112-4). l11is tnnative rhetoric resulted in stressing
practice (Enos :114). Indeed, lsocrates is the first :wiio: "orator" who did not deliver his
speeches orally. They were carefully edited. polished. and published in written (but, of course,
not printed) form. By his action. speech was convinced into literature. another influence
to",vds the 1~II~rQtur;zzaz;oM ofmetoric (Kennedy :35).
To swn up this section on logos, social and political change around the sixth and the fifth
centuries DC led the intellectuals of ancient Greece to break with mythic tradition. In other
words. the rise of the Older Sophists meant the end of mythic consciousness, their focus
shifting to the human point of view. This transformation from mythic, non-rational thinking to
rational consciousness influenced their language and resulted in logos.
ProtIgons first introduced a theory of logos as rational discourse. Gorgias defined and
developed the logos as persuasive discourse and lsocrates redefined and redeveloped it in the
mode of narrative. As we have seen, the above three theories of logos differ from each other.
The logos of the Older Sophists. therefore, should be examined individually. In general,
however, logos is opposed to Iftythos. In this regard. logos is characterised as ·rational.'
Given the inabilit)' of language to comprehend total reality, logos nonetheless possesses a
world view which differs from the mythic consciousness. It. therefore. becomes an object of
study, unlike mythos which is related to the uncritical acceptance of traditions. But logos
encounters critici5D1 from Plato who then coins the term rhetorilei <PTltopLtal) in the attempt to
redefine logos. Schiappa (1992) categorises logos as "prediscipJinary' discourse.
2.3 Rhetoric fPTrropLKli)
In this section we focus upon the subject of rhetoric. The term rhelOrike (PTltopI.Kn), denoting
verbal art. is Plato's coinage. Rhetoric differs from sophistic logos in certain respects as we
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shall sec. We \\-ill examine both Plato and Aristotle because the fonner invents the ternl
rhetoric to replace logos. and the latter systematically forn1Ulates the discipline of rhetoric.
2.3.1 Plato
According to Schiappa (1991 :42-44. 1992). although the tenn rhelorike (pT1tOPLK~) is found in
Plato's other works, it is in Gorgias, dated ca 385 BC, that he uses it nin.:ty times. Gorgias is,
therefore. the oldest document to usc the tenn dominantly. Schiappa's other observation is
that Plato is a prolific coiner of tenns ending with ·LK~, denoting 'art of as in, for instance,
cristic (tPLO't'UO;). dialectic (6Uu.fKnK~) and anti logic (avnAoyLKtl). As a result, Schiappa
concludes that Plato coins the tenn rMtoriki in his Gorgias.
A classicist, Cole (1991:2), also maintains that no trace-of rhitoriki is found before Plato's
Gorgja~ and that the earliest use of the term is confined to Plato and Aristotle. It thus seems
quite safe to say that Plato (ca 428·347 BC) is the first rhetorician who uses the tenn rhiloriki
to denote 'an of rhetor.· referring to the speech of a politician who puts forth motions in court
or the assembly (Schiappa J991 :44).
Plato does not reject logos but rather the sophists' usc of it. He understands the fimdamental
nature of logos and. in fact. it becomes a key subject for him. In order to differentiate between
logos and rhetoric, he defines rhetoric as 'a producer of persuasion' (Gorgias 453a) or 'a
universal an of enchanting the mind by arguments' (Phaedrus 26Ia:7·8). There are several
fundamental differences between him and Gorgias. Firstly, Plato pursues truism against
Gorgias' probability. Gorgias believes that humans cannot obtain absolute knowledge,
whereas Plato. a moralist and philosopher. believes that transcendent truth exists and is
available to hwnan beings. Thus. according to Plato, persuasion-to-belief of sophistic rhetoric
is bed rhetoric whereas pcrsuasion-to-knowledge is good rhetoric. This serves as the starting
point for Plato's rhetoric.
Secondly, Plato's rhetoric is characterised by style. He seems to distrust the long-winded
propositional arguments of logos (Enos 1993:95; Utfin 1994:52). Plato uses the fonnat of
dialogue, namely the question·answcr style found in Gorgias, and in addition. his distaste for
expandeJ speech is expressed through a character, Socrates, who demands short. direct
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replies. These two styles are set in contrast to each other. To Plato dialectic is the appropriate
device for philosophy but in writing. dialectic becomes a rhetorical activity. In this regard.
Enos (: 100) said that the fonnat of dialogue is an argument. a rhetorical device. Later Plato's
dialogue serves as the starting point for Bakhtin's dialogic.
Thirdly. Plato discusses justice in his rhetoric in order to point out the danger of sophistic
logos (Schiappa 1991 :45; cf Litfin 1994:52). For Plato logos is dangerous and is in need of
redefinition, sinc!'! it could be used for a negative purpose, leading to apaJe. deception. Logos
is a fonn of flattery.
In this way, recognising the necessity to distinguish between good and bad rhetoric, Plato
sought a morally ideal rhetoric for philosophical and pragmatic reasons. He may have coined
- or at least borrowed and defined - the new word rhetoriki as part of an effort to limit the
scope and popularity of sophistic logos to affairs of the law courts and the assembly. Plato's
rhetoric. however. could not take over sophistic logos completely. It gained philosophical
respect theoretically but failed to persuade his immediate audience pragmatically because only
a few could access philosophy (Litfin 1994:57-58; Enos 1993: 101). In thi5 regard, Plato did
not consider the audiencc-dimcnsion in his rhetoric.
2.3.2 Aristotle
Aristotle (ca 384-322 Be) was a student of Plato and was keenly aware of the importance of
rhetoric. As a theorist. he established a number of disciplines. which are founded on fonnal
logic. Rhetoric is one of the disciplines which are systematised in his Rhetoric. Unlike Plato.
who is concerned with true and false rhetoric. Aristotle's main concern is the scientific
demonstration of argument in rhetoric. Aristotle defines rhetoric as the art of seeing the
available means of persuasion in each case. His focus is on the discovery of how to persuade
rather than on the act of persuasion itself. This an of discovery requires the rhetor to use all
possible resources systematically. including situation.
Aristotle views rhetoric as lechne (tEXVTI). referring to system. Unlike the antithetical style of
sophistic logos. Aristotle's rhetoric states a thesis and pmves it through the scientific method.
For this he systematically theorises about the necessary elements in rhetoric: the three genres
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regarding the audience Gudicial, deliberative and epideictic), proofs (internal and external).
arrangement, style, stasis theory, fonnal logic and cnthymeme, and the three modes of
persuasion (elhos. palMS and logos). We need not explain all these subjects, It suffices to say
that Aristotle clearly focuses on the dynamic power of persuasion, specifically \\'ilh regard to
both the rbetor and the audience.
As lechne Aristotle's rhetoric is rational discourse. Kennedy (1980:78) slates: 'the irrational
power of language has no attraction for him [Aristotle]: FurthemlOre, rational rhetoric calls
for the audience to make a judgement and hence it aims at judgement rather than at belief
since judgement is primarily a rational process (cf Enos 1993:87): 'the use of persuasive
speech is directed to a judgement' (Rhetoric 2.18.1; cf 2.1.2). In rhetoric the audience, who
must be persuaded, is always the judge and the rhetor always the one judged.
Aristotle systematically fonnulated the theory of rhetoric. In doing so, he broke all
connections between rhetoric and the irrational power of logos. and aimed rhetoric at /crisis
(j1Jll~ment, effecti.;e decision-making),
2.3.3 The Limitations of Aristotle's rhetoric
Wilder's call for redefinition of rhetoric in the light of Christian culture (1956, [1964]
1971) and Muilenburg's reintroduction of a rhetorical approach to biblical studies in 1968
initiated the re·use of rhetorical criticism for biblical hermeneutics. Since then, scholars
have paid attention to classical rhetoric as a tool for the interpretation of biblical texts, and
in 1984 Kennedy proposed a model of rhetorical criticism for the interpretation of the New
Testament. Throughout this time. Greco·Roman rhetoric, which includes Aristotle's theory
of rhetorical genre, was widely used as the sine qua non of biblical studies, particularly of
New Testament studies (cfWatson & Hauser 1994).
The use of rhetoric in this way however has raised some questions. Thuren (1990:68)
maintains, for instance, that Kennedy does not view rhetoric as·a study of interaction.
Olbricht (1990:226) argues that Aristotle does not know about sermons. According to
Bitzer (1992:330·331), Aristotle's rhetoric deals with only a part of the wide range of
rhetorical discours'!;. We will now examine these ideas in some detail.
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2.3.3.1 Socia' Contaxt
Aristotle divided rhetorical discourse into three genres: judicial, deliberative and cpideictic.
These genres are directly related to the function of the discourse as well ao; its social context.
According to this classification. an oration was delivered at one of three social gatherings, all
of which were basic and primary settings in Aristotle's time: in the courtroom, at the political
assembly and at the civic ceremony. Aristotle based rhetoric on 'an aristocratic notion of the
model speaker' which favours 'a particular class faction. the well·bom and educated' (Berlin
1990:178-182 passim).
Social and cultural change occurred, however. Robbins (1988:20-2 I) maintains that those
three social settings no longer dominated public life during Hellenistic and Roman periods,
and as a result most rhetorical discourses during this time were given in settings other than the
three conventional venues.
Wuellner (1991.:116) also argues in favour of reconsidering the use of Aristotle's genres in
biblic:al studies because of this social change: 'three basic kinds of social situation in the
Greek city-sraaes...changed by the first century... they dominated life in changed ways.'
ChIn&e also occurred in Jewish culture between the beginning of the first centwy and the end
of the centwy. Social and cultural discrepancy ofanother kind is found, within a single period,
between Jesus, the Jew and Luke, the Hellenistic Christian. Instead of designating a new
KCIU'C, therefore, Wuellner suggests a genre study which takes into account Jewish social
context with its Near Eastern origin and Hellenistic influences.
2.3.3.2 Application
The province for the application of Aristotle's rhetoric is in public speaking, in which the
rhetorical perspective is 'patently single,' devoted to communication within a particular social
context (WieheIns [1925] 1972:54). The rhetoric is not related to the production of /iterature
but is a practical technique designed to produce an effect on audience. By contrast, the
territory of contemporary rhetoric is wider than that of classical rhetoric. Because people are
rhetorical beings, any form of discoUf'. which has an impact (effect) on audience, whether
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wrinen or spoken. scientific. dialectical or any other. can be seen as rhetoric (cf Bitzer
1992:330; Olbricht 1990:225).
Besides. all discourse that has 'di~ursive practices,' in Foucault's tenninology, is rhetoric
(Burke 1953:210; Eagleton 1983:205). Eagleton (:205). therefore. might call for Ii :-etum to the
use of rhetoric in literature as it is 'the oldest Conn of"Iiterar;v criticism" in the world.' A good
point made by WueJlner (1991a:118) is his s~'ggestion ofa genre 8f'proach that integrates both
literature and rhetoric.
As regards biblical literature. the texts are not simply public discourse. They fonn a narrative
with both story and discourse. Classical rhetoric, however, does not really take into account
this concept of narrative and. therefore, the study of the Gospels must begin with a theory of
narrative as communication.
2.3.3.3 Method of P....uulon
1bc foundation of Aristotle's rhetoric is lonnal logic in persuasion. According to 10giciQJlS,
fonnal logic deals with the study of the forms of argument (Wahon 1989:132). But the
inadequacy of applyinl fonnal logic to rhetoric has been pointed out clearly by scholars like
Toulmin (1958), and Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969). Formal logic has limitations for
the study ofthc Bible. since the Bible contains various features such as proclamations (direct
commands where rhetorical proof is absent) and dialogue which has the characteristics of
infonr.sl logic. Lambrecht (1989:247-248) calls for genre study in conjW1Ction with
Perelman's informal logic. highlighting 'the need of a correct insight into the genre (and
subgcnre) of the biblical passage in order to determine its spccific message,'
Kraftchick (1990:56) goes further in saying that the application of Aristotle's genre to the
biblical text, especially Paul's epistles, is problematic:
[IJn the desire ro fInd rhetorical forms and genres among Paul's letters. the ieners themselves are
forgonen. Instead of allowing the t'xU their rightful shape, the letters arc often fined to the callORS
of rhetoric. Often this fit is not a neat one and as a result important par"..s of the text are mishaped
[sic], or worse, excised.
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Arguing that an uncritical application of rhetorical criticism in biblical study can lead in a
WTOItg direction, Kraftchick. like Lambrecht, suggests genre study using Perelman's theory of
ariumentation based on informal logic.
2.3.3.4 Strong Anthropological Viewpoint
Aristotle limited rhetoric to the conting.:nt, probably because human actions are by nature only
continpt and probable. For him there are two t)-pes of truth. One is related to thefact, which
is universal and necessary. but this is outside his theory. The other is probable truth or
:~f"bability and this usually deals with human actions and the interpretation of them.
Aristotle's rhetoric operates in the area of probability.
Warnick (1989:307·308) observes that in Aristotle's rhetoric as lechne, probability
fimcti9ns in three ways: likelihood of <X:currence in most places in the past 0" {'uture, the
audience's acceptance of the premises as tnle, and the common and special topics which
provide the principles for making all a fortiori arguments. In this regard, biblical rhetoric
differs from Aristotle's. All the proofs of me Bible are not the products of human invention.
They consist of witness, attestations and documentary evidence through which one must
look at the role of the discil'les, the miracles and reported speeches. The following is a
clearer staiement of the difference between the two.
[C)ertajn aspects of the Christian vision differ from Aristotle's. In the Christilll1 view, the world is
the wena in which God (dvough God's Son and the Spirit) carries out divine purposes among
humans.• Jn Aristotle's view, God had no involvement in human life, and therefore 'humanity is
the measure of atl things' ...AIl truths, proofs, and positions are in the fmal lmalysis human. In the
Christian rbetonc, in contrast. a recitation of the acts ofGod in the conuDlmity of believers plays a
major role, affecting proofs, arrangemenl, and style. That which is eternal is not so much
immutablt- laws but the one-for-all actions ofGod.
(Olbricht 1990:226)
Olbrich~ therefore, designates a new genre namely, 'church rhetoric,' but this also reflects the
venue where the rhetor gives his oration. In conclusion, Aristotle's rhetoric is concerned, by
and large. with a fonnal, logical system of persuasion in public discourse but his rhetoric -
genre in particular - cannot be applied uncritically to biblical studies.
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2.4 Post-Aristotle
Hellenistic period was imponant in the history of rhetoric. The Greeks invented rhetoric and
the Romans perfe<;ted it. Kcnnc:d)' (1980:86) labels the rht:toric of this period as 'technical
rhetoric.' With the term 'techniquc' he focuses on the 'technical writing to impose rules, to
aqularise. and to codify - thus not to provide for subtlety or finesse: During this time
rhetoricians produced many valuable works. One of them was Rhetoriea ad Herenniulfi (ca
86-82 Be) which is devoted to the systematic investigation of style:. In this book (4.8.11-
4.11.16), the author names the three levels of style - the grand, the middle and the simple.
The other important rhetorical works during Hellenistic period were those of both Cicero and
Quintilian. Cicero (106-43 BC). Kennedy (1980:90) writes, was 'the greatest Roman orator
and the most impol1ant Latin writer on rhetoric.' Cicero's contribution lies in the revival of
Greek rhetorical tradition. For Cicero. the purpose of rhetoric is persuasion: 'the function of
eloquence seems to be to speak in a manner suited to persuade an audience. the end is to
persuade by speech' (De Inventione 1.5.6). According to him (De Optimo Genere Oratorum
1.4), rhetoric has three functions: to instruct «(Ioeere), to delight (delee/are) and to move
(mo\~rt') the minds of the audience. His theory of rhetoric was used later by Augustine.
Quintilian (ca 40-95 AD) was the author of the largest Latin rhetorical treatise, Inslitutio
Oraloria, which consisted of twelve books. Although he cnn be seen as Ciceronian,
QuintiJian differs from Cicero and this is reflected in his definition of rhetoric. To
Quintilian. rhetoric is the science ofspeaking well. This definition includes 'all the virtue of
oratory and the character of the orator as well because no man can speak well who is not
good himself (lnstitutio Oratoria 2.15.34). Quintilian focuses on the ideill orator and hence
also on the morality of rhetoric. Litfin (1994: I00) writes, 'if Cicero was lthe fQft'most Latin
orator and writer on rhetoric, Quintilian became Rome's greatest rhetorical teacher.'
The second sophistic rhetoric, during the period from 50 AD to 400 AD approximately
(Murphy 1974:35), also occupied an important position in the history of rhetoric. This
rhetoric was characterised by the practice of dec/amation. or discourse upon a stated theme.
Exercises in composition, called progymnasmata. were well-known from the treatises by
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such rhetoricians as Theon (fint century) and Ilermogcnes (second century). Theon
introduced chreia when dealing with pro~"n"'tumtlftl (Hock & O'Neil 1986; Mack &
Robbins 1989).
Ancient rhetoric origin~ted in ancient Greek period and was assimiltited by the Romans and
passed on from thence to mediaeval European and Renaissance culture. Through this process
the four ancient traditions in rhetoric were transmitted. according to Murphy (t 974:3-42):
Aristotle's. Cicero's, Quintilian's and the second sophistic rhetoric.
Duri.na the Middle ages, three t}'}'es of Iiterary rhetoric were developed (Kristeller 1983). The
first was related to the tlM..~ry of lelltr-wriling which was the main genre of prose literature
(KriSleller 1983:7-10; cf Murphy 1974:194-268). The composition of documents and letters
was regarded as a legal and administrative necessity. The next most significant genre was
spied, or ora/ion (Kristeller 1983: 11-13). Public oratory (deliberative, forensic and
epideictic) was revived in various places.
The third type is s~rmon or sacred rhelor;c. which is called 'a homiletic revolution - a
complete new rhetorical genre' (Murphy 1974:310; Kristeller 1983.13-15). Abbott (1990:99)
calls this 'Christian Grand Style: a style that is vivid, figurative. and. above all, passionate.
This style is modelled after the grand style of antiquity and represents, therefore. the
theological confirmation ofancient rhetorical precepts. '
The most significant characteristic of this period is tha~ the dimension ofaudience disappeared
from rhetoric and. instead, the focus of rhetoric was on style (Perelman 1986:8). According to
Perelman (:8), Talon published a work in 1572 in which rhetoric was reduced to stylistics or
figures of speech for the first time. Thereafter, rhetoric. in fact, became identical with the
study of figures of speech and it became one subject in a Iriv;um consisting of grammar.
rhetoric and dialectic.
• Grammar is the science ofcorrectness in speaking.
• Rhetoric deals with elocution and the ornamental dimension.
• Dialectic deals with logic which distinguishes the true from the false.
(Murphy 1974:73-74)
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The eighteenth century was an important turning point in the history of rhetoric. It
brought to an end a long tradition of rhetoric which began in Greece in the fifth century
Be and thus scholars speak of the 'decline of rhetoric' - in fact. the decline was in name
only. Rather. a new tradition arose comprising logic. semiotics. literary criticism, and oral
interpretation (Horner &:. Banon 1990:114; cf Kelber 1994:13). At this time the two
concepts of literarure and psychology beaan to influence the theory of rhetoric. This
tradition continued throughout the nineteenth century. Rhetoric of t~is period is
characterised as 'psychological' (Ehninger [1968] 1972:53).
In summary, as stated earlier in this chapter. rhetoric developed according to the wider
social and culturoll situation. Concerning this development. rhetoricians identify two trends:
continuity and discontinuity (Rlair 8:. Kahl 1990; cf Kennedy 1975). This subject will be
examined in detail in the next chapter.
2.5 Summary and Conclusion
We have examined the history of rhetoric in the Western tradition from its origin to the
nineteenth century, our focus being mainly 0[1 classical rhetoric because that period h~ mere
relevance to the study of the Bible:, than other periods. The history of ancient Greek rhetoric
reveals a shift from mythos through logos (Protagoras-Gorglas-lsocrates) to rhetoric (Plato-
Aristotle-Cicero-Quintilian). This shift refers not only to progress in communication but also
to the change from one form ofconsciousness to another.
My/has. as a rhetorical discourse, refers to the epic poetry of the mythic world, and is
characterised by oral and mythic consciousness. Oral consciousness indicates illogical
structure and thus favours a parataetic arrangement - a continuous running style in poetry. In
mythic consciousness there is an absence of terms and concepts referring to self-reflection
and, instead, the thinking is dominated by the concept of deity. The purpose of my/hos is to
convey the tradition uncritically. Hence my/hos is classified as irrational discourse rather than
rationally creative discourse.
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Social and political changes begin to occur arowlJ the sixth and. tW:' centuries Be. This
transformation opens a democratic era which rcqt:ircs participation from the people. and
which thus breaks \\ith mythic irrational consciousness. At this point. Jarratt (1991 :59-61)
maintains. nomos emerges in the histot'), of rhetoric. ,VomO.f is something "believed in.
practised or held to be right' (Guthrie 1971 :55). It is a belief. opinion. or point of view which
differs from tradition ami which. therefore. reflects rationality. Nomos is 'self-conscious
arrangement ofdiscourse to create politically and socially significant knowledge' (:60).
The concepl of nomos refers to the change in recognition of the nature of human beings. In
this regard. nomos is the vchicle for "raising humnn life above the level of beasts' (Guthrie
1971 :63). Against this background. the Older Sophists emerge in Greece. and they are the 5rst
professionals who claim the province of logos. which is in opposition to mythos. Protagoras
views the hwnan as a rational and critical being and his logos is related to the techne (art or
skill) of prose speech. while. Gorgias. some time later, bases his theory of logos upon
philosophical premises. Thus Logos was introduced by Protagoras and revived by Gorgias.
Logos is the 'rational speech' of the Older Sophists.
Plato coins the term rhetoric and establishes the theory of rhetoric in order to limit sophistic
logos to the rcaJm of morality and justice in the coun and assembly. Aristotle fonnulates the
discipline of rhetoric. including the audience dimension, systematically and logically. Table 2-
t on the next page offers a comparison of the concepts of my/hos, logos and rhetoric.
Rhetoric was transmitted from the Greeks through the Romans to Mediaeval European and
Renaissance culture. Through this tr?.nsmission classical rhetoric was revived in general. It
was in the eighteenth century that rhetoric began to be integrated with other disciplines.
Concerning the rhetorical approach to the study of the Bible, classical rhetoric, which includes
Aristotle's rhetoric. has attained popularity and widespread used. Our examination, however,
discloses the weakness of the uncritical use of this approach. The Bible contains 'peculiar
rhetoric' - Wilder's term ([1964} 1971:7) - which does not appear in that of Aristotle or
Quintilian. The rhetorical approach is an on-going process of redefinition and redevelopment
in order to study the Bible more properly than before.
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Table 2-) : Thc comparison of concepts of pcrsuasi\'c speech
(Adapted from Schiappa 1992:8)
scope means end contcxt thinking
IIfJ'fhos a.', a general: onl poetry knowledge general: irrational
predisciplinary poets. (epic tale) through formal and
discourse (reciters) education informal
meetings
logos as a general: various success/truth general: both rational
predisciplilW)' thinkers. forms of political and
discourse ~..aken.and arsumenta- non-political
arguers tion. discus-
sion, q &. ..
and speeches
rbcIoric as a specifIC: formal success (in political & rational
disciplinary rhetors speeches penuasion. specific:
discoutse or finding deliberative,
the available forensic, and
means of epideictic
persuasion) settings
Very recently, biblical rhetoricians have begun to employ other valuable insights from
ancient rhetoric in their studies. Following Dibelius and Bultmann. for instance, Mack and
Robbins (1989) rediscover chreia from the works of ancient rhetoricians like Theon (first
century AD) and Hennogenes (second century AD). In this regard, biblical rhetoricians
have en!~red a new phase in the use of classical rhetoric. In the next chapter, we will
examine the present state of modem rhetoric.
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3. Contemporary Rhetoric
As in the case of classical rhetoric. there is no simple. satisfactory definition of modem
rhetoric. Rhetoric has developed and has been redefined. and this process is still going on in
many new directions. As a result. many new rhetorical theories have emerged: for instance.
those of Richards. Burke and Perelman. each of whom designates his own rhetorical theory as
'new rhetoric.' It is. therefore. impossible to formulate a generalised theory of modem
rhetoric. Bearing this in mind, we will examine the present state of development of
contemporary rhetoric and its characteristics.
3.1 Present State of Contemporary Rhetorical Theory
The theory of rhetoric has developed in two general ways and these two approaches compete
for precedence among scholars. Tht'y can be categorised as "influence' and 'system' (Blair
1992) which are equsted with 'continuity' and 'discontinuity' (Blair & Kahl 1990).
3.1.1 Influence (Continuity)
Influence study concentrates on the continuity of the rhetorical tradition and thus presents the
field of rhetoric as '8 singular path of development or influence through time' (Blair & Kahl
1990:151). Scholars in this group maintain that classical rhetoric is essential, because it
provides an important model for new rhetoric, although new rhetoric is more comprehensive
than its classical counterpart. lbey point out that even theorists such as Burke and Perelman,
who redefined rhetoric in terms of •system,' have dra\\n attention to the major tenets and
values ofclassical rhetoric.
Furthennore. influence study treats Greco-Roman rhetoric with uncritical respect. Thus
scholars exclusively examine classical rhetoric or trace its influence on later theories. Corbett
(1990) bases his theory of composition on classical rhetoric only. Murphy (1974) is also
interested in this subject. According to him, a fundamental concept in the development of
rhetorical theory is the perceptive tradition, and his book focuses on this concept: 'this book,
then, provides the first comparative study of the various forms in which medieval writers
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continued the perceptive tradition' (:ix). Kennedy. yet another inllucncc scholar. focuses
exclusively on the influence of the tradition, He "Tites that his book as a whole is 'an attempt
to define classical rhetoric and its tradition by examining the various strands of thought which
are woven together in ditTerent wa)'s at different times' (Kenned)' 1980:3).
Influence study takes into account a linear, mechanical relationship between classical rhetoric
and later theories in the history of met(\nc.. This approach does not consider the "later rhetoric'
sepuately and significantly. rather in terms of mere revision and reappropriation of classical
rhetoric. Thus scholars consider that discovering influence is more significant than
comprehendina the later theories. In their y,Titings. therefore. they emphasise the influence
patterns ofclassical rhetoric - invention. arrangement. style. topoi. purpose and so on.
Some criticism has been voiced, however. concerning the above approach. Regarding
Kennedy's work, Conley (1981:207) gives his assessment thus: "Kennedy seems determined
to fin.d cllSSiw influence whete it can barely be glimpsed.' Similarly, Bitzer (1981:213)
maintains that 'Kennedy examines the modems with far less than his usual detail and acumen.
His focus on classical rhetoric and its fortunes perhaps led him to compress his coverage of
modem rhetoric not sufficiently exhibiting marks ofclassicism.•
Influence study, therefore, discards the valuable insights which the later theorists contribute,
and it eschews the interdisciplinary co~operational approaches to rhetoric because these 'do
not resemble the original concept' (Blair & Kahl 1990:151). As a result, scholars minimise
the particular nature of later rhetoric. Although Kennedy is in favour of influence study, he
slates that even perceptive theorists simply ignored, for instance, the significant point of
Ramus' rhetoric (the interaction between rhetoric, logic and dialectic). and instead criticised
Ramus' theory which. according to them, negated or even vitiated the principles of classical
rhetoric (Kennedy 1980:212),
Consequently. focusing on influence study causes problems. The application of rhetoric to a
text sometimes does not uncover the sjJCcific nature of the text, because influence study
neglects 'the particularity of rhetorical theories, the details that make them theoretically
significant' (Blair 1992:408). Kennedy, for instance, in his New Testament interpretQtion
through rhetorical criticism (1984) proposes an indispensable model for the rhetorical study
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of the Bible. but he ignores the intemcting dimensions of rhetoric (Thuren J990:68; cf 2.3.3).
He does not focus on the 'dialogic nature' of word (texl).
3.1.2 System (Discontinuity)
Cenain modern rhetorical theorists, as opposed to influence study, apply classical rhetoric to
modern discourse and then discover its inadequacy. While traditional rhetoric deals with
persuasion, these contemporary theories regard discourse as practical reasoning. Richards
maintains that classical rhetoric, being devised for the study of rules about how to speak and
write effecti'\.·e!y, is not suitable for the philosophical inquiry into how words work in
discourse. He thus rejects classical rhetoric as a vehicle for philosophical inquiry, although he
acknowledges that his new rhetoric developed from it. Both Toulmin and Perc:Jman also
maintain that fonnallogic, which is the basis ofclassical rhetoric, is invalid for practical reasoning.
In this regard, Ehninger ([1968) 1972:49) defint>C' rhetoric in tenns of 'system.' According to
him, system is 'an organised, cOl13istent, coherent way of talking about something' and thus
rhetoric is 'an organised. consistent. coherent way of talking about practical discourse in any
of its fonns or modes.' By practical discourse he means discourse, written or oral, whose end
is to 'infonn, evaluate. or persuade, and, therefore, is to be distinguished from discourse that
seeks to please, elevate, or depict' (:49).
Ehninger applies his perspective to the history of rhetoric and distinguishes three systems of
rhetorical study. The first is the grammatical nature of rhetoric which characterised the
classical period and continued from ancient times to the eighteenth century. Since rhetoricians
viewed speaking as both an art and a practical tool, 'rhetoric was given both aesthetic and
pragmatic dimension' (:50). The grammar of rhetoric was regarded as the important element
for effective speaking. Classical rhetoricians like Aristotle and Cicero represent this system.
The next system is the psychological nature of rhetoric which played a significant role from
the later eighteenth century to the 1930s (:51). The rhetoricians focused less on the grammar
of rhetoric and more on the relationship between communicative act and the mind of the
listener-reader (:52). Campbell and Priestley represent this system. The final system is the
social or sociological nature of rhetoric which characterised rhetoric from the 1930s to the
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19605 when Ehninger wrote his anicle. Although rhetoric in this period is unusually complex
and embraces many specialised strands of interest. all these strands come together in the fact
that rhetoric is fundamentally seen as an instrument for understanding and improving human
relations (:53). Richards. Burke and Perelman represent this period.
Thus the study of the system of rhetoric di fTers from the orientational study of rhetoric. While
the latter focuses on cataloguing names. dates. definitions. elements and effects of rhetoric,
the former investigates various elements in rhetoric: the nexus between theories of
communication and the intellectual. cultural, and socio-political environments in which those
theories arose and nourished; the relationship ~lween form and substance; and the strengths
and weaknesses of rhetoric.
Those scholars who are interested in the system of rhetoric perceive language as symbol. as
dialogic product. and as action. In this regard, rhetoric is embodied in the matrix of inter-
related social, political and cultural dimensions. It has its roots in neighbouring subjects or
disciplines such as linguistics. philosophy (value. practical reasoning), psychology, literary
theory and cultural studies. For example, Burke ([ 1950] I969a:27}, who maintains that discourse
is 'symbolic action,, points out that rhetorical analysis must be based upon human
identification. which refers to 'the autonomous activity's place' in a wider context of
communication. Bakhtin's view of language is that it is the product of social dialogue. 'The
word is born in a dialogue as a living rejoinder within it; the word is shaped in dialogic
intenIetion with an alien word that is already in the object. A word fonns a concept of its own
object in a dialogic way' (Bakhtin [1981} 1990:279).
System study will be examined in detail in the next chapter. Briefly, then, influence study
refers to the preservation of rhetorical tradition whereas system study disregards the influence
ofclassical rhetoric and focuses on the social value ofdiscourse.
3..2 The Characteristics of Contemporary Rhetoric
Contemporary rhetoric is the product of a long process of redefining and redeveloping
classical rhetoric in various ways. It com;ists of the reinvention, refonnulation. expansion and
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rediscovery of classical rhetoric. Thus Lunsford and Ede (1984:45-48) argue that there are
three similarities between classical and contemporary rhetoric:
1. Language: the concept of man as a language-using animal who unites reason
and emotion in discourse with another.
2. Techne (tEXVTl): a dynamic, systematic methodology whereby rhetor and
audience may jointly have access to knowledge.
J. Usage: in both periods rhetoric has the potential to clarify and infonn activities in
numerous related fields.
Nonetheless. contemporary rhetoric assumes more accountability than its classical counterpart
in dealing with modem discourse. for it refers generally to rhetoric as ·system.· ~n this regard,
Fogarty ([1959] 1968:130) writes:
[The new rhetoric) will need 10 broaden its aim unlil it no longer confines itself 10 teaching the art
offonnal persuasion but includ:s fonnalion in every kind ofsymbol-using... ; il will need 10 adjust
_If to the recc:n« studies in the psychology and sociology of cocr:municalion; and, finally. it will
need 10 m*c considerable proyision for a new kind of speaker-listener Silualion.
Richards ([1936] 1971) bases his new rhetoric upon the philosophy of language. namely. its
metaphoric nature. Burke ([ 1950] 1969a, [1950J 1969b, 1951) bases his new rhetoric on
psychology, Perelman (1969) on infonnallogic. Scolt (1967, 1976) on epistemology, McGee
(1980) on ideology and Robbins (1994a, [1995], [1996]) on dialogic interaction between
genolat and phenolexl. including social and cultural environment. As these examples show,
contemporary rhetoric, or rhetoric of system, is defined variously. The study of individual
theories, therefore, is necessary. That is not, however, the purpose here. Our focus will be on
the fundamental differences between 'new' and 'old' rhetoric. Such differences highlight the
essc:ntial features ofall contemporary rhetorics.
3.2.1 The Status of Rhetoric
Although rhetoric has always played a part in the history of man, today it is more
indispensable than ever before. Indeed, contemporary society can be described as 'rhetorical
community' in which rhetorical values and meanings are more necessary than the logic of
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fonnal values (cf Perelman [1970] 1989 397-398). In this process of transition. there have
been some major shifu in rhetorical practice.
The first point to examine is the change in the definition olman. In classical times man was
by definition 'rational.' Rhetorical activities were based, therefore, on formal logic and
reasoning, and were carried out through a linear process in homogenous society which
consisted of stable values, a shared social system and a unified culture, and which regarded
fonnal justice as a principle of action (ef Lunsford and Ede J984:38). By contrast, modem
rhetoric views man as essentially a 'rhetorical' being rather than a 'rational' one.
In this reprd, Burke (1966:16) defines man as 'the symbol-using (symbol~making, symbol-
misusing) animal.' When he speaks of'symbol' Burke refers to language. Linguistic action is
"symbolic action' which differs from practical action (:75). Any verbal action which has a
desirM effect upon the audience is the producl of an author's rhetorical aclion (Burke
1953:120). Man is, therefore, a rhetorical being.
IRhdoric) is rooCed in III essentiaJ function of languqe ilJelf, I function that is wholly realistic,
Md is rontinuaIly born anew; the use of languace as a symbolic: means of inducing co-operation in
. beinls thII b)' DIIIlUre respond (0 symbols.
(Burke [1950] 1969&:43)
The .second point is that contemporary rhetoric enlarges the scope of classical rhetoric. For
instance, Aristotle established sharp boundaries between rhetoric, dialectic and poetics.
Some classical theorists like lsocrates, however, tried to blur these boundaries (Halloran
1976). Kennedy (1980:35) identifies lsocrates' contribution as a significant step towards
ItlttrOlJUiuaz;one in the history ofrhetoric.
Contemporary rhetoric, too, disregards the boundaries and is, furthermore, concerned with any
type of discourse. Scholars such as Burke and Black emphasise the rhetorical aspect of any
text. Burke (1953:221) writes that effective literature,. whether written or f poken, could be
nothing else but rhetoric. The effectiveness in literature comprehends unintentional as wen as
intentional effects. Black ([1965] 1978:15) echoes Burke when he says: 'Rhetorical discourses
are those discourses, spoken or written, which aim to influence men. '
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The third point is a change in 1M subject of rhetorical discourse. Classical rhetoric is regarded
as a persuasive discourse which operates chiefly in the fields of the contingent and which aims
at achieving maximum probability as a basis for public decision. According to Aristotle's
RlttlOl'ic (1.4.7), the five most important subjects for deliberation arc: finances, war and
peace, national defence, imports and exports. and legislation. Contemporary rhetoric, on the
other hand. is pervasive in the transactional aspects of society, and even in science (Ehninger
1919). In this regard the classical orator can be seen as a poj~math who is equipPed with an
open and publicly available comprehensive knowledge, whereas the contemporary rhetorician
can be seen as a specialist (Halloran 1976:236).
The fourth point relates to ,he occasions of rhetoric. Classical rhetoricians are traditionally
seen u confining their attention to public speaking in order to persuade or instruct the
audience in one of three social contexts (coun, assembly and civic ceremony), whereas
contemporary rhetoric is used with greater diversity.
The last point deals with the purpose of rhetoric. While classical rhetoric aims at persuasion in
acncraJ. the pls ofcontemporary rhetoric are varied and include:
• the study ofmisunderstanding and its remedies (Richards [1936] 1971:3);
• identifieationrather than persuasion (Burke 1951 :203);
• the increase of the mind's adherence to the theses presented for its assent - the
theory ofargumentation (perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:4);
• a way ofknowing - cpistemic rhetoric (Scott 1967).
Clearly people in modem times do not live in a simple, cohesive society but in an aleatoric
universe in which unifying norms hardly exist (Halloran 1975:624). In such a society classical
rhetoric is inadequate.
3.2.2 Shifts in Logic
Logic is the theory of righl reasoning (Peirce 1965:5). It is the theory ofdistinguishing correct
from incorrect reasoning. Logic deals with the power ofspeech, inference, conceptual thought,
and rational inquiry (Munitz 1981 :8). Recognising the nature of logic, Aristotle combines
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logic with rhetoric. According to Aristotle (Rhetoric 1.2.8), logic is the fundamental tenct of
rhetoric. Rhetoric is analogous to logic, or in more detail, rhetorical cnthymeme refers to
syllogistic deduction. and rhetorical paradigm (example) refers to induction. He goes on to say
that 'all [speakers] produce logical persuasion by means of paradigms or enthymemes and by
nothing other than these' (Rhetoric 1.2.8).
Thus, ever since the time of Aristotle, fonnal logic has occupied the central part of rhetoric
and of philosophy in general. Its focus is on the study of formal structure or patterns
between premises and their conclusion in argument. Formal logic, however, has
encountered criticism.
Peirce (1965) was the one who pointed the way for the development of logic in its modem
form (Munitz 1981: 12), specifically in the area of rhetoric. He studied rhetoric not in terms
of penuasio~ style, and audience, but in terms of logic. Peirce (1965:52, hereafter
J*a&I'APh 2.93) called this speculative rhetoric, which aims to obtain either similar ideas or .
specific physical activity from the audience. He developed the structural description of
deduction and induction and then introduced a third inferential structure, namely, abduction.
Deduction. induction and abduction can be compared as follows (:2.623; cfBybee 1991):
Deduction
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
Case: These beans are from this bag.
Result: These beans are white.
Induction
Case: These beans are from this bag.
Result: These beans are white.
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
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Abduction
Rule:
Result:
Case:
All the beans from this bag are white.
These beans are white.
These beans are from this bag.
With the above standard fonns we explain how these structures differ from one another. A
deduction is a syllogism, consisting of three categorical propositions, that contains exactly
three terms. each of which occurs in exactly two of the constituent propositions. It is an
argument whose premises claim to provide a conclusion. Every deductive argument is either
valid or invalid (Copi 1986: I69). The sample structure ofa syllogism is as follows:
All people an:: mortal.
Socrates is a person.
Tbercfore, Socrates is mortal.
The aeneral form of. syll<>&ism, which appears below, is the most important aspect. This
form is valid IIJUIllCIlt, regardless of the subject matter ofA. B, and C.
AisB.
BisC.
Therefore, A is C.
An induction is an argument by analogy. It has a series of instances to support the conclusion.
The sample stnJcture is as follows:
Protagoras is a person, and Protagoras is mortal.
Socrates is a rerson. and Socrates is mortal.
;'~ato is. pcrsoI1y and Plato is mortal.
Aristotle is a person, and Aristotle is mortal.
Therefore, all people arc mortal.
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lbe form of induction appears below. Inductive logic attributes two different characteristics
(8 and C) to a single subject (A). Induction is equated with example in Aristotle's rhetoric.
A is8.
AisC.
Therefore. B is C.
Abduction is hypothetical argument in which a special case falls under a certain role. 'In
certain respects two objects have a strong resemblance and we infer that they resemble one
another strongly in other respects' (Peirce 1965:2.624; cf2.629).
Socrates is mortal. rational•......and funny.
All people an: mortal. rationaJ •......and funny.
Therefore. Socrates is • person.
1ne form of abduction -wears below. Abduction attributes a single characteristic (e) to two
different subjects (A and B).
Aise.
BisC.
Therefore. A is B.
AceordiDa to Peirce. the differences between induction and abduction are as fonows:
• Induction refers to the existence of phenomena such as we have observed in
cases that are similar. while abduction supposes something of a different kind
from what we have directly observed. and frequently something which it would
be impossible for us to observe directly (Peirce 1965:2.640).
• Induction infers from one set of facts another set of similar facts, whereas
abduction infers from facts ofone kind facts ofanother (Peirce 1965:2.642).
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• The degree of strength of claim ascends from abduction to induction to
deduction. whereas the degree ofcertainty ascends from deduction to induction
to abduction: 'yet it [abduction] is rensoning and though its security is low, its
uberty is high' (Peirce 1965:8.388).
In conclusion. abduction is a theory of inference which differs from both deduction and
induction. It h~ .. .he power of persuasion and is. therefore. a rhetorical structure which is
different from enthyrneme and example.
From the time of Peirce on, a change of rhetorical paradigm has occurred in logic. Some,
however. still maintain that deduction is the only rhetorical method for reaching a conclusion,
and that all other methods ofrhetonc are irrational - and, hence, invalid - persuasion.
The other shift in rhetorical Jogic is from Aristotle's fonnal Jogic to informal logic. Toulmin
(1958) s~est.5 that there are two kinds of arguments. TheoreticaI argument, on the one hand,
relates to unchanging and universal principles, and is based, therefore. on idealised formal
logic. Practical -aument. on the other hand, is grounded in the context of particular situations
and relates, tMrefore, to intormal logic. Consequently, Toulmin discovers that traditional
fonnaJ logic is incomplete in dealing with rationality. Modem thinkers endorse this conclusion.
Perelman abo examines this subject. According to him, fonnallogic is related to 'a calculation
made in accordaoce with the rules thit have been laid down beforehand' (perelman [1970]
1989:399), while infonnal logic is 'the study of the discursive techniques that induce and
increI!e the mind's adherence to the theses presented for its assent' (perelman & Olbrechts-
Tyteca 1969:4). Perelman maintains that hwnan affairs carmot be governed by fonnallogic. Nor,
by inference, can rhetoric, since rhetoric deals with human affairs.
An essential difference exists between fonnal and informal logic, according to Perelman. FonnaI
logic is a system with which to study the methods of proofs used in the mathematical sciences.
When applying this. all practical reasoning outside the domain of fonnallogic eludes logic, and,
vice versa, logic eludes reason. Formal logic is impersonal. On the other hand, informal logic is
the b'lSis of the study of argumentation and is related to rationality. Informal logic is personal.
Formal logic relates to stability. certainty, and the unchanged. while infonnal logic relates to
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context. uncertainty. change and unstabilit}'. Fonnallogic is actually inimical to rhetoric (Bybee
1993:169). Consequently. conremporary rheloric goes beyond ArislCllle 's formal logic.
Indeed, contemporary rhetoric can, for instam.:-.:. be chara<:terised by the union of rhetoric and
philosophy. Classical rhetoric was not closely related to philosophy. Gorgias founded the
theory of logos upon his Non~reality or On nature, and Plato was also fond of dialectic.
Aristotle's rhetoric depended solely on formal logic, namely, deductive syllogism, which is
the heart of persuasive discourse. There have been few systematic attempts, however, to
establish a broader and deeper relationship between rhetoric and philosophy.
By contrast,~n philosophers are concerned with the formulation of a new system which
combines rhetoric with philosophy. Based on informal logic, contemporary rhetoric can be
called the theory of argumentation which is the activity of rationality. Through the nature of
argumentation Pen:lman attempts to resuscitate philosophy and rhetoric.
3.2.3 Audience
Rhetoric is by nature audience~centred: the understanding of audience is absolutely vital.
No audience means no rhetoric. In Aristotle's theory, rhetoric is directed towards a
judgement where the audience appears always as the one who judges and the rhetor is the
one who is judged. The audience. therefore, is the rhetorical agency of judgement.
Furthennore. Aristotle distinguishes three rhetoricl'l1 genres (forensic. deliberative and
epidcictic) according to the audience. It is the audience that brings rhetoric to practical
enactment. According to Perelman (1986), the audience component disappeared from
rhetoric in the Middle ages. Rhetoricians during this time limited classical rhetoric to
figures of speech. From that time on, rhetoric became a stylistic device in literature.
Rhetoric was no longer viewed as the study of reasoning.
Contemporary rhetoricians recognise once more the importance of audience in rhetoric.
Bitzer ([1968] 1972) introduced the concept of rhetorical audience into the rhetorical
process. To him. audience is one of three elements in the rhetorical situation (exigence.
audience. and constraints). Bitzer distinguishes rhetorical audience from hearer. scientific
audience or poetic audience. Scientific audience is related to the receiving of knowledge
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whereas poetic audience is related to participation in aesthetic experience. Rhetorical
audience is different from both these audiences: 'a rhetorical audience consists only of those
persons who al';: capable of being influenced by dis.:oursc and of being mediators of change'
(:44). In this way Bitzer links the audience with the situation.
Perelman also recognises the importance of audience. He designates his rhetoric as 'new
rhetoric' because of the recovery of the idea of audience. This idea distinguishes his theory
from stylistic rhetoric which ignored the dimension of audience and which was popular from
the Middle aaes to the nineteenth century (Perelman 1986:8). Thus Perelman's new rhetoric is
primarily a theory of argumentation and is based on audience. To him audience is 'the
ensemble of those whom the speaker wishes to influence by his argumentation' (Perelman &
Olbrechts·Tytcca 1969:19). To Perelman an audience occupies its position as a construction
of the speaker, not as a physical presence like the audience who gathers to hear a speech, but
as a rhetorical construet which appears in the rhetorical activity.
Focusing on audience Perelman distinguishes persuasion from conviction. Persuasion is
directed at 1& particular audience, whereas conviction is directed at a universal audience. Thus
he introduces the three concepts ofaudience.
The first such lUdiencc consists of the whole of man-kind. or at least, of all normal. aduh persons;
we shall refer 10 it as the universal audience. The second consists of the single interlocutor whom •
IpCaker addmIes in • diaJolue. The third is the subject hiltl5elf when he deliberates or gives
IUmtelfreaons for his action.
(Perelman" Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:30)
The universal audience is a mental concept of the speaker and provides 'a nonn for objective
argumentation' (perelman &, Olbrechts·Tyteca 1969:31). Thus the W1ivcrsal audience is a
major and croeial part ofPerelman's new rhetoric, which is accordingly defined as 'agreement
o/the universal audience.' Argument addressed to a unive~m. audience is 'valid for the reason
ofevery man' and 'necessarily valid for everyone' (:32).
Another study on audience is canied out by Chatman ([1978] 1980). This is rooted in narrative
theory. Narrative is a fonn of communication from the author to the audience, and the story of
narrative is delivered by discourse. Chatman (:146) raises a question: how is the story presented
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to the audience? He introduces a term 'non-narrated' to answer this question and suggests a
model for narrative communication (:151). TIle diagram of the nanative-eommunication
situation appears below. This model has been used frequently in subsequent narrative rhetoric.
Narralive Text
Real
Author
In this diagram,
-
Implied
--+ Narrator--+ Narratee
Author
Implied
Audience
Real
-4
Audience
The box indicalcs that only lhe implied author and implied reader arc: immanent to narrative, the
DIn1IOr lind nII'TMCC M'C optional (pIrentbcscs). The real author. and real reader arc: outside the
nlmCive tnnsIdion as sudt. thou&h. ofcoone. indispensable .0 it in an ultimale prKtical sense.
(Chatman [1971] 1910:151)
The r~aJ mllhor and 1M real audience. The tem 'real' refers to 'flesh and blood.' The real
author is the real creator ofa work - Matthew, the Gospel writer, for instance - and is a fmite
human bein&. He can be neither omniscient nor omnipresent. His narrative. however. is a
unified whole that reveals narrative rationality, narrative probability (coherence) and narrative
fidelity (truthfulness and reliability) (Fisher 1987:58).
The real audience is one that IICtUally reads and hears a text through time. The reading ofthe real
audieoce changes and depends on his background. Even the second reading of a single reader
differs from his first reading. Consequently, the real audience ofa text is continually changing.
The implied author and the implied audience. The term 'implied' refers to 'non-flesh-and-
bJood.' and thus the implied author is not a real person but a textual structure. 'The implied
author chooses, conaciously or WlCOosciously, what we read; ~e infer him as an ideal, litenuy,
created version of the real man; he is the sum of his own choices' (Booth 1983:74-75). The
implied author stands for 'principle' in the creation of narrative. He creates the whole
narrative medium and thus establishes 'the norms of narrative' (Chatman [1978] 1980:149),
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or "general cultural cudes' (:149) or "responsibility' (Booth 1988:125-153). Thus the implied
author is the authorial person of narrative.
The implied author always exists with a te~it. though there might not be a single real author in
the ordinary sense. as in films made by a committee, or a folk tale composed by a group of
people over a long period (Chatman [1978] 1980: 149). Furthennore, in the variety of works
by one real author, each may have a very different implied author. Thus the implied author is
not the same as the real author. The implied author does not tell the reO. ler anything. The
implied author has no voice and never communicates directly with the reader. 'It instructs us
silently,' writes Chatman ([1978] 1980:148), 'through the design of the whole, with all the
voices, by all the means it has chosen to let us learn.'
The implied audience is the counterpart of the implied author, and is an imaginary person, a
textual construction. The implied audience is always present in the text and is the audience
created by narrative for actually effecting the active participation of the audience in the
readin& process, including both prestrueture and actualisation. The implied audience is a tenn
which 'incorporates both the preslrucluring of the potential meaning by the text and the
rader's octualisalion of this potential through the reading process. It refers to the active
DItUre ofthis process' (Iser 1978:xii, i~lics mine).
1M 1tQITatOf' and narrOltt. The narrator is not the author. Narrator refcrs to the teller of a
story (Chatmm.[1978] 1980:147). The nanator is created by the implied author and thus
exists on a lower level of the tcxt than the implied audience, as seen in Chatman's diagram.
The narrator is a textual construction and is used by the implied author.
A story may have one or many narrators. The narrator may be a character in a story; for
instance, the first-person narrator. But a character-narrator has limitations in telling a
story (Rhoads &. Michie 1982:35). He cannot be omniscicnt and omnipresent. On the
other hand, the narrator may not be a character. He is the unnamed narrator and is outside
the story, yet be is the teller of the story in the narrative (:35). This narrator is commonly
understood to be omniscient and omnipresent. Some dimensions of the narrator are:
dramatised and undramatised narrator (Booth 1983:151-1 52), and reliable and unreliable
narrator (: 159).
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The narratee is a textual construction created by the implied author. The narratee is the one to
whom the narrator addresses the story. and is referred to in the second person, while the
narrator refers to himself in the first person. The narralee mayor may not be a character in
narrative. In the latter case the narratee is unnamed and does not appear anywhere in the
narrative (Keegan 1985: 101 ).
3.2.4 Dialogic with Social and Cultural Background
Contemporary rhetoric is concerned with the social aspect of language. while traditional rhetoric
emphasises the asocial aspect of language. According to Bakhtin. language is not merely a
system ofsigns which describe the world. It is the product ofdialogic interaction: '[T]he word is
born in I dialogue as a living rejoinder within it; the word is shaped in dialogic interaction with
an alien word that is already in the object. A word fonns a concept of its own object in a dialogic
way' (Bakhtin [1981) 1990:279). Thus language reflects various points of view, conceptual
horizons and systems for providing expressive accents. Indeed. language is heteroglossia.
Burke (1957:3) maintains that '[Clritical and imaginative works are answers to questions
'posed by the situation in which they arose. They are not merely answers. they are strategic
answers, srylisl!d answers: Wilder (1956. [1964] 1971) also argues that language is a
cultural product. Regarding the Christian language he says that it is a new utterance created
in 'Christian culture' which is represented by the 'divine action and covenant-dialogue'
(:16). This is 'cultural creativity' (:128). Wilder. therefore, suggests that rhetorical criticism
be redefined in terms of (Christian) cultural study. Kristeva (1986:37) underlines the
dialogic nature of text, when she says <each word (text) is an intersection of words (texts)
where at least one other word (text) can be read...any text is constructed as a mosaic of
quotations; any text is the absorption an~ transfonnation ofanother' [italics mine].
These observations emphasise that writing is inter-textual not in the traditional sense that the
text is associated with others generically or historically, but in the sense that the text interacts
with its social, cultural, political and historical environment materially. Consequently. rhetoric
today is perceived as fundamentally collaborative and dialogic, as opposed to the traditional
concept of rhetoric as instrumental and monologic. Rhetorical criticism deals with the text as
a social activity and has begun to focus more on the archaeology of the discourse rather than
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on its performance. Rhetorical criticism. then, is associated with invention. one of the five
canons ofclassical rhetoric (cf Bizzell & Herzberg 1990; Ruhbins [1995], [1996]).
3.3 Summary and Conclusion
To sum up. rhetoric has developed - and continues to do so - in two general directions.
Influence study. on the one hand. focuses on the continuity of classical rhetoric. Scholars in
this group treat classical rhetoric with uncritical reverence. They ignore the valuable
insights which later rhetorical theorists have contributed. As a result, influence study causes
problems in dealing with modem discourse.
System study, on the other hand, emphasises the study of rhetoric as a system. Scholars in this
group maintain that rhetoric is practical rather than expressive, and that it deals with discourse,
therefore, in the light of the social and cultural environment. Thus system study is more
comprehensive than and preferable to influence study. Based on the concept of rhetoric as system,
Ehninger distinguishe~ tI :-ee major traditions in the history of rhetoric: grammatical (classical
rhetoric), psychologjc&1 (eightecnlh-eentury rhetoric) and sociological (contemporary rhetoric).
Contemporary rhetoric comprises the revision, refonnulation and expansion of classical
rhetoric. Thus Halloran (1993:109) might say that classical rhetoric has died and that modem
theorists have gone on to develop the idea of a rhetoric that endures because its purpose
remains viable. Contemporary rhetoric in general refers to rhetoric 85 system. There are,
therefore. basic differences between 'old' and 'new.' Bearing all this in mind and having
eX8l11ined these differences between 'old' and 'new' rhetoric, we can express the essential
featwa ofcontemporary rhetoric as shown in table 3-1 on the next page.
In conclusion, the expansion of rhetoric envisages the emergence of a rhetorical culture in
modem society. The shift from formal logic to informal logic and the recovery of the
dimension ofaudience suggest the presence of a larger background which produces a text.
In this context, even style, which was regarded as mere ornament, is no longer ornamental
but has now become rhetorical strategy for practical reasoning. The integration of rhetoric
with other disciplines in both human sciences and social sciences is a common
phenomenon today.
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As a result. rhetoric does not and should not belong exclusively to an individual orator who
seeks to influence society but should be seen as social rhetoric that integrates individual and
collective activities. While classical rh.ctoric deals with text as speech in the monologic
context. Contemporary rhetoric envisages text as action in the dialogic context of wider social
relations between the' author and the audience. Apparently. the focus of rhetoric has begun to
shift frOm the study of the pragmatic power ofan expression to the study of the invention of a
text embedded in social and cultural values. In the next chapter we wiU examine how
contemporary rhetoric operates against larger discursive backgrounds, in theory and practice,
specifically in the study of the Bible.
Table 3-1: Basic differences between Classical and Contemporary Rhetoric
.
Classical Rhetoric Contemporary Rhetoric
Status Indi,'idual rhetoric, spoken Social rhetoric which combines
and exclusively by an ideal orator on the individual and collective
Usage four subjects in three venues. activities and is indispensable
everywhere.
Man is a rational being. Man is a symbol-using, rhetorical
being.
Orator is a polymath. Orator is a specialist.
Basis Fonnallogic focusing on Informal logic focusing
universality. on context.
Audience Audience in manipulative, one- Universal audience in
sided and antagonistic (the argumentation (Perelman).
judge versus the judged)
, communication. or,
Mediaeval times: Audience in narrative
JlO audience dimension. commwtication. real author
and real audience; implied
author and implied audience;
narrator and narratee
(Chatman).
Language Monologic; Asocial aspect. Dialogic with social, .culturai and
(text) political aspects.
Monoglossia. Heteroglossia.
Unitary language. Intertextuality.
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4 Rhetoricai Criticism and New Testament
Interpretation
RheIoricaI criticism as theory and as method for biblical studies today is quite heuristic. It is
constIntly being redefined, reformulated and remodelled towards establishing a sound concrete
method. This comes into sharper focus when we examine rhetorical criticism in recent New
Testament scholarship. This survey will provide the broader context for our present study. In the
first lCCtion we will examine the history of rhetorical criticism by pointing out certain
si~t conttibutions. In the nex~ we will examine two current modes ofrhetorical criticism.
Rhetorical criticism today is more complex than ever before because contemporary biblical
scholars are gradually shaping a tool which possesses a great interpretative and explanatory
power. Wuellner (1987) categorises 'rhetorical criticism as either rheloric restrained or
'MIMic nvalwd (rhetoric reinvented). The fonner is related to literary criticism and the latter
refers to practical criticism. Botha (1994:130-32) then expands 'rhetoric restrained' by
includin& the exclusive use of Greco-Roman rhetoric and genre classification. Combrink
(1992) also suaaests two readings: r~f~rentiaJity and textuality of rhetorical criticism. We, in
tum, distinguish the 6ne-dimensionaJ approach from the comprehensive (multi-dimensional)
IppI'OKh in rhetorical criticism.
4.1 A Brief History
Rhetorical criticism is the 'first systematic hermeneutics' (Heidegger 1%2: (78), and
Wuellner (1989;2) notes that in the late third century BC Demetrius had described the
relationship between benneneutic and rhetoric as elocution in the sense of rhetorica utens.
Rhetorical criticism in biblical studies probably originates from the works ofearlier scholars -
Origen's ~ Principiis, Augustine's De Doctrina Christiana and other Latin and Greek
Fathers' works (Medhurst 1991; Botha 1994:134). At that time the Bible and rhetoric had a
close relationship in the light ofChristian self-definition.
Augustine is a significant figure in the history of the rhetorical approach to the Bible. In De
Doctrina Christiana, Augustine focuses on the traetalio seriplurarum (aU treatment of
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scripnue). In this regard. he differs from the tradition. Aristotle does not concern himself with
the treatment of texts or docwnents at all. Ciccro and Quintilian. by contrast, show their interest
in the subject because of a tcxt's conlroversies produced by 'ambiguity, conflict between letter
and intent. conflict of laws. reasoning by analogy and conflict about the definition ofa word in a
document' (Eden 1990:46). This, however. is one among many problems with which the orator
should be prepared to~ and is by 110 means the most important. Cicero focuses on how to
argue about a document. not how to deal with it so as to obtain a correct and true interpretation.
Augustine is concerned with discovering the proper meaning of a text (Press 1984; Eden
1990:46). This is the clear differena: between Augustine and Cicero.
Eden (1990:47) outlines Augustine's rhetorical criticism according to two principles: the legal
and the stylistic. The legal strategy is associated with the discrepancy between scriptum (what
is written) and volulIlas (what is meant) and it fonTIS the basis of his hermeneutics. Augustine
regards YO/un/as of the author as prior to and privileged above lois scriptum. The stylistic
strategy deals with the subjects of propria (literal expression) and jigurata (figurative
expression). For stylistic strategy. the interpreter cannot claim one reading as prior to another
reading but. this can be decided according to the context.
In Medieval times. rhetoric as a theory of speech was also regarded as a theory of
interpretation implicitly or explicitly, and thus the early Reformers combhlcd hermeneutics
with rhetoric on theological grounds, focusing on the discovery of ultimate truth as
transcendental meaning. [n this period, rhetoric was used for the study of language and
logic. but not for the study of the social and cultural effectiveness of rhetorical discourse
(Wuellner t989:6-8). Since then. however, and particularly with the publication of Talon's
work which reduced rhetoric to style or figures of speech (Perelman 1986:8), rhetorical
criticism in biblical study has been confined to stylistic study. This has been the trend until
quite recently (the mid nineties) in biblical scholarship (Watson 1994: 106).
A significant turning point in the history of the rhetorical analysis of the Bible is reached by
Wilder, who has been called 'the father of rhetorical analysis' (Robbins & Patton t980:328).
Not only does he reintroduce rhetorical criticism to the study of the Bible, Wilder also focuses
on redefining rhetoric as system, thereby anticipating 'rhetoric revalued.' In other words,
Wilder argues that rhetoric in the study of the Bible must be redefined in terms of Christian
so
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culture. In his 1955 SBL presidential address entitled 'Scholars. theologians and ancient
'MIOTic,' Wilder (1956: 1-2) points out the problems raised when applying modem rationale
to the ancient religious text and discusses 'the nature of religious symbol and of symbolic
discourse' in relation to New Testament eschatology as 'a tremendous expression of the
religious imagination. an extraordirwy rhetoric of faith.'
Here. by stressing culturat dialogic, Wilder envisions the importance of social background in
the formation of rhetoric. 'Our task,' writes Wilder (1956:3), 'must be to get behind the words
to what !CItWltic:ists call their "refcrenl~"and this is the domain of Culture, Anthropology and
FoUdorc rather dwl ofPhilolo£y. '
Since his presentation. Wilder has published a book entitled Early Christian rhetoric: The
langua~ of1M New Testamenl ([ J964] 1971), where he discusses the rhetorical nature of the
New Testament in detail. 'The whole compendium ofIsrael's literatUIC is built upon peculiar
rhetorics [italics mine] that find no piace in the t~xtbooks of Aristotle or Quintilian' (:7). Like
other rhetorical critics, he examines style and genre. WiJder (:xi) differs from them, however,
in the followina respects:
I. Most rhetorical criticism of the Bible has in the past been carried out with now
dated canons of appreciation and with inappropriate categories of style and
genre, whereas Wilder intqrates the contemporary New Testament scholarship
with the secular literary method to explore the original biblical texts.
"'/ \.\':ii.k,· c""nb",;> '~}}e valuable insights from fonn criticism with contemponuy
. . adem theo f I and benne .;:;:': :"} (;i ;t:.;:"cr< ~n ry 0 anguage neutlcs.
3. Wilder focuses on imaginative interpretation, namely, the aesthetic aspect of
religious language in genre, symbol, metaphor and mythos, in order to
supplement the conventional theological approach and acade::tic fonnalism.
Wilder thus objects to the idea of 'fonn' as merely ornamental. and recognises it as a holistic
concept. He traces form to the New Testament Greek terms, morphe, shema and eikon, which
usually refer 'not to the external experience but to the total reality of the person or thing in
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question' (Wilder [1964] 1971 :25). Wilder maintains that form is evidently deeply detennined
by 'the faith or life orientation' (:25) and is concerned not with 'general world view but
particular social patterns' (:26). Thus form is very important for understanding biblical
discourse. This observation opens a new route for rhetorical criticism to follow in the study of
dialogue. story. parable. and poem in biblical literature.
Wilder's clarion caU prompted Funk (1966) to publish his work immediately. Based on the
concept of language as event, Funk compares parable to letter (epistle). Parable is simile or
metaphor, and accordingly, brings 'a fresh experience of reality' by refonnulating and
modifying the convention (: 139). The letter differs from this, being 'almost as flexible as oral
speech itself.' It contains the styles of oral expression such as 'imagined dialogue, accusation
and defence, queries, exclamations, oaths, and the challenge "not so much to understand the
written word but to listen and behold" • (:248).
In short, Wilder's contribution to rhetoricaJ criticism goes beyond the study of style or figures
of speech. His focus is on 'system' study rather than 'influence' study, moving beyond the
domain of classical rhetoric. Wilder maintains that rhetorical criticism should take into
account the cultural dimension of rhetoric. He sees the need to refonn not only the method but
the theory of rhetoric also. In this regard, Wilder's cOntribution marks a threshold for cultural
rhetoric in the study ofthe Bible.
Writing at the same time as Wilder. Muilenburg used rhetorical criticism in the study of the
Old Testament in tenns of repetition and style (Muilenburg 1953, 1956). In the 1968
presidential address of the SBL, he called for rhetorical criticism to be employed instead of
form criticism in the study of Hebrew literature in all its variety. versatility and artistry
(Muilenburg :1969). In reply to Muilenburg's call, rhetorical criticism re-appeared in
biblical scholarship. Its focus was on the use of such rhetorical and stylistic devices as
quantitative balance, chiasm, introversion, inclusion, progression, irony, the rhetorical
question, simile and the numerical saying (Robbins & Patton 1980:328-329).
Gt;I.
In 1974, a New Testament scholar. Betz (1975) presented an article to the SNTS in which
he used rhetorical criticism to study Galatians. Using Greco-Roman rhetoric he later
produced a commentary on Galatians (Betz 1979). Although these works received criticism.
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they served to draw attention to the use of rhetorical criticism in biblical studies (Kennedy
1984:3-4; Botha 1994:134·]37; Watson ]994:107.109).
Since Betz's publication, works on rhetorical criticism have been produced in abundance. In
this context, Kennedy explored the theoretical background of the validity of rhetorical
criticism for the study of the Bible and fonnulated a model of rhetorical criticism based on
classical rhetoric together with Bitzer's rhetorical situation (we will discuss Kennedy and
Bitzer in more detail later). At one time, his model was used as the sine qua non of rhetorical
criticism in the study of the Bible.
Wuellner's contribution should not be overlooked in the history of rhetorical criticism. He
was the first who applied Perelman's theory ofargumentation to the biblical text.
~'y propoaI is dill a study ofthe rhdorical Mfure of Paul's arpuneneation. or a study of the nature
ot'..-na_ion in PIuJ's Ieuen, will help us out oflhe two impasses crelled by the ftxalion with
tbrftt. Iftd JC'ft"'CriCic:ism on the one hand. and with specific social or political situations on the
oilier a-d. I .. not proposq dwt we eliminate literary and historical considerations. Neither am I
JIIOPOIiIII~ to Idd rhetorieaI considmltions to III already crowded IJenda of exegetical
procedura. My proposal is for settin& new priorities: I propose to replace the tnlditional priority
CIa pt'OPOIilionaJ IheoIotY Mel the more recent priority on Ienm as literature with the new priority
011 Ieaen MlrpIIIIeI1lMioo. Tl"IditionaJ lheolocY, even biblical or Pauli~ theology, was based on
the tJaditioMI model of Iocic .00 dialectic:. The approach to Paul's letters as liter1lture was based
011 nditioDII or modem theories of litcnIure or poetics. Instead I 1m proposinl tIW we consider
Plul's IctIets prinwily as~.
(Wuellner J976:333)
Wuellner maintains that rhetoric is connected normatively with theory and method, and,
therefore, that the theory is as important as the method: 'without a clear position in rhetorical
theory. the cmrently revived interest in rhetorical criticism as method will not help us in
freeing rhetoric within biblical exegesis from the debased state.. .' (Wuellner 199Ic:171).
Thus be suggests three dimensions of rhetorical criticism - rhetoric in. of and about text
(Wuellner 1991b:114-S). With these dimensions in mind, Wuellner (l991b) began to use the
tenn narrative rhetoric and applied Chatman's theory of narrative to John's Gospel. Later,
Thibeaux (1990) utilises Chatman's theory of narrative and SchUssler-Fiorenza's rhetorical
theory for applying narrative rhetoric.
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In fact, rhetorical criticism has been used more in the study of epistolary discourse than of
Gospel narrative. Wuellner's narrative rhetoric, however, opens the way for the study of the
Gospel narrative. In this context, it is mainly Tannehill (1981a, 1981b), Mack (1988, 1990,
1989 with Robbins) and Robbins (1988. 1994a) who reintroduce the concept of chreia and
of pronouncement siory for the study of the Gospel narrative. Subsequently, rhetorical
criticism has begun to be used more frequently. Robbins has recently fonnulated his socio-
rhetorical approach in response to Wilder's call for cultural rhetorical criticism in the study
of the Bible. In his Jesus a." teacher (1984) Robbins employs the concept of socio-rhetoric,
and later develops and redefines this approach. focusing on daily practice rather than theory
(l994a. [1995], [1996]:2). Wuellner (1993:500), too. has suggested that rhetorical criticism
be extended towards 'cultural criticism.' Indeed socio-rhetorical criticism allows the critic
to deal with rhetoric as theory, practice and criticism.
In summary, we have briefly surveyed the hislOry of rhetorical criticism in biblical studies.
In doina 50 we disco\-er that biblical scholars fully understand the rhetorical nature of the
Bible and that rhetorical criticism as theory and as method is integrated with other
disciplines lilee literary or narrative criticism, linguistics. semiotics. social science, reader
response criticism, discourse analysis, speech act theory and communication (cC Watson
1994:115). Accordingly. rhetoricaJ criticism becomes 'a more responsible method' in
biblical studies (Combrink 1989: I). For the evaluation of rhetorical criticism we identify
two approaches: the one-dimensional and the comprehensive (multi-dimensional) approach.
We will examine both in detail in the following section.
4.2 One-Dlmensional Approach in Rhetorical Criticism
4.2.1 style
As aln:ady observed, rhetoric was generally identified with style, or figures of speech. Stylistic
study -lelleraturizzazione in Kennedy's tcnn (1984:4) - is thus commonly acknowledged as the
rhetorical approach. Scholars such as Cranfield (1975) and Rhoads and Michie (1982) focus on
this point. In his study of Romans, Cranfield (:26) maintains that the figw-es of speech -
assonance, climax. paranomasia and parallelism - are natural means to the forceful and
compelJing expression of what the author has to say. Rhoads and Michie maintain that
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understanding rhetorical devices is important to interpreunion generally. and !hen in the study of
M.t they examine such rhetorical devices as narrator, repetition, two~step progression, and
concentric pattern. Although Cosby (1988) takes orality into account in the study of Hebrews II.
he focuses on discovering the rhetorical techniques such as anaphora, antithesis, hyperbole,
pM'OOOIIlaSia and circumlocution. So for Cosby, also, style is ofconsiderable importance.
Since the author of Hebrews consciously implemenled ar1istic use of language in his effons at
persuasion. failure to recopise these rhetorialle<:hniques is failure 10 appreciate fully the implCt
of his words...studyina the rhetoric;al composilion [of Hebrews IIJ reveals how intensely the
IUthor pursued this pI.
(Cosby 1983:90-91)
Style is, however, only one of the five canons of ancient rhetoric: invention, arrangement.
style. memory, and (jelivery. Classical rhetoric stresses how to structure the content of a
speech and thus always treats style as less important than other components (Botha 1994:128-
29). Wuellner (1987:451-452) defmes rhetoric reduced to stylistics and figures of speech as
'rhetoric restrained':
~ rt:IIniaed is] the !Icefall reduction ofrbctorics to Slylistics,lIld ofSlylislics in turn 10 the
rhetorical b'Ope:S or fi&ures. Reduced to concerns of style. with the artistry of textual disposition
-.d1eXlUal1U\lctUre. rhetorical criticism has become indistinpisbable from litenIry criticism...
Rhetoric reduced to stylistics is equal to literary criTicism or restrained rhetorical criticism.
To restrict rhetoric to style has been called the "Babylonian captivity' of rhetoric (Wuellner
1917:457). Perelman also opposes the traditional concept ofstylistics and looks at style in terms
ofcJyr.nic value. He maintai1:s that style has both ornamental and argumentative dimensions.
4.2.2 Genre
Classical rhetoric identifies three genres, or species of rhetoric, according to place - forensic,
deliberative and epideictic. It has been stated, however, that classifying a biblical text
according to one of Aristotle's genres distorts its meaning and. therefore, cannot discover its
perticular nature. As early as the mid-fifties, Auerbach (1953) compared the style of ancient
Greek literature with that ofNew Testament literature and then concluded:
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Surely. the New Testament \\Titings are extremeI)' effeclive; the tradition of the prophets and the
Psalms is alive in them. and in some of them - those wriuen by authors of more or less pronounc:ed
Hellenistic culture - we can trKe the use of Greek figures of speech. But the spirit of rhetoric - •
spizrit which classiftcd subjects in gtMra., and invested every subject with. specific ronn of style
IS the one pnnent becoming it in virtue of its nature - could not extend its domain to them for the
simple reason that their subject would noc fit into any or the known genres.
(Auerbach 1953:45)
In recent times many scholars have raised questions on the subject of rhetorical genre (2.3.3).
Olbricht (1990:226) designates a new genre. namely, "church rhetoric' for biblical studies and
Wuellner (1991&) suggests that genre in biblical studies should be re-examined by integrating
lilenltw'e with theloric. Kraftchick (1990:64-67) and Botha (1994:131-32) maintain that rhetorical
criticism that focuses on genre is a "new captivity' following in the wake ofstylistic captivity.
BIlICk discusses genre study fully in his Rhetorical criticism: A study in method ([1965] 1978),
defendina what might be called neo-Aristotelian rhetorical criticism. This brought about a re-
evaIuIbon of aitical thought Since then many have spent their energy and time on the study (If
aenre. some viewing it positively and others negatively. The advocates, recognising the power of
aenre. say thal'acnre is a most powerful explanatory tool available to the literary critic' (Rosmarin
I9IS:39).Genre analysis, they contend, is the starting point ~"wards understanding the text.
By contrast, other scholars argue that genre criticism W~,t k:." against the richness of a text,
presenting a single unified critical vision which leads to reductionism, simplificatioil,
formalism and lack of dynamic conception (Conley 1979, 1986; cf Miller 1984:151). Conley
(l986:~-73), for instance. writes that form-and-genre criticism is an attempt to control the
nature ofa text. Such a method does not ensure understanding but is merely the desperate last
resort in studying a text. He argues that style-form-and-genre criticism leads us to invention-
oriented criticism. simplifying a text to argument strategies, and throwing out everything but
motive and message content. As an alternative. therefore, Conley suggests 'close reading' in
order to reduce misunderstanding. In spite of the profusion of material on this su:'ject, there is
no clear, scientific framework in genre study.
Some, however, try to establish a scientific classification. Harrell and Linkugel (1978)
define genre as class and discuss it deductively. They maintain that 'rhetorical genres stem
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from organising principles found in recurring situations that generate discourse
dwacteriscd by a family of common /aclor.\·· (:263-4). Organising principles are
~assumptionsUlat crystallise me central features of a (any) type of discourse' and are based
on primary modes of thinking. which are de faCIG. structural, motivational and archetypal.
Campbell and Jamieson (1978) maintain tlull genre comes out of rhetorical fonn which is
the stylistic and substantive response to pcrt:eivcd situational demand. Thus genre has
pragmatic and rhetorical source.
Apinst this background, scholm have defined rhetorical genres variously. They have been
defineci. for instance. according to: strategies or fonns in the discourse, reference to audience,
. the modes of thinking. rhetorical situations. communicative intent, style, aims or motives (cf
Fisher 1980; Miller 1984).
Miller (1984) and Bazermann (1988) maintain that rhetorical genre is a form of social
action· Miller bases her genre theory on ~hetorical practice and the social convention of
acting to&dher. Genre is· a conventional category of discourse based on rhetorical action,
which acquires meaning from situation as well as from social context (Miller :163).
Genre~ u a form. iH iJ):a:rpretable and is. a·~ the same time, a rhetorical means. Bazennann
(:319) defines aenn.~' az:~ '8 sociopsychological category which we use to recognise and
C\)n::>1rUCt typified actio~ within typified sitwations. It is a way of creating order in the
.. evC/:-fluid s)\"bolic ~odd.·
Bakhtin (19,86:60) considers the use of language in terms of speech genres, typical forms of
uueranccs (:63), which consist of thematic content, style and compositional structure. But all
three of these aspects are determined by the specific nature of communication. In other words,
the bOundaries of speech genres are determined by a change ofspeaking subjects, that is, a
change of speaker (:71). Speech genres are not sets of rules and accwnulations of forms and
themes but are rather ways of seeing the world. Genres arc the sites of tension "etwcen
unifYing (centripetal) forces and stratifying (centrifugal) forces. Genres are changeabk\
flexible and ofa plastic nature (:80).
Lastly a significant work published by Berkenkotter and Huckin (1993) needs to be noted to
bring this section on genre study to a close. These scholars view genre in the light of
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,
soc:iocognitive perspective and define it as 'the media through which scholars and scientists
communicate with their peers. Because genres are intimately linked to a discipline's
methodology, they packaae information in ways that conform to a discipline's nonns,
values, and ideology' (:476). They construct a theoretical framework consisting of five
principles:
1. Dynamism: genres are dynamic rhetorical forms that develop from responses
to recurrent situations and serve to stabilise experience and give it coherence
and meaning. Genres change over time in response to their users'
socioc:ognitive needs.
2. Situatedness: our knowledge of genres is derived from and embedded in our
J*1icipation in the communicative activities of lIcily and professional life. As
such. aenrc knowledge is a fonn of 'situated cognition,' which continues to
develop as we participate in the activities of the culture.
3. Form and content: genre knowledge embraces both fonn and content, including
• JCMe of what content is appropriate to a particular purpose in a particular
situ8tion at a panicular point in time.
4. Duality of structure: as we draw in genre roles to erigaae in professional
activities, we constitute social structures (in professional, situational, and
organisational contexts) and simultaneously reproduce these structures.
5. Community ownership: genre conventions signal a discourse community's
norms, epistemology, ideology, and social ontology.
(Berkenkotter & Huckin 1993:478)
In conclusion, it is clear from the above examples that the concept of rhetorical genre has
changed over the years. We do not designate a new genre specifically, but instead we maintain
that genre can preferably be studied in terms of intertextuaIity of the text rather than as a
single specialised topic. Genre itself reveals much about a discourse community's norms,
epistemology, ideology, and social ontology.
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4.2.3 Rhetorica' Situation
1D rhetoric. the notion of situation is one of the most important elements. For instance. Iwiros,
'riabt time or opportune time to do JOmethin&.· plays an important role in Greek rhetoric
(Poullkos 1983; Kinneavy 1986). Situation. hliros. IS related to the creation of rhetorical
discowse. audience Mad decision-making. Thus /cairos refers to the vehicle of successful
speaking and leads. moreover, to the production of the irrational power of the discourse
(Sullivan J992 :319-20).
It was Bitzer ([1968] 1972) who first systematically formulated 'rhetorical situation' 10
cootemporary rhetoric. He defines rhetorical situation as follows:
Rhetorical situltion may be defined IS • ~plex of persons, events, objects, and relalions
pretenrinc .. IdUI.I or potC8tiaJ exiacnce which can be completely or partially removed if
diIc:ow1e. inIroduc:ed into the situ8tion. can influence audience thouiht or ilCtion 50 as 10 bring
Ibout positive modificMion oflhe exiaence.
Bilza'([l963] 1972:43)
Situation invites the discourse and thus is the 'necessary condition of rhetorical discourse' and
IS such it 'controls the rhetorical response in the same sense that the question controls the
answer md the problem controls the solution.' 'Not the rhetor and not persuasive intent. but
the situation is the source and growxI of rhetorical activity - and, I should add, of rhetorical
criticism' (Bitzer [1968] 1972:42 passim).
According to Bitzer ([1968] 1972:43-4), there are three constituents of any rhetorical situation
- uigence. audience and cons/raints.
1. Exigence is an imperfection marked by urgency; it is a defect, an obstacle,
something waiting to be done. a thing which is other than it should be. Bitzer
distinguishes rhetorical exigence from normal exigence. Normal exigcnce
cannot be changed or can be modified only by means other than discourse.
Examples of this include death, winter and some natural disasters. These are
not rhetorical exigences.
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2. Audience is the nub of rhetoric, for rhetoric always requires an audience.
Rhetorical audience consists only of those persons who are capable of being
influenced by discourse and of being mediators of change. Later Combrink
(i 989:6) adds Perelman's particular and universal audience to this dimensiol1.
3. Constraints are capable of influencing the rhctor and an audience in decision~
makina and action~performing. They include beliefs, attitudes, documents,
facts, traditions, images, interests, motives and the like. Furthermore, the
rhetor's personal character, logical proof.~ and style are also within the domain
of constraints. Further. Bitzer divides constraints into two groups: artistic
proofs and inartistic proofs in Aristotle's rhetoric.
Since the appearance of Bitzer's article on rhetorical situation, there have been many debates
on this. subject. The focal point of the debate is the relativism between the product of
rhetorical diJCOUl'Se and situation. Vatz (1973:157) opposes Bitzer's tJleOry of rhetorical
situation~ by citing Perelman. maintains that rhetorical discourse is an act ofcreativity and
is an interpretative act rather than something discovered in a situation. Several essays which
deal with the relationship between rhetorical discourse and rhetorical situation have been
publilhcd (COOIigny 1974; Patton 1979; Brinton 1981; Biesecker 1989; Vorster 1991; Botha
1994). In this reprd, Patton offers a useful way of resol"ing the :esponse~reativitydebate. He
s1a&cs tMt the relationship between rhetoric and situation should be understood in tenns of the
necessay relationship between causation and creativity. We will quote at length from him
(pitton :54-55):
1. Confusion about the purpose of the situational theory has resulted from
treating rhetorical situations as predetermining, rather than explaining, the
production of rhetorical discourse. This confusion is reduced upon
realisation that the theory upholds the particularity of rhetorical situations
and clearly as~umes that the decisions of a rhetor are causally relevant to
the production of rhetorical discourse.
2. The situational theory contains principles indicating the manner in which
discourse of a genuinely rhetorical sort develops. These principles, however,
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are not equivalent to universal causal laws such as would be required in a
precise detenninistic account.
3. 1bc situational theory does not provide causal explanations of a non-
detenninistic son through the functions of exigences and constraints as they
operate upon rhetors and audiences, facilitating rhetorical creativity through the
definition ofcontrolling elements of situations.
4. The situational theory clearly includes perception as a necessary condition for
the production of purposive rhetorical action in response to the factual
conditions encountered in any situation.
S. The situational theory. while allowing for differing perceptions, specifies the
external and internal factors on which perceptions are based when rhetorical
discourse eventuates.
6. 1bc sitlWional theory offm a way to explain and evaluate perceptions in terms
of the KCuracy and clarity with which they leflect observable, historical
fcalUleS of situations and the constructive potential of the responses to which
they may lead for the solutions ofgenuine problems.
According to the above observation. the situation is closely related to the authur's
perception and understandably, therefore, Bitzer (1980:28) later describes rhetorical
situation in terms of interest. A rhetorical situation (exigence) consists of a factual
condition and a r~/ation to some interest. Factual condition includes things, events,
relations, ideas and meaning. Interest is associated with appreciation. need and desire which
account for ,"olive and purpose. Vorster (1991 :30) in the study of rhetorical situation
focuses on t..lle interest of the rhetor.
If die 'interest' of the rbetor then lets upon • basic set of facts to constitute a [sic] exigency the
creative role ofthe rhelor in regard 10 the rhetorical situation must be conceded. If the 'interest' of
the rbetor plays the role of catalyst in the constituticn of the exigency of the rhetorical situation
'objectivity' has been minimalised 10 the existence of a basic set of facts: that there are objective
mattcrs of fact cannot be denied, but how they constitute Ihe exigency of the rhetorical situation is
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determined by the 'interest' of the: metor. To put it differently: thatlhese facts can be combined in
an exi&ency is due 10 the interest oftbe metor.
Regarding the concepts of in/ere.tI, mo/ive and purpose. rhetorical situation cannot be
identified with historical situation (Vorstcr 1991:30-31: Botha 1994:149).
4.2.4 Kennedy'. Mode.
Kennedy in his Ntw Tes/amtnl interpretation through rhetorical criticism (1984) suggests
and fonnulates a method of rhetorical criticism for the study of the New Testament. Kennedy
(:158) views biblical literature as rhetoric which can be regarded as a fonn of communication
between God and man, and between biblical writers and their readc:rs. He defines rhetoric as
'quality in discourse by which a speaker or writer seeks to accomplish his purpose' (:3).
According to him, rhetorical critici!\m takes the text in the final fonn, 'whether the work of a
smale author or the product ofediting, and looks at it from the point of view of the author's or
editor's intent. the unified results, and how it would be perceived by an audience of near
C('ncemporar;es' (Kennedy 1984:4). The focal point of rhetorical criticism is to investigate the
power of the text For this reason. Kennedy avoids the mere study of style or of figures of
speech and combines these clements with Bitzer's rhetol"i~ll situation to suggest a 'rigorous
methodology' (:4), His model has five stages which appear as follows:
I. Detennination of the rhetorir.al unit. The magnitude of rhetorical unit is
arbitrary, but rhetorical unit must have an independent functional integrity. It
has to have within itself 'a discernible beginning and ending connected by
some action or argument' (Kennedy 1984:34). In this regard, Wuellner
(1987:4S5) maintains that a rhetorical unit is in all respects the same as a
literary unit, 'except in one point which defines a text Url:t as an argumentative
unit affecting the reader's reasoning or the reader's imagination. A rhetorical
unit is either a convincing or a persuasive unit'
2. Identification of rhetorical situation which is suggested by Bitzer. This is a
most important step in Kennedy's method. Three constituents of the
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rhetorical situation are exigence, audience and constraints. Wuellner
(1987:456) suggests three ways of defining a texCs rhetorical situation. They
are the text's status (or basic issue), the text's underlying topoi (or loci. the
places or materiat>, and the rhetorical genre (forensic, epideictic and
deliberative).
3. Determination of the stasis and species. Stasis considers the basic issues of
the case and has four basic fonns - fact. definition, quality and jurisdiction.
There are three rhetorical species. Judicial is associated with the judgement
about events occurring in the past, deliberative with persuasion of the
audience to take some action in the future and epideictic with praise or blame
in the present.
4. The identification of invention, arrangement, and style. Invention deals with
araumentation by ethos. pathos, and logos. Arrangement is the structuring of
the various elements like exordium, narratio, probatio, and peroratio. Style is
associated with figures ofspeech and thought.
S. The identification of rhetorical criticism as a synchronic whole. This last
stage is connected with the evaluation of rhetorical effectiveness of the text.
Since its appearance, Kennedy's model has become the sine qua non for rhetorical approach
to the Bible (Watson 1988). Kennedy's model, however, is not always adequate for biblical
studies. Recently, such scholars as Olbricht (1990) and Thuren (1990) seem to have become
aware of the merits of classical rhetoric. Classen (1993:266) also writes that 'the
enthusiasm for this new instrument for the interpretation of biblical text is not shared in all
quarters and some scho]ars prefer simply to ignore it or to suspend judgement, and while
others, clearly, feel uneasy about their uncertainty or even ask for advice or assistance from
classicists. a new assessment seems to be called for.' Critical points made by Watson
(1994:111) are:
I. lbere is a question of the degree to which rhetorical theory influenced the
epistolary genre.
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2. There is a question of the extent to which Greco-Roman rhetoric had influenced
Jewish culture by the first century AD. and of whether it is rightly used in
anaIysinc Jewish texts. pItlicuJarly those from a specifically Palestinian context.
3. There has yet to be full acknowledgement of the role th~t Hellenistic Jewish
rhetoric played in early Christian rhetoric.
4. Greco-Roman rhetorical analysis may leave peculiar features of early Christian
rhetoric unappreciated or undiscovered.
S. There is the dan&er of glossinl over the changes rhetoric must undergo in the
transition from oral to written form or from one written genre to another
(Watson 1994:111).
In conclusion, Kennedy's model is used as a starting point for dealing with the power of the
text and has patly influenced the development of rhetorical analysis in the study of the Bible.
'Thus without proper deliberation. scholars have used Kennedy's model as the sine qua non in
the study of the New Testament. The focus of Kennedy's rhetoric. however, is on the
identification of rhetorical situation as well u the techniques of the text. Therefore it does not
amount to a theory of intenlction, but can be regarded as a limited classical version of literary
aiticism (Thuren 1990:68). For this reason, we include Kennedy's rhetoric in this section.
4.2.5 Chreia
Few rhetorical studies of the Gospel narrative have been published. However, since scholars
.like Mack and Robbins (e g. 1989) have reintroduced the use of chreia to study the Gospel
narratives. this method has gained in popularity. Chre;a was a literary fonn in ancient times
aDd it became a subject for rhetorical analysis and instruction in the textbooks on rhetorical
composition, Progymnasmata (Hock 1986:3). According to the ancient rhetorician, Aelius
Theon, chrtia is ~a concise statement or action which is attributed with aptness to some
specified character or to something analogous to a character' (Hock & O'Neil 1986:83).
There are three types of chreia (Hock & O'Neil 1986:85; Robbins 1994b:xv; cf Mack &
Robbins 1989).
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1. A saying chreia contains speech and presents eithcr a statemcnt (e g, Matt 12:1-
8) or a response (e g, Matt 9:32-4).
2. An action chrtia contains action and presents either active action (e g, Mark
9:33-7) or passive action (c g, Luke 3:21-3),
3. A mixed chreia contains both saying and action but makes its point with the
action (e g, Luke 3:21-3).
Clrew is expressed by various mmncrs and Theon categorises twelve lfIanners as follows: I)
in the runner of a maxim, 2) in the manner of an explanation, 3) with wit, 4) in the manner of
• sylJosism. S) in the manner of an enthymeme, 6) with an example, 7) in the manner of a
wish, I) in a symbolic manner, 9) in a figurath'e manner, 10) \\ith double entendre. 11 J with a
cMaae of subject, and 12) with combinations of the above fonns (Hock & O'Neil 1986:88-
93; cf Robbins 1994b:xii). Further, Theon provides his students with a series of eight
excn:~ or, more siplifacantJy, with four pairs of exercises: I) recitation and inflexion, 2)
positive IDd neptive commcnl, 3) expansion and condensation, and 4) refutation and
confirmation (Hock &: O'NeH 1986:68-74.95; cfRobbins 1994b:xiii).
In Theon, Robbins (l994b:xiv) observes two levels of the chreia elaboration. On the one
~ fn-level elaboration provides •arguments for each part of chreia, beginning with the
first ones, using as many topics as possible' (Hock &: O'Neil 1986:107). Accordingly, a
clre;Q is divided into several parts according to topics, and arguments are presented for
each topic. On the other hand, second-level-elaboration refers to the creation of a complete
ugument from. chre;o.
1Dere are also two types ofelaboration. Firstly, standard speech in chre;a elaboration consists
of four elements: 1) introduction (exordium), 2) statement of the (facts of the) case (narratio),
3) argumentation or proofs (orgumenralio) and 4) conclusion (colle/usio) (Mack 1989a:53;
Combrink 1989:12). Secondly, the elaboration of the chreia for the 'complete argument'
depends on the rhetoricians and thus the speech has variable elements. Hennogenes'
elaboration of the chreia, for instance, consists of eight categories: I) introduction/praise, 2)
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thesislehreia. 3) rationale. 4) statement of contrary. 5) analogy. 6) example. 7) judgement
(stalemcnt from authority). and 8) conclusionlcxhonation (Mack 1989a:54).
1be pronouncement story is a particular kind ofehreia that consists of rcsponse by a penon in
a situMion. The pronouncement story presents a situation. Tannchill (1981 a: 1) defines a
pronouncement story as:
• brief 1WnIlivc .. which the climactic (and often final) elemenC is • pronouncement which is
1'1'1...'111 _ • .,.nitular penon's raponIC co somdhinc said or observed on • l*1icular oc:cuion
ofae.,.. nere we two main pIIU of. pronounccmenc stor)': the pronouncement and il5 settin&.
i.e., Ihe r..-e Iftd the sicuation fWOVOkinc thai response, The mo..emenr. from the one to the
c*r is die .., dewIopIMnI in 1hae brief storin.
T..aehiil (1911a:6-12) divides pronouncement stories into six types.
1. Correction *X'ics arc those where the main character corrects someone whose
actions or words arc presented in the story (e g. Matt 4:1-11).
2. Commeadation stories are those in which the main charactcr commends rather
tt.1 corrects others (c a. Man 13:51-2).
3. Objection stories present a situation of conflict in which the main character
rl.'Ceives an objection. An objection story has three parts: the cause of the
objection., the objection and the response to the objection (e g, Matt 13:53-58).
4. Quest stories begin with introducing the character and the quest and end by
indicating the succcss or failure of the quest (e g, Mark 10: 17-22).
S. Inquiry stories move from a question or request for infonnation to the answer
to that question or request (e g, Matt 13:36-43).
6. Descriptive stories deal with a general indication of the situation to which the
pronouncement relates (e g, Luke 14: 15-24).
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Thus biblical scholars maintain that chreia is a fundamental unit of literary and rhetorical
composition and that the elaboration of chreia bridges between rhetorical speech and
dillCursive. narrative literature (Mack 1989a:32),
In lIddition to all the above, there are many other studies which investigate individual topics
such as the structure of persuasion, rhetorical logic. enthymematic proofs, rhetorical nature of
theoloaicaJ systems and oral nature of Greco-Roman rhetoric (cf Watson & Hauser 1994). In
most cases these topics are used for the study of the epistle discourse and speech. Since the
~ of the concept of chrtia, however, scholars have employed this 'new approach'
to the Gospel narratives. In the next section we will examine: the comprehensive (multi-
dimensional) approach in rhetorical criticism to the study of the Bible.
4..3 Comprehensive Approach in Rhetorical Criticism
4.3.1 Perelm.n·. Argumentation
Perelman was the first modem rhetorician to rediscover the idea of audience which had been
ignored for many l"enturies. He, therefore, called his rhetoric 'new rhetoric' to distinguish it
from the rhetor'lC restricted to style which had long been popular. Perelman maintained that
style was no longer used solely for decorative purposes, but also for argumentation, focusing
on audience.
In his~h for <logical value judgement.' Perelman discovered that this does not exist. •A~ for
the value that is the foundation of the normative system, we C8lU1Ot subject it to any rational
criserion: it is utterly arbitrary and logically indeterminate...The idea of value is, in effect,
incompIItibic both with formal necessity and with experiential wUvcrsa1ity. There is no value
which is not logically arbitrary' (Perelman [1970] 1989:398). Instead, Perelman discovered
Aristotle's dialectical mlSOIling. Perelman's new rhetoric is thus a fusion of rhetoric and
dialectic, focusing on informal logic (:399). He called it the theory ofargumentation.
TIle central part or the nub nf Perelman's new rhetoric is the idea of audience (the universal
audience) and the goal of ~l':.: ne'V rhetoric is to increase 'the adherence o[ mmu;,.' This very
fact 'assumes the eXI:,!U1tt:. of an intellectual contact' (Perelman & Olbrechts~Tyteca
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1969:14). The new rhetoric. focusing on audience. consists of the starting points and
techniques of argumentation. The first starting point of argumentation is the 'reality' which
comprises facts. truths and presumptions. The next group of starting points is the 'preferable'
which includes values. hierarchies. and Hnes ofargument relating to the preferable (:66).
The techniques of argumentation have two categories - association and dissociation
(Perelman & 01brechts-Tyteca 1969:190). Association is created by quasi-logical argument,
which is based on the stnIcture of reality and which attempts to establish the structure of
reality (e g. what is true for the whole is true for the part). Dissociation involves the concept of
division which produces a conclusion for an incompatibility (:415). Here style, which is
WKlerstood as a decoration, sen-es as a strategy ofargumentation.
PcrelJun's new rhetoric has been iocl'CaSingly used by scholars because they observe the
arpmeIUtive character of biblical message. Wuellner (1976, 1988), for instance, uses
Perelman's new rhetoric in his works. Kraftchick (1990:78) maintains lhat since certain
qumena..tive stratqies for adherence to a set of values are present in the letter [Galatians],
'new rbdoric can play an important role in clarifying how Paul proceeds in the production of
his letters and why certain expressions are used to attain his goals' (2.3.3).
This DCW rbctoric, however, should be used carefully when studying the biblical message, as
wu the case with Kcnncdy's work. Influenced by his professional devotion to law, Perelman
holds tbIt rbetoricaI di5COUl'SC is the discourse of reason and that the principle of
arzumentation should be besed on the rule of justice or on the logic of infonnal thinking. We
maintain that biblical discourx contains the origin of new reasonings not only by an argument
but also ')y a story. Therefore it can be seen as lWTation, a much broader concept than
argumentation. We will refer to this point in the next section.
Although P~relman focuses on audience, and the universal audience in particular. he seems
to ignore •situation. ' Perelman does neglect what Combrink (1992) calls the 'textuality' of
rhetorical criticism based on audience, or what Bakhtin ([1981} 1990) calls 'novelness,'
focusing on language as dialogic product. Therefore Perelman's new rhetoric has 'a concept
of rhetoric divorced from persuasion, from reference outward 10 audience.' Argumentation
is "a mere endeavour to persuade an audience...a form, a technique. Hence it is a minor, if
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not dangerous. process of thought... Argumentation as an audience-oriented reasoning
process leaves too much out and amounts to little more than manipulative discourse'
(Meyer 1986:147 passim).
4.3.2 Narrative Rhetoric
Needless to say. a considerable number of scholars have argued that narrative is an essential
part of the hwnan condition. So the tenn 'narrative' appears in biblical studies and 'narrative
rbetoric' overtakes the tenn 'rhetoric' today (Tannehill 1986; Thibeaux 1990; Wuellner
1991b. 1991c). Narrative rhetoric today has two models which compete for precedence among
scholars. We will examine these two models chronologically.
The first model in narrative rhetoric today can be seen in Thibeaux's work (1990). She
.JIpIcd narratology, Kennedy's model and SchUssler-Fiorenza"s rhetoric (1987) and
fonnuIaaed • nanative rhetoric for her own research. Of the three, we will examine only two,
omittina Kennedy's work which we have already discussed in this chapter. The modem
coocept of narrative started with Booth·s work. In his work. Tht rhetoric offiction ([ I% I]
1913), Booth intearated narrative with rheloric. He introduced narrative participants such as
IUtbor and reader, implied author and implied reader, and narrator and narratee as rhetorical
topics. substitutin& these for the topa; of ancient rhetoric. This appI'(*':h was later developed
.cJ redefined, chiefly by structuralism and semiotics. Chatman ([1978] 1980), for instance.
clusifics two levels in narrative - story and discourse:
• Story is the content of narrative and it consists of events (actions and
happenings. time) and existents (characters. settings and space).
• DiscoUI'SC is the fonn of narrative expression and it consists of real author,
implied auther. real reader, implied reader, narrator, narratec, point of view,
style and rhetorical technique.
SchUssler-Fiorenza (1987) maintains that rhetorical situation is the most crucial concept in
rhetorical criticism. She redefines Bitzer's theory of rhetorical situation as 'a situation
where a person is or feels called to a response that has the possibility for affecting the
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situation' (:387). Bearing this in mind SchOssler·Fiorenza defines rhetorical criticism as a
tool bridging between "the world of text' and "the actual world' of ancient times. She
proposes four stages as follows:
1. Identification of tile rhetorical interest and models ofcontemporary interpretation.
2. Identification of tile rhetorical arrangement, interests and modification by author.
3. Identification of tile rhetorical situation of the text.
4. Reconstruction of tile common historical situation and symbolic universe of the
writer and reader.
Thibeaux recognises the necessity ofa comprehensive rhetorical approach to Gospel srudy and
combines all three proposals to fonnulate her own model. Her theory, however, can be seen as
just a modification of SchUssler-Fiorenza's comprehensive model. The followin,,: steps are
found in Thibeaux's model (1990: 178):
1. Identification of the rhetorical interest and models of contemporary
interpretation.
2. Identification of the rhetorical unit to be examined.
3. Identification of the rhetorical situation of the text (This is a preliminary
determination, with refinement of it taking place after the next step).
4. Description of the rhetorical arrangement, style, including modification by
author; relating all of these to the author's interests.
S. Reconstruction of the common historical situation and symbolic universe of the
writer and reader.
The second model of narrative rhetoric comes from Fisher (I987:6O), who believes that the
traditional argumentation theory, including the rational-world paradigm. is problematic when
applied to human communi\:ation. Firstly, the rational·world paradigm takes into account
argument and, therefore, it needs public or social knowledge as a prerequisite for argument.
Consequently the rational-world paradigm depends on a form of society which allows a
privileged person to make decisions. Eiitism is inevitable here. Secondly. traditional argument
is based on formal logic and is seen, therefore, as a normative construct. It operates by
inferential moves and deliberation. By contrast, the principle of human communication is
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icknlification which uses the various senses. reason and emotion. intellect and imagination.
and the fact and value which are intrinsic to infonnallogic. Traditional argument thus does not
resolve the basic problem ofvalue. in particular the problem of public moral argument (:69-75).
As. result. Fisher argues that narration is the central paradigm ofhuman communication.
The IUll'ntive PMWfiJ1t1 can be considered • di.lectic.1 synthesis of two tradition.1 strands that
recur in the history of rhetoric; the Irgume'll.tivc, persuasive theme and the Iitcrary, aesthctic
theme. The nMntive paradiem implies &hat human communication should be viewed as historical
IS well as situitionaJ, iii stories or lCCounts competing with other stories or accounts purportedly
constituled by cood reuons, IS rational when th.: stories satisfy the den'ands of f1a.'TIlive
probIbility and MmlCive fKklity, and as inevir.ble monl inducement The namtive paradigm
challenaes the notions that human communication - if it is to be considered rhetorical - must be
.-prnentative in form, tJwl reason is to be .uributcd only to discourse marked by clearly
identifiable modes of inference and implic.ation. ~ that the noons for evaluation of rhetorical
communiclllion It1UIt be rMional Sbndards taken exclusivcly from informal or fOf'lmI logic. The
ptndi&m...docs not disrcp'd the roles of reason and rationality; it expands their meanings,
rccocnisinc their potential presence in all fonns of humin communication.
(Fis~r 1987:58)
The narTative puadiem in hwnan commwlication depends on narrative rationality for its
rhetorical loaic and is therefore assessed by the principle of probability (coherence) and
fidelity (truthfulness and reliability) (Fisher 1987:47).
Nln'ltive probability (coherence) refers to the degree to which a story 'hangs together' and it
functions on three levels (Fisher 1987:47):
1. Argumentative or structural coherence.
2. Material coherence refers to intertextuality with co-text within a discourse.
3. Characterological coherence is the basic difference between narrative paradigm
and traditional argumentation. This is central in narrative rationality. The
credibility of the story depends on the reliability of the characters.
Narrative fidelity, truthfulness of story, is equated with 'the logic of good reasons.' Here
Fisher (1987:106-7) is referring to infonnal logic. a combined method of analysis and
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evaluation of argument. Good reason refers to 'those elements that provide warrants for
accepting or adhering to the advice fostered by any fonn of communication that can be
considered rhetorical' (:107). There are five components of fidelity:
1. Fact is usociated with the implicit and explicit values embedded in a message.
2. Relevance refers to the appropriateness of Lh~ values in decision making.
3. Consequer.te refers to the effect of adhering tu the values.
4. Consistency refers to validation of the values in one's personal experience or
application.
S.T~ issues refer to the accountability of the values as th.: ideal basis for
hUl118l'l conduct in society.
1bc narrative paradigm is not a mere story. but a framework which concerns interpretation
and- assessment of rhetorical messages. Fisher maintains that all fonns of human
communication can be seen fundamentally as stories. as the interpretation of aspects of the
world, in time and shaped by history, culture, and character. The narrative paradigm does not
oppose the concept ofargumentation. but it is much biaaer in scope.
In closing. we see that the model of narrative rhetoric is gaining popularity in biblic.al studie'l.
This new !nOde1, however, needs to be balanced by the historical approach, narrative criticism.
rbetoricai criticism and the sociological approach.
4.3.3 Wuellner'. Theory
Wuellner is one of the leading scholars in the use of rhetorical criticism for the study of the
New Te~1amCnt. His contribution is significant, in particular his energetic and continual
redefinition of rhetorical criticism. Wuellner (1976) was the first to apply Perelman's theory
of argumentation (4.1) and this became the starting point of his search for a sound rhetorical
approach. In Where is rhetorical criticism taking us? Wuellner (1987:449) suggests that
'rhetorical criticism is taking us beyond hermeneutics and structuralism to poststructuralism
and posthenneneutics' and he distinguishes 'rhetoric restrained' from 'rhetoric revalued.'
Rhetoric restrained refers to rhetoric reduced to style and. therefore. can be equated with
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literary criticism (4.2.1) while rhetoric re\'alued deals with the power of the text and thell:fore
can be equated with practical criticism.
[Rill.:toric revalued) is 'form of activity inseparable from the wider social relalions between
writers and reiders.· Sot only do rheloricltl devices of disposition and style get studied as
means creating 'certain effects on the reader.' but the very construct of a theory of rhetorical
criticism, compared with put and present ahemative theorisina. cln be. indeed should be:.
examir..:d 'as a practice:.'
(Wuellner 1987:453)
Wuellner (1991b, 199tc) also introduces the concept of narrative rhetoric, using Chatman's
distinction between story and discourse, and he explores genre study and integrates literary
and rhetorical acme (199la). Recently he has proposed cultu."'a1 rhetorical criticism (Wuellner
1993). As seen in his works. Wuellner focuses on the rebirth or reinvention of rhetoric. To
him definin& and redefining rhetorical criticism within its proper domain (from Perelman's
..gumentltion to rwrative rhetoric to cultural rhetoric) is the massive task for biblical
scholars. Regarding this. three points should be taken into account (Wuellner 1991c: 175):
1. Practkal intention: this refers to tbe text's rhetorical situation. or its
intentionality or exigency. A biblical text should be examined in the light of a
practical problem, namely, what to do.
2. A texfs rationality: this dimension leads reader(s) not only to discern the
possible end and all the available means for achieving the end. but also to
examine the best ends and the most efficient means for achieving them.
3. Discursive practices: biblical text is a fonn of power and perfonnance or a form of
activity inseparable from the wider social relations between writers and readers.
Wuellner (1991b:113-5) suggests that rhetorical analysis should have three dimensions;
rhetoric in a given text, rhetoric of the £ext, and rhetoric about the text. The first dimension
involves an analysis of the linguistic and literary conventions and pattems in a given text. The
second dimension is concerned with the function of the text. The third dimension focuses on
'the rhetoric of rhetorical theory and of rhetorical criticism itself.'
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4.3.4 Medhurar. Model
Mcdhurst (1991) opposes rhetorical criticism which uses a specialised subject and suggests a
comprehensive model. He points out two observations to be considered in I hetorical criticism
in biblical studies. First. the scholarship of rhetorical criticism has shifted in three directions:
1. The biblical scholars begin to recogmse rhetoric as a critical construct.
Rhetorical criticism is no longer confined to the study of style or genre
classification. It functions as method and as theory for the study of the Bible.
2. lhe biblical scholars begin to take into account the theories of contemporary
rbctoricians as the basis for the analysis of the Bible. Contemporary rhetorical
theorists develop and redefine the classical rhetoric and can thus provide a
more comprehensive method for the study of the Bible.
3. The biblical scholars start to recognise the purposive: nature of rhetorical
discoune and begin to look at literary and linguistic devices in the light of
audience. situation and rhetorical function.
Second. biblical scholars now take into account the rhetorical nature of the Bible:
(J
1. The Bible has various Coons such as parable. lament, prophecy, narrative history.
apocalyptic. epistle, aosJ)Cl, poetry,law. proverb and teaching, among others.
2. As a result no single method is applicable and therefore an interdisciplinary
approach is preferable for the study of the Bible.
Bearing this in mind, Medhurst suggests four levels of rhetorical analysis. Firstly, the
grammatical level deals with words and their meanings. Words reflect the cultural, social,
political and educational values of a particular person or group. Accordingly Caird (1980:7-36)
observes that language has five basic uses: infonnative, cognitive, perfonnative, expressive and
cohesive. Once the basic detennination is made (:8), the critic is able to investigate 'meaning'
in its three dimensions: meaning as referent, meaning as sense, and meaning as intention.
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Secondly. according to Mcdhurst, the logical level concerns the process from one set of ideas
to another. Here three types of logical inferences are identified: typological, associational and
nanationaL Typology is 'a figure of speech that moves in time: the type exists in the past and
the antitype in the presen~ or the type: exists in the present and the antitype in the future· (Frye
1982:80). Typology is 'a theory of history, or more accurately of historical process: an
assumption that there is some meaning and point to history. and that sooner or later some
event or events will occur which will indicate what that meaning or point is, and so become an
antitypc of "'nat has happened previously' (:81). Associational logic, found in the Bible, is
related to similar sound patterns. chiastic strUCture or thematic retrospective. Narrational logic
is associaled with 'how the story is being told' (Medhurst 1991 :220).
Thirdly, the rhetorical level deals \\-ith how to apply ideas, arguments, logical inferences,
values and beliefs to a particular audience for achieving a specific purpose. In this regard, the
Bible is. 'rhe&oric offaith' (Mcdhurst 1991 :220). Lastly, the theoretical IcvC!! concerns hypotheses
of how the biblicaJ text functioned for its original audience or how it functions for one or
more audiences today. This last step is associated with the rhetorical impact on audience.
In summary, by contrast with rhetorical criticism being reduced to a single subject such as
style. genre or Conn, Medhurst values biblical studies that use the comprehensive rhetorical
criticism. He employs the concept of modem rhetoric rather than classical, and identifies four
dimensions to be examined in rhetorical criticism. He suggests, however, that rhetorical
criticism be redefmed funhcr for biblical studies.
4.3.5 Robbins'Socio-Rhetoric
Since Wilder called for rhetorical criticism to be integrated with Christian cultural
studies, few studies have been done in this way. It is Robbins who first examines this
subject. Stressing tbe rhetorical and cultural aspects of Mark's Gospel in Jesus the
teacher (1984) he utilises Burke's rhetoric of form for his study. Robbins here coins the
term socio-rhetorical criticism. Burke (1953: J24-9) maintains that four kinds of form
may appear in a work, individually or together with other forms. These are progressive,
repetitive, conventional and minor forms. According to Robbins (1984:7-12), all four
forms play an important roJe in the socio-rhetorical approach. Against this background, he
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defines the text as 'a strategic statement in a situation characterised by "webs of
significance" containing an intermingling of social. cultural. religious. and literary
traditions and conventions in the Mediterranean world' (:6).
Since publiwna his book. Robbins has occasionally deployed his idea of socio-rhetorical
criticism. and has continually revised it. In his search for a sound rhetorical theory for the
stud). of the New Testament. Robbins finaJly manages to pull all the strings together giving us
• cl)'Stallised. all-inclusive definition of the socio-rhetorical approach.
Socio-rhdorical criticism is • tcxtualty-bued method that usn prosrammaric strarc&ies to invite
social. cukural. historical. psjcholosical. aesthe1ic. ideological and theological information into II
conIext of minuee exc&dte.1 activit}'. In a context wtM:rt historical criticism has betn opening its
bouftdIries :0 social and cuhural daca, md lilerary criticism has been opcnin& its boundaries 10
idcoIocY.lOCio-~ criticism practices inlerdisciplirwy execesis that reinvents !he traditional
..of.-lysis and redraws the cnditionaJ boundaries of inkrpretaCion. 5ocio-rhetorical criticism,
..... is • excseQcaJ~ approKh IbM pthers Curm1t practices of interpretation toac:lher in
1ft inlcrdiscipliMry p.rAdipn.
(Robbins 19941:164)
Within this fra.mework Robbins defines socio-rhetorical criticism as 'an approach to
literature that focuses on values, convictions, and beliefs both in the text we read and in the
world in which we Iive' (1996]:1). He suggests four levels of texture to be examined (Robbins
(l~ (1995)) and later adds sacred texture ([ 1996]). The tive areas are as follows:
1. Inner texture deals with the words as tools for communication. This analysis
focuses on rhetorical devices within the text.
2. Intertextwe refers to the interaction with other texts, including social cultural
environments - historical events, customs. values, roles, institutions and systems.
3. Social and cultural texture deals with special and common social topics with
which the text responds to the world. There are seven types of response:
conversionist, revolutionist. introversionist, gnostic-manipulationist,
thaumaturgical, reformist and utopian. Culturaj categories comprise dominant
culture, subculture, counterculture, contracultliTC and liminal culture.
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4. Ideological 1exture deals \\ith the ",Titer's or the reader's particular view of the
text. It is related to their biases. opinions and preferenf,:cs.
4. SIlcrcd 1eXtlR consider the relationship between the hwnan and the divine
(Robbins [1996]:3).
Socio--rhetorical criticism is a mode of revalued rhetorical criticism which covers two areas.
Firstly. it deals with how the text is produced. This approach views a tcxt as the production of
the diaiop: interaction with genolexls. including social cultural environments. The text is the
production of IOCW activity having the rhetorical purpose of identification. in Burke's tenn.
Consequently. socio-rbetorical criticism focuses on the analysis of •invention' in tcnus of
clusicaI rhetoric Secondly. 5OCio-rhetorica.I interpretation emphasises the critic's interest, or
the ideoIotD' of the critic. This method allows the critic to perceive a text in multiple modes.
Due to focusing much on contexts. Robbins does not discuss the intertextuality (or
intcrtexture) with co-texts, however.
To sum up. in this section we have selected and examined only five types of the
comprehensive approach in rhetorical criticism. In doing so we discovered that the concept
of rbctoric bas shifted. Rhetoric was, traditionally, audicnce-ccntred and it was regarded as
instrwncntaJ and monologic. while today rhetoric is perceived as collaborative civic art and
diaiop:. Traditional rhetorical criticism focuses on the text 85 objective speech or argument
whereas rhetorical criticism today takes into account the text as subject which can be shifted
in the context. In short, modern rhetorical criticism focuses on the dialogic nature of the
text. As stated at the beginning of this chapter. it is obvious that rhetorical criticism is quite
heuristic: a revalued rhetoric is called for the study of biblical literature.
4.4 Summary and Conclusion
Rhetorical criticism appears as theory and as method in biblical studies and we suggest that
there are three levels to be examined: rhetoric in, of and about text. From our examination of
the state ofrhetorical criticism within biblical studies we arrive at the following conclusion (cf
Mack 1990:19·24; Wuellner 1991c:176·7; Botha 1994:137).
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1. The traditional concept of rhetoric is that it is instrumental and monologk, and
judiement-centred (Aristotle), while the modem concept of rhetoric is that it is
collaborative civic an and dialogic communication in a specific context. It is concerned
with the social and cultural aspects of language. focusing on the context of situation -
'reallifc' and 'practical matter.'
2. Biblical literature discloses the nature of argumentation and narration (narrative rhetoric).
The biblical text \\'as wJitten in a cultural environment in which social. political and
economic interactions occurred. The text is regarded as a fonn of activity which contains
!OCial. cultural and ideological values.
3. Rhetorical criticism has shifted from discovering the immediate pragmatics of the text to
discovering the dialogic nature of the text. It is concerned with social and cultural values
and ideology. Thus modem rhetorical criticism can be characterised by practical criticism.
social activism. or cultural criticism (e g, socio-rhetorical criticism). Cultural criticism
views the text as subject rather lhan object.
4. Fiaures of speech, style and arrangement are not 10 be seen as decorative features. They
have value such as the arousing and fulfilment of desires (Burke 1953:124) and they
perfonn a function in helping intentional writing and reading (Wuellner 1991c: 177).
5. The use of a specific rhetorical approach depends on the interest of the critic. There is
growing consensus that scholars should widen the boundary of rhetorical criticism and that
they should utilise this method together with other valuable perspectives. Combrink
(1989), for instance. integrates Kennedy's model with the elaboration of chreia and
Perelman's new rhetoric for the study of Matthew 23-25. In the study of Romans. Vorster
(1991) examines the rhetorical situation in terms of 'interactional perspective,' which
refers to 'interlextuaJity.'
Rhetorical criticism as theory and as ~ethod for biblical studies today needs reinvention and
this process continues still. Along with this, shifts of paradigm have occurred in rhetorical
biblical scholarship. Firstly, scholars have crossed the boundaries of traditional rhetorical
criticism. The boundaries of both theory and method in rhetorical criticism have widened and
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become blurred by intC&flllion with other interdisciplinary subjects. Secondly, as seen in the
previous chapter. rhetorical criticism focuses more on the 'invention' of a text rather than its
'pert"orJMnce'. Finally. scholars have l"ovcd from the traditional theory-and-case (theory-
oriented approach) towards the case-and-interpretation (pnctice-oriented approach). Scholars
"ve become free to shape their own work in tems ofneccssities. Thus Wuellner (1993:513)
could write, •A new rhetoric and a new rhetorical criticism are in the process ofemerging, and
Deed 10 be cultivated, not once, nor once and for all, but cver anew, to enablc readers of sacred
scriptures to let the reading and critical study of those tcxts do its work... '
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5 Dialogic Rhetoric as a Method for Interpretation of
the Parable Discourse in Matthew 13
Our observations so far may be condensed into four points. Firstly, a written text is a dialogic
product of a given cultural environment and thus every text is intertextual in the sense of
collaborate activity. In this regard, biblie.tl scholars are recognising the dialogic nature of
biblical texts, that is. intertextuality (e g. Vorster 1989; Robbins [1995], [1996]; Combrink
1996). Secondly, the boundaries of rhetorical criticism as theory and method, have widened
and become blWTCd. Rhetoric has, in fact, become an interdisciplinary subject. Thirdly,
biblical scholars have turned away from theory-oriented criticism towards case-interpretation.
Consequently, a reinvented rhetoric is necessary in biblical studies. Finally, biblical scholars
have moved t.J.aeir critical activities from the rcferentiality of text to the textuality of text, from
the pragmatic power ofexpression to the creation ofsocial form.
Bearina these four points in mind, we will integrate some works in order to construct a
revalued rhetorical theory with which to examine Matthew 13, where Jesus' parables appear
to be woven toaether in a whole fabric rather than a mere collection of parables. We will call
OW'method diaJecic rlaetoric. For this, Burke's rhetorical theory is chosen since it is a useful
tool for di!COvering symbolic action (motivation) in a text and for examining a rhetorical
di~ which exhibits multiple pentads u does the parable discourse. We have chosen the
dialogic tbeoIy of Bakhtin which focuses on intertextual links of the text. Further, we use a
social scientific approach to deal with social aspects embedded as figures of dialogism in the
parable discourse. In this chapter we will examine these theories and present the method of
dialogic rhetoric.
5.1 Theory
5.1.1 Burke'. Theory of Rhetoric
Burke, who has been c;Jled 'the foremost rhetoric:an in the twentieth century' (Golden,
Berquist & Coleman 1989:318), maintains that rhetoric which focuses on social function is a
synthetic discipline with roots j- neig.~bouring disciplines. He widens the boundary of
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classical rhetoric and views rhetoric in tcnns of dramatism. Rhetoric is a compass for dramatic
action which features human motives. In this section we will examine Burke's rhetorical
theory. To describe Burke's theory is not an easy task because he did not present his entire
criticaJ work in a systematic way. It is. however. beyond the scope of this work to provide an
extensive survey of Burke's theory or to evaluate his considerable writings.
5.1.1.1 Definition of Man
It will be appropriate to study the 'definition of man' as the starting point towards
understanding Burke's rhetorical theory since rhetoric impinges on human thought and action.
Burke has described 'man' in terms of the relationship between man and language in the
following ways:
Man is
I. the symbol-using (symbol-making, symbol-misusing) animal;
2. inventor oftbe negative (or moralised by the negative);
3. separated from his natural condition by instruments of his own making;
4. goaded by the spirit of hierarchy (or moved by the sense oforder);
S. rotten with perfection.
(Burke 1966:16)
These are the characteristics which distinguish human beings from animals. A brief comment
on the definitions might be in order. The first designation of man as lhe symbol-using animal
is a substitute for the traditional definition, 'rational animal.' The classic versions are
honorific, whereas Burke's version is admonitory as well as complex. Burke's system differs
from 'symbolism,' which focuses on referential theory and usually implies the unreality of the
world. Burke does not link a symbol to something outside itself. 1nstead, arguing from his
definition ofman 85 the 'symbol-using animal,' he emphasises the motive in any discussion of
social behaviour. acl or symbolic acl. Symbols do not reflect motives, but are motives
themselves, according to Burke (1966:6-9).
The second phrase used by Burke, inventor ofthe negative, indicates that 'this is not that.' For
Burke there is no negative in nature. The negative, therefore, is a human product, and a
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fimction peculiar to symbolic systems. This implies that man is a moral agent, and the phrase
can. therefore, be substituted with 'moralised by negative.' Burke (1966: It) explains:
ACliOll involves ct-Kter. whi<:h involves choice-and the form of choice attains its perfection in
the distinction between Yes and Nu (wll and shall·noc. will and will·not). Though the concept of
sheer IIfotion is non-ethical. QClion implies the ethical. the human personality. Hence, the obvious
close connection between the ethical and the negativity. as indicated in the Decalogue.
The third phrase, separated from his natural condition by instruments of his own making,
can be replaced by a 'toot-using animal' (Burke 1966:13). According to Burke, language
may be secn as a tool. He focuses on the instrumental value of language as a collective
means of expression. The founh phrase, goaded by the spirit ofhierarchy (or moved by the
sense oforder), refers to the order of hierarchy, the order of terms and the order of rebirth.
We will see this in the following section. The last, rOllen with perfection. refers to the
principle of perfection or the entelechial principle (:16·20). The word 'perfect' refers to
concepts such as 'final', 'complete" 'completed' or 'having the attributes of an end' and is.
therefore. synonymous with 'actuality' (Burke [1950] I969b:26I ). In literature, the
principle of perfection operates not just in the nature of things but in the ground of the
proces.t as Q whole (Burke 1970:247).
5.1.1.2 Order
5.1.1.2.1 The Order of Hierarchy
The order of hierarchy refers to the notion that man is 'moved by the sense of order' (Burke
1966:15). Man inherently pursues order in his life and, therefore, every social relationship is
based on a larger hierarchical framework. For this reason. rhetoric is the use of persuasive
tcchniques for the transcendence of social estrangement. which results from social hierarchy
(Burke [1950] 1969a:208).
5.1.1.2.2 The Order of Terms
Language has a certain order which reflects the levels of meaning of the language. The first
order is related to the words of the natural realm (Burke 1970:14). Words for things, material
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operations. physiological conditions. 8:1imalit), fall into this group. 'lbesc tcnus are associated
with the names of things. conditions. motions, and positions. Burke ([1950] 1969a:183) calls
them positive tenus. There being no neHative in nature. everything is positively what it is.
Positive terms are the easiest teons to understand because they arc in the visible and tangible
realm. Even the tenn for perception is positive and has no transcendent.
The second order is in the socio~political realm (Burke 1970: 15), All words for social and
personal relaljons are in this realm. These words are 'not in the order of motion and
perception but rather in the order of action and idea' (Burke [1950] I969a: 184). For Burke
(:185) these terms are more concerned with 'action and QUitude than with perception (they
fall under the he!Kiing of ethics and form rather than knowltdge and information).' Burke
calls these dialectical tenus.
The third order refers to the verbal (symbolical) dimension. namely. words about words
(Burke 1970:14). This loge >g}' deals "'ith the realm of the dictionary, grammar, etymology,
philology, literary criticism, rhetoric, poetics and dialectics.
The fourth order refers to words in the supernatural realm (ultimate tenn or god-tenn) (Burke
[1950] 1969a:186, 1970: 15). These tenns, which have ultimate value, are the source and
ground of being in a given symbol system. God-tenn is the tenn for the ultimate in motivation
(Burke [1950] 1969b:74). The god-tenn has both god-function and devil-function (Loscalzo
1918:147-149), A god-function occurs when a god-tenn provides a good principle. and its
associational clusters are in a positively synecdochic relationship with the god-tenn. A devil-
function occurs when a god-tenn provides a common enemy. and its associational clusters are
in a negatively ~ynecdochic relationship with the god-tenn, Ultimate terms are essential for
Burke's rhetoric because whether they perfonn a god-function or a devil-function, they act as
unifying factors.
5.1.1.2.3 The Order of Rebirth (The Rhetoric of Rebirth)
According to Burke, the major function ofrhetoric is redemption, rebirth or the establishing of
a new identity of tile individual involved in communication (Foss. Foss & Trapp 1991:194).
The rhetoric ofrebirth has three steps: guilt (pollution), purification and redemption. The first
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step. guilt, refers to an unclean condition of sins and carrying of burdens (: 194). For Burke
guilt is the secular equivalent of original sin in theology. Guilt, inherent in the social
hierarchy. is categorical or original: 'it is intrinsic to the social order.. :'inherited" by all
runkind. being "prior" to any individual lapse into "actual sin" , (Burke 1966:144). Forms of
guilt are anxiety. social tension, unresolved tension, embarrassment, etc.
Hierarchy is "the ladder', "a sense of order: or as Rueckert (1982: 131) puts it. "any kind of
graded, valu.:-charged structure in terms of which things, words, people, acts, and ideas are
ranked.' Hierarchy is inevitable in society and is the motive of the socio-political order.
Hierarchy always functions as a progressive form from lower to high~r and vice versa. Out of
hierarchy, we encounter the realm of hierarchic psychosis, which is inevitable in social
relations, and is incurable but can be relieved. Hierarchic psychosis constitutes categorical
guilt. Accordingly. guilt is inevitable~ in principle, comes out of the nature of hierarchy.
Another source of guilt is the negative of language. The negative is a peculiarly linguistic
resource. In dramatism. the negative has very strong imperative or hortatory functions (Burke
1966:423). That is, the negative becomes the explicit comman,l or order. Nobody has the
~lity of absolute obedience to the order. Consequently, hwnan beings fail or disobey in
IOI'De way. This failure or disobedience caU5CS guilt. This is also a type of hierarchic
psychosis. Hence order lead'i to guilt. according to Burke.
The !eCOOd step, purification. can be carried out through victimage and mortification.
Vietimage is defined as ~purification by sacrifice, by vicarious atonement. unburdening of
guilt within by transfettnce to chosen vessel without' (Burke 1966:478), whereas
mortification is self-inflicted punishment for one's sins, self--enforced denials and restriction,
or self~sacrifice(:146). Purification is a process, namely, movement and change and therefore
it is depicted by ·activc' or ·process' images (Rueckert 1982:104). While pollution may be
regarded as a state, purification is thc enabling act which pennits one to move from one stage
(bell) to another (heaven).
The third stage. redemption. is a change of identity, a new perspective. It presents a different
world view. promising a better life in gencral, and is a stage towards a goal. The scapegoat
must possess consubstantiality with the victimiser. In other words, there must be a transfer
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through identification between the victim and victimiser. Hence the act of victimage is called
a living or a socialisation (Burke 1966:39). Yet, at the same time, the scapegoat represents the
princ:iple of division operating 'in that clements shared in common are being ritualistically
alienated' (Burke (1950) 1969b:406). In the end. new identification or union is defined by
tbo!e who are purified in the process of victimage. Thus. the process of the rhetoric of rebirth
is the process of building and of finding the true sclf(Foss, Foss" Trapp 1991:197).
The rhetoric of rebirth. with the three staaes of pollution-purifIcation-redemption, is perhaps
best expressed in symbolic action. According to this rhetoric, redemption which refers to the
chanae of identity, a new perspective, a different view on life, or better life in general, is
associalcd with community-building. Animpor1ant ingredient of unification is the symbol of
the common enemy. 'Men who can unite in nothing else: BW'~e (1957:165) says, 'can unite
on the bais of a foe shared by all.' Apparently, then, community-building never happens
WIJess people have a Satan in common. The congregation exists on the basis of segregation.
Community-building represents our attempts to discover and maintain our identities so that
we can act purpoICfully.
5.1.1.3 l.tteratuN
·5.1.1.3.1 DIalogic _ Ideofoglcal Product
Cwke (1957:3) maintains that '[C]ritical and imaginative works arc answers to questions
posed by the situation in which they arise. They arc not merely answers, ~1eY are strategic
answers. stylised answers.' He goes on to d~scribe the relationship between situation and
strategy: ~these strategies size up the situations, name their structure and outstanding
ingredients. and name them in a way that contains an attitude towards them' (:3).
This statement contains two significant points. One is that text is a fonn of dialogic product.
When One maintains the nature of strategic and stylised answer, the focus is on the dialogic
although be never uses the term. Text is a specific fonn of a person's (the author's)
"answerability,' to use Bakhtin's term (l990). As a result, literature is social intertexture. The
second point is that the text is an ideological product. When Burke uses the term situation, he
does not mean 'objective' but 'subjective' which can be replaced by motives (Burke 1957:18).
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To Burke situation., attitude or motive is ideology. Ideology activates the process of reflection.
s,lection. and deflection of reality in writing (Burke 1966:45). Consequently. both dialogic
and ideolO&)' are crucial elements in Burke's rhetoric (cf[19S0] 1969a:l01·1O).
5.1.1.3.2 Symbolic Action
According to Burke (1966:8), literature is symbolic action, which is the dancing of an
attitude. By symbolic action Burke means literature which has three general connotations:
linauistic, statistical and representative (:8·28). Firstly, although Burke does not distinguish
clearly between symbolic act and practical act, any linguistic action is symbolic rather than
pnICticaI action. Practical action refers. for instance, to building a house while symbolic action is
-.oci-=cl with \\Tiling a work about building a house (:9). Therefore, linguistic action is symbolic
~ S)11lbol·in·action. A verbel act is intcmal·sclfextemaJised. enacted in symbolic fonn.
Secondly. any verbeJ action is the product of an author's motivation. Literature contains a
trend. and is seen in a progressive form according to the principle of perfection. It. therefore.
bas • xl of implicit equations that Burke calls associational clusters. which are manifested in
certain kinds of Kts. imagery and situations. By examining these equations statistically. the
work shows the author's motivation in operation. There is no need to supply. motive. The
in&er-relationsbips t.henuelves arc the author's motives. for they are his situation and situation
is but MOther word for motives (Burke 1966: 18).
Finally, the statistical view of a text discloses the ways in which a symbolic act is
repraentati'~e. This is described by the term synecdoche: the part for the whole, the whole for
the put. container for the contained. etc. So when Burke speaks of literature as symbolic
action. he has in mind the purpose and the function of literature. If the critic, by inductive
malysis. can discover what literature is doing for the author, he may discover a set of
generalisations describing the effect on the audience.
5.1.1.3.3 !EqUipment for Living
In his discussion of literature, Burke emphasises its communicative aspect (social function,
social interaction). Literature is seen as an ideal fonn of communication, since it is in
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literature that we find the most powerful examples of verbal skill (Duncan 1953:93). Explicit
and implicit social activity is referred to in his dictum: literature as equipment for living
(Burke 1957:253). By this definition it is clear that literature engages vitally with the living
situation of a human being. Literature is an infusion of society and the vehicle of social
activities. In this context, Burke's emphasis is on the situationality as well as the social
function of literature. To Burke. then, literature is medicine (:164).
5.1.1.4 Form
5.1.1.4.1 The Nlltura of Form
Burke's rhetoric could be called the rhetoric of form, as his work is devoted to the
examination of symbolic form. Form and content are a conceptual whole in Burke's theory.
As reprds the relationship between form and content, Burke views fonn as an act of giving
shIIpe to III idea. In this seme fonn is a s)lnbolic act (Burke [1950] I969b:227). 'Form in
lila1ltUre is an lrOUSing and fulfilment of desires. A work has form in so far as one part of it
Ic8ds • reader to anticipate another part. to be gratified by the sequence' (Burke 1953:124).
Throu&h the form as symbolic act, then. identification can occur. 'Form is correct in so far as
it pltifies the needs which it creates. The appeal of the form in this seru;e is obvious: Form is
the appeal' (Burke 1953:138).
5.1.1.4.2 The Five Aspeeta of Form
Fonn, as the expression of an idea, is the object of critical activity. Burke (1953:124-128)
bas discussed five aspects of form which could also be considered as identification
strategies. In literature. these five forms are intermingled. whcth~r in interrelation or
conflict. 1bey are as follows:
1. Syllogistic progression is 'the fonn of a perfectly conducted argument, advancing
step by step' (Burke 1953:124). In this progression. a certain idea is presented in a
certain direction of natural sequence. The audience sees the idea being carried out
in the process and feels the rightness of the conclusion. Aristotle's deductive
rhetoric. for instance. belongs in this category. It is logical form.
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2. Qualitative progression is the form in which the presence of one quality prepares
us for the introduction of another. This progressive fonn lacks the pronounced
anticipatory nature of logical form - it involves unexpected developments.
'Qualitative progressions occur,' Robbins (1984:9) writes, 'when an attribute of
speech or action, which the reader had no reason to expect on the basis of a
previous assertion. emerges in relation to one or more characters in the narrative. •
2. Repetitive form is the consistent maintaining of a principlc under new guises. The
author uses this form when helshe restates the same things with a varying number
of details. Through this form the audience is led to recognise the underlying
principle. The repetition reveals the significant aspects. Burke (1953:125) notes
that repetitive form is our only method of talking about a subject and is basic to
any work ofart, or to any other kind oforicntation.
3. Conventional form is the appeal of form as form. While progressive and repc.a,fitive
form may be cffected during the process of reading, conventional tbrm is the
epitome ofcategorical expectancy, which is anterior to the reading.
... Minor or incidental form includes metaphor. paradox, disclosure, reversal,
contraction. expansion. bathos, apostrophe. series. chiasmus. etc.
5.1.1.5 IdentItIcation
Burke moves the focus of rhetoric from persuasion in tcnns of Aristotle's concept toward
motives. Hence, identification is the key term in Burkc's rhetorical theory: '[t]he key teon for
the old rhetoric was persuasion and its stress was upon deliberate design. The key tcrm for the
new rhetoric would be identification, which can include a partially unconscious factor in
appeal' (Burke 1951:203).
The concept of identification differs from the concept of sameness or of being identical
(Duncan 1962:158-59). Identification is built on ·consubstantiality.' For Burke ([1950]
1969a:20-2), consubstantiality (derived substance, sub-stance) is a key term in his corpus, and
must be understood in tenns of a way of life. For substance is 'an act; and a way of life is an
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acting-together~ and. in acting together, men have common sensations, concepts, images,
ideas. attitudes that make them consubstantial.' Identification. therefore. is 'the autonomous
activity's place in this wider context' (:27). Burke (1984:266) clearly considered identification
15 synonymous with the function ofsociality.
Identification differs from the traditional concept of persuasion. Identification involves
symbolic action as well ; the WlConscious element. Identification includes a conscious
external agent as well as the realm of the traJ1SC(~ndent. While classical rhetoric emphasises the
element of deliberative design in communication. identification operates without conscious
direction by any particular agent. While classical rhetoric is characterised by direct
communication. identification is characterised by indirect communication. Of direct
communication" Tubbs (1968: 14) says that 'persuasive speeches designed to directly confront
and convert an audience arc, by and large. doomed to failure.'
5.1.1.' Dramatiam
5.1.1.'.1 Dramatlsm.net Scientlsm
Burke's philosophy of language was evident in the two contrasting concepts ofdramatism and
scientism. In order to understand dramatism, one needs to grasp the distinction between
dramatic and dramatis/ie. Burke considers the literary work as drama since both have human
actiOOI5 a common factor. Consequently, a dramatic approach is best suited to the study of
literature. The dramatic in drama is the symbolising or imitating ofaction, and the dramatislic
is a critical or essayistic analysis of language, and thence of human relations generally, by the
use of terms derived from the contemplation ofdrama.
The concept of the term. dramatistic, originated from dramas (Burke 1955:264-265). Dramatism
is a method of analysis of languag~ as a mode of action - symbolic action. The dramatistic
approach concentrates primarily on hortatory expressIon, that is, on expectation, which results
from the negativity of language. Through dramatistic analysis, therefore, language and human
relations can be most directly analysed in theories ofaction rather than in theories ofmow/edge.
Scientism, on the other hand, begins with problems of naming, or definition. It is concerned with
knowledge, or perception. The scientific approach is attitudinal and epistemological. This
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approach is useful for gathering infonnation and giving inst.nJction. Scientism deals with cause
and effec~existence and non-existenee. and the way which things respond to situation.
5.1.1.•.2 Actlon.nc:t Motion
Action is a mode of behaviour carried out within a conventional. arbitrary symbol system. By
contrast. motion is in the realm of matter. The action-motion pair is the same as mind-brain,
spirit-maner, superstructure-substructure. words·thinr,s. According to this polarity, language is
a symbolic action. Any verbal symbols are meaningful acts to the situation. Consequently,
they arc actions, not motions. Burke (1966:436) says that if an act is merely the ~conditioned
response to Q stimulus, it would be not an act but sheer motion.'
However, though there can be no action without motion. there can be motion without action
(Burke 1970:39). Symbolic action is always grounded in the realm of motion. From this point
Burke suaaests that dramatism is the best analytical method, based on the assumption that
Ktion. nIthcr t1Wl motion, is a more useful realm for meaning. Dramatism is based on an obvious
empirical difference between action and sheer motion. Action cannot be reduced to motion.
5.1.1.'.3 The DnIrn1ltiatic Pentad
As we have seen, the drarnatistic approach regards language as action. Action is enactment
(cxtcma1isation) of motion. By analysing the language of rhetoric. we can discover the
motivation. Five tenns arc used as generating principles or grammar to investigate the motives
(Burke [1950] I969b:xv-xviii, 127-320). The five key tenns of dramatism are the pentad
(scene. act, agent, agency, and purpose).
I. Scene is the background or location of the act, or the situation in which the act
takes place. It is equivalent to the "rhetorical situation" of Bitzer. The scene is not
merely an indication of time and space; it is motivational to the agent, who acts.
2. Act is a key term in the pentad and can be deftned simply as 'what was d(Jne.' An
act is equivalent to action in Burke's view, and is a personal principle and
conscious (purposive) action. The act is an agent's response to the scene in which
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the actor lives. It is a strategy to size up the situation. The act may be a strategy to
accept a situation, to correct a situation or to reject a situation. The act is the locus
of motives of the actor.
3. Agent, the third term, is the person or kind of person performing the act. It
includes general or specific words for a personal actor, character, or individual,
and words for the motivational properties of agents such as drives, instincts and
states of mind. Collective tenns such as nation or group are also agents.
4. AJCDCY is the means used to perform.the act or the instruments used to accomplish
it. In literatw'e. agency is words. Both style and form arc agencies.
5. Purpose of the act is the agent's private purpose for performing the act. Burke
views literature as an intention to do something to both author and audience. It
may be overt or covert. It could be discovered through a careful analysis of the
aaencies. Purpose is not synonymous with motive. Motive is the much broader,
often uoconscious J'QSOn for the performance of the act; an examination of all
five elements of the pentld is needed to discover the motive for a particular
rhetoricaJ act.
Pentldic ratios (Burke's tenn) are used to describe the dialogic relationship between the
elements of the pentad. There are ten ratios that examine the internal relationship in the
pentad: 5CCllC.~ scene·agent, scene-agency, scene-purpose, act-agent, act·agency, act·
ptU'J)O'C, agent-agency, agent·purpose and agency-purpose. Burke ([1950] 1969b:262) defines
the ratio as a formula indicating a transition from one term to another. Each ratio asserts a
causal or equational relation between them. An examination of aU of the ratios helps one
undemaDd the author's motivation in rhetorical discourse.
5.1.2 Bakhtin'. Dialogic Theory
A controversy concerning the use of narrative criticism in biblical hermeneutics has arisen
among some scholars who insist on the dialogic nature of the Bible and who maintain that this
form of criticism ibnores the text's dialogism (Reed 1993). In the Bible, dialogues, parables,
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sayings, commands. letters, narrative, and elements of bilingualism interact dynamically.
Scholars such as Polzin (1980, 1989), Combrink (1982, 1996), Lambrecht (1989), Levine
(1992) and Reed {I993) justify and apply Bakhtin's dialogic in studying the Bible. Polzin has
applied Bakhtin's dialogic to the study of Deuteronomic history. Levine also used it in his
study of Psalms. Recently, Reed published a study of the Bible using dialogic criticism. He
argues the invalidity of narrative criticism in biblical studies by maintaining that the Bible is
not narrative as such but contains examples of narrative.
The model of nllTltive is well suited to a stylistically and narTatively homogenous text like the
OdysIcy, u AModc's I'CmMb on Homer in the Poetics demonstrate, but the heterogeneous
textulity of the Bible, where rwrativc secments we juxtaposed with one another and interspersed
_idl 0Cbet wrbIl forms like aencaJocics. laws. oracles, proverbs, and 50015, is better served by a
model ofdiaJocue, ofqucstion and answer, or story and counterstory, OfSlalcmenl and response.
(Reed 1993: 13)
The dialogic nature of the Bible is also stressed by Kelber (1994:3): biblical rhetoric is
'uncOlfllflOnly tm~bound [italics mine], often exhortative and illuminate, more than
qumentative.'
DiaJoaic or diaJoaic criticism stems from the concept of dialogue. In the history of literature
or rhetoric. we can trace its origin to Socratic dialogue. Although Socratic dialogue was
widely used, it did not survive for long. Instead, it produced several dialogic genres, including
Menippean discourse (Kristeva 1986:SI~S2)..It was in fact in Plato's work that dialogue was
first used as a form of writing in the history of literature and rhetoric. This style, according to
Bakh~ later influenced Greco·Roman biographical forms and Christian biography and
hagiography.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Bakhtin developed the di~course theory of
dialogic through his work. Dialogic implies language that poses as dialogue. but is not
nece5sarily real conversation between self and other. It is primarily concerned with
time/5pace. Bakhtin borrows Einstein's theory of relativity as metaphor for his theory of
dialogic. To Einstein. time/space is the crucial factor in describing reality. Likewise. for
Bakhtin time/space plays a very important role in understanding language in general and
literature in particular.
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Thus, the very foundation ofdialogic rests upon the relationship between self and other in the
dimension of time/space. Bakhtin applies this concept to language which he views as the
product ofdialogic interaction taking place in a given situation. Utterance or word is produced
in response to and in anticipation of the other. Accordingly, the meaning of language comes
&boot as a result ofthc relationship between two beings in terms oftime/space.
Not only language but literature also should be understood in the light of dialogism,
l'.CCording to Bakhtin. This is because. unlike the formalist who defines literature as
linauistic code Cnon-sociological'). Bakhtin views literature as a social phenomenon,
namely, as utterance or a form of communication. Discourses in literature are active
elements in a dialogic interaction taking place on various levels simultaneously. This is the
i"'~r(~xtualityofa text.
Modem scholars like Booth have further developed the concept ofdialogic and have applied it
to the relationship between the real author and the real reader, the implied author and the
implied reader, and narrator and narratcc. We, however, will restrict our topic to the
dimension of style, because Bakhtin's focus is on stylistic dialogic through which external
dialoaic between text and the author occurs. It is beyond our task to deal with the whole of
Bakhtin's theory of dialogic, and for our purpose we will deal only with key concepts in
diaJogism in the following sections.
5.1.2.1 Utentura .. ideological Form
To Bakhtin, aU cultural products such as works of an, scientific works, religious symbols
and rites arc ideological works which contain special nature, having significance, meaning
and inner value (Mcdvcdev &. Bakhtin 1978:7). Accordingly, literature is a fonn of
ideology. By this, he means that the ideology of a work is reflected in three areas: its
content (language), its composition (forms and devices for that language) and its
environment (:3-15). As a result, genre is also a form of ideology. Genre is related to real
life, real time and space, and thematic unity. In this regard, 'literary scholarship is one
branch of the study of ideologies' (:3, 16), not in the traditional sense where literature is
seen as a simple transmitter of ideology and which reflects it directly, but in the sense that
literature is an independent and unique ideology (: 18-9).
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5.1.2.2 Chronotope
Chronotopc is one of Bakhtin's tenns and means literally time/space. As secn in the above, it
is the crucial element in describing/understanding reality, and is the foundation of Bakhtin's
theory of dialogic. Bakhtin applies this tenn to the study of the text. According to Bakhtin
([1981] 1990:84), the chronotopc in literature is 'the intrinsic ~onnectedness of tempoml and
spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature.' The chronotope functions as
'the place where the knots of narrative arc tied and untied' (:250). Since the chronotopes of
the text come out of our real world, they make the text world concrete. The chronotopcs
provide the ground. essential for establishing the relationship between literal]' work and life.
5.1.2.3 WhoIeneA (Holism)
Regarding literature, the essence of Bakhtin's dialogic lies in the wholeness or holism of
literature. Holism is • frame for understanding literature as a whole. This concept can be
grasped by looking at how Baklttin criticises formalism. According to him, formalism tends
towuds the !eplll"8tion of form or structure from content, and concentrates on the composition,
but holism coosidcrs the architectonics of works of art. It cannot be grasped without dialogic,
which occurs on the various levels of literature. Wholeness in literature comprehends the unity
in stylistic structure between fonn and content. The concept of wholeness is one of many
clwacteristics which we should not ignore in biblical studies.
5.1.2.4 Reported Speech
Reported speech is the hallmark of dialogism. According to Bakhtin, the syntactic fonn
functions 85 the concrete fonn of utterance, the form of concrete speech perfonnances. In the
syntactic fonn of text, the dialogic takes place in the dynamic interactive relationship between
reported speech and reporting speech (author's speech). In Marxism and the philosophy of
ItlIIgUOp (Volotinov 1973:115. but the real author is Bakhtin. see Bocharov 1994). Bakhtin
defines reported speech as 'speech within speech, utterance within utterance, and at the same
time also speech ahoUl speech. utterll1lCe ahoul utterance.' Reported speech as other person's
utterance is totally independent, complete in its construction, and lying outside the context in
which the author places it.
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In dialogic relationship, reported speech functions as a constructional unit within the author's
rhctoric:al speech. While kC'Cping its original independence, reported speech is incorporated
with reporting speech syntactically and stylistically in the composition. Thus reported speech
becomes Q theme ofthe author's sJHech. This dialogic relationship is in 'an active relation of
one message to another' (Volo!inov 1973: JJ6). This happens not on the level of the theme but
in the stabilised constructional pattern. Thus both reported speech and reporting speech make
one unified context.
Needless to say, the most distinctive rhetoricaJ characteristic of the Bible is its reported speech
- the New Testament in particular consists of reported speech from the Old Testament in
various modes such as recitation, recontextualisation and reconfiguration (Robbins
[199S]:I13, [1996]:31-38). This phenomenon is known as cento what Bakhtin caUs and it is
the hallmark ofboth Bible and Bakhtin's dialogic.
5.1.2.5 HetM'ogloala
According to Bakhtin ([1981] 1990:272), language exists between two opposing forces. One
is centripetal (a Wlifying, centralising force) and the other centrifugal (a stratifying,
dccentraIising force). In this context, Bakhtin discusses one of his key terms, heterogiossia
which refers to the concept of the locus where centripetal and centrifugal forces within
Iquage collide.
Heteroglossia, simply defined. refers to the dialects or language-diversity which co-exist in
language. Heteroglossia is language which represents a socia-ideological viewpoint, a way of
seeing the world. The list of Bakhtin's heteroglossia includes social dialects, professional
jlqlOlJS.~ ofgenerations and age groups, language ofauthorities, of various circles and of
passing fashions. and language serving the socia-political purposes of the day, even of the hour
(each day has its own slogan, its own vocabulary, its own emphases) (8akhtin [IqSI] 1990:263).
Heteroglossia can produce responsive and active understanding. Within literature,
heteroglossia takes its own special order and becomes a unique rhetorical strategy.
Consequently, one discourse supports and enriches the other discourse. Heteroglossia
functions by assimilating the word under consideration into a new conceptual system and by
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enriching it with new elements (Bakhtin [1981] 1990:282). Therefore. the speaker introduc,:s
lOWly new clements into his discourse and then entcrs into dialogic relationship with them.
Throu&b this dialo&ic relationship, literature establishes its meaning clearly. According to
Bakhtin, the Bible can be defined as a hetcrogtot novel.
5.1.2.1 AuIhorItatIve DlecourH
In the dialogic of literature. reported discourse does not function as the discourse of
information, directions, rules, models. Instead. it acts as authoritative discourse, and an
i"'~17fQ11yJ¥1'SIIQS;ve discourse simultaneously.
lie audIoriUitive word demands thlt we IcknowledCe it. thlt we make it our own; it binds us,
qtlite itldependent of any power it mi&ht h....e 10 persuade us internafly; we encounter it with
its authority already fused to it. The authoritative word is located in a distanced lone,
orpnically connected with a put that is fclt to be hierarchically hieher. It is, 50 to speak, the
word oflhc fathers. Its authority wu already ac:knowled,ed in the past. It is. prior discourse,
d is dMnb'e DOl • queIIiGn of choosing it from amonl other possible discourses th.t are its
..... It it pven ('it sounds) in lofty spheres. not lhose of familiar contaCI. It~ lanJuage is •
special (u it were. heretic) JanIUiCc. It can be profaned. It is akin to taboo, i.e.• :I name that
BlUSt IIOtIO be tAken in Ylin.
(BIkhtin (1911] 1990:342)
5.1.3 Social Scientific Approach
We have obIerved that every written text has the nature of cultural intertextuality. It is,
tberdorc, important to employ cultural perspectives in the study of biblical texts. In this
section, we will examine such cultural topics as the concepts of honour and shame (pivotal
values in first-century Mediterranean culture). dyadic personality, patronage and clientism,
and labelling and deviance.
5.1.3.1 Honour.nd Shame
HonolD' and shame are the pivotal values in the Mediterranean world of the first century and in
the Bible as well (pilch & Malina 1993:95; cf Elliott 1995). They shape the behavioural
patterns of a person. Honour and shame are very important theologically, since honouring
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Jesus is knowing God and relates to the salvation of a person (cf Malina & Neyrey (1991]
19931:5I). Malina (1981 :27-8) defines honour as follows:
Honour miJ,hc be described as socially proper aniludes and behaviour in the area where the three
lines of power. sexual status and reli&ion inlcrscc:t... Honour is the value of a person in his or her
own eyes (tta.t is. one's claim to worth) pillS tMt person's value in the eyes of his or her social
poup...Honour is a claim to worth attd !he social xknowledgemenl of that worth.
There are two ways of receiving honour. Ascribed honour, on the one hand, is honour that
derives from a person's kinship (birth), appointment and elevation (Pilch 1994: I52>'. This,
for instance, refers to Jesus' honour in the expression of the 'Son of God' or the disciples'
honour when Jesus calls them ~my mother and brother.' Honour can also be ascribed to a
person through endowment from an honourable person. For instance, God ascribes honour
to Jesus by raising him from the dead and then enthroning him at his right hand. Ascribed
honour cannot be obtained through effort or achievement (Malina & Neyrey [1991]
1993a:28.47).
Acqllir~dhonour. on the other hand. 'is the socially recognised claim to worth that a person
-=quires by excelling over otbers in the social interaction' which is called challenge and
ripost~ (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:28-9). Honour represents a limited good in first-
centUIy Mediterranean society and, therefore, contesting for honour is a part of social life. An
invitation to dinner and participation in debates over issues of law arc all inseparable from the
concept ofbonour. Matthew's Gospel gives Jesus both ascribed and acquired honour but puts
areater weight on ascribed honour.
Challenge and riposte is a type of social communication in the Mediterranean culture which
has been caJled an agonistic culture (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:29). By agonistic culture,
we mean that all social interactions outside the family, whether biological or fictive. arc
regMded as potential contests for honour. Challenge and riposte, therefore. always take place
in social interactions, specifically between equals. It has four elements (:30, 50).
I. Claim is the very first stage in challenge and riposte. It is a claim to enter the
social space of another by a person's word or deed or both for gaining or
dislodging another's honour.
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2. Challenge is the receiver's response. The receiver perceives the action or message
in tenns ofpotentially dishonouring the receiver's self-respect or self-worth.
2. Riposte concerns the reaction to the message of challenge. Such a reaction occurs
in three ways: a positi\'e refusal to act, acceptance of the message and a negative
refusal to react.
3. Public verdict refers to a grant ofhonour or a loss ofhonour.
Honour can be replicated by the core of dyadic personhood, that is of blood and name, that
binds. person to family and kin (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:29). Blood means biological
or fictive family. Honour is always preswned to exist within one's own family (blood
relatiooship). Outside that circle all people are assumed to be dishonourable. Within the blood
there is no contest of honour. Name is also associated with a location of honour. Name and
hooour thus represent a central concern of people in every context of public action. Hence
penonal identity is described by the name of fathers and kinship groups: Peter is ·Simon. son
ofJonah' (Man 16:17).
Honour was displayed variously by such things as social place. clothing (Malina & N~yrey
[1991] 1993a:3., 54-59), moral and ethical standaras and social deixis (Malina & Neyrey
1988). We will examine the relationship between honour and place. Firstly, it is related to
God's holiness. God is the Honourable One par excellence and the ultimate dispenser of
honour and shame (Elliott 1995:167). First-century Jewish society, therefore, had social
boundaries in terms of holiness, and 'social maps' such as maps o/places. maps o/persons,
maps o/things. and maps o/Iime, which are related to the purity and order system in Israel,
reflect these boundaries (Neyrey 1986:94-9, [1991] 1993:272-80). Using a map o/places,
the Jews classified locations according to the order of progressive degrees of holiness. This
;'':' refi~ted most clearly in the temple structure.
1. The Land of Israel is holier than any other land...
2. The walled cities (of the land of Israel) are still more holy...
3. Within the walls (ofJerusalem) is still more holy...
4. The Temple Mountain is still more holy...
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5. The Rampart is still more holy ...
6. The Court of the Women is stiU more holy .
7. The Court of the Israelites is still more holy .
8. The Court of the priests is still more holy ...
9. Between the Porch and the Altar is still more holy...
10.The Sanctuary is still more holy ...
The Holy of Holies is stilt more holy...
(Danby 1933:605-6; Neyrey [1991] 1993:278.279)
This map refers to direction, moving from the outside towards centre. Gentiles are located
outside Israel and are not holy because they are not God's people. Here is an important
principle of classification. There arc ten progressive degrees of holiness, moving upward
and inward to the centre, from non-temple to temple (G~'s dwelling place), from outer
courts to the Holy of Holies where God is enthroned on the cherubim. The principle of
classification is based on proximity to the heart of the temple (Neyrey 19.86:95, [1991]
1993:279).
PIKed accordingly. the people occupy social position in terms ofascending grades of holiness
as follows:
Gentiles:
Women:
Jewish
Priests:
High Priest:
outer parts of temple
closer within temple
males: still closer
~QI1l.tuaryof temple
inner sanctuary, Holy ofHolies
(Malina & Neyrey 1988:80)
Thus the boundaries between groups demarcate exclusive positions of honour and the
arrangement ofeach boundary is spatial. Honour is related to the maintenance of these spaces.
Secondly, honour is displayed in the place or space where the physical body is located.
Occupying a position near the honourable one brings reflected honour. For instance, the right
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hand side of an honourable person is a position of honour. Hence, the highest honour of Jesus
Christ is displayed by his position at God's right hand side (Man 22:44, 26:64).
Shame is defined as 'sensitivity for one's own reputation, sensitivity to the opinion of others'
(Malina 1981:44). [n first-century Mediterranean society, any human being 'needs to have
shame, to be sensitive for one's own reputation, sensitive to the opinion of others' (:44). In
this regard. shame is a positive symbol and to have shame is a positive value. On the other
hand, 'a slwneless person is one who does not recognise the rules of human interaction, who
does not recognise social boundaries' (:44).
5.1.3.2 Firat-e.ntury Dyadic Personality
As we have~ the most important values in first-century Mediterranean society are honour
aDd m.ne, which are decided by DlMrs. This means that the society is not individually
oriented but dyadically oriented. Individuals basically depend on others for their sense of
identity, for their roles, for their duties and rights, and for assessment of honourable and
sblmeful behaviour. A person's identity, therefore, is defined socially. The followi..g list
repraents buic criteria for s~h identity (Malina & Neyrey (1991) 1993b:74-5).
• Family and clan. Personal identity is not recognised individually, but in terms of
family; Jesus is 'thee son of Joseph' (Malt. 13:55) and Simon is 'the son of J~.,nah'
(Matt. 16:17).
• P~ oforigin. Dyadic persons might be known in terms of their place of birth
(Jesus ofNazareth and Paul ofTarsus). Depending on the public perception oflhis
plJlC(;. Ute)' are either honourable (Tarsus) or dishonourable (Nazareth).
• Group of origin. People are known in terms of their ethnos (Jew and Gentile)
(Matt. 15:22), therefore, certain behaviour is expected ofthem.
• Inherited craft or trade. They might. moreover. be known in terms of trade. craft or
occupation. People have fixed ideas of what it means to be associated with a
particular job. Because of this, trouble could arise when. for instance, a carpenter
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displays wisdom or perfonns a great deed which does not belong to the perceived
role ofcarpenter.
• Panies and groups. Furthennorc. people might be known in tenns of their social
grouping or faction such as the Pharisees, the Sadducees, or the Scribes.
Membership of a group is not a matter of personal, individual choice, b~t of
grouJrOrientcd criteria, such as family or clan. place andlor group of origin.
inherited craft/trade.
The Mediterranean world, therefore, was a faction-ridden society. There were two types of
groupings in the society: natural and voluntary (Malina &. Neyrey [1991 J I993a:38-41 ;
Malina 1981 :43). The natural group, on the one hand. is defined in terms of birth, residence,
nationality and social class. This group is associated with ascribed honour. Thus the role,
identity and status of a person is described in terms of kinship. The voluntary group, on the
other band, results from calculated choices and is the outcome of contracts or competition.
The voluntary group is associated with acquired honour. At the same time, the members of
either group are required to have unconditional allegiance. respect and loyalty.
5.1.3.3 Patronage and Clientiam
According to Malina (1981 :80; cf Elliott 1987), the most significant form ofsocial interaction
in the first century is an informal principle of reciprocity, which is defined as 'a sort of
implicit, non-legal contractual obligation, unenforceable by any authority apart from OOC'S
.sense of honour and shame.' The informal 'principle of reciprocity' becomes the basis of
'dyadic contract,' which consists of two types - those contracts between persons of equal
stIItUs (colleague contracts) and those between persons ofdifferent status (patron-.client contracts).
Of these two, the patron-.client relationship provides the framework for understanding the
relationship between God and Jesus and Israel's people since it refers to social relationship
between individuals based on a strong element of inequity and difference in power. A patron has
social, economic. and political resources that are needed by a client. In return, a client can give
expressions of loyalty and honour that are useful for the patron (Moxnes [1991] 1993:242). Thus
most clearly related to patron-client relations were the images focusing on honour. In Matthew,
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patron-client relationship is established between Jesus and people when people approach Jesus for
mercy (Matt 9:27; 15:22; 17:15) or when the disciples are taught by Jesus and fonn the inner circle.
Patron-client relationship is based on the concept of 'favour,' which is defined as 'receiving
something, either that could not otherwise be obtained at all, or on terms more advantageous
than could otherwise be obtained' (Pilch & Malina 1993:83). Favouritism is one of the
purposes of dyadic alliances. Showing favouritism is the main means of maintaining the
personal attachment that patron-client relationship requires. Grace, reward, gift, friendship,
benefaction and the like reflect favouritism in the New Testament.
5.1.3.4 Lllbelling and Deviance
Conflict is one of few basic Conns of human interaction (Coser (1956) 1965:19-20). The
Mediterranean world is no exception. This society has traditionally been a conflict-ridden
world (Malina &. Neyrcy (1991) 1993c:98). Jesus' story was the story of conflict and hence
the early Christian group emerged through conflict. This conflict was over the practical means
to some~ not over the end itself. Conflict did not arise over the value of the goal or stage
ofbchaviour, but over the ways to realise the traditional values ofIsracl and over structures to
facilitate proper obedience to the God of Israel (:98).
In order to understand the conflict in the Gospels, we will examine the theory of labelling
and deviance in the Mediterranean world. Labelling refers to the social identification of a
person, both negative and positive. Positive labels, called titles, are related to honour, some
examples of which are those given to Jesus such as 'Lord', 'Christ' and the 'Son of the
living God,' and those given to Jesus' disciples such as 'fishers of men.' By contrast,
negative labels, called stigmas. are associated with dishonour, and examples of these are
Jesus' reference to Pharisees and Sadducees as 'a brood of vipers' and their reference to
Him as 'Beelzebub' (cf Malina &. Neyrey 1988:152-7 for more examples). Labels are
powerful social weapons (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993c:99). When influential persons
define someone as being out of place, they can inflict genuine injury on the person.
Deviance, as social identification, refers to those behaviours or conditions assessed to
jeopardise the interests and social standing of persons who negatively label the behaviour or
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condition (Malina &: Neyrey [1991 J 1993c: 100). It is related to the matter of being 'out of
social place' and deviance has to do with violations of the shared social system. Deviance,
furthermore, is related to morality, to distinguishing the evil and wicked from the aood. A
deviant threatens the moral universe of the shared society. Deviants arc thus invariably
dcsipated by negative labels: 'sinner', 'hypocrites', 'unclean' and so on. Like the label,
deviance is a social weapon.
Deviance is understood in tenns of status, which refers to a person;s position within a social
system and which is assessed by the perception of others. Status. therefore, is value. Since
status depends on the perception of others, it can be either ascribed or acquired. The
cblncteristics of ascribed status include age, sex, birth. and physical features, and thus
ascribed ckvialll status of a person does not result from his own effort. Deviance here is a
matter of being. Acquired status. on the other hand. refers to personal achievement deriving
&om one's own effort, so then acquired tkviant status is based on the performance of some
publicly perceived oven action that is banned.
,In aeneraI, there are three stages in a typical deviance process (Malina &. Neyrey [1991J
1993c:102). A &roUP. ~Qmmunity or society
1. illl~rpt"~1s some behaviour as deviant,
2. ckftMS the "Iqed person who 50 behaves as deviant.
3. accords the treatment considered appropriate to such deviants.
5.2 Method
With these observations in mind, we will fonnulate our own rhetorical method of 'dialogic
rhetoric' for the study of the parable discourse in Matthew 13. Wuellner's three levels of
rhetorical criticism (4.3.3) and Robbins' socio-rhetorical criticism which focuses on inner
texture, intertcxture, cultural and social texture, and ld~ological intertexture (4.3.4), are
helpful for shaping the present work. The integration and adaptation of our observations
will help to construct the rhetorical method for the present study. Dialogic rhetoric is a
mode of 'revalued rhetoric.'
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Dialogic rhetoric in the present work focuses on two areas - ccntripet~i (centralising) and
centrifugal (decentralising) - whereas monologh: rhetoric t:xclusively emphasises the
centripetal dynamic of. rhetorical text. Monologic criticism deals with the various rhetorical
strategies and tactics within the text as 'object' of analysis. Dialogic criticism in the present
work focuses on discovering 'interactive practices' and 'negotiated meanings' in the
relationship between part and whole, between the parable discourse as a single unit and
Matthew's Gospel (cf Stamp &. Knapp 1990). The areas to be examined using dialogic
rhetoric are the foHowing:
I. Rllearic abHt tile telt focuses on the rhetoric of rhetorical theory and rhetorical criticism
it5elf.
2. 'Be caatripdal ....etork ill tile text deals with rhetoricai techniques used between the
author and the reader. In the present work this area comprises two parts because the text
is a collection which consists mainly of reported speeches, namely, Jesus' parables which we
treat IS • complete rbetoricaJ unit The first part considers tile centripetal rbetoric:a.l
cty"._a within the text and the second part deals with the peatadic aaalysis of each
ptnbIe.
3. TIte cntrifqal rlleteric of die text focuses on the study of the intertextuality of the
puable dilCOUnC within Matthew's Gospel.
The tint area to be examined is 'rhetoric about the text.' This stage deal:) with the relationship
between rhetorical criticism. as theory and as method. and the text to be examined. To proceed
we tint need to discover a suitable rhetoric (revalued rhetoric) for our purpose, as the
traditional or existing rhetoric docs not have the resources to accomplish the task at hand. We
have already examined the poetics toward this end and the remaining steps will be completed
in the next few chapters.
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6 Synopsis of Parable Studies through Rhetorical
Criticism
In put one we presented the theoretical background of rhetorical criticism and proposed
'dialogic rhetoric' as our method for the study of Jesus' parables in Matthew 13. Before we
apply dialogic rhetoric to the parable discourse, however, we must firSt review some recent
studies of Jesus' parables. These have been numerous, especially since the time of JUlicher in
the later nineteenth century. Consequently, it is difficult to provide a comprehensive overview,
and since there are many surveys of the history of parable study (e g, Kissinger 1979;
Blomberg 1990. 1994), we will examine only the major contributions to modem research with
reprd to rhetorical criticism.
As noted m• previous Section (4.1), rhetorical criticism was not a popular tool in
helntcneUtics until Wilder and Muilenburg reintroduced it for biblical studies. Even since then
(with very few exceptions), scholars have tended to ignore rhetorical criticism in their studies
ofJesus' parables. Nevertheless, in some of these parable studies, there are indications of it or
implied proposals that the rhetorical dimension should not be ignored (cf Arens 1984). We
will, therefore. examine the parable studies from the broad and inclusive perspective of
rhetorical approach. This chapter has two main parts. The first part deals with current trends in
rbdoricaI approach to Jesus' parables in generaL The second part examines the study of Jesus'
r-abJes as a whole in Matthew 13. this being the focus of tile present study.
6.1 Current Trends
In this section, we present a brief historical survey subdivided according to whether the
parables are approached in an individual or wholistic way_ The latter comprises the study of
Jesus' parables collectively as a single text, whereas the former tends to isolate each parable
from its co-texts and reconstruct it usually through historico-critical analysis. This
individual approach, to date the most popular, may be further subdivided into two parts -
one characterised by restrained rhetoric and the other by dialogic rhetoric. The criterion
which we use to distinguish between the two is the concept of'intertextuality.'
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Rhetoric restrained includes the study of Jesus' parable as metaphor and example, and also the
inttrpretation of Jesus' parables by means of an action model. Dialogic rhetoric focuses on the
intenextuality between Jesus' parables and other texts. including written documents and social
cultural context, but excluding interaction between (the implied) author and (the implied)
reader. or between narrator and narratee. In addition to individual studies, there are some
works which have been produced rece.,tly by scholars whil't examine the collection of Jesus'
puables as a single unit to be investigated.
1.1.1 Rhetoric Restrained
'.1.1.1 Metaphor .
While their poin~s of view may differ, scholars generally agree that metaphor is rhetoric. In
classical times Aristotle viewed metaphor as having a rhetorical nature. Both Richards
([1936) 1971) and Booth (1978) emphasise metaphor as a source of rhetorical invention,
and Perelman (1982:114-125; Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:398-410) focuses on
analogy as the rhetorical power of metaphor. Leff (1983:219) writes. ·many features of the
metaphorical process are fundamentally rhetorical... the auditor directly and actively
pIll1icipatcs in the creation of meaning. '
The subject of parable as metaphor has long been a (,;-onstant theme in the work of parable
scholars. The first scholar we would like to mention is JUJicher, who can be called the father
of modem parable research. He views the parables fundamentally as rhetorical devices and
CJllploys Aristotle's rhetoric to distinguish between metaphor and simile. Accordingly,
JQJjcher maintains that there is a basic difference between metaphor and simile. Metaphor is a
non-literary and indirect fonn of speech, and thus needs interpretation. Ii: is related allegmj'.
By contrast; simile is a literary and direct fonn, and needs no interpretation; it is clear e.nd
self-explanatory referring to comparison (Kissenger 1979:72-73; KjArgaard 1986:135-136).
JOlicber classifies the synoptic simile narratives according to three types: similes, parables and
example stories. Therefore, the basis of Jesus' parabolic speeches is simile rather than
metaphor because both the parables and the similes have a pair-characteristic (factual and
figurative part) and have a single point ofcomparison between these two parts. Bearing this in
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mind. JUlicher maintains that Jesus' parables contains three elements - a factual part. a
figurative part and a comparison as follows:
I. A final interpretation of the factual part.
2. A final interpretation of the figurative pan.
3. A discovery of the absolutc and unambiguous coincidental point or of the absolutcly
unambiguous analogy between factual part and figurative part: the point of the
parable.
According to JOlichcr. Jesus' parable caUs for no interpretation, sincc it rests on a comparison.
Altbou&h JOJichcr's distinction between mctaphor and simile has been received with
reteI"Y.':".ion by .those who feel that both are in the same category of rhetorical figures, he has
conttibuted to parablc researc.~ in a remarkable way. JUlichcr's study finally brought the
dominating allegorical interpretation to an end. and gave volatile energy to parable scholars
t
such. Fiebia who studies Jesus' parable"in tenns of rabbinic mesha/im, multiplc points of
COIDpKiJOO, and Dodd who cxamines parable as metaphor. Acco..ding to JUlicher the rhetoric of
pmlbIe is the rhetoric ofcomparison.
It wu Dodd who opened the way to awareness of Parable as metaphor. His view is that the
puabIc u metaphor contains the function of comparison and its purpose is 'to tease the mind
into ICtive tbouahf: '[A]t its simplest the parable is a metaphor or simile drawn from nature
or common lifc, arresting the hearer by its vividness or st.rangeness. and leaving the mind in
sufficient doubt about its precise application to tcase it into .active thought' (Dodd [1935]
1953:16). According to him, the typical parable presents one single point ofcomparison (:18).
Wilder ([1964} 1971)' takes a significant position not only in parable study but also in New
Testament study. Hc rejects Dodd's idea of the comparative rhetoric of Jesus' parable and
maintains that the parable as metaphor has the rhetorical function of imagination: '[A] true
metaphor or symbol is more than a sign, it is a bearer of the reality to which it refers. TIle
bearer not only learns about that reality, he participates in it. He is invaded by it. Here lies the
power and faithfulness ofart. Jesus' speech had the character not of instruction and ideas but of
compelling imagination [:talics mine]. of spell, of mythical shock and transfonnation' (:84).
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Funbennore. Wilder stresses the revelatory power of Jesus' parables. Although he did not
publish an entire book on parable study. his theory. which focuses on the relationship between
fonn and content. later influenced the parable study of the so-called 'American school.'
involvina Funk (1966. parable as metaphor). Via (1%7. parable as aesthetic object). and
Crossan (J973. parable as poetic metaphor). One can safely say that Wilder is the pioneer of
rhetorical criticism in the study ofJesus' parables.
Dming the seventies the rhetorical approach. stiIJ at the level of literary analysis, became a
more prominent subject among such scholars as McFague (1975), Tolbert (1979) and
Kjlrgurd (1986). By contrast with McFague who insists on 'wUnterpretation' of parable,
Tolbert araues the necessity of the interpretation of the parables. and. even further, multiple
interpretation because of both the characteristics of the parable fonn itselfand the metacritic.al
system due to the diverse interpretations of scholars. She. however. takes 'the "openness" of
the twable fonn' into account in her study and chooses metaphor as the appropriate model for
puIbIe study. According to her, parable is neither metaphor nor extended metaphor, but it
fimctiortS fih metaphor.
Tolbert (1979) employs the analogue models from the four types of models that Black
(1962:219.243) fonnulates in chapter eight of his book. 'An analogue model: writes Black
(:222). 'is some material object, system, or process designed to reproduce as faithfully as
possible, in some new medium. the structure or web of relationships in an original.' To
analyse 'the structure or web of relationships' for the interpretation of Jesus' parable as
metaphor. she sets forth two models: a semiotic model based on the theory of multiple
meanings by Wittig (1977) and a rhetorical model based on Wheelwright's (1962) theory of
metaphor which has t'-':.;,J elements - epipbor which is related to extended meaning through
compuiso~ and diaphor which is associated to creation ofa new meaning.
Tolbert (1979:41, 124) uses the term rhetorical, but Slates that it is synonymous with metaphor
8S a trope or figure of speech. This seems to link with the new rhetoric of Richards. In The
philosophy of rhetoric ([1936] 1971), Richards (:3) defines rhetoric as '8 study of verbal
understanding and misunderstanding.' To Richards. metaphor is a model of language and has
two constituents, tenor and vehicle. which are in interaction. Tolbert also uses the rhetorical
style from this perspective for the study of the parables.
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1bc study of Jesus' parable as metaphor entered a new phase in the seventies. Scholars
rejected the "iew ofJesus' parable as "metaphor: which is regarded as a figure of style or a mere
ornament of discourse, and instead, they began to examine parable in terms of 'metaphoric
process' which views metaphor in tenns of semantics as well as of reference. The most notable
among them is Ricoeur who breaks new ground in the study of the parables as metaphor.
Ricoeur (1975:33) proposes to define the parables as a 'literary genre': 'the narrative parable
relies on the conjunction between a narrative form, a metaphorical process, and an appropriate
"qualifier" which ensures its convergence with other forms of discourse which all point
toWII'd the mcming. ''the Kingdom ofGod". ' All three are ~tial elements for the literary genre
ofl*'3ble. Ricoeur's theory influenced scholars such as Crossan. Donahue, and Lambrecht in
the study of the parables. But each has his own characteristic way ofapplying Ricoeur's theory.
Crossan was the first scholar to employ Ricoeur's theory and was a significant figure among
these puable scholars. In Cliffs of/all (1980) Crossan summarises Ricoeur's definition with
reprd to the three elements and uses the tenns, narrativity, metaphoricity and paradoxicality.
FoUowina Denida, he says that all language is metaphoric and thus is intrinsically polyvalent.
Accordin&Iy, Crossan (:2) focuses on the paradox of metaphor, and defines parables as very
short metaphorical narratives. By the ex~ion 'metaphorical narratives' he means
"pmadoxes formed into story by effecting single or double reversals of the audience's most
profound expectations" (Crossan 1976:98).
As • result, while using the deconstruction approach, Crossan once again draws attention to
the allegorical aspect of Jesus' parable. He classifies allegory according to two groups. Mimetic
allegory involves moral imp:rative and ethical necessity, whereas ludic allegory (which is
roughly equated with the tenn, paradoxical parable) involves polyvalence. Crossan's approach
;s seen as deconstruction criticism.
In summary, the study of the parables can be viewed in three ways. Firstly, the parable needs
no interpretation because the rhetorical function of Jesus' parable is a comparison. Secondly,
following Richards' perspective, the parable as rhetoric needs interpretation. Finally,
according to the new view of metaphor, the parable is a metaphorical process. which Ricoeur
renames metaphorization.
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1.1.1.2 Example (ModeIiAnti-Model)
Since ancient times. example (illustration or model/anti-model) has been used as a
rhetorical strategy. Aristotle \\Tites that example is a rhetorical induction. A contemporary
rhetorician. Perelman (Perelman &. Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:350-357) also recognises the
rhetorical function of examples but distinguishes between each of three categories: example
which makes generalisation possible. illustration which provides support for an already
established regularity and model which encourages imitation. We deal with aU three in one
section. however. because of their common characteristic of reconstructing reality.
Wuellner (1988:290). quoting Perelman. writes: • "argumentation by example. illustration.
or modelH serves to establish the reality of what's at issue by resorting to particular cases.'
hs purposes are: I) to' strengthen adherence to a kno'wn and accepted rule by providing
particular instances; 2) to show the import of this [narrative or argumentative thrust] by
calling attention to its various possible applications; 3) to increase [the argument's]
presence to the consciousness and to strike the imagination forcibly so as to win attention;
and 4) for Perelman a most important ingredient of aU rhetorical features and their functions
- it serves to incite to actions inspired by these rhetorical features.
Taking this as our theoretical background. we find that Jesus' parabolic speeches are studied
as example stories by some scholars. JUJicher's characterisation of the parables as example is
an expuded comparison in direct speech. Since then. such scholars as Dodd and Jeremias
have undentood the parables as example stories or as illustrations ofcomparison ofone single
point. Via, however. referring tQ Bultman, Linnemann, and Smith. insists that the parables and
example stories are different types of narratives which have different purposes, a standpoint
which is commonly accepted.
In a ,.able we have a story which is analocous to. which points to but is not identical with, a
situation or world of thouaht outside or the story. In 111 example story. on the other hand. the
meaning or thought or reality with which the story is concerned is not pointed to- but is present in
the story. The story is an example ofit directly and only needs to be generalised.
(Via 1967:12)
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The rhetorical functions of Jesus' parable as example are many and diverse. Dodd ([1935]
1953:25) asked: 'Was all this wealth of loving observation and imaginative rendering of
nature and common life used merely to adorn moral generalities?' To this question, many
scholars respond that all example stories offer models of proper right conduct. Since
JQJicher's time, the Good Samaritan (Luke 10;29-37), the Rich Fool (Luke 12;16-21), the
Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16;19-31), and the Pharisee and the Tax collector (Luke 18;9-
14) have usually been classified as example stories to serve as guidelines for moral behaviour.
The parable as example functions as extended comparison.
'.1.1.3 Action Model
At one time Thiselton (1970) used language.-event as his method in his study of the parables.
But in a later~ he explored the action model which was pl"llposed by Walhout (Thiselton
1985). According to Thiselton, the action model is a little broader than language-event or
speech ac~ and there is no significant difference between these methods.
Walbout (1 98S) points out the limits of the literature-as·language model. Language is the
locus of meaning. But language is a means, an instrument, an enabling device for some of
the action of human beings. Language is part of action. It is equivalent to gesture, to
actions like eating, or playing. Language is a type of human behaviour. 'Language is
never autonomous and context-free' (:43). The relationships between language and the
'thing' are always viewed with scepticism and thus these relationships are radically
relative. Accordingly, the most suitable linguistic theory for henneneutics should come
out of action theory.
Likewise. literature is the product of action. Literature is related to both the author's action
and the audience's action perfonned in response to the literature. The meaning of literature
depends not only on its internal structure but also on the situation in which the literature is
produced and the purpose for which it is used. Thus Walhout suggests an action model for
the interpretation of literature. The task of the action model is to examine how language and
literature function in the context ofall human actions. The action mod':I. therefore, excludes
multiple interpretations and produces a more responsible interpretation because it takes the
situation into account.
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With this theoretical background, Thisclton criticises the reader-response approach in the
study of the parabh~s. According to him. reader-response approach leads one to hermeneutical
radicalism and theoretical scepticism. and is. therefore. inadequate as a comprehensive
henneneutica1 model. In New horizon in hermeneutics (1992), Thiselton describes the reader-
response approach as a socio-pragmatic context-relative theory which takes into account prior
community norms first of all. Thiselton's criticism has the following five basic arguments: if
textual meaning is the product of a reading community. a text cannot reform its readers 'from
outside': prophetic addre~ thereby is illusory or pre-conscious internal language; grace or
revelation is illusory; the cross is a linguistic construct; and the concept of a systematic
mistake in the field ofdoctrine is impossible to determine.
As • result, Thisclton promotes an action model. His foundation for this approach is the
responsible action which occurs during the literary process. We should add some explanation
about the term 'responSible action.' Literature is the product of a given situation. Thus
lilentUre is the product of the author's responsible action through 'writing: As for the
audience, literature gives the reader multiple meanings and then the reader performs his
action. 1be actions surrounding a text are plural, but every action is not responsible to a given
situation (Thiselton 1985: 112). The responsible action should take into account purpose.
in~ situation. goal and so on. Inexplicably. Thiselton does not use the entire model in
ptnble study but applies only speech act theory to the text. As an action model. the speech act
theory is used by other scholars also (6.2.3).
6.1.2 Dialogic Approach
The dialogic approach in the present work refers to intertextuality which is concerned with the
relatioruship between texts (Vorster 1989: IS) and· which differs. therefore, from redaction
criticism where the focus is on theological activities of the redactors of texts (:16). O'Day
(1990:259) writes that '[i]ntel1extuality refers to the ways a new text is created from the
metaphors. images. and symbolic world of an earlier text or tradition.' In comparative study.
an old text or genolext influences and determines a later text or phenotext. In this case.
genolext includes both written text and social cultural context. The interaction between the
new and the old brings a new textual and symbolic world into being. The dialogic approach
then offers a hermeneutical way through which the new text can be approached (:259).
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In the area of intertextuaJity. Bloom (1973:94) maintains that there is discontinuity between
the new and the old text. According. to him every new text is a creative correction of an old
text, a conection that Bloom calls a misinterpretation. By contrast, Hollander (1981 :31, 43)
stresJes continuity and suggests that there is echo between the new and its predecessor, a
reverberation bouncing back and forth and producing a new figuration, Consequently, the
interpretation in intertextuality docs not depend on 'how faithfuHy the repetition keeps to the
original' but on 'how the two tcxts reverberate with each other' because 'a refcrence to an old
text locates the modem interpreter in a tensive ambience of echoes between the two texts'
(Brawley 1993:430). Hays () 989:29~31) proposes seven criteria for identifying and
intcrpretina intertextuaJ echoes: availability. volume. recurrence, thematic coherence.
historical plausibility, histof)' of interpretation, and satisfaction. In this section. the focus will
be on two types ofdialogic - canonicaJ and non~canonical.
1.1.2.1 Canonical Dialogic
The canonical dialogic approach assumes that the parables of each Gospel are scriptural or
scripturally oriented (cf O'Day 1990:260). They are 'text-bound' (Kelber 1994:3). The earliest
approKh in this mode can be found in the fonn of source criticism within the synoptic
Gospels but at this stage dialogic approach is equated with source~inf1uence. Besides this,
canonical dialogic has been used with New Testament texts in a few studies (e g, Kistemaker
J9IO; Stein 1981; Scott 1989; Dormandy 1989). Dormandy. for instance. examines the
intCrtextuaJity between the perable of the Wicked Husbandmen and Hebrews 1: 1-2 in teons of
polemics. One similarity between the two is the eschatological reference to judgement. This is
reflected in the phrase. En' EoXci't'o\J 't'wv TJ.lEpWv (Hebrews 1:1-2) as well as in the parable
itself, Another striking similarity is seen in Jesus' christological significance which is
expressed by the use ofd~ in the text from Hebrews and by reference to Jesus as
"heir' in the parable. The third similarity lies in the paranetic nature of both texts. The
prophets in Hebrews are identified with servants in the parable.
Another mode ofcanonicaJ dialogic is to examine the relationship between the parable and the
Old Testament, and studies have been done on this topic also (e g, Evans 1985; Gundry 1%7;
Kistcmaker 1980; Scott 1989; Stein 1981: Stendahl 1968; Westennann )990). These studies
disclose certain distinctive characteristics. The works ofKistemaker. Stein and Scon are based
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on exegesis and the works of Stendahl and Gundry deal with the quolftlions of the Old
Testament in terms of textuaJ criticisrr.. Wcstcnnann bases his work on the relationship
between the comparisons in the Old Testament and Jesus' parables. We will briefly describe
Westermann's work because it is significantly different from that of tile others.
Westermann understands the comparisons in the Old Testament as the pre-history of the
pmables of Jesus. In this regard he discovers three types of comparison in the Old Testament:
the profane compmison, comparison in prophecy and comparison in post-exiJic prophecy.
Westermann concludes: I) the comparisons and parables form an essential part of not only the
Old Testament but also the New Teswnent; 2) comparisons occur in dialogical texts; 3) the
fwlction of compmisons and parables depend on their own contexts; 4) the subject of all
compmisons and parables is God's creation; 5) all the texts which contain comparisons and
parables are addresses rather than doctrinal statements: 6) the comparisons and parables in the
Gospels stand in the tradition of the Old Testament comparisons and parables, while the
compmsons in the Epistles belong more to the tradition of the early Jewish instructional
pnbIes and tomJ*isoos (Westermann 1990:201·202).
1.1.2.2 Non-Canonical Dialogic Approach
TIle earliest mode of non-eanonical dialogic approach can be found in fonn or tradition
criticism. Besides this, non-canonical approach can be divided into three groups. Firstly,
dialogic study on this subject is related to Jewish literature. Scholars (Gerhardsson 1988,
1991; Stem 1991; Thoma 1989; Young 1989: cf Kissinger 1979) examine intertextuality
between Jesus' parables and Jewish literature, SPecifically rabbinic parables which refer to
moshaJ. Gerhardsson (1988:340; cf Young 1989:4-5) defines a mashal as 'an aphorism, a
proverb, a wise saying, a by-word, a song of mockery, an example, a parable, an allegory , a
fable. a riddle. a pregnant prophetic statement and many other things.' Masha/ has the three
characteristics of brevity. orality and artistic design (Gerhardsson 1988:340).
Gerhardsson refers to Jesus' parables as 'narrative mesha/im,' which is different from
'aphoristic meshalim.' Stem and Thoma examine th.: rabbinic parables in the three
dimensions: literature (short narrative having the rhetorical and poetic character), history
(practical guidance for Jews) and theology (the special expression of God which deals with
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ethics and salvation). According to them. all rabbinic parables are divided into two pans - the
1fIfOS1to/ proper (narrative) and nim.~ha/ (nonnative instruction), Blomberg (1990:58-69) writes
of the similarities and differences between Jesu.~· p:1rabtes and rabbinic parables and these are
Jet out below.
Similarities between Jesus' parables and mbbinic parables:
I. The rabbinic pvables almost always begin with an introductory formula which
~Iets those found in the Gospel.
2. Often the logic of this last category of parables is 'from the lesser to the
greater.'
3. The length and strUCture of the rabbinic parables also resembles those of the
puables ofJesus.
4. The parables of Jesus and the rabbis also share common topics and imagery.
S. TIle rabbis interpreted their parables in a variety of ways, but almost always
with some alleaoricaJ element.
6. The purpose of the rabbinic parables includes both disclosure and concealment.
Differences between Jesus' parables and rabbinic parables:
1. Despite a few exceptions, most of the rabbinic parables reinforce conventional
wisdom or scriptural exegesis.
2. Jesus' parables further distinguish themselves by their consistent reference to
the kingdom ofGod. personally inaugurated through the ministry ofJesus.
3. The degree ofexplicit interpretation in the rabbinic texts regularly exceeds that
of the Gospels.
The second dialogic approach is related to Greco-Roman literature. McCall (1969)
examines iTupal3oA.n in the light of Greco-Roman rhetoric and literary criticism.
According to him, this term refers in general to an 'illustrative comparison' and
-analogy,' and he concludes that iTapaf}oA.n is understood to be a matter of content. Based
on this, Mack (1988. I989b) investigates the difference in the relationship between
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1TUpupoAtl and 1TapaOf:Ly~tt and 6Oy~a. and concludes TTapa(}oAtl IS highly effective for
paideia (see later in this chapter).
Beavis (1990) compares the parable with fable which has a specific moral in the form of
promyth;a (attached to the begiMing of fables) or epimyth;a (appended to fables). According
to her observation. fable. which is more than an animal story that teaches prudential lessons,
consists of brief narrative delivering a truth. [n Greco-Roman period, it functions like chre;a.
Beavis maintains that Jesus' parables are much like some Greco-Roman fables and are
interpreted in much the same way as fable interpretation.
The third dialogic approach operates socially and culturally. Bailey ([1983] 1988. 1992)
investigates Jesus' parables, specifically Lukan parables, by employing 'Oriental exegesis'
as 'a method ofstudying a culturally conditioned text' (:29). He combines ancient literature,
contemporary peasant's culture and Oriental reading throughout history.
Since the social scientific approach has appeared in biblical scholarship. its application in
parable study is gaining in popularity. Kloppenborg (1989) employs honour and shame for the
study of the dishonoured Master, as he demonstrates that what is at, stake is the master's
honour, not the steward's character. The pB"'3ble thus 'celebrates the master's "conversion"
from the myopia of his society's system of ascribed honour.' Elliott (1992) applies the Evil
Eye to the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen in Matt 20: 1-15 and writes that the parable
serves as 'a warning to the community against competition for favour and status. and makes
an appeal for undivided loyalty and commitment. trust in God's unlimited care. and solidarity
with the poor and "undeserving": Rohrbaugh (l993b) uses the concept of 'limited good' in
the parable of the Talents.
Using this approach more comprehensively, Scott (1989:35) defines a parable as 'a mashal
that employs a shon narrative fiction to reference a symbol.' and he examines the
intertextuality of the parables with ancient literature, including Old Testament writings. Scott
divides Jesus' parables into three groups according to the three major institt.!tions of
Mediterranean social and cultural life: family. village. city and beyond; master and servants;
and home and farm.
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The most persuasive work is Hester's (1992) as he justifies the social and cultUl't'lI dialogic
approach in .,...able study. Raising questions about the validity of interpretation motivated
theologically in the canonical tradition, he proposes 'socia-rhetorical criticism' in the study ofthc
.,..abIes since it offers a different context for interpretation. For this, rather than concentrating
exclusively on the aiven text, Hester takes into account different social backgrounds such as
political, economic, gender, sociological, historical. and artistic, among others:
WbIc is importlnt for us to keep in mind is that the interpretative cont~xt into which this parable is
placed by each author... is noc authoritative for our purpose... My point here is to SU&lC3t. a
IKlltodoIogica/ sltift away frOllf cw.,lffing Q particJJar inltrpn'talm context gmn to 1."1<: parable
by tlw cOl'fOl'fko/ QlIlltors (italics mine]. 1n.stQd. I 1m interested in explorinc the possibility of
mukiple incerpretative meaninp of this parable by immersing it within the socio-historical context
Ibout which j( speaks...
(HeSler 1992:32-33)
We obIc:rve that Hester's socio-rhetorical criticism differs from that of Robbins in focus:
while Robbins ([1995]. [1996]:1) concentrates on the canonical text which is located within a
critic's ideology, Hester focuses much on the construction of the history behind the text, while
iporing the canonical context. Hence Hester's idea can be seen as too radical.
1.1.3 WhoIistic Approach
1.1.3.1 Mack
In his study of tile parables in Mark 4:1·34, Mack (1988, 1989b) applies the elaboration of a
chreia to the text. To do so. he examines the nature of r.apc4k>l'; and maintains that Jesus'
puable should be understood in the light of ancient Greek rhetoric rather than according to
modem definition of parable such as 'imaginative' sayings functioning as rhetorical
comparisons, since 1l'ClpafX>l,; is related to the matter of content, but differs from both
philosophical oo)'~ and 1I'ClpaOELy~.
The 1J~l,; arises from human observation and experience, while 06y~Cl is associated
with ethics and netpelOEI.'Y~ with historical facts. Furthermore, Mack observes that the
nupcr430l,; is highly effective for a 'new' teaching because of the nature of illustrative
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comparison or analogy in common cultural conventions and values. Mack maintains that the
panble of the Sower can be reaarded as an enigmatic chreia which needs elaboration. The
structure of Muk 4:1-34 appears with the standard elaboration of chreia as follows:
The pIICta'n ofc/tnia elaborMion in Mark 4: 1·)4
l. Incroduc;tion (vv 1·2.)
2. Chnia (1M Sower1f~1" in VY 2b-9)
3. RItionaIc (discussion Ind explanltion in vv 1()'20)
4. Conrnry (_lamp 00_ stand in vv 21-23;
S. Jud&cmeM(vv 24-25)
6. Eumpk (the Growin& Seed parable in V\' 26·29)
7. AnaIosY (MustIrd Seed in vv 3~32)
•. Conc:hasion (4:33-34)
(Ma 1911:1S1. 1919b)
The standard elaboration ofchreia
J. Introduction
2. Clve;o
3. Rationale
4. Contrary
S. Analogy
6. Example
7. Judgement
I. Conclusion
(Mack 1990:42)
The compmsoa ofthCsc two models reveals that Mark's chreia elaboration differs from the
stIDdIrd chnia elaboration in the order which it follows. Mark has used narrative description so
that Jesus can eIabonte his own cJrew. In Mark's Gospel, the cJrew (napapoJ.i) does not provide
any reference but draws attention to the question of what the referent is and why the 'lI'«paIk>A.i)
does DOt give it. The enigJ11Atic charlcter of'll'cxpaI3oA.';.witbout-rcference needs elaboration.
The rationale provides the missing reference, namely, the kingdom ofGod which is "secret.'
The quotation supports the rhetorical function of separating insiders from outsiders. In his
teaching Jesus reconfigures the ncxpal3oA.';. which has a stock analogy for paideia, with the
secrets of the kingdom of God. Jesus' 'lI'cxpaI3oA.i) differs from both Jewish and Greek usage.
1be remaining elements in this elaboration continue to explain the logos of the Sower.
Through this observation Mack (1989b:I60) concludes that 'one probably needs to read his
(MIIrk's] Gospel story as a whole in order to learn what the (narrative) logos of Mark's
parable ofthe Sower is really about in tenns ofsocial conflict. '
Cultural dialogic and the wholistic approach enable Mack to investigate the enigmatic parable
of the Sower. His approach opens the way for using chreia in the study, not only of parables
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but also of the Gospels, and it also offers a new view of Jesus' parable, beyond the level of
cnthymeme or example in Aristotlc's rhetoric.
1.1.3.2 Combrink
Seeking to pursue a responsible method in the context ofmultip!c meaninss, Combrink (1989)
applies a metori\:a] approach to the study of the parnb!c:s in Matthew 23-25. He does not
restrict the rhetorical approach to o~ specific topic or method but utilises a model in which
he combines severa! rhetorical theories: Kennedy's model, the elaboration 0 .. '1 cJueia,
narrative rhetoric. and Perelman's new rhetoric. Combrink's rhetorical approar;h can be
regarded u an example of the application ofa revalued rhetoric.
Combrink also examines the rhetorical species of the text. Malt 23. consisting of both the
seven woes and the judgement. is a typical example of epideictic rhetoric for blame or praise.
wberczas Matt 24-25 is classified as deliberative rhetoric where the argument relates to the
future in that it emphasises ~xpedience and self-interest. Both texts are based on the
elaboration ofa chreia and two elaborations of the chreia produce a complete rhetorical text.
Accordina to Combrink (1989:2), the rhetorical function of the parables lies in
itknlijkolion which provokes 'the audience to emulate the activity of Jesus and to identitY
with his diSCiples.' Although he does not explicitly use the tenn, narrative rhetoric, the idea
is implied in his phrase 'a narrative from a rhetorical point of view': the task of narmtive
rhetoric is;;ecn as 'the process of the meeting of minds..
Through this approach Combrink tries to discover a responsible meaning while avoiding
plurality of meaning in interpretation. The following points are significant. Firstly. he
examines the parables by using rhetorical approach which deals with the power of the text
(here parables). Secondly, he employs literary dialogic in the fonn of the elaboration of a
chreia. and situation theory which deals with the dimension of audience. Thirdly~ the
parables are treated as having rhetorical qualities beyond the level of enthymeme.
According to Aristotle. t~ parable is used as enthymeme for argumentation, but Combrink
regards Jesus' parables as rhetorical discourses in which subjects are addressed. Finally. he
studies t.he parables in the light of narrative rhetoric although he does not provide a proper
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definition of that term. In conclusion, Combrink's wholistic approach, although different
from Mack's, also offers the parable student a significant guide for study. Both approaches
are examples of applied revalued rhetorics.
6.2 The Parable Discourse in Matthew 13
6.2.1 Historico-Critica. Study
1.2.1.1 Kingsbury
In the sixties, redaction criticism was a newer method than source criticism, tradition
criticism. fonn criticism and literary criticism (as distinct from the later narrative critici~m) in
the study of the New Testament. Redaction criticism is concerned with studying the author's
theological point of view which affects the redactional process operative in the production ora
text. such as collecting. arranging, editing and modifying traditional sources. It is also
conccmed "'iib creating a new model of the early Christian community. Kingsbury's work
(1969) provides a prototype of redaction criticism and is. therefofC. significant.
Kingsbury maintains that the parable discourse is the great turning point in Matthew's Gospel.
By turning point. he means Jesus' turning away from the Jews and towards his disciples. Jesus
has favoured the Jews with a ministry of teaching, preaching and healing. and has sent his
twelve disciples to undertake mission work identical to his own. The Jews on all sides,
however. reject Jesus as the Messiah and inaugurator of God's eschatological Kingdom
(Kingshury 1969: I30). In reaction to this, Jesus then turns against the Jews.
Kingsbury selects as text the parable discourse in Matt 13: 1·52. which consists of two main
parts. 13:1-35 and 13:36-52, each of which contains the same number (seven) of elements.
According to him, stylistic and linguistic characteristics display Matthew's authorship
(Kingsbury 1969:12-15). In the first part, although Matthew's structure follows Markan
fnunework (13:1-23 to Mark 4:1-20; 13:34 to Mark 4:33-34), 13:24-33 discloses Matthew's
authorship. The framework of 13:24-33 consists of repetition of a transitional statement
(13:24a, 31a, 33a) which links three parables - the Tares, the Mustard Seed and the Leaven.
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The swement repeated is ..AU1)l' nupape>ATJV nup{8T}KEV aural' AfYWV (another parable he put
before them. saying... ). All five terms in this formula reflect a Mattheanism and the most
important term is alrtol<; which Kingsbury (: 13) cal Is a terminus te,.:hnicus. Matthew uses this
term to designate the Je.....ish crowds (13:3. 10, 13.24,31,33.34) whereas Mark (4:2,12.33.
34) uses it to refer to the crowds and the disciples.
The second part'5 retrospection of 13:36a to 13:1 and of 13:36b to 13: lOa is typically
Matthew's own composition. Moreover, miALv (again orfurth~rmore in 13:45.47) is one of
Matthew's favourite connectives for stringing together scenes, sayings and parables,
positioned as it is at the beginning of 8 sentence. In addition to these characteristics.
Kingsbury points out that both the parable formula. ''4LOLW61) il llaoLAEia t<.3v oUpavwv
(The Kingdom of Heaven is like... ). and the two parables (the Dragnet and the Tares) which
are not in the companion parables, strongly indicate Matthew's redactive authorship rather
than the work ofa writer who simply follows sources and arranges his data accordingly.
Moreover, the identification of stylistic and linguistic characteristics is the nucleus of
Kinpbury's argument of 'turning-point,' formal, material and technical. The formal turning-
point is seen in the three terms: A.<H.EW. aUToll; and TTetpapo·M (Kingsbury 1969:131).
• A~ indicates that Jesus' parables are not in the mode of 'teaching'
(ol6ciaKElv) or 'preaching' (KTJPUoO(;LV) but in a 'speaking' mode (AaA.dv) which
is apologetic in nann-c.
• Autoi<; is a technical tenn referring in 13: 1-35 to the Jewish crowds standing
outside the circle of those to whom God imparts his revelation and promises
his Kingdom.
• napal3oA~ is a fonn of speech which is incomprehensible to the Jews but
comprehensible to the disciples.
The material turning-point relates to the unifying theme in chapter 13 which is 'knowing and
doing God's wilL' Matthew describes the Jews as those who do not know and do not do God's
will and the disciples as those who represent the Church of his day and who do know and do
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God's ",ill. Technically. the first part is apologetic and the second paJ1 is parw;~tic. Kingsbury
uses 'apology' in the sense ofjudgement, indicating that the Jews are a blind and deaf people
who neither know nor do the will of God,
Kingsbury's work has significance in the sense that he moved the parable study from the
individual approach to a wholistic approach by examining Jesus' parables as a collective. His
work won \\ide recognition. and several scholars have since studied the parable discourse as a
whole through such methods as 'revalued' redaction criticism (Cope 1976) and semiotics
(PhiUips 1981). Kingsbury's strong point is that he recognises the author's unique intention,
theology and situation.
Kingsbury's work contains. however. a serious naw when he identifies autolc; with a
l~r",inllS lechnicllS, a fonnal designation for the Jewish crowds, He ignores the 'semantic'
dimension in obtaining meaning (Barr 1961:21-45; Louw 1982). The tenn aU'totc; refers to
the audiences. including both crowds and disciples, of Jesus' parables (cf Patte 1987:185;
KinasbwY 1988:108). Another problem is that Kingsbury neglects the difference between
Matthew's narrative time and the real time of both Jesus and Matthew. Thirdly, he does not
properly explain the enigmatic nature of parable to the crowds, nor the paranetic effect on
the disciples (cf Phillips 1981:J26). Phillip~ (:264) argues that 'Kingsbury is
methodologically wrong-headed because he moves to a historical explanation on the basis
of insufficient Jiterary,structuraJ evidence.'
1.2.1.2 Gerhardaaon
In his study of Matt 13:1-52, Gerhardsson (1973) focuses on the discovery of true discipleship
while stressing the distinction between the crowds and the disciples, especially in 13:10-17.
He first examines the seven parables structurally, and contends that Matthew shaped the
parables after the pattern of the Jewish creed. shema. for the purpose of memorising Jesus'
incomparable authority. The six parables function as complementary parables which reflect
the four elements of the parable of the Sower. The structure appears thus on the next page.
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The Gerhardsson' Structure: of Parable Discourse
lnuoductory Pwablc: the Sower ( I )
.) those rallinc by the way side
b) those r.lline on 5(011)' soil
c) those fallinllmOOl thorns
d) those ralline on ICIOd soil
Complemental")' parables (2· 7)
the Wheal and Tares (2)
the Mustatd Seed (3) and the Leaven (4)
the Treasure (5)..xJ the Pearl (6)
the Dragnet (7)
The second observation concerning the structure is that it is chiastic. The six parables are
divided into two groups between which the text of 13:34-5 (editorial comment. Connula
quotation) occupies a pivotal point. The first group is associated with Jtsus' public teaching
while the second relates to his private teaching of the disciples. In this regard. Gerhardsson
rccogni3CS the disciples' position. The third observation is that the parable is narrative rather
tMn aphoristic meshalim (Gerhardsson 1988:344 n1. 1991) and is introduced by a comparative
pInse in some form. either briefor more detailed. For instance, 'The Kingdom ofhc:aven is like... '
Ac:cordinaly, the seven parables. narrative meshalim, comprise a complete unit which reflects
consistency and independence. For the interpretation of the six complementary parables,
Gerhardsson maintains that both the four elements of the Sower and the literary context of the
parables provide the key to the interpretation of the parable discourse. In this way,
Gerhardsson focuses much on the Jewish b8ck~ in the study of Jesus' parable; as a result.
he does not consider Hellenistic background and neglects Greek rhetorical theory in particular.
1.2.1.3 Cope
Cope (1976:3-6) recognises the limitations of contemporary redaction criticism in the study of
MaUhew's Gospel. The issues he takes up are:
1. Contemporary redaction criticism is concerned with the seams, summaries and
insertions but it has to involve as many factors of redactional process as
possible in order to obtain the author's complete purpose and all his ideas.
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Comemporat')' redaction critics. therefore. tail to reveal the author's theological
point of view through the author's literary strategy,
2, The stJ'OIli emphasis placed by redaction criticism on the author's theological
thought cannot disclose the author's comprehensive purpose for it is only one
of many aspects. In redaction criticism, the text depends on the critic's hand.
3. Contemporary redaction criticism is limited to the study of the Gospels, and
includes Acts. while it excludes the Epistl~s. Redaction criticism can, however,
be applied to all)' document in which the author uses sources.
•. There is no clear demarcation between redaction criticism and source and form
criticism. Redaction criticism comes about through these two methods. Thus
the critic should take into account all these factors, while keeping in mind the
characteristics of tile redaction method.
Cope 1IIJUeS, therefore, that this approach cannot deal with the complex character ,)f
Matthew's Gospel. Hence he suggests a comprehensive literary approach on the part of
redaction criticism, and we shall call his method 'revalued redaction criticism.' The process of
his redKtionalllpprollCh is as follows:
1. The construction ofan outline of the text by identifying sources.
2. A careful linear reading in order to discover the logical link, the narrative flow,
the connections.
3. A testing oCtile results in the wider context of the Gospel in order to discern the
validity oflinear reading.
4. Discovering the author's distinctive intention in redactional activity by taking a
synthetic view of the whole document.
Turning to his study of the parable discourse, Cope starts with the demarcation of the text in
Matt 13:1-52. 1be text consists of seven parables, six of these being kingdom parables which
can be grouped in three sets of twin parables (the Mustard Seed and the Leaven. the Hidden
Treasure and the Pearl, and the Dragnet and the Tares). These three pairs contain different
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images to convey the same point. The par'dble of the Sower is neither a twin nor a kingdom
parable. Three of 1M seven parables (the Sower. the Tares and the Dragnet) are interpreted as
focusing on separation. Two quotations from the Old Testament (lsa 6:9 and Ps 78:2) appear
as a standard fonnula quotation in Matthew's Gospel. The text contains three transitional
passages to link all the parables, and these are 13:10-13. 13:16-17 and 13:34.
Focusing on Isa 6:9~10 and Ps 78:2, Cope (1976:20) argues that the two texts quoted in 13:14~
IS and 13:35 serve as mjd~points and provide the understanding of the parable discourse. In
the section which consists of the parable of the Sower. the theory of parable and the
interpretation of tile Sower, lsa 6:9·10 scrves as mid·point in construction. In another section
which contains the parables of the Tares, the Mustard Seed and the Leaven, Ps 78:2 occupies
the middle position and provides the only proper explanation for the distancing of the parable
of the Tares from its interpretation. Cope identifies the quotation of Ps 78:2 with the pesher
l1WUlCT of quotation in Qumran, focusing on the 'apocalyptic idea of fulfilment and the
Ktualising of prophecy' (Stcndahl 1968:195). According to this theory, the parable contains
secrets about the CJld·time. These secrets are given not to the crowds. casual listener or reader,
but to the disciples, the ones privileged to know secrets. This theory is applied to the parable
of the Sower and of the Tares which both emphasise separarion.
Throughout his study Cope's focus is on Matthew's use of the Old Testament in writing the
text and in interpreting it. The parables function like prophetic writings in Qumran in which
the term 'secrets' was common. Accordingly, only the eschatological interpretation of the
perables can disclosc Matthew's theological thought - the separation or the future judgement.
In this way Matthew demonstrates a parenetic power that enables his audience to distance
themselves from. legitimise and endure a sharp conflict with pharisaic Judaism (Phillips
1981:271). Here Cope tries to connect literary text with historical context.
Cope's study has several weaknesses. His examination of the interrelationship between
parable discourse and quotations from the Old Testament is carried out in the sense of source-
influence (cf Vorster 1989:20), and, therefore, he fails to explain the intertextuality of the
parable discourse. Because ofhis use of the literary·structural approach as main method, Cope
does not concern himself with the relationship between author and reader. In this regard,
Phillips (1981 :278) writes that 'Cope does not attempt anything like a phenomenological·
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semiotic effort' and that he fails. therefore. to 'explain those textual features which make the
text persuasive and lead to action.'
&.2.2 Semiotics: Phillips
Via (1970) proposes three areas to be examined in critical analysis. First. historical criticism
focuses on the relationship between a text and its historical context. particularly its process of
development over time. Second. realistic literary criticism deals with the tcxt as an object
constituted by a structure of language and thought. Third. phenomenological literary criticism
focuses on the linguistic stream uniting the text and its present audience. Phillips (1981 :262)
chmges the last concept to phenomenological-semiotic which 'seeks to disclose and describe
tho5e constraints operating upon the production. communication and reception of thc text as
an act of semiosis.· Unlike the fonner two approaches. the phenomenological-semiotic
approach deals with 'a signification' which results from structural relationship between triadic
signs - sign, object and interpretanl.
Using these categories Phillips (1981 :253-289) evaluates the works of scholars likc
Kinpbury, Cope and Dupon4 and discovers a weakness in their lack of attention to semiotics.
This leads him to study the parable discourse \\;th two objectives: t) to develop a structural
(or systemic) exegetical method based on semiotics as an alternative to prevailing historico-
critical (or genetic) methods and 2) to apply his method to the parable discourse in Matt 13.
By using Peirce's semiotics as the main mcthod, Phillips uncovcrs such subjects as the inter-
relationship between signs (signifier and signified) and the enunciative structure of a text
which the historico-critical mcthod cannot deal with. He thus focuses on the discovcry of the
narrator's voice and strategy in the enunciating of the parable discourse. and also the
bennencutical implications to be drawn from the iconic relationship which the tcxt establishes
between Jesus' mode of 'kingdom' preaching and the narrator's narration. In this regard
Phillips' semiotic approach to a tcxt is significant.
Phillips employs Peircc's triadic concept which consists of sign. object and interpretant. The
key to the Pcircean notion of sign is not in the extrinsic nature of the tenn but in the overall
intrinsic nature of the triadic correlation as a whole. Taking the relationship between sign and
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object. Peirce designates sign as symbol. icon and index. With this in mind. Phillips maintains
that Matthew 13 has a triadic correlation rather than a dyadic correlation (sign and object) but
is dominantly iconic in character. that is. based on the similarity between object (signified)
and si&n (signifier). Phillips' other definition of the text is that it is enunciation. the process of
communication focusing on subjectivity. time. space and modality.
Regarding his method. we can see that Phillips (1981 :95-99) reduces the concept of
intenextuality to anaphoric reference. When reading Kristeva and Barthes. Phillips has a
fundamental misreading in this regard - that those intellectuals understand the text as the
IffOsaic ofquotation and a Mtwork ofr~f~r~nce.'i.Yet Phillips does not take into account the
dialoaic with other written documents as well as with social. cultural contexts. His work
does not contain the concepts of centripetal and centrifugal forces because of too much
focus on the iconicity of the text. Hervey (1982:31) could thus write that 'though a
similarity no doubt exists in such cases, and though this similarity can be held partly
responsible for motivating the choice of a given material substance for the sign in question,
it wouJd be too much to claim that the similarity alone is responsible for the link between
sian and object.'
1.2.3 Leech'. Pragmatic Analysis: Du PI.si.
In his .-able study, Du Plessis (1985) employs the speech act theory reinterpreted by Leech
(1983). Speech act theory has been introduced to parable study by such scholars as Thiselton,
Aurelio and Arens (Du Plessis 1985:2). The focus in Du Plessis' work. however, differs from
theirs. Arens, for instance. starts with the theory of parables and the philosophical discussion
of their consequence and then focuses on the 'historical situation behind the New Testament
texts and reconstructs the original situation of the parables' (:4). By contrast, Du Plessis (:4)
focuses on discovering first •how the parables communicate as they are transmitted through
the Gospel texts' and then 'what is conveyed.'
By using Schmid's communicative model. Du Plessis (1985: 11-14) takes into account three
levels ofdiscourse: between the abstract author and the implied reader in the presented world.
between narrator and fictive/presented reader in the narrated world, and between narrated
characters in the cited world. Jesus' parables belong to the third level. Furthennore, Schmid
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distin&uishes discourse (the use of sentences) from com'er~'ation (any verbal interactional
stretch oftalk between participants).
With this bKkifOWld, Du Plessis employs Leech's pragmatic theory which refers to a theory
of meaning in relation to speech situation. According to Leech (1983:17), pragmatic meaning
of an utterance is created by two 'forces': iIIoculionary and rhe/orical. Illocutionary force is
associated with the motivation behind an utterance (: 14.5) and rhetorical force refers to
effective usc of language in a goal-oriented situation (: 15). Pragmatic meaning is the intended
pcrlocution of the utterance.
In the .,....ble discourse in Matt 13:1·51, Du Plessis (1985:197) focuses on the parable of
the Sower. The parable of the Sower functions successfully as conversational prime, that is,
it requires further communicative exchange. The disciples go to Jesus with a question and
Jesus responds in tum. The rhetorical force: of the Sower is reflected in the stark contrast
between crop-failure and successful harvest. In other words, Jesus utilises the tact maxim
(maximisina benefit to the other) and the approbation maxim (maximising praise to the
other) throuah which he maintains and strengthens an inte;·personal, non·antagoni~1ic
relationship with the disciples (Du Plessis 1985: 187). The iIIocutionary force of the
conversation is commissh'e to some future action as well as convivial to a social goal, to use
Leech's terms (1983:104).
Du Plessis views the explanation of the two parables (the Sowc:r, and the Wheat and Weeds)
not IS the re·telling of the same story to give a valid interpretation, but as an utterance which
has. different pragmatic force from that of the parables themselves. Again the focus of Du
Plessis' investigation (1985:182) is the discovery of what is happening in the inter-personal
communication between Jesus and his addressees through what is told in the parables.
A significant point in Du Plessis' work is that while most pay attention to illocution, he
focuses on the perfonnative nature of discourse, and specifically on the perlocutiomuy act by
using Leech's pragmatics in his parable study. Unlike Thiselton (1970) who examines the
function of the parable as language-event and Arens who reconstructs the original situation of
the perable, Du Plessis examines the pragmatic meaning of the parable in the narrative world.
Where Phillips examines the taxonomy of the parable, Du Plessis examines the perfonnance
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of the parable. focusing on perlocution. While the former focuses on the textual meaning, the
latter concentrates 00 the pragmatic impact of the discourse on the audience.
Recopisioi the insufficiency of semantic and grammatical interpretation of a text and thus
focusina on pragmatic interpretation. Du Plessis thoroughly examines the relationship
between sender (including abstract author. narrated author who is the narrator of the parables
- Jesus) and receiver (including implied reader, narrated addressees and narrated recipients).
.Du Plessis' work is based on the pragmatic force of individual parable - perfonnance. As a
result. he fails to see the parable discourse as a lexlus, having a rhetorical structure based on a
proposition to be elaborated.
1.2.4 Synthetic Approach
1.2.4..1 IMnbrecht
~btecht (J992) examines the ;wablcs in a synthesising mode of integrated rhetoric,
metaphorical process and language-evenl. By rhetoric he means •proportional analogy'
which indicates the equition of the form ofslalement with the form ofthought. The parable
, does not function in the sense of comparison of A with B nor C with D. but depicts
proportions which describe that A relates to 8 as C relates to D (A:B =C:D in mathematical
formula). In this way Lambrecht distinguishes sense from meaning. This is the power of
> IIJUIDCOtation and demonstration.
Furthermore. the parable is metaphor, not as a static entity which does not supply new
information. but as a living. fresh metaphor which creates sense, or new infonnation. The
pnbIe requires collaboration from the hearer and at the same time gives new insight. This is
the pbenomenon of metaphorical process as well as language-event. Within this process
I.amIRcbt (1992:27-29) distinguishes three dimensions:
(A) Fint. there is the sudden, overwhelming insight (revelation).._The hearer detects the truth; a
myAery becomes apparent. The hearer is puzzled lUld perplexed, surmises a new world with the
poaibility ofauthentk existence. The Kingdom of God is announced. An unexpected FUTURE
becomes visible. (B) But then the hearer at once realises that a conversion is rcquircd...Otd
certainties are lost, u it we~. The hearer is placed in an Exodus situation; the familiar country
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must be left behind and possessions sold. " break with the PAST must occur. (C) Finally. a far-
reaching. 4c:cision must be laken...The parable demands total commitment. The hearer must opt
for lut.1(;nticily. must place her- or himself under God's dominion and kingship. hrre and now.
in the PRESENT.
In ~js study. Lambrecht first examines the struc;ture of Matt 13:1-52 which contains seven
parables about the "kingdom of heaven,' and then investigates each parable. He investigates
the intertextuaJity of Jesus' parables but this is done according to source-influence of
Mark's Gospel and Q-material. Lambrecht. in fact.-bases his study on redaction approach.
We want to point out an aspect ofmcthodologjcal concern in Lambrecht's study. Proportional
analogy is a formula in science, like the syHogism. According to Sider (1985), proportional
analogy can beip to simplify the enigmatic parable and can reduce it to one kind of meaning of
• statement; but it cannot disclose the "comrm:hensive' meaning of parable which involves
irony. connotation. vivid ~oncreteness, and many features of language other than the logic of
com.-uon. [n tryina to fit the parable to this fonnula. mistranslation is possible, as is the
case when constructina syllogisms out of ordinary discourse. Consequently. Sider proposes
another formula which can resolve this dilemma. A:B =C:D with respect to x (+ y... ) where.,
the lCCond part is variable. Sider (1985:3) explains:
[WJ1en A Iftd B repretent (lflfirwy disc;owse there are many aspects to the ideas: most may not
shire in the resemba.nce; ocbers ma)' be irrelevant to the theme of the analogy. Whereas the
lDIlChemMiaJ proportion of quantities asserts a complete and pervasive resemblance. the
proportional -.logy is a fractional comperison.
1.2.4.2 Donahue
In his J*8ble study. Donahue (1988:ix) suggests that the parables 'otTer a Gospel in miniature
and at the same time give shape. direction. and meaning to the Gospels in which they are
fOWld. To study the perables of the Gospel is to study the gospel in parable.' He utilises the
method that combines the metaphorical process with narrdtive. treating each parable as text ~s
well as narrative. The parable as text refers to: 1) its poetic and metaphorical quality, 2) its
realism, 3) its peradoxica1 and ~ngaging quality and 4) its open-ended nature. As narrative, the
parable contains the ingredients of plot (repetition or chiastic structure), character (actors or
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doers) and point of view. It would appear that Donahue's emphasis is on the parables as
cOlt/exl which means the literary context of the parables within the text.
In the process of his study. Donahue focuses on discovering only one subject. Matthew's
theolog,v. As a result, bearing in mind the comparison between Matt 13:1-52 and Mark 4:1-34.
Donahue maintains that Matthew stresses the ethics of discipleship and the relationship of
ethics to eschatology whereas Mark focuses on Christology and the summons to discipleship.
6.2.5 Structure
1.2.5.1 Voratar: Discou.... Analysis
Using colon analysis. Vorster (1977) examines the structure of the parable discourse in
Matthew 13. Emplo)ing both Bacon's idea of fivefold fonnula, Kat EYEVE'tO ME etEAEoEv (,
'~ ... (And it happened when Jesus finished ... ) in 7:28; 11:1; 13:53; 19:1 and 26:1 (cf
Kingsbury [1975} 1989:2-3) and the alternation of narrafive and discourse in the Gospel. he
refocuses on the ch.iastic stJUcture of Matthew's Gospel which scholars like tohr (1961)
suggested earlier and in which the parable discourse occupies the central position.
According to Vorster (1977: 132), Man 13:1-53 forms a complete unit with two co-texts (Matt
12:46-50 and 13:54-58). Matt 13:1-53 is a 'closed narrative text on Jesus' teaching in parables
to the crowds and his disciples,' and the two co-texts are transitional passages from the
rejection part (Matt II :1-12:45) to the central discourse and from there to the rest of his
narrative. Based on the movement of both arrival and departure, Matt 13:1-53 can be divided
into two parts. The first part which consists of 13:1-36a (cola 253-264 in his analysis) is
enclosed by Jesus' aniv81 and his departure, and the second part which consists of 13:36b-53
(cola 265-269 in his analysis) by the disciples' arrival and Jesus' departure.
Vorster examines all the technical devices which Matthew employs in writing this text,
namely, context signals, inclusion, repetition, antithesis, chiasm and formal arrangement.
He maintains that these devices build the key theme, understanding in the Kingdom, in Matt
13:1-53. The unit of 13:10-30 (cola 257-59 in his analysis) occupies the pivotal position
within the whole narrative discourse. In addition, Vorster discovers the transition from
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narrator to narrated narrator. that is from Matthew to Jesus. We will not explain this work ;n
detail because Vorster limits his study to structure. In so doing. Vorster (1977:138) focuses
on the unity of the whole parable discourse as 'a well-structured. integrated, coherent text.'
A sipificant point in this work is Vorster's examination of the intertextual relationships
although he limits this to Matthew 13: I-53 (inner texture, in Robbins' terminology). Here,
however. he envisions the study of intcrtextuoliry which differs from source, form. tradition
and redaction criticism. While the latter studies deal with intertextual relationships which
focus on proving sources and their influences. the modem view of intertextuality regards the
text IS fabric. Vorster (1989:21) writes later about this as follows:
I. Intertextuality deals with the text as a network of 'references' to other texts
(intertcxts). It is no more a unitary object which is knowable, or a completed
work with a centre and an edge which is recoverable by the skilled reader.
Each sentence of this network creates intertextual pattern and points to
intertextual connections.
2. IntertextuaJity pays more attention to text as a process of production and less to
the sources and their influena-..s.
3. Intertextuality focuses on the role of reader in the approach to the phenomenon
ofa text.
Vomer (1989:26) maintains that because a text is a network of texts in intertextuality,
'meaning is assigned to the text by intertextual reading in accordance with the function of
the intertexts of the focused text.' With this concept of intertextuaJity he examines Mark 13
in relation to the Old Testament (1989). In the study of Matt 13, however, Vorster examines
the inner texture of Matt 13:1-53, not its intertexture in relation to the Old Testament
although Matt 13: I-53 contains two quotations from the Old Testament. With his study of
the structure, Vorster makes a significant contribution to the study of the parable discourse,
because he examines it as a well-structured, integrated, coherent text.
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Vomer examines the parable discourse: according to the idea that encoding and decoding the
Ioaos of individual parables is the main strategy for the development of the narrative themes
of secrecy and understanding. However. his explanation about the relationship between
clusters within the laraer unit is unclear. Matt 13: 10-17 which contains a reported speech from
Isa 6:9·10. for instance. is isolated from its co-texts.
'.2.5.2 Wenham: Chink Structure
Wenham (1979) also investigates the structun: of the parable discourse in Matt 13. Unlike
Vorster whose study is baed on cola. Wenham starts his examination by recognising eight
puables, including 13:52. In this regard. Wenham differs from Gerhardsson (1973), Goulder
(1974), Cope (1976), Hill ([1972] 1982). Donahue (1988). Lambrecht (1992) and Gundry
(1994) who maintain that there are seven parables. but he accords with persons like Kingsbury
(1969) Vorster (1977). Phillips (1981), France (1985). and Blomberg (J992) who identify
eiaht pmabIes in Matt 13.
Wenham discovers two points which suppon his claim that 13:52 is a parable: it has a
phrase iSs.LoL~ EotLII «vf)pWWctl which appears in other parables (cf 13:3 I. 33, 44, 45, 47);
and it is followed by a statement Kul iytVEtO OtE ErU.EOtV 0 1flOOlh; 't'~ 1T~ae;
tcU't'~. This verse/parable differs from the preceding six parables which compare the
kingdom to something. for it depicts a person trained for the kingdom of heaven. It is,
however. similar to the first .,...able (the Sower) since that parable speaks about those who
hear the Word of the kingdom (13:19) and does not directly compare the kingdom to
anything (WenIwn 1979:516-17).
These eight parables are in two parts. each of which contains four parables. In the first part
where the parables are addressed to the crowds. the first parable (the Sower) is separated by
insertion of the purpose of parables and the imerpretalion of the parable of the Sower in
13:10-23, from the other three which have very similar introductions. "AUTlv lTupcq301~v
1T~EV (El«lflOEv 13:33) amote; .uyuw. '~oUx Eatlv (,'4wI.W91, 13:20) 'i} J3cunMUx tG)v
oUpavWv. In the second part, the parables are given to the disciples. The first three parables.
introduced by similarphrases. ~OLU Eotlv 'i} J3uOLAELU 't'wv oUpuvwv (llcXALV 410L« .. .in 13:45,
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47). are separated from the final parable of the Trained Scribe. Based on these observations,
Wenham proposes a chiastic structure which appears below.
The Chiastic Structure of Matthew 13:1-52
\.Sower
B. (Disciple's question and Jesus'
answer about purpose of
parables for crowd and about
understanding parables + the
interpretation of the Sower)
C.T~s
D. Mustard seed
E.u~n
F. (Conclusion ofcrowd
section + intcr..tetation
E'. Treasure
D'. Pearl
C'. Draptt (with
iDtapretation)
Ot, (Jesus' question and disciples'
mswcr about disciples'
uncIentandina ofparables)
A'. Scribe irQ/ned
Parable on those who hear the word of the
kingdom
Parable ofkingdom - good and evil
Parable ofkingdom
Parable ofkingdom
Parable ofkingdom
Parable ofkingdom
Parable of kingdom - good and evil
Parable on those trained for the kingdom
lbrov,!h his study Wenham maintains the integrity of the parable discourse, that is, the
struetw'al coherence and logical development of the parable discourse. As a result, he
excludes Markan priority. This is further proved oy the chiastic structure of 13:11-18.
Because his study is confined to structure. the interpretation is left to others who want to
utilise Wenham's discovery. Wenham's basic idea applies to the final text and focuses on
the redactor's role. The interpretations of the parables of the Sower and the Weeds do not fit
at all well into the chiastic structure, however.
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1.2.5.3 Dav....ncI AlIIaon: Trt.dlc Structure
A somewhat different study of the structure of Matthew 13 has been done by Davies and
Allison (1991). They observe three significant points regarding the structure. Firstly. there
are similar introductions in 13:24. 31. and 33: •[A]nother parable he put before them.
saying' (..Alll1V Tfupcq30A~v TfupE91'lKw ClUtot~ AEyWV). Further. the texts of 13:44, 13:45.
and 13:'" are identified by their introduc.ory clauses ('~O£Cl Eodv + dative). Secondly, the
parable discourse is divided into two sections: 13:1-35 and 13:36-52. Finally, parallelisms
occur between 13:10-23 and 13:34-43 both of which units contain a statement about the
crowds aDd parrAbles. a remark on the revelatory function of parables, a scriptural citation or
allusion and III extended interpretation of one relatively long parable. The following
structure is therefore proposed:
The Triadic Structure of the Parable Discourse
13:1-9
13:10-17
13:18-23
13:2"'30
13:32-32
13:33
13:34-35
13:3643
13:44
13:"5-46
13:4'-48
13:"9-50
13:S1-S2
Parable of the Sower
Discussion of parables and scriptural allusion
Interpretation of the Sower
Parablfo of the Wheat andT~
Parable oftbe Mustard Seed
Parable ofthe Leaven
Discussion ofPanbles and scriptural citation
Interpretltion of the Wheat and Tares
Parable of the Treasure
Parable of the Pearl
Parable of the Dragnet
Interpretation of the Dragnet
Discussion ofparables (saying on treasure)
According to this model, each section has a structure of inc/usia and contains a short
conversation following the parabolic speech. Davies and Allison justify this triadic structure
by likening chapter 13 to chapter 24-25. In doing so, they do not consider the differences in
place. movement or the audience. The shifts in audience. for instance, do not appear in the
text ofchapters 24-25.
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6.3 Summary and Conclusion
So far we have briefly examined the history of parable studies from a rhetorical viewpoint. To
do 50 we divided our study into three parts. First. the restrained rhetorical approach to
individual parables refers to the parable study carried out according to the theory of metaphor
and example (or model), and via an action model. Second, dialogic rhetorical criticism
focuses on the intenextuality ofeach parable. intenextuality with other written documents and
with social. cultural (' ~ ext. It deals with how the text is produced and, therefore. helps to
overcome the incomprehensibility. misreading or obscurity of the parables.
There are two types of dialogic study: canonical and non-canonical. While the former refers to
scriptural oriented dialogic, the latter is associated with social cultural dialogic. Third, we
discovered an alternative approach, the wholistic approach, to the study of Jesus' parable. The
wholistic approach deals with the collection of Jesus' parables as a complete rhetorical unit in
texts like Mm 4 (Mack 1989b) and Man 23-24 (Combrink 1989). This method is bowld by co-
te::t and can thus be used for obtaining a responsible meaning among the plurality ofmeanings.
We have investigated various methods which have been applied to the parable discourse in
Matthew 13. Although sorne works employ the concept of dialogic without using the term,
md examine intertextuaJity, these studies have been done in terms of source-influence (e g,
Kingsbury; Gcrhardsson; Cope; etc). whereas others have confined the scope to the text itself
or to the relationship between encoding and decoding (e g, Vorster). Although Phillips
employs the tenn 'intertextuality' he reduces it to the concept of anaphora. Du Plessis
examines the perlocution of the parable discourse based on individual parable - the
performance of the parable discourse.
Although these scholars investigate the parable discourse as a single unit. they do not examine
the parable di5COunc as a cenlo - a rhetorical discourse which is constructed on a basic unit
(proposition) to be elaborated. In addition, they do not see the parable discourse as a dialogic
di5Course ill Hf~, produced by interlextual links with genotexts which include the social and
cultural context of the first-century Mediterranean world. (cf Combrink 1982, 1996; Kristeva
1986; Neyrey [1991] 1993). Rather, they regard the text as a monologic discourse in art.
Neither of these works has discussed the diaJogism of the parable discourse, or its centripetal
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7 The Centripetal Rhetoric of the Parable Discourse
In dialogic theory the text is seen as a series of quotations. It becomes a 'network of traces':
text is 'no more a unitary object which is knowable, or a completed work with a centre and an
edge which is recoverable by the skilled reader. Each sentence of this network creates
intertextual patterns and point'; to intcncxtual connections' (Vorster 1989:21). The focus of the
study of dialogism. howevcr, is not on the sources but on the process of production of the text.
Dialogic rhetoric deals with the text as the web of meaning spun through the communicative
practices of the two p".rtners. Bakhtin suggests that the essence of dialogism is the dynamic
opposition of the centripetal and the centrifugal forces (5.1.2.5: 5.2). Centripetal rhetoric
focuses on the unification and the centralisation of the text and deals. therefore. with how the
webs are socially constructed through communicative interaction between the author and the
reader. Centrifugal rhetoric deals with the diversification and decentralisation of the text and
is related to intertextuality.
In this chaptcr and the next we wiII examine the centripetal rhetoric of the parable discourse in
Matthew 13. 11le subjects to be examineG here are: the rhetorical unit and structure (chreia
elaboration). chiastic structure: repetition; antithesis: circumlocution; and the canonical and
non-canonicaI dialogic nature ofsignificant concepts.
7.1 The Rhetorical Structure of the Parable Discourse: The
Elaboration of a Chreia
1be rhetorical unit of the parable discourse in Matthew consists of 13:1-53 (cfVorster 1977;
Combrink 1982; 1983; Crosby 1988:55). It is a collection of reported speeches (5.1.2.4),
which consist mainly of a series of Jesus' parables and their opening and closing tmits. Each
reported speech in the discourse fonns a small period. Matt 13:1-53 is not simply a collection
but a cenlo, woven together like fabric.
Matt 13:1-53 can be divided into two periods (13:1-35 and 13:36-53), each of which opens
and closes on a scene defined by time and place (chronotope, 5.1.2.2). The spatial deictics
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(sea and house) and the discourse deixis referring to location (there in 13:53) are used for
demarcation of the unit of the text. Instead of temporal deixis, discourse deictics referring to
time (in that day in 13:1 and then in 13:36) are combined with spatial deictics to define the
opening texture. In addition. the audience also functions as a signpost for this division. In the
first period Jesus addresses a mixed audience which includes the disciples and the crowds, in
a public place. while in the second period Jesus speaks to the disciples only, in the house. All
these elements are related to periodisation (cf Mack 1989b: 151 ).
As a cento or textus (web). Matt 13:1-53 has its own specific rhetorical structure in that
reported speeches are not randomly strung together but are arranged on a basic unit
hierarchically, having interactional relationship v.ith one another. The text has a rhetorical
structure through which the author focuses on the reader's understanding of the text - a
developing understanding because the reader cannot have full access to the author's intention
from the outset. The author. therefore, must lead the reader to understand the rhetorical nature
of the text \~r'hich is arranged according to his rhetorical strategy.
Here the author guides his reader through anaphoric repetition which introduces a section of
material. It is seen as a figure of dialogism (Combrink 1996:195). The examples of anaphoric
repetition include: '[A]nother parable he put before them, ["A]'uT\V iTClP'430A.~v lTClpE9TlKEv
Cluroic;' (13:24.31, 33), ~OLtX-WOrd fonnulations (13:31. 33. 44, 45, 47; cf 13:24,52), and
mULv (13:45. 47). The material introduced by these figures corresponds exactly to a specific
function in the rhetorical structure - dialogic link.
Against this background, the question raised is 'What is the structure of the parable discourse
in Matthew 131' Among the more creative analyses are those of Gerhardsson, Vorster,
Wenham and Davies-Allison. Although all these studies have contributed significantly to the
study of the structure of the parable discourse in Matthew 13, they reveal some shortcomings
as indicated in 6.2.1.2 and 6.2.6 in chapter six. In order to contribute to the study of Matthew
13 we would like to suggest the elaboration ofa chreia as a proper method for the analysis of
the structure of the parable discourse.
Our reason for this preference is that chreia elaboration consists of several elements to
construct the text as a cenlo, and not as a mere collection: 'a chreia is a concise statement or
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action which is attributed with aptness to some specific character or to something analogous
to a character' (4.2.5; Hock & O'Neil 1986:83) and chreia elaboration refers to 'a single,
elaborate speech' rather than 'a series of short. relatively simple essays, each based on some
aspect of the same fable, chrei(J. etc' (Mack & O'Neil 1986: 161; cf Hock & O'Neil 1986:65-
66: Mack 1990:43-47: Robbins [1996):43). Each element plays a specific role in the pattern of
the elaboration.
The elaboration of a chreia was one of the most popular exercises in ancient rhetorical
schools. Today the importance of chreia has been rediscovered and the elaboration of a chreia
has been shown to be a method for sophisticated rhetorical argument in the study of the New
Testament and of Jesus' parables (4.2.5).
Both Mack (198%) and Combrink (1989), for i.nstant.;-e, have applied the elaboration of a chreia to
MIlk 4:1-34 and Matt 23-25 respectively (6.) .3). The study of chreia elaboration aims at the study
of invention which focuses on Burke's iden,jfication or on 'the finding of argument necessary to
persuade the audience' and 'the determining of the main chaIacter of the case and the
main issues' for 'the increasing ofadh.."TCIlCe to the theses of the author' (Combrink 1989:12).
Bearing this in mind, we discover the elaboration of a chreia in the parable discourse. Here
the chreia is the parable of the Sower, and its elaboration is similar to that of Matt 23-25 on
the point that the unit has two divisions (cf Combrink 1989:12-19). The elaboration of the
chreia in the pp!flble discourse appears thus as follows:
The chreiaebboration in the frrst period (Matt 13:1-35)
Introduction (13:1-3a):
Chreia ( 13:3b-9):
Rationale (13:10-23):
Contrary (13:24-30):
Analogy One (B:31-32):
Analogy Two (13:33):
Conclusion (13:34-35):
Jesus teaches the disciples and the crowds by the sea.
The parable of the Sower.
Question and Answer, and citation of the written
authority from Isa 6:9-10.
The parable of the Weeds.
The parable of the Mustard Seed.
The parable of the Leaven.
The citation of the written authority from Ps 78:2
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Jbe chreia elaboration in the second period (Malt 13:36-53)
Introduction (13:36a):
Question (13:36b)
Chreia (13:37-43):
Analogy One (13:44):
Analogy Two (13:45):
Analogy Three ( 13:47-50):
Judgement (13:S I-52):
Conclusion (13:53):
Jesus leaves the crowds and goes into the house.
The disciples' request.
The paraphrase of the parable of the Weeds from
the contrary in the first period.
The parable of the Hidden Treasure.
The parable of the Pearl.
The parable of the Dragnet.
Question and Answer, the parable of the Trained
Scribe.
Jesus finishes the parables and moves away from
there.
The entire passage. Matt 13:1-53, eM now be constructed to show its rhetorical components
by the elaboration ofa chreia. namely, the parable of the Sower.
De Fint Period
Narntive iatroductioaIPnise (l)
1bat same day Jesus went out of the house and sat beside the sea. And great
crowds gathered about him. so ~t he got into a boat and sat there; and the
whole crowd stood en the beach. And he told them many things in parables.
saying (13:1-3a):
Cllreia (2)
THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER (l3:3b-8).
He who has ears, let him hear (13:9).
Ratio••1e (3)
Interrogatio for rationale:
Then the disciples came and said to hi~ 'Why do you speak to them in
parables' (13:10)?
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~ationalc given as the first direct statement:
And he answered them. 'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the
kingdom of heaven. but to them it has not been given. For to him who has
wil! more be given, and he will have abundance; but from him who has not.
even what he has will be taken away. This is why I speak to them in
parables. because seeing they do not see, and hearing they do not hear. nor
do they understand (13: I 1-13).
Rationale given by the citation (If written authority (Isa 6:9-10):
With them indeed is fuHilled the prophecy of Isaiah which says: •You shall
indeed hear but never understand. and you shall indeed sec but never perceive.
For this people's heart has grown dull. and their cars are heavy of hearing, and
their eyes they have closed, lest they should perceive with their eyes, and hear
with their ears. and understand \\ith their heart, and tum for me to heal them'
(13:14-15).
Rationale given by the second direct statement:
But blessed are your eyes. for they see, and your ear:,;, for they hear. Truly. I say
to y~ many prophets and righteous men longed to see what you see. and did
not sec it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it (13: 16-17).
Rationale given as paraphrase of the parable of the Sower:
Hcar then the parable of the sower (13: 18).
THE EXPLANATION OF THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER (13:19-23).
Coatnry(4)
Another parable he put before them, saying (13:24),
THE PARABLE OF THE WEEDS (13:23-30).
A••1ogy ODe (5)
Another parable he put before them, saying (13:31 a),
THE PARABLE OF THE MUSTARD SEED (l3:31b-32).
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AnalOC)' Two (6)
He told them another parable (13: 33a).
THE PARABLE OF THE LEAVEN (13:33b).
Co.elusion with tile dtatioa of written authorit}· (7)
Introduction:
All this Jesus said to the crowds in parables~ indeed he said nothing to them
\\ithout a parable. This was to fulfil what was spoken by the prophet (13:34-35a):
Citation of written authority (Ps 78:2):
". will open my mouth in parables, I will utter what has been hidden since the
foundation of the world' (13:35b)
De Smppd Period
J.troductioll (8)
Introduction:
1ben he left the crowds and went into ~ house. And his disciples came to
him, saying (13:36a).
Interrogatio:
'Explain to us the parable of the weeds of the field.' (13:36b)
Rationale: The Paraphrase of the Contrary (9)
He answered (13:37a),
THE EXPLANATION OF THE PARABLE OF THE WEEDS (13:37b-43a).
He who has ears,let him hear (l3:43b).
Analogy Three (10)
THE PARABLE OF THE HIDDEN TREASURE (13:44).
Analogy Four (11)
THE PARABLE OF THE PEARL (13:45).
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Aa.1ocY Fin (12)
THE DRAGNET AND ITS EXPLANATION (13:47-50).
Jadpmeat (13)
lnterrogatio for judgement:
'Have you understood all this' (13:51a)?
Response:
They said to him. 'Yes' (l3:51b).
Judgement
And he said to them (13:52a),
THE PARABLE OF THE SCRIBE TRAINED FOR THE KINGDOM (13:S2b).
Coacl"a (14)
And when Jesus finished the parables. he went away from there (13:53).
The standard Hellenistic rhetorical discourse starts with an introduction by which the rhetor
'was to acknowledge the speech-situation in such a way as to establish his right to address the
audience about the matter at hand (Mack 1989a:53). The narrative introduction (1) in Matt
13:1-3& describes a scene defined by time and space. The introductory phrase •on that day' is a
bridge which connects the parable with the preceding encounter between Jesus and the Jewish
religious leaders. and is associated with the importance of the parables. The phrase 'by the
sea' refers to Jesus' public teaching.
The introduction briefly praises Jesus as the one who has the authority of teaching
(Combrink 1989: 12). Jesus is depicted as a teacher who has didactic authority, with 'great
crowds gathered around him' (cf Matt 5:1-2). By using the term 'Jesus,' Matthew focuses
on Christology (Gundry 1994:251). The antithesis between Jesus' sitting and the crowds'
standing further emphasises Jesus' didactic authority. Furthermore, the introduction
establishes a scene proper to a narrative discourse and prepares the readers for it by stating
that 'he told them many things in parables' (Morris 1992:133; Mack 1989b:154). In this
way, the introduction serves to enhance the ethos of Jesus who speaks in parables.
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This narrative introduction corresponds to Hennogenes' brief 'word of praise' that intr,)duces
the speaker of chreia to be elaborated. The standard introduction consists of praise of a
speaker. A student speaker. for example. introduces the speaker without proposing his/her
own thesis and thus the introduction deals with the ethos of the speaker who proposes the
thesis. The nonnal rule for the introduction of a speech shifts away from the ethos of the
student speaker to address the ethos ofthc speaker who proposes the thesis (Mack 1990:44-45).
The chreia follows (2). It is. here. the statement of the case to be argued or the thesis to be
defended. The chreia in this case is not an action chreia but a .'tOying one in which the
significant point is constructed by words (4.2.5). Matthew presents it in the form of the
parable of the Sower (13:3b-8) which needs to be heeded. This is underlined by the imperative
mood of 'behold' and the audience expects some meaningful reference.
This parable, however, does not provide a clear meaning; rather it provokes a question from
the audience (cfMack I989b: I54), The question concerns 'what the referent is' and 'why the
parable does not give it' (: 154).This enigmatic nature of the parable is again underlined by the
authoritative concluding statement: '[H]e who has ears. let him hear' (13:9). This statement
suddenly challcuges the audience to understand that the parable points beyond itself to a
greater reality (Hagner 1993:369). The enigmatic nature of the parable-without-reference
requests the elaboration of the ehreia, which begins with a rationale.
In order to elaborate the chreia, therefore, the first thing to do is to propose a rationale (3).
Mack (1990:45) explains that the rationale provides the 'rea5(\n' why the ehreia is true. It also
restates the truth of the chre-ia in a form that can be argued. Then the rationale may answer to
the above question raised by the parable. The rationale in this case L,~;istsof five pc.:,rts.
The first part is the interrogatio to request the rationale :J 3: 10) since the audience,
including the disciples, do not understand the parable (cf 13:36). The interrogatio does not
provide any rationale per se but contains a significant point. Th>e questioners who a(;k Jesus
why he uses the parable are 'those who have listened intennj' am~ have tried te ,~lia.:e sense
of the teaching' (Mack 1989b:155). They are the d:-,,:' ;(.'I,es who ai'C inside tl';: teacher-
listener circle ofdiscourse. This stage forms a bridge frOt:" ,:i'K-:h.,.ei/J ;i'~:J.ation to the setting
for the elaboration and links the two together (: 155).
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Part two 0 ' ' I 1-13) is given by Jesus in a direct statement and provides the
answer to the +....~.;.l"~ .:;t'OU( the missing reference (Mack I989b: 155). The parable of the
Sower is about the kingdom of God. and the kingdom of God is a 'secret' given only to those
who are 'insiders.' If a person understands Jesus' ministry as being related to the kingdom, he
can easily discover this reference:- in the parable of the Sower since he is given spiritual
understanding ofJesus by God.
Mack (t 988: t 55·16 t. t989b) observes the use of parable for paideia in Greek culture. The
source of parable was located in human observation and experience (1988: 158, 1989b: 148).
To the Greeks teaching in p:nble was the inculcation of culture and the parable, therefore,
does not contain any secrets (Mack 1988: t60). As the Greeks used parable for paideia, so
Jesus employs parable for teaching about the kingdom. When it is used by Jesus for teaching
about the kingdom. however, it contains the secrets. This is the reason Y:hy the outsiders do
not understand the kingdom parable (Mack 1989b:155). Consequently, the rhetorical function
of Jesus' parable serves to separate insiders from outsiders.
Part three of the rat!or.:~:l!e (13: i ~~.15) is the citation of written authority. The purpose of this
ciwion is 'to sh<?'.~· ,t-';at otiv:r recognised authority had come to the same conclusion or
rendered a similar judgement on the same issue' (Mack 1990:46). In this case, the citation
comes from the Jewish scriptures to support and disclose again the rhetorical function of the
parable. While the outsiders hear and do not understand, the insiders hear and understand.
The rhetorical functkyn 0"" ~he parat,le is interpreted by its Jewish background. This means
t.'lllt Jesus' paraHe. differs from those of the other teachers of his time and that it has,
:t~ierefu~~, ~ ":"'t~~ific Cll~fxter. The citation explains the specific nature of Jesus' parable. It
.~ aoout the kingdom of heaven and does not originate from either dominant Jewish culture
or dominant Hellenistic culture. According to Robbins' definition ([1996]:65; 4.3.5),
dominant culture rhetoric presents a system of attitudes, values, dispositions and norms
supported by the dominant social structure vested with power to impose its goal on people
in a significantly broad territorial region.
Nevertheless, the rhetoric of the parable of the Sower contains the nature of both
subcultural Jewish rhetoric and subcultural Hellenistic rhetoric. Subculture rhetoric
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imitates the values, attitudes, dispositions and norms of dominant cultural rhetoric. It claims
to enact them better than members of dominant status. Subculture rhetoric refers to the
cultural patterns of a subsociety. Ethnic subculture rhetoric is a particular kind of subculture
rhetoric. It attempts to preserve and perpetuate an 'old system' within a dominant cultural
system (Robbins [1996]:65; 4.3.5). The rhetoric t..f Jesus' parable, therefore, is 'embedded
in Jewish apocalyptic topoi and tradition, and it builds willingly upon it. But the rhetoric in
the parable also has a relation to Hellenistic-Roman culture' (Robbins 1993:450). We thus
designate Jesus' parable as a Christian rhetorical discourse.
The parable of the Sower, then, contains the nature of both subcultural Jewish rhetoric and
subcultural Hellenistic-Roman rhetoric (Robbins 1993:451). On this point, Mack (1989b:156)
elaborates thus: 'this paideia is not a "culture." It is a movement in conflict with other
cultures. born of a threatened logos that marks the boundary between those who remain in the
cultures ofconvention and those who accept this logos as the secret promise of a harvest.'
Part four of the rationale (13: 16-17) is Jesus' second direct statement and refers to the blessing
which the disciples have received and continue to receive from God. The reason is that their
eyes see, their ears hear and the)' uooerstand Jesus, the very person who is prophesied by the
prophets. In other words, the disciples encounter the result of messianic fulfilment, the
dawning of the kingdom ofGod. In the following section on chiastic structure, we will explain
the rationale in detail.
Jesus focuses on the incomparable privilege of the disciples by using the first person 'I' in
13:17 (cf 13:13; Hagner 1993:376). According to Combrink (1989:14), this is a significant
rhetorical st.rategy. Although Jesus as speaker is in a certain sense outside the discourse, here
he addresses them in the first person. This rhetorical device'enhances the ethos of the speaker and
contributes to the persuasiveness and perceived truth of the message. In this manner the appearance
and authority o[ Jesus is given a decisive presence that prevents it from being neglected' (:14).
Part five of the rationale (13: 18-24) is the paraphrase of the parable of the Sower in the
elaboration. According to Mack (1989b:155), the story of the Sower is about paideia in
Hellenistic culture. So, the 'sower' is a stock analogy for the 'teacher,' as is 'sowing' for
'teaching'. 'seeds' for 'words' and 'soils' for ·students.' All these analogies explain the story
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of the Sower as parable. and this parable docs not contain any hidden truths. Jesus. however,
interprets this story as parable referring to the 'secrets of the kingdom.' In the process of the
chreia elaboration this paraphrase deals with the subject of the parable, and is. therefore. a
kind ofpaideia which calls the reader's attention to the fact that the teaching in the parable is
related to the understanding of the parable (: 156).
The next element of the chreia elaboration is present in the statement of contrary (4). This
is elaborated in the second period. It is used to test the validity of argument by giving a
reason in support of the chrcia or by providing an alternative thesis which restates the initial
chreia. The rationale has established the division between the disciples and the crowds or
between insiders and outsiders. The contrary (13 :23·30) picks up the theme of the secrets of
the kingdom. The contrast is developed between the sower and the enemy and between the
wheat and the weeds. This contrary statement therefore reinforces the statement of chreia
and rationale (cfCombrink 1989:13).
This is followed by two analogies (5 & 6). The analogy is one of the most fundamental
strategies to support the chreia. In ancient rhetoric, analogy could arise from the natural and
social orders (Mack 1989a:59). The analogy must be a universal statement which has to do
v.ith a class of object and which illustrates a principle or a relationship that has the potential
for becoming generalisation. The rhetorical function of analogy is ,~ 'show that the principle
operates not only in the arena of relationships addressed by the thesis but in some other order
ofactivity as well' (:59).
The analogy picks up topics such as smallness, sowing and hiding, and the growth of the
kingdom. Two analogies are employed in this case: the parable of the Mustard Seed (13:31 b-
32) and the Leaven (13:33b). These are called the first twin parables in the parable discourse.
The first analogy refers to eXtensive growth from 'small' to 'great.' This seed will eventually
become the 'greatest of shrubs' from a small seed (13:32). The second analogy is associated
with intensive transformation of the hidden power (Carson 1984:319; Blomberg 1990:287).
These two parables are arranged by the rhetorical strategy of 'resort' with which the author,
Matthew. does not merely cumulate these two analogies but arranges them so as to strengthen
his argument. with a double hierarchy that makes a fortiori reasoning possible (Perelman &
Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:354).
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B)' including a 'woman' as the agent in the parable of the Leaven. Matthew reveals deviant
behaviour. These two parables. therefore. should be understood as creating new images
against the background of traditional Jewish ideology about the kingdom (cf 5.1.3.1).
Each analogy contains a shon introduction in which the author. Matthew. establishes the ethos
of Jesus as a teacher who speaks in parables. This introduction reters to the idea that Matthew
seems to recognise the crowds as 'outsiders' (13:34) and that he intentionally establishes
Jesus' ethos. This type of introduction does not appear in the second period because the
disciples have recognised Jesus' ethos already.
The chreia elaboration in the first period concludes with the exhortation and the citation of
written authority (13:34-35). fhis conclusion contains the terms 'Jesus' (cf 13:1) and
'crowds' (13:2), and in this way the period is formed by means of an appropriate return to
the point of departure (Mack 1990:46). !n addition, the exhortation forms the period by
giving indication to heed both Jesus who spoke in parables and the argument being
presented (Mack 1989a:61). This is so because the individual events in Jesus' life and
ministry and his parabolic method may be seen as a fulfilment of prophecy which is
contained in Ps 78:2. One significant point is that Matthew describes the audience as the
crowds only and seems to refer to them as ·outsiders.'
(n the second period, the chreia elaboration is composed of the introduction (13:36a),
interrogatio (13 :36b). response (13:37) with rationale, analogies, judgement and conclusion.
The introduction (8; 13:36a) again establishes a new scene. This embodies a shift from the
public place to the house and from the crowds to the disciples only. After sending the
crowds away. Jesus goes into the house with his disciples and addresses them exclusively
(cfMan 24-25; Combrink j989:16).
In terms of the social scientific approach, this shift is significant. The disciples are all insiders
while the crowds are outsiders in a symbolic universe. This implies the purification of the
disciples (5.1.3.1) and is also related to their honour: being with Jesus confers honour upon
them. Consequently, they are always core and primary members of Jesus' movement.
According to Burke's 'rhetoric of rebirth' (5.1.1.2.3), the disciples' being with Jesus in the
house is seen as their 'redemption' which indicates their new identity.
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The phrase Tlpoa1)leov at'l!l.\i oi. ~aaTrral atl'rofJ (13 :36a) refers to the ethos of Jesus as
having the authority of a teacher (cf Matt 5: 1). The interrogatio (13:36b) enables Jesus to
prepare the disciples for the explanation of the parable of the Weeds which he has given
them in the first period. When the disciples ask about the meaning of the Weeds, Jesus
paraphrases the parable. While the first interrogatio (13: 10) is about rationale, this
interrogatio is about the interpretation of the parable. The signifil.ant point here is that the
crowds, who do not understand the parable. are left behind physically when Jesus and his
disciples go into the house. This may suggest forsaking or rejecting false disciples (Gundry
1994:271). The phrase 01. ~aaTlral auto\> refers to the patron-client relationship (5.1.3.3)
and distinguishes the true disciples from the crowds.
In response to the disciples' question. rationale follows (9) in the mode of the paraphrase of
the parable of the Weeds (13:371>-43a) which deals with separation of the 'sons of the
kingdom' from the 'sons of the Evil One' by the Son of Man who is the sower. As seen in
the paraphrase of the parable of the Sower, this interpretation discloses that the parable of
the Weeds is not a paideia related to the inculcation of cultural nonns, but a parable which
contains the secrets of the kingdom for those who understand Christian subculture that
originates from Jesus. The focus is the separation 'at the close of the age' (13:39). This
paraphrase leads the author, Matthew, to present three additional analogies.
The two analogies (10 & 11), the parable of the Hidden Treasure (13:44) and the Pearl
(13:45), follow and continue the elaboration toward the strengthening of the argument by
the strategy of resort. These analogies are related to the topic of the hearer's
responsibility (or decisive action) in the parable of the Sower, and are also associated
~ith the behaviour of the sons of the kingdom. They are also called the second twin
parables in the parable discourse. While the Hidden Treasure refers to an accidental
discovery. the Pearl is associated with the business of looking. The focus in both cases is
decisive action: these two examples contain the same order and focus on human action: I)
finding, 2) going, 3) selling, and 4) buying.
Furthennore. these two analogies, together with the previous two analogies, fonn a chiasm
which appears on the next page (Combrink 1987:50; cfGreen 1975:136-137):
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Crowds
Disciples
a
b
b'
a'
The Mustard Seed
lbe Leaven
The Hidden Treasure
The Pearl
Smallness
Hiddcnncss
Hiddcnness
Smallness
According to this chiasm, in the first period where the crowds are addressed, the first two
parables are concerned with the way in which the kingdom comes and grows, while in the
second period where the disciples are addressed, the second pair of parables are related to the
characteristic of grace in the kingdom and the prerequisite for those who want to enter the
kingdom, because not only the revelation of the kingdom but also human responsibility to the
kingdom is by God's grace. Self-sacrifice is the necessary response because the old is a
hindrance to the new (Combrink 1987:5 t, 52).
The third analogy (12) follows 'With the parable of the Dragnet and its paraphrase (13:47-50).
This analogy is seen as a chreia given 'in the manner of an explanation' (4.2.5; Hock &
O'Neil 1986:91) and provides a confimlation of the main topic of the Weeds, namely, the
separation of tile righteous from the evil by judgement 'at the close of the age' in 13:49 (4.2.5;
Hock &: O'Neil 1986: (07).
Judgement follows (13). It refers to assertion, or decision, which supports the chreia and
which confinns the truth of the developed chreia (Mack 1989a:6O). The authority of
judgement in ancient rhetoric is taken from the canons of literature, philosophy and cultural
tradition (:60, 61). Judgement here consists of three parts: the teacher's question, the
student's answer, and the teacher's judgement. The question 'Have you understood all
this?' is a simple question calling only for a 'yes' or 'no' answer (13:51). The tenn
'understood' reminds the readers of the disciples' blessing because they see, hear and
understand (13: 16). This is the only place in the parable discourse where the disciples
themselves explicitly express their understanding: their understanding is, however,
imperfect.
Through this elaboration we can observe that the disciples' understanding is related to their
specific relationship with Jesus. Their understanding is achieved by having a listening-
relationship with Jesus. This understanding is related to God-given knowledge (13:11).
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There is no understanding without this. God-given knowledge is actualised in the
relationship with Jesus. and without Jesus. therefore. there is no God-given knowledge (Du
Plessis 1985:206). Jesus is presented as the mediator between God-given knowledge and
understanding.
Judgement in this chreio elaboration is provided by the parable of the Trained Scribe
(13:52b), which is constructed on the basis of the understanding of the disciples. The trained
scribe represents the understanding scribes who undcrstrmd Jesus and his message and who,
therefore. have God-given knowledge. The trained scribe seems to refer to Daniel's moskUim.
This is related to the disciples' new identity as the undezstanding scribes and reflects their
redemption and their symbolic rebirth in terms of Burke's rhetoric (5.1.1.2.3).
11le conclusion (14) marks the period by employing the term Jesus and constitutes an
antithetical arrangement ",ith the beginning of the narrative discourse (13: 1-3a): Jesus sits by
the sea and speaks in parables at the beginning; having finished these parables. Jesus moves
aw~' from there.
In conclusion, Matthew demonstrates the proposition that '[Jesus} told them many things in
parable' by the elaboration of the parable of the Sower, which not only lacks referenc~ out is
also hard to understand. This is not because the parable derives from either a Hellenistic
cultural rhetoric or a Jewish cultural rhetoric. but because it is a subcultural Christian rhetoric
originating from Jesus. Through this chreia elaboration Matthew draws the disciples as being
in a unique relationship with Jesus as well as being the understanding scribes. In this regard,
they are different from the crowds.
7.2 Chiasmus
We have said that chiastic structure is a rhetorical device found in periodic structure (see
chapter nine for detailed information about chiasm). We will examine how Matthew uses this
rhetorical device in the parable discourse. In Matt 13: 10-18 the writer uses this device in order
to best explain the function and purpose of Jesus' parables (cfWenham 1979:519-522). Matt
13:10-18 can be visualised thus on the text page:
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A
B
c
C'
B'
A'
13: IO-ila
13: II b-12
13:13-14
13:15
13: 16-17
13:18
OPEl'lING
DISCIPLES ARE GIVEN THE SECRETS OF THE
KINGDOM
CROWDS DO NOT UNDERSTAND
CROWDS DO NOT UNDERSTAND
DISCIPLES UNDERSTAND
CLOSING
In this inverted parallelism the focus is on the disciples' understanding and the crowds' not-
unMrstanding. According to this macro-structure 'having secret knowledge' refers to
'understanding.' This structure will be expanded in table 7-1 which appears on the next page.
Matt 13:10-18 starts from the disciples' approach to Jesus and their question: ~LCX t( tV
TTcxpcrl3oJ.ui~ A4A.tl~ Ctil'tot~; 'Why do you speak to them in parables?' This opening statement
discloses for the first time who the audience of the parable discourse is: -the audience
consists of the disciples and the crowds. The disciples' concern, manifested in the above
question, is with Jesus' way of speaking - in parables - rather than with the content of the
parable (Patte 1987:186). Their manner of approaching Jesus and questioning him contrasts
them with the crowds. Furthermore. this rhetorical device of question and answer gives
honour to Jesus by establishing him as the giver of parables in fulfilment of the Old
Testament (13:35) and as the teacher who answers the questions.
The answer to the disciples' question is in element B of the structure. The contrast between
the disciples and the crowds is then expressed even more clearly than before in the phrase
'who have God-given knowledge.' The first answer is that the disciples are given to know the
secrets of the kingdom of heaven, while the crowds are not given this privilege. Rather, their
spiritual knowledge will be taken away. This reflects God's election: 'and no one knows the
Father except the Son and the person to whom the Son chooses to reveal the Father' (11 :27).
Matthew creates a sharper antithesis between those who 'have' and those who 'have not' by
replacing~ (13: t 1) with Kat (13: 12)(Gundry 1994:256).
Jesus' answer to the disciples' question continues in element C. The reason for speaking in
parables is because 'they do not see' and do not 'hear.' Matthew stresses human
responsibility. This is reflected in the reJ-'Qrted speech from Isaiah. The focus of the reported
speech is on the idea that the people addressed will not respond to what they see and hear. The
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things that the) see and hear are abundant but they themselves have no perception. In C' the
identity of the crowds is depicted in the three tenns - heart, car and eye.
Table 7-1: A schematisation of Matt 13:10-18
A IO-ila OPENING
10 Tben the disciples came and said to him, 'Why do you speak 10 them
11. in parablesT And he answered them.
0 11 bol2 DISCIPLES ARE GIVEN THE SECRETS OF THE KINGOOM
lib • To you it has been given to know the secrets of the Givenkingdom of heaven,
b but to them it has nol been giw!n. Not Given
12 c For 10 him who has will more be gin:n. Given
c' and he will ha\'t~ abundance; Have
b' but from him who has nol, Have Not
.' c:\'en what he has will be laken (lK'Q.\'. Taken Away
C 13-14 CROWDS DO NOT UNDERSTAND
13 • this is why I speak to them in parables.because:: seeing t.he)' do not sec, Do Not See
b and hearing they do not hear, nor do they Do Not Hear
understand.
13: 104 c With them indeed isfiJJilledthe Fulfilment
prophecy of Isaiah which says:
b' 'You shall indeed hear but 1Jf!\"er understand. Do Not Hear
I' ud you shall indeed Iff but neverperceiw.· Do Not See
C' CROWDS 00 NOT UNDERSTAND
IS a For this people's hearr has grown dull. Hean
b and their ears are heavy of hearing, Ears
c and their~ they have closed. Eyes
c' lest they should perceive with their eyes. Eyes
b' and Mar with their ears, Ears
a' and understand with their heart. and tum for me to heal Hean
them.
O' 16-17 DISCIPLES UNDERSTAND
16 I But blessed are your eyes, for they see. See
2 and your ears, for they hear, Hear
17 3 Truly, I say to you. many prophet'i and Hope
righleOllS men longed
I' to see what you see, and did not see it, Do Not See
2' and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it. Do Not Hear
3' •• a .................................. Fulfilment
CLOSING
A' 18 Hear then the parable of the sower.
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Element B' is s"mmctrical to element B in the structure. The concept of God-given
knowledge refers to the disciples' understanding. The teml God-given (divine passive
6o&flof:«L in 13: 12) excludes all human merit in the disciples' understanding. Through
God's grace they understand and respond to the message, while the non-disciples neither
understand nor respond. Ll 13:16-17 the disciples' honour is highlighted: 'But blessed are
your eyes, for they see, and your ears, for they hear. Truly, I say to you, many prophets and
righteous men longed to see what you see. and did not see it. and to hear what you hear, and
did not hc;,~' it: Through this chiastic structure Matthew distinguishes the disciples from the
non-disciplcs. The difference between their identities lies in whether or not they truly
'hear', 'see' and 'understand.'
7.3 Antithesis
According to Aristotle's Rhetoric 3.9.8 (cf 3.9.9) antithesis is a style 'pleasing because
opposites are most knowable and more knowable when put beside each other and because
they are 'ike a syllogism, for refutation [elenkos] is a bringing together of contraries'. The
rhetorical device of antithesis includes antonyms in direct syntactical juxtaposition
(oxymoron), and anton>ms in proximity to one another (contentio. syncrisis. and synm'ciosis).
Antithesis is in fact one of the most powerful rhetorical devices.
In Matthew's Gospel. the rheJoriCBl device is found in scenes, characters and events. The most
impoJ13JJl is lJJe IJOlilJJriJs DtlWten NlOJJg)lJg /1) [jod ano beloJJgiJJg /0 IIJDJJ DIJl1Ior :5o/DI1 1n
the ~b\e diSCQ\1t'Se Matthew ~ves the ' ....a, fOf antithesis in the initial sentence descnbin%
Jesus' action; 'Jesus went out of the house and he sat down by the sea' (13:1). We can see two
kinds of structural antitheses in this oQenin~ tex.ture: compari.son of action ("went out' vs. 'sat
d\)Vtl\·) und \)f })\i.\~t. rb\)~· 'i',). t'o)t.i.\'). '\1\,',) ',)\'iU~\~ })t';ux,\\lt.':I tbt. fuunt.'i'i\)Ik \){\\\\". ~\\\)\t.
parable discourse which bas two divisions (see elsewhere in this chapter).
The parable of the Sower (13:3-9, 18-23) consists of an antithetical struc!ure between
belonging to God and belonging to man and/or Satan. This is reflected in the antithesis
between infertile soils (along the path, thoms and rocky places) and fertile soil (13:3-9).
Although the message contains a dear comparison, the audience does not understand. Jesus,
therefore, likens the comparison of soils to the antithesis between the insider who produces
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the fruit by obeying the Word and the outsider who does not. The motif of this structure is
anticipated just before chapter 13 where the Jewish people reject Jesus. The infenile soils
refer to them and their religious leaders.
The antithesis between belonging to God and belonging to Satan appears in Jesus'
quotation from Isa 6:9-10. The text of (sa 6:9-10 provides the background of the
antithesis with the words 'given' (understanding) and 'taken away' (do-not-
understanding). In fact the most obvious use of this device occurs in the antithetical
repetition of 13: 11- J7. The antithetical structures are as follows (We examined this point
further in the previous section on chiastic structure):
The Antithetical Structures in the Rhetoric of Comprehension in 13: 11-17
13:11 To you it has been given to know vs. to them it has not been
given;
J3:l2 to him who has will more be given \'5. what he has will be taken
away;
13:13 seeing vs. they do not see;
hearing \"S. they do not hear;
nor do they understand;
13:14 hear vs. but never understand;
see VS. but never perceive;
13:17 you sec vs. and did not see it;
you hear V5. and did not hear it.
In the parable of the Weeds (13:24-30.37-43) the fundamental antithesis comes to the fore: 'a
man' vs. 'the enemy', 'wheat' vs. the 'weeds', 'sowing' vs. 'sowing-among' and 'collecting
and binding the weeds into bundles to burn' vs. 'gathering wheat into granary.' This parable
presents Jesus as the Son of Man who preaches the Word of the kingdom and the enemy as the
Evil One who intrudes into the kingdom. Furthermore. the Son of Man plays the role of the
judge who distinguishes the sons of the kingdom from the sons of the Evil One. This kind of
antith~sis is reflected in the contrast between the righteous and the wicked in the parable of
the Dragnet. which refers to the final judgement at the close of the age.
In addition to this usage of antithesis, there are other contrasts in the parable discourse. They
are listed on the next page:
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The Antithetical Structures in 13: I-53
disciples
you
sowing
Jesus went out of house (13: 1)
Jesus moved on from there (13:53)
house (13: I)
Jesus sat (13: 1)
the master ofhow~e (13:27)
the ener. 0.' 's coming (13:25)
the smallest (13:32)
mustard seed (13:31 )
find (13:44)
sell (13:44.46)
a man (a poor day-labourer) ( J3:44)
a man (13:24)
new (13:52)
\S, crowds
vs. they
\'s. krvcsting
\'S. Jesus came into the house (13:36)
\'s. sea (\ 3: 1)
v's. crowds stood (13:2)
\'S. servant ( 13 :27)
VS. going away (13:25)
vs. the largest ( 13:32)
\'s. mustard tree (13:32)
\'5. search (13:45)
\'5. buy ( 13 :44. 46)
\'s. a rich merchant (13:45)
\'s. a woman (13:33)
\'5. old (13:52)
In the parable discourse Matthew frequently employs the device of antithesis in general, and
antithesis between belonging to God and belonging to Satan in particular. lbrough this device
he creates redundancy. The implied audience could then predict Matthew's intention through
Jesus' parable discourse since the redundancy of literature increases the predictability of
audience: \:ertainly., .continued ~:ition of a specific antithesis might be a more effective
me.ns of conditioning to facilitate tlk predictahility of an obverse reSOlution' (Carpenter
1972:22). Matthew's intention, expressed through antithesis in the parable discourse, is the
building ofcommunity based on Jesus' separation of the disciples from the non-disciples.
7.4 Circumlocution
Circumlocution is the verbal practice of describing someone or something in more words than
are strictly necessary. According to Quintilian (8.6.59-61: cf 3.335. 337; Rhetorica ad
Herennium 4.33.43), circumlocution is primarily associated with verbal decoration:
when we use a number of words to describe something for which one. or at any rate only a few
words of description would suffice. it is called periphrasis. that is. a circuitous mode of speech. It
is sometimes necessary. being of special service when it conceals something which would be
indecent, if expressed in so many words But at times it is employed soleI) for decorative effect, a
practice more frequent among the poets Still it is far from uncommon even in oratory. though in
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such cues it is ahuys used with greater restraint. For whatever migh: hne been expressed with
grealcr brevity. but is expanded for purpose of ornament. is a periphrtU;.f. to which we give the
name .,rculft'()(.·utwn
This is related to deixis. specifically social and spatial deixis. in modem linguistic theory.
Ac~ordingly. circumlocution is a significant rhetorical device beyond mere decoration.
Examples ofcircumlocution in the parable discourse are as follows:
Concerning God
I. the divine passive: ~&mll (13: 11) 6091lot:CXl. iTEPlooH,er,otrCXL (13: 12)
(cf Davis & Allison 1991 :388),
2. il ~lM(a 'tWV OllpClvWV in total eight times (13: 11. 24. 31,33,44,45,47,52)
3. rftc; PaolMiCL; (13: 19. 38. cf 41 )
4. t1l f3Ct(H).£i~ TaU 1TlX'tpO.; (13:43)
S. trCl'tllP (13:43)
Concerning Jesus
1. a sower (13:3)
2. a man who sows good seed (13:24)
3. the master ofa house (13 :27)
4. the Son orMan who judges at the close of the age (13:41)
Concerning Disciples
l. good soil (13:8)
2. the sons orlbe kingdom (13:38)
3. good fish (13:48)
4. the righteous (13:49)
S. trained scribe (13:52)
Concerning Non-Disciples
1. infertile soils (along the path in 13:4; rocky places in 13:5; thorny places in
13:7)
2. the sons of the Evil one (13:38)
3. bad fish (13:48)
4. the wicked (13:49)
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Concerning the Evil One
5. enemy (13:39)
6. birds ( 13: 19)
According to social scientific theory, this rhetorical type of circumlocution can be seen as
labelling which is defined as 'the successful identification of a person and hislhcr personhood
with some trait or behaviour' (Malina & Ncyrcy 1988:35; 5.1.3.4). Furthennore.labelling is
associated ,,;th honour and shame, and with social boundaries. Labelling is intended to create
master status, a process called 'role engulfment':
the coocept of master status lies at the: heart of role engulfment. for 11 is the in<.:rcascd salience or
primacy of the deviant role for the indi\'idual that is the hall mark of such engulfinent. And the
deviant roles generally seem to have: I kind of built-in primacy or master status. rela:ive at least to
CftUin other kinds or roles.
(Schur 1971:70)
Chapter 12 of Matthew is a battle ground between the vilification of the Pharisees' labelling
and Jesus' reaction to thdr labelling (Malina & Neyrcy 1988:~4-67). Echoing chapter 12
Matthew redefines the situation in the parable discourse. Through all the labels given here by
Jesus himself. Matthew establishes Jesus' supreme authority as the sower of the kingdom and
as the Son of Man who judges at the close of the age, and he rejects any negative labels. or
stil!!J118S, Labels. as stated above. reflect the master status of each person. These go beyond
mere social honour. shame. and boundaries. and refer to salvation.
7.5 Repetition
Redundancy is generally defined as 'more than enough', ·wordy'. 'excessive',
•superfluous' , or 'unnecessary to the meaning' (Neufeldt 1988: 1126). It can also be
regarded. however. as a rhetorical technique in verbal communication - oral and literary
(Burke (1950) 1969a; Carpenter 1970, 1972). According to communication theory. human
communication is subject to 'noisc' - any disturbances or defects which interfere with the
message exchanged between sender and receiver. This can be caused by the external
environment. the uncertainties of accent. misspelled words, carelessly selected language. or
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the ambiguity and pluralit~ of a word including homophones, homonyms, hctcroglossia and
syllepsis (PaolAfln means 'bngdom', or 'reign').
Redundancy, therefore. is called t(lf to counteract this 'noise: Lyons (1978:4) says 'a certain
degree of redundancy is essential. not only in language, but in any communication system in
order to counteract the disturbing effects of noise.' Likewise, redundancy is 'a counterbalance
designed to ensure a full and unambiguous reception of the message' (Sternberg 1985:368).
Burke ([ 1950) 1969a:55-59; cf 5.1.1.5) examines the relationship between redundancy and the
rhetoric of identification in tcnns of fonn and style. According to Burke, fonnal identification
between speaker and hearer does not derive from the relative amounts of predictability
inherent in the common language. Rather. Burkcan identification is operative regardless of
content and derives trom the increased redundancy cTeated by stylistic manipulation. In other
words. the identification is associated with predictability, reliability or expectancy by
redundancy through which the ambiguity and uncertainty of discourse in communication is
removed. As a ~sult, identification induces the audicn(;e h) participate in the form. r.~us
redundancy is a rhetoricaJ technique and includes \'ar;OWi rhetorical devices.
Several scholars have examined redundancy in tenns of rhetoric (Anderson 1994; Burnett
1985; Carpenter 1970. 1972: Suleiman 1980; Wittig 1973). Suleiman (:120) suggests that
redundancy produces "readable text' in which plural meanings and ambiguities are eliminated
and then a single 'correct" reading imposed. She distinguishes redundancy on story level from
that on discourse level (SuJeiman :123-1 24). Wittig (: 130-131) identifies the audience's assent
as the most important function of redundancy:
The creation (either consciously and deliberately or unconsciously and uninlentionally) of a multi-
level set ofexpectancies nol only allows the audience 10 predict the occurrence of successive items,
but also provides for the: audience's assent 10 the sequence, for if the listener can predict the next item
(pertulps he may repeat it silenlly before it occurs) he will be more likely to accept il and agree to il.
In this section we will restrict the meaning of redundancy to repetition. Repetition has long
been a rhetorical device in both oral and literary contexts (Lohr 1961). Significant repetitive
devices will be discussed in order (cf Lohr 1961; Alter 1981:88-113: Combrink 1982:
Anderson 1994 ch I).
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1. The repetition of key-words (/.eit\l'orl.\"til) is one of the most common
devices. It is related to motifs. themes. and also sequence of action
(Combrink 1982:8).
2. Formu/aic language refers to fixed verbal and metrical combinations that
make up sentences and lines (Lohr 1961 :407). This can be regarded as
repetitions. stock epithets. stereotyped phrases and as groups of words which
are regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given
essential idea.
3. Refrain is a repetItive device at the end of successive pcricopcs for the
elaboration of unif}ing themes. L~.,hr (1961 :410) maintains that it is useful 'to
mark thought-grou~' and that it 'can easily be adapted by the oral poet to tie
together larger units within the traditional material. and so in some way to
compensate for its inherent parataxis.'
4. Retrospection refers to 'summaries for recapitulation and repeated words and
phrases used for characterisation' (Lohr 1961 :414). Lohr \\Tites
'retrospection can cr(:ate an atmosphere of simultaneity in the narrative,
giving it an impact transcending the natural limitations of language. which
necessarily proceeds in time.'
5. Theme.'i and topics are expr~ssed by repeated incidents and descriptive
passages. a grouping of ideas stylistically constructed.
6. The last device is the sequence ofaction. Alter (1981 :95-96) writes that 'this is
one of the most common devices in the folktale fonn of three consecutive
repetitions. or three plus one. with some intensification or increment from one
occurrence to the next. usually concluding either in a climax or a reversal.'
Repetition is one of the key rhetorical devices which Matthew employs in the parable
discourse for cognition. We will examine the key points which are repeated in the parable
discourse.
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7.5.1 Key Terms and Formulas
7.5.1.1 Kingdom (PuOLAtLU)
The incidence of the term 'kingdom' in Matthew's Gospel can be blocked as follows: there
are thirty-two references to the kingdom of heaven. four references to the kingdom of Ged
(12:28: 19:24: 2t-:H, 43), five references to the Father's kingdom. two references to the
kingdom of !~K :-:on of Man (13:41: 16:28), one reference to Jesus' kingdom (20:21), six
referelK~:,; l"~ the kingdom, one reference to Satan's kingdom and four references to kingdoms.
Scholars h.~\~ frequently discussed the relationship between the kingdom of heaven and the
kingdom of God. Some stress the difference between the two, while others maintain that
Matthew uses these two phrases interchangeably (see Thomas 1993; Saucy 1994; Mowery
1994 for recent survey and study). Avoiding the above debale. we will examine the term
'kingdom' as used by Matthew in the parable discourse.
Before doing so, however, we should point out two significant elements in chapter 13 of
Matthew's Gospel. First. in Matthew there are many parabolic texts before chapter 13
(Kingsbury 1969: 187). and some of this material is classified as parable. For instance, Jesus'
discourse about the divided house in Matt 12:25-26 is called a parable in Mark 3:23. In his
Gospel. however. Matthew uses the term parable for the first time in chapter 13. where Jesus
begins to speak in parables to the audience for the first time. There is no earlier reference in
Matthew to this literary form. The second point to note is that these parables, which concern
the kingdom of heaven. are enigmatic to those who are spiritually hardhearted (13:11-13).
This means that the unbelieving crowds do not understand Jesus' parables.
The term 'kingdom' (f3cU]LAEla) is employed twelve times altogether in the parable discourse:
while the lenn·the kingdom of heaven' occurs eight times (13:11.24,31,33,44,45,47,52).
there are four variations (13:19,38,41, 43). The references are as follows:
13:24.31. 33 T\ !3aOd..ElU rWlJ oUpavwv
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the secrets of the
kingdom of heaven
the Word of the
kingdom
the kingdom of
heaven
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13:44,45,47,52
the sons of the
kingdom
his kingdom
(the kingdom of
the Son of Man)
" the Father's
kll,::tl0m
the kingdom of
heaven"
(ov
ai viol13:38
13:43
13:41
The tenn 'kingdom' is a rhetorical device which Matthew uses to draw attention to significant
issues for his community. Some characteristics of this usage are: Matthew identifies the
kingdom of heaven with the kingdom (13:19, 38), the Father's kingdom (13:43) and the
kingdom of the Son of Man (13:41) by interchangeable usage. He does not once use the
'kingdom of God.' Regarding the audience, the first five references to the kingdom of heaven
are addressed to the crowds and the disciples, while the next seven are heard by the disciples
only. The disciples alone hear Jesus' Word on the Father's kingdom (13:43; cf 6:10, 33;
24:34; 26:29). Throughout Matthew'~ Gospel. no references to the Father's kingdom are
addressed to the religious leaders.
Tbrough this repetition Matthew reminds his audience of the kingdom in stereotype.
1. The knowledge of the kingdom comprises secrets which are given to the disciples,
but nol to the crowds (13: 11). While humans search for and discover the kingdom
(13:44-46), it is established by God's creative action and gift of revelation (13:11, 16).
2. The kingdom is present in Jesus' proclamation and actions (13:3-8. 10-17, 18-23,24,
31. 33. 37-38, 44, 45-46). New priorities, different values and the new community
attest its disturbing, transfonning presence.
3. The kingdom necessarily involves division. Some people hear, see and understand
the Word while others do not (13:3-8. 10-17, 18-23.44,45-46).
4. The kingdom has shifted from belonging exclusively to Israel to including the
Gentiles (13:31-32) and the marginal (13 :33, 44).
5. The kingdom requires the disciples' decisive action and total commitment because it
is so valuable (13:44-46).
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6. The kingdom inaugurated by Jesus do~ ... not come radically but in an apparently
ordinary mode like the gro\\1h of mustard seed and leaven (13:31-33). Some people,
therefore. are not able to recognise the kingdom in Jesus.
7. The kingdom refers to the spiritual family where God is the head of the family and
the righteous are the members of the family (13:38,43).
8. The kingdom results not only in joy (13 :20. 44) but also in tribulation and
persecution (13:22).
9. The kingdom is completed by the universal judgement which vindicates the
righteous, condemns the wicked, and conquers Satanic power (13:37-43,47-50).
to.The kingdom has a vital relationship. both with the law and the prophets and with
Jesus' new teaching (13:52).
7.5.1.2 'The Kingdom of heav.n i.lik•... ' (~o£a fOtLV nj3aolJ.t=La 'twv oupavwv)
One of the distinctive rhetorical devices of repetition is C+LoL6<;-word formulation in the
parable discourse. Jesus' parables have two basic introductory forms (Jeremias [1972]
1989:100-101; Carson 1985). One form is where the parable begins with a noun in the
nominative (e g. Mark 4:3 par; 12:1 par: Luke 7:41: to:30; 12:16: 13:6; 14:16; 15:11; 16:1.
19; 18.2, 10; 19:12).
The other form is where the parable begins with such tenns as 'like' - ~OLwa,;, 4LoLa io't'lv,
Wc:mEp (e g, Matt 25:14), ~OL~!aL. (Matt 7:24, 26; 25.1), and ~ (Mark 4:31; 13:34).
Jeremias ([1972] 1989:101) writes that all of these five terms are equivalent to Aramaic r
which is translated into 'It is the case with...as with... : but not into "It is like... ' The C+Loux:-
word formulation occurs seven times altogether as fellows:
13;24
13;31
13:33
13:44
13:45
13:47
~OLW&r)
~oLa EO'tI.V
~o(a EO:l.V
~OLa EO"t"I.V
miALv ~oLa E01:I.V
nciALV ~ola EO'tl.V
i} J3a0LA~la twv oUpavwv
~ j3aOLMlCl 'twv oUpavwv
i} J3a0LMLa twv oUpavwv
i} lXtoLAE'La "t"wv oUpavwv
nlXtoLAt=ta 1:WV oUpavwv
nlXtoLAE'la "t"wv oUpavwv
13: 52 n&; Ypcq.ij.UXnu.; iUX9Tl't'HiKt; 'tflIXtOLAE'L~ twv oupavwv
~OL&; Eonv av6pWn~ OLKOOE'01TOtU
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Of the above seven references, the first six are related to the kingdom, whilc the last (13 :52;
cf 11: 16) is not. In the parable discourse Matthew uscs the aorist passive W~Ol(J(lTl once
(13:24; cf 18:23; 22:2) and the present indicative ~OlO'; tonv six times. Regarding the
difference in the style of ~o\.W9ll which is the aorist passivc of ~Ol()W, Jeremias ([ 1972]
1989:101 n53) writes that it refers to '8 previous subject which is aboullo be described,'
but he overlooks the shift in tense. Carson examines the uses of W~OL(JeTl in several places
(Matt 6:8; Acts 19: 11; Rom 9:29; Heb 2: 17) and then maintains that the most suitable
translation is 'it will be like or ha.'f become like,' rather than 'the kingdom will be compared
with' or 'has been compa.!'ed with.' He thus focuses OP r~e present kingdom in
eschatological dimension (Carson 1985:281; cf Kingsbury 196'';;67).
7.5.1.3 Repetition of the Negative
Matthew frequently employs the negative foml in the parable discourse. Words such as OUK, OV,
oUc5f, ~~ and oUc5fv refening to ·oot.' occur fifteen times. All of these references, except 13:29,
are related to the distinction between the disciples and the non-dixiples. The data are as follows:
.. -OUK ELXW YTllJ
~n fXHV pi(av ~~llPcivf}Tl
ou oE:OotlXl
oUK ExH
OU P.l.i1TOIJOLV
OOKcOcOUoIJ<JtV
OUOE OUVlOOOLV
]3:5 01TOU
13:6
13:11
13:12 Ban<; 0(
13:13
13:13
13:13
13:14
13:14
13:11
13:11
13:19
13:21
13:21
13:29
13:34
where they had not much soil.
they had no root.
it has not been given (to them).
but whoever does not have.
they do not see.
they do not hear.
they never understand (nor do
they understand).
ou J.L~ olJvftn you never understand.
Ol} ~~ LOTltE you never understand.
OlJK doov they did not see.
OlJK 1lKoooav they did not hear.
~it OllVLEvt<><; they do not understand.
OlJK EXEL Of pi(av but he has no root.
OVXt KaAOv on~wa E01TELpa~ did you not sow good seed?
0\1 no
OVOfV EMAE\. airroi.,= he said nothing to them.
These negative expressions occur only in the first period where Jesus speaks in parables to the
disciples and the crowds in a public place. They do not occur in Jesus' private teaching to his
disciples. The characteristics of the non-disciples are described emphatically in verses 13: 13,
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14. 17. 19 where the term 'not' is combined with verbs describing the non··disciples·
interaction with Jesus. and where both the second person (you) and the third person (they)
refer to the non-dis<:iples: you/they do not hear what you/they hear. do not see what you/they
see. nor do you/they understand. The non-disciples withstand Jesus' gracious teaching and the
ministry of salvation. The negative, therefore. puts the emphasis on human responsibility.
7.5.1.4 Repetition of Other Key Tenn.
In addition. Matthew uses the rhetorical device of repetition with several other terms. The
repetition of the significant terms is as follows:
• Parable (napcrpoATt). Used in total sixteen times in Matthew's Gospel. it occurs first in
chapter 13. This chapter alone contains the word twelve times. while it occurs only four
times throughout the rest of the Gospel. As a result. the chapter is known as the chapter
of Jesus' parables.
• House (OlKia. 13: I, 36). It is usc.-d as a chronotopc functioning as the opening of the
rhetorical unit of each period (13:1-35.36-53).
• Crowds (OXlol. 13:2. 34. 36) and disciples (13: 10. 36). Both appear as Jesus' audience
and are used antitheticaUy.
• He who has ears, let him hear (0 ixwv wta UKOuE:W. 13:9,43; see 7.6.1).
• All these things ('tauta mxv!a, 13:34,51; see oral-scribal imertexture).
• The close of the age (OUVTtAHCl aiuvo;, 13:39.40,49).
• collect (ouillyw. 13:28.29,30.40.41, 48).
• and throw them into the furnace of flre; there men will weep and gnash their teeth
(Kat J3eU0fxJLV atiroh; ~k rilv Kc4uvov :au nu~· iKE! EOn.H 0 dau6lJ.O<; Kai. <>
Pf>UWO<; !WV 006vrwv. 13:42,50).
• Jesus (13:1.34,53).
• seed (OlTEw«. 13:24,27.31,37,38).
7.5.2 Repetition in Rhetoric of Comprehension
According to Kingsbury (1995), Matthew employs the rhetoric of comprehension as a maiu
rhetorical strategy in his writing. Kingsbury maintains that Matthew's purpose is to
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persuade his reader by meli&'S of the correctness of his theological point of view. To achieve
this p~rposc. Matthew first estahlishes God as the supreme authority in his Gospel, and the
authorities of the narrator and Jesus as nOTll1utivc- identical to that of God. He then
dramatically characterises persons who interact with Jesus. The interacti;,m with Jesus is
decisive In this characterisation because Jesus is the paradigmatic norm of 'faith and life'
(:359), The rhetoric of comprehension also serves to separate insiders from outsiders.
Kingsbwy (1995:360-361) categorises 'the interaction' in three groups - perception, cognition
and ~tion. He investigates the occurrences of these interactions. Th,. terms referring to
perception consist mainly of 'see' 'behold' and 'h(:ar' (two hundl".:d and twenty four times)
and the tenllS referring to cognition consist of 'know: perceive' ur to have something
'rev.:aled' (fifty-eight times), The term 'understand' occurs nine times and its use is peculiar
to Matthew's style. The terms referring to reaction are 'receive', 'worship'. 'respect'.
'confess', 'repent', 'regret', 'believe in or on', 'baptise', 'do', 'keep', 'bring forth·, and 'bear
fruit.' By contrast, terms which are opposites to these terms also occur as in the case of 'take
offence'. 'test', 'deny', .betray', 'deliver up', 'abandon'. 'spit at', .strike', 'flog'. blaspheme'.
'mock', 'revile' and so on. We win examine only the temlS which are repeated often in the
parab~e discourse.
7.5.2.1 Hear ("ow)
cXKoooooLV
axObwV
. ,
aKOUHW
ciKoUovw; OOK
aKOn
-roi.; WeLIl J3apiw,; 1;Kouoav. ,.KaL role; ";KJLV
JUlKciplOl .. :rtl wrn 4J.t~V O'!l UKOUoOOLV
OtL 1!OUot npc4lf)ral Kat OLKUlOl €TI4:eL,.L'lOUV ...
rocOfJOUL ii ciKotX:'CE Kal. oUK \'lI<oooav
cUco60an t;,V napatkl).~v rou am:i.pavroc:
UKOOOvro; rov ).oyov rti<; PaaLAEi.~
aKoUwv KaL ttJei>l; ~H~ xapac; Aat1r.&vwv aurov'
cXKOUwV
oixwv wta
nuV'tOc;
.. , ~ "., ,
ot-roc: Eon l' 0 'tov AOYOV
..,. It, " , ..{
oore< fottV 0 tOV AUYOV
oUtOc; Eot lV 0 'tov ).6yov
oEXWV wta
13:9
13:13
13:14
13: 15
13:16
13:17
13:18
13:19
13:20
13:22
13:23
]3:43
13:9
13:13
13:14
13:15
He who has ears, let him hear.
...hearing they do not hear ...
in hearing you shaH indeed hear...
their ears are heavy of hearing•...and hear with their ears...
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13:16
13: 17
13:18
13:19
13:20
13:22
13:23
13:43
blessed arc ... your cars. tor they hear.
many prophets and righteous men longed ..
to hear what you hear, and did not IlL'aT.
Hear then the parable of the sower
When an)' one ht'ars the Word oflhc kingdom...
this is he who hears the: Word
this is he who ht'ar.f the Word
this is he who ht'ars the Word
He who has ears, let him hear
None of the terms which stem from 'hear' occurs in the actual parables themselves. The
repetition of the term 'hear' occurs in the interpretation of the parable, including the quotation
from lsa 6:9-10. The significant point is that. in the whole passage quoted above, Matthew
opens and closes with the same phrase. 'He who has cars. let him hear' (0 EXWV W!lX
tiKOotTta). TIlToughout the parable discourse Matthew focuses the audience's attention on
hearing (Cope 1976:20; Scott 1989:348). This signifies that while listening. the disciples hear
(understand) and the non-disciples do not hear (understand). llirough this repetition Matthew
stresses human responsibility.
7.5.2.2 See (J3AEuw and (,paw}
13:13b
13:14
13:15
13:16
13:17
on ~i..inovtE~ 00 p.ttn01XJLv
pAETTovn~ PHIJK'!f Ketl. ou j.LTt
'tou.:; ~~ou.:; alrrwv ~K~uoav' j.LlliTo't(
on plltTOUOLV
en nollol iTp<>q»irraL KCti. Ol.KaLOL liiE:elJl"LTjOaV
a J}>.EiTEtE Kat OtJK
to'l"t"f.
10w0LV toi.~ ~olC ...
L6tLV
Etoov
13:13b
13:14
13:15
13:16
13:17
because seeing they do not see ...
seeing, you shall indeed see but neve: perceive.
they have closed their eyes. lest they should perceive with their eyes
(but blessed are your eyes) for they see
many prophets and righteous men longed to see
what you see, and did not see
In the rhetoric of comprehension, it is significant that two Greek terms @AE'il"W 3.:ld opaw)
are used to refer to 'see.' Furthermore, in this structure the opening verse (13: 13) and the
closing verse (13:17) are parallel~,which are arranged antithetically: 'see' and 'do-not-see'.
This is peculiar to Matthean fonn (Gundry 1994:257) as is the repetition of the term 'hear':
'hear' and 'do-not-understand.·
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7.5.2.3 Understand (ow~'J.l~)
The use of the term 'understand' (Ot;l'l1\lL) is peculiar to Matthew's style and its repetition
is signiticant in the parable discourse. Matthew uses this term ninc times in total (13: 13. 14.
15. 19.23. 5L 15:10: 16:12: 17:13). six times with reference to Jesus' message in the
parable discourse where it first appears. This compares with a total of six occurrences in
Mark. four in Luke and none at all in John. The occurrence of the word in the parable
discourse is as follows:
13:13 oUK ciKooouo LV OUO( , they (crowds) do not hear. nor do theyOUVLOllOW
undent£md.
13:14 oil ~~ owfr:t you (the crowds) will never understand
13:15 ~~1Toa ... OLJVWolV lest they (the crowds) might
understand...
13:19 'lTClVCQ.; •••lJ~ OI:"lfVC~ everyone does not understand (the
message)
13:23
,
he understands (the message)OllVLH;;
13:51 OUVl)KCl'tt: have you understood (all these things)?
The first four examples (13: 13, 14, 15. and !9) show that the crowds do not understand while
the last two reveal the disciples' understanding. The rem:1ining three are explained as follows.
In 15: 10 after turning away from the Pharisees Jesus turns to the crowds and calls on them to
'listen and understand.' Matthew adds the disciples' reporting of the Pharisees' secmdal to
Jesus in the question. 'do you know that the Pharisees were offended when they heard this?'
(15:12), and Jesus' response when he calls them blind guides (15:14; cfeh 23).
Both 16:12 and 17: 13 describe the disciples' understanding of Jesus' warning to beware the
teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees, and his confinnation that Elijah is John the Baptist.
TIrrough this examination we observe that the disciples understand Jesus' message whereas
the crowds do not understand it. Consequently, we conclude that the concept of
'understanding' (OUVL1.....L) functions as a criterion to distinguish the insiders from outsiders.
The understanding of the disciples, however, cannot be sufficiently explained by the tcnn
'understand' and instead. the sui'ject should ~ enhanced by other tenns. The detailed break-
down is as follows (cf Barth 1982):
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ii,mp7"o~ "fll·t:Ul
ayopciCI...l
OL~L
t lCutJ+1ll(JUl'
iKpaUtL
E'rrUXla-6Tl
f"::L(r:piljK...)(JH'
"(l!Wl'UL
lOoli
Kap~~l
~f~pclK(1'
rrOlfW
TIWMW
OKClvOaAl'HCll
hcClHll\: unfnutfull I~ :2~)
buy (ciyopciCH III 1:':44. ~'(OPC1Otl' III 13:46)
give (tflLOOl' in I~:N; &fbO:(1l twice in 13: II. OoOTlot-:Ul once In
13: 12)
the>" ha\c closed (their eyes) (13: 15)
brought forth (13:52)
to hccomc unable to understand (13: 15 )
com"en (13: 15)
to know (] 3: I I )
behold (13:3)
bear fruit (13:23)
sell (13:46)
do (~Olt~ in 13:23 f;;OlT}OH' in 13:26)
sell (13:44. :'T1.uAtl)
take ofTence (13:21 )
7.5.3 Theme and Action
7.5.3.1 Theme: Judgement
Judgement. which will occur at the close of the age, is a theme in the parables of the Weeds
and the Dragnet. This theme is d\:signed to challenge the hearers in the light of their current
response to Jesus' message and at the same time to wam the hearers against the antagonistic
and antinominian behaviour of false-<iisciples (Gundry 1994:274). Two expressions refer to
the theme ofjudgement: 'the furnace of fire' and •weeping and gnashing of their teeth. '
7.5.3.1.1 'the furnace of fire' (t tt; i:T]V Ka~ l vov toU iTupO<;)
In the Synoptic Gospels, the expression 'the furnace of fire' is found only in Matthew
(13:42, 50) where it occurs twice. Jesus speaks of 'the furnace of fire' in his interpretation
of the parable of the Weeds and of the Dragnet. In the Old Testament the fiery furnace
refers to the ordeal which tests and purifies the people. In Deut 4:20 and Jer ] 1:4, Egypt is
compared to the 'iron furnace' and in Isa 48: 10 the exile is described as the 'furnace of
affliction' (cf Ezek 22:] 7-22). Unlike this usage, here 'the furnace of fire,' refers to
separation by the final destruction. In the parable of the Weeds, premature separation is
postponed until harvest time. The Weeds, however, will be separated to be burned at the
harvest. The parable of the Dragnet refers to the final judgement in which the bad fish will
be separated and destroyed.
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7.5,3.1.2 Weeping.nd gushing their ..th' (0 KA.a\~O<; Kat 0 l3Puy~o<; 1"(;'V ooovrwv)
The second h:arful cxprcssiun ·\\l.'c.:pin~ .md gnashing their tceth' (0 KA.a\!OIJO,; Kat 0 PPU'f~Oi;
:Wl' OOOV:WI'} llCcurs S('\ Cll times altogether III the Synoptk Gospels. It is found six times in
Matthew (8:12; 13:42. 50; 22:13: 24:51: 25:30) and only once in Luke (13:28). This
expressIon does not appear in rabbinic and apocalyptic literature (Gundry 1994:146) and
should be understood in tenns of Matthc\\'F rhetoric. That it occurs twice in the parable
discourse and five times in connection with Jesus' parables elsewhere in the Gospel. is a
significant phenomenon in the stud:;' of Jesus' parable.
This expression does not refer to a mere division between the disciples and the crowds but to
the final judgement. In the parable of the Weeds, 'those who commit lawlessness' will be cast
into 'the furnace of fire.' 'This is compared \\'ith 'the righteous who will shine like the sun in
the kingdom of the Father' (13:43), The parable of the Dragnet also contains the theme of the
final judgement. repeatedly. "The \\icked' \\il1 be separated from 'the righteous' and cast into
the furnace of fire (13:49·50).
7.5.3.2 Action: Sowing of Seed
The first example of repeated action is the sowing of seed. Matthew uses this word 'sow'
(O!TflPW) reputedly in the mode of po(~pl(}f(ln - the repetition of the same word in several
caaes, moods, tenses. persons. degree, number, gender. etc (Bullinger 1898:268):
• Participles:
• Infinitive:
• Finite Verb:
on~ipwv (13:3, 37), oi7t:ipav:o~ (13: 18), OnE:lp«~ (13:39), OiTapE:lC;
(13: 19.22). ondpavn (13:24), and (OiTUWEVOV (13:19).
OiTElpELV (13:3).
EOiTUpa.; (13 :27) and fOmpH' (13:31).
The parable of the Sower starts "'lith the sentence 'a sower went out to sow' and this opening
sentence characterises the agent in such tenns as 'sower' (OiTf:LpWV) and 'to sow' (OiTElpelV)
(13:3). The agent is called 'sower' instead of being called 'fanner' or 'labourer: Regarding
this title Bruner (1990:482) points out that there is actually no such thing as the 'sower' on a
farm; sowing is only one of the many functions ofa fanner.
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In this parable four ditlercnt kinds of sowing arc implied n~ the teml 'fell' r.ln",;,(,) ((:':'(00'):
along the path 113:41. on rock) ground (13:5). among thorns (13:7) and on good sOIl (13:8).
This teml is interpreted as 'sow." By his repetition of the teml 'sow: Matthew establishes that to
me farmer, the sowing of~ is the most important work and that all other activities arc
s«ondal)', Likewise. although Jesus has many other things to do. his main ministry is the
preaching of the Word.
The second example of sowing is found in the parable of the Weeds where the agent and the
counter-agent sow their seeds, In the parable of the Sower. the agent is depicted as the
'sower: whereas here the agent. who sows the good seed. is characterised as a 'man' (13 :24).
Later the man is identified with the ·householder.· and thus it becomes apparent that the sower
is not the servant (13:27). 'n the interpretation of the Weeds. Matthew again identifies the man
\\'ith the 'Son of Man.' Through these references Matthew achieves christological emphasis.
The action of sowing is also related to the enemy. the Evil One who sows the weeds. In the
parable of the Weeds. the enemy cannot pull out the good seed sown by the man: he is only
able to sow bad seed. The last example of sowing activity is in the parable of the Mustard
Seed. A man takes a tiny mustard seed and sows it. Later it becomes a tree and all the birds
come and nest on its branches.
The repeated description of sowing - by 'sower' and a 'man' (the Son of Man) - focuses on
the preaching of the Word. To Jesus and the disciples, this work is the most crucial of all
works to be done in history. Through repetition, the audience and the implied auaience
understand the consistent ministerial work ofJesus and his disciples.
In summary. we have examined how Matthew weaves the texture of the parable discourse by
using the rhetoric of repetition of the key points. Repetition reduces' uncertainty'. and 'noise'
and then facilitates the communication process. According to Anderson (1994:36), repetition
is 'the availability of infonnation from more than one source.' She maintains that the
functions of repetition are the following (:44):
I. to highlight or draw attention;
2. to establish or fix in the mind of the implied reader;
3. to emphasis~ the importance of something;
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4. to create expc.--ctations. increasing predictability and assent (anticipation):
5. to cause review and reassessment (retrospection):
6 to unify disparate elements. sometimes creating a background pattern against which
other elements can be understood:
7. to build patterns of association or drdw contrast.
7.6 Dialogic
7.6.1 Canonical Dialogic
7.1.1.1 Isaiah 6:9-10
1be parable disc{)W'Se twice exhibits a dialogic relationship with lsa 6:9-10. The first echo is
found in Matt 13: l3b and takes the form of recontexlualisarion defined as 'wording from
biblical texts without me:ltioning that the words "stand written" anywhere else' (Robbins
{l9951: 118}. Recontcxtualisation is associated with 'the extended word for word replication
of a biblical text to the poignant use of a word, phrase or clau..c;e from scriptUle in a new
context' (:118). Matt 13:l3b reads as follows thus: •...because seeing they do not see, and
hearing they do not hear. nor do they understand' (Gundry 1967:33).
O'tL ~MTl'i>VtE'
OU ~MTl'OOOLV
Kal. ciKooovnc
OUK ciKOOOOOLV
OUO(:, OlJVlOlJOW'
(Matt 13:13b)
ciKon ciKooo.:'t"E
Kal oll IlTt
OUVfr::E
Kal ~AiTl'OvrE'
~Ai1PEn
(lsa 6:9 in the Septuagint, the LXX)
In Matt 13:13b the narrator is quoting Jesus. A few comments on certain constructional
characteristics are in order. Firstly, Matthew starts with 'because' (O:L) (Mark starts with 'in
order that 'iva') while Isa 6:9 (in the LXX) does not have this conjunction. By comparison
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with Mark's Gospel, Jesus does not speak in parahles here in OTdt'" that the crowds may not
understand. but ht:nw.H' the\ dll not understand. ~1atthew emphasises human responsibility
and culpability (Gundry I()()4:::!S6). Secondly. Matthew has replaced Isaiah's 'hearing' (QKofl)
clause \\ith a 'seeing' (PM7:Ol':t.;) clause. Thirdly, Matthew reduces the clause lnnn of lsa 6:9 by
omitting I(<<i. ~i). Fourthly, the \ erhs 'see', 'hear' and 'understand' are employed as synonyms.
The second dialogic of lsa 6:9-10 is seen in Matt 1J:14b-15 (ef Acts 28:26-27) and it is
recitation taken verbatim from the LXX-text (Gundry 1967:116-118). For the second dialogic,
Matthew employs the rhetorical strategy of 'reported speech within reported speech' instead
of presenting the speech as Jesus' O\\'ll speech. This speech functions as an authoritative
discourse through which the audience becomes more involved in Jesus' message, The LXX-
text of lsa 6:9- t0 reads as follows (Matt 13: 14·15):
• Ku1 ci''Q:T!ATpOi),~ul lll)'~ol.; " 1"PO+T!7f in 'HOOtOL ~ ;;'(OU04 ':\Kcry «KOlef:' l(a1 ou f!n owfp,
!Ca.l ISMr.Olrrt.; 1S.u~·:f Kat OU I!TJ loTp 10 f1"aX{Wa'l '(ap f}l(apbia :ot: ;.a.oli :ov:O\). Kal. :OL';
Wal.,- ~w.; f,:ouocn', leal. ~oU; 0+6a4wi>.; (lU~WI' f~~OO«I" 11~~o:t rOwen' :oi;; 6cP&~oi;; Kal.
~oi;; c..ioh' liJc~lV Kill. ':t'lI(ap6i~ ou>woll' lCa1 ~~lO~pf+WOn·. leal. iciOO\J4l llil~ou;.
9 Wilh them indeed is fulfilled the prophcq of Isaiah which says: 'You shall indeed hear but never
understand. and you shall indeed sec but never perceive 10 For this people's hean has grown dull,
Ind their em are hea,) of hearing. and their cy~ they hav'c closed, lest they should perceivc with
their eyes, and hear with their ears. and UIl<Ierswki with their heart. and tum for me to heal them. '
The IXX has changed the Hebrew text in several ways: Firstly, the divine purpose is
usually described by the expression' "in order thaC' a prophetic word "might be fulfilled"
.' Here, such terms as QvaTlAllPofrr«L and i7PocPTlH:la are used and refer to Matthean hapax
legomena (Davies & Allison 199 I :394). This is associated with human responsibility
(Gundry 1994:24,257). Secondly, the LXX has the future indicative forms (you shall hear
and you shall see) instead of the Hebrew imperative forms (hear and see), respectively.
Thirdly, the causal conjunction ya.p is employed to focus on the change from an active agency
to a passive condition and makes the people's obtuseness the reason for failure to understand
and perceive (Gundry 1994:257). This hannonises with the causal conjunction 'because' (on)
in 13:13b (Gundry 1967:117). Fourthly, the insertion of 'them' (<<irroll:;) stresses human
responsibility. Finally, the passive term, 'has grown dull' (EiT«XVv6'l), alters significantly the
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meaning of thc causati,·c Hchrc\\ 'makc fat" and thus the subject IHIS been shined from
'prophet' to 'the people.' This implies the need for human responsihility (Evans 1989:62-(3).
We conclude that the rurpo~ of thl." I.:hallge in style is to cmph<lsis human responsibility rather
than divine judgement (Gundry 1994:257: Evarts 1989:62-63). Through this reported speech.
Matthew int';'.ds to show that the disciples understand the message of the kingdom and that
Jesus' message does not perplex them as it does the people. The crowds arc obdurate. on the
other hand. and the respe>nsibility lies totally with them.
7.6.1.2 Daniel'. Prophecy
He who has ears. let him hear (0 EXWV w-:a clKOUf:<u) (Matt 13:9,43).
According to some studies (Daube 1956:418-437: Orton 1989:145-146). the above sentence
shows dialogic interaction with both Dan I I and 12 and ancient Greek literature. This
sentence consists of two pans: promsis. he who has ears, and apodosis. let him hear. Several
points may be observed. Matt 13 :9. 43 reveals considerable intertextuality with Dan 12: 10:
'those who arc wise shall understand.' We will explore this in the next paragraph. This
sentence is understood also in terms of ancient Greek writings. In ancient Greek writings,
the two verbs 'see' (i.{)(lv) and .understand' (vodv) form a pair. in the sense of 'to mark
what one sees' as in the example given by Daube (:423), 'when you shall see the
abomination, let the reader mark it: Secondly, in this kind of structure, the sentence of the
apodosis does not contain any pronoun specifying the exact object as is the case in Daniel.
In this regard, Daube (:423) gives an example from Homer: 'to the daughter of Zeus alone
he brought no offerings. whether he forgot or '''''hether he paid no heed.'
In Matt 24: 15 (cf Mark 13: 14) the parenthesis, 'Let the reader understand: discloses the
intertextuality with the two genotexts (old texts). This parenthesis contains an explicit
reference to the 'abomination ofdesolation' (Matt 24: 15; Mark 13: 14).
Bearing this in mind, we maintain that Matt 13:9, 43 is a reconfiguration of Dan 12:10:
, ...but the wicked shall do wickedly; and nune of the wicked shall understand; but those who
are wise shall understand.' Two expressions, 'those who are wise' and 'understand' in Dan
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12:10 arc replaced by 'he who ha.o;; cars' and 'hear' respectively in Matthew (13:9. 43). and
this then becomes a rhetorical discourse in Matthew, 'he who has cars, let him hear.' This
rhctoricai discourse means that there is a difference between what is said and what is meant.
and also that 'this is imponanl. so listen.' The focus is on 'understanding.'
Another significant echo is seen in the phrase, 'all these things' (mxvta -r((u'ta). This
comes from Dan 12:7. 'to an end all these things would be accomplished.' Matthew
employs this phrase thincen times (Matt 4:9: 6:32. 33: II :25; 13:34.51. 56; 19:20: 23:36;
24:2. 8. 33. 34). Orton (1989: 146) argues that the term ;ravm ,((lrt(( is a semi-technical
term referring to apocalyptic content. According to him. this phrase refers to the things
revealed by Jesus to the disciples with eschatological and apocalyptical reference.
Therefore. navTa taer!a in )3:51 is understood as referring not only to the parables but
also to the secrets of the kingdom of heaven.
The quotation of the 'Son of Man' from Dan 7: 13 has been much debated (e g. Smith 1991;
Luz 1992; cfBurkett 1994; and Casey 1995 for rcC';nt shon survey of the history). Avoiding a
comprehensive discussion. we will f.xus on the intcrtexlualily of the 'Son of Man.'
Syntactically. the 'Son of Milla' is never used to address Jesus nor is it used in the content ofa
confession. Jesus always uses it to refer to himself. While in most cases the phrase functions
as the grammatical or logical subject, Matt 13:37 has it as predicate. Furthermore. Matthew
never uses this in order to describe who Jesus is and thus the 'Son of Man' is not a
christological title (Kingsbury 19a8:96; Luz 1992: 18).
Luz (1992: 18) argues. therefore. that the 'Son of Man' should be understood in terms of
horizontal and universal dimensions. The horizontal dimension is associated with his
sutTering and crucifixion through which he fulfils the 'law and prophets' in history, and
contrasts with the vertical dimension which refers to his title as 'Son of God.' God
reveals Jesus as his Son, and man confesses him as the Son of God. The universal
dimension is connected with his earthly life in Palestine and his future role as the coming
judge of the whole world, including the Gentiles, and is different from the tiHe "SOl1 of
David' which reflects only one limited dimension of Jesus' history, namely his relation to
the people of Israel.
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In the panlble discourse. the 'Son of Man' is tirst identitied with the 'man' who has sown
good seed in the parable of the Weeds and then with the Judge who will come at the close of
the age (Kingsbury 1988:99: LUI 1992:19). The 'Son of Man' brings division in Israel and
initiates the sh~fi of the kingdom from Israel to the Gentiles. Furthcnnorc, the •Son of Man'
will play the role of the Great Judge at the final jl!tigenwnI. not between Jews and Gentiles but
between the disciples and the non-disciples.
In addition to these examples. there are other echoes of Daniel's prophecy. but they are not an
exact repetition (see Gundry 1994:250-282 fOf discussion). In the following table 7-2 we present
intertextual data as found in the parable discourse (cfGundry 1%7:35: Orton 1989:145-146):
Table 7-2: Matthew's Dialogic Relationship with Daniel
Matt) 3 Dan 5: 12; ctc
the interpretation of 'parables' the interpretation of dreams. expla-
nation of riddles. and solving of
problems
Matt 13:11 Dan 2:19.30.47; etc
the revelation of the mystery the mystery revealed
Matt 13:19.23 Dan 10: I;
understanding 'the Word' understanding the Word and the
vision.
.-
Matt 13:J2b Dan 4:12
the birds of the sky come and Its leaves were faif and its fruit
nestle in its branches a.bundant. and in it was food for all.
The beasts of the field found shade
under it, and the birds of the air
dwelt in its branches. and all flesh
was fed from it.
Matt 13 :39. 49 Dan 1:5; 2:28; etc.
the close of the age the latter days and the time for the
end
Matt 13:41 Dan 7:18; etc. I
the hope of the kingdom But the saints of the Most High shall
receive the kingdom, and possess the .
kingdom for ever. for ever and eve~
(to be continued overleaf)
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Table 7·2: Matthew's Dialogic Relationship with Daniel (continued)
. IDun 12:8Matt 13:41
understand I heard. but l. did not understand.
Thcn I said. . ~-." my lord, what shall
be the issue of th;;se things'?'
-
Matt 13:42.50 Dan 3:6
and throw them into the and whoever does not fall down and
furnace of fire; there men will worship shall immediately be cast
weep and gnash their teeth. into a burning fiery furnace.
-
Matt 13:43 Dan 12:3
Then the rightcOlt'i will shine And thos'~ who are wise shall shine
like the sun in the kingdom of like the brightness of the firmament;
their Father. and those who tum many to
I
righteousness, like thc stars for ever
and ever.
7.6.2 Social and Cultural Dialogic
7.1.2.1 GI'Of..~P Orientation
The parable discoW"Se contains three main character groups: Jesus, disciples and crowds.
Regarding ;the latter two groups. Matthew refers to the J,.Lu6t)!lXL seventy-two times (}!u9Tt'tT).;
three times and J.L46t)~lX( sixty-nine times} and to the OXAOL fifty times (OXA,()(,; nineteen times
and OXAoL th:r1y-one times). according to our observation.
Matthew has a special interest in the term J.La9'1ruL He regularly employs the plural form,
J.L48TJtlXL. and uses the singular, ~9Tt't1};, only three times (10:24, 25, 42). This means that
Matthew pJ'\~fers to use group rather than individual identity when describing the disciples. As
seen earlier, the first-century Mediterranean world was a faction-ridden society and, therefore,
was not individualistic but dyadic. or group-oriented, in character. The fundamental unit of
social analysis was not the individual person but the dyad, a person in relation with and
connected to at least one other social unit - the family, in particular (Malina & Neyrey [1991]
1993b:73). There were two types of groupings in society: natural and voluntary (5.1.3.2). In
Matthew's Gospel. the J.LU6n'!UL are a voluntary group rather than a natural group.
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The group identity of Jesus' disciples is clearly expressed in Matthew. In this rcgard.
Kingsbury (1988:13) describes the 'disciples' as a 'singlc' character. In contrast to Mark.
Matthew frequently reveals his prcference for the group appellation. He refers to 'his
disciples' in 24: 1. whereas Mark refers to 'one of his disciples' in the parousia discourse
(Mark 13: 1). In the same discourse (24:3). Matthew stresses group orientation by using the
term, 'the disciples.' unlike Mark 13:3 where the personal n:tmes. Peter. James, John and
Andrew appear. In similar fashion Matthew uses 'his disciples' in 26:35 whereas Mark 14:33
has Peter. James and John. Compare also Matt 28:7 with Mark 11\:7, and Matt 26:11-19 with
Mark 14:13. Concerning this style, Gundry (1994:476) says that the t~nn lJ.cdhrral is a
Mattheanism. In this manner, Matthew reveals a concern with group orientation instead of a
tendency toward individualism (Baird 1969:35-36). This is also evidenced in the parable
discourse where the group identity of the disciples is mentioned t\\'ice (13: 10. 36) and their
individual identity is not stated.
7.8.2.2 Honour...-Place
Although many works have been published on the subject of the crowds, there is no clear
COIl5eI1SUS on their role and characteristics. and the relationship between them and the
disciples in Matthew's Gospel. There are various understandings of the crowds: these include
viewing them as an applauding backdrop (Strecker 1988: 101), as having no theological
significance (GueJich 1982:49, 59), as potential disciples (Luz 1989:456), as a 'buffer'
betw\:en the religious authorities and Jesus (Bauer 1992:364), or as disciples (Morris 1992:94;
Gundry 1994:66, 249). Most scholars agree, hf'wever, that the crowds differ from the disciples
(e g, Kingsbury 1988; Wilkins 1988; Bauer 1992; Carter 1993; Stanton 1994).
Kingsbury (1988), for instance, distinguishes sharply between the two by employing narrative
criticism. ~ j.Ul&rrrClL are depicted as 'round' in character because they possess not only
numerous traits but also traits which conflict (: 13), and the OXAol are depicted as 'flat' in
character because they are not rich in traits (:24). Later he again emphasises this distinction by
using the rhetoric of comprehension in terms of 'perception', 'cognition' and 'reaction'
(Kingsbury 1995). The disciples 'see', 'und(~rstand' and 'receive' Jesus and, by contrast, the
crowds see, but neither understand nor react to him. The disciples have faith in Jesus whereas
the crowds do not have faith in him.
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The OX.1..Ol, on the other hand, are basically depicted as neutral. They are not the members of
Jesus' spiritu...1 family. Although they follow Jesus, their following is not related to the twin
features of personal 'commitment and cost' (Wilkins 1988: 170; Kingsbury J988:46). They
never demonstrate their faith in Jesus. Instead. Jesus expresses his compassion for them
(9:36). In this regard. the oX.1..ol aptlCar as the object of Jesus' ministry.
We maintain that there is a boundary between the disciples and the crowds. This is clearly
shown in the parable discourse. Within the periodic structure of the parable discourse,
separation takes place in two dimensions: separation between the disciples and the crowds,
and between the public place and the hOUS2. The first period consists of the disciples and the
crowds as the audience. A shift in the audience occurs from this mixed audience to the
disciples only in the second period. This shift reflects not only cultural dialogic regarding both
honoW' and shame but also Matthew's ideology. This shift is further explained by the
phenomenon of the shift in the geographica1location.
The parable discourse discloses a shift in the geographical location from public place to
private house. In the first period. Jesus went out of the house to be with the crowds in a
public place. and in the second period. Jesus left the crowds and went into the house with
the disciples. Just as Matthew has a speciaJ interest in the disciples, so does he also have a
special concern for the house, alKOl;. In Matthew, the ·house' does not only refer to the
buii..Jing and property but also to family and kin. Therefore when Jesus enters the house, it
does not mean that he merely walks into a building; he enters into fellowship with the
people of the house (Crosb)' 1988:12).
The crowds are with Jesu;; in a public place and are excluded when Jesus enters the house.
By contrast. the disciples go into the house with Jesus and 'tear him speak more parables.
This is a privilege given to the disciples, a privilege which the crowds do not have in
Matthew's Gospel. The focus is on the phrases, 'Jesus with the disciples' (1:23; 17:17;
26:18, 20. 29, 36; 28:20; cf 9: 15; 26: 11) and 'the disciples with Jesus' (12:30; 26:38, 40,
71; cf8:11; 9:11). These expressions highlight the close association the disciples have with
Jesus, and apply to the inner circle of those who share in the presence, or the company, of
Jesus (Kingsbury 1988: 131).
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As stated earlier, in the Mediterranean world honour is displayed by social space (5.1.3.1).
'Being with Jesus' ensures honour to a person, and the disciples are ascribed honour,
therefore. by Jesus. This is an honour which the crowds do not share.
7.8.2.3 Patron and Clients
Patron-client relationship is seen as a cultural diaiogic which is used to describe the
relationship between Jesus and his disciples in Matthew's Gospel. This relationship is a
personal bond which is voluntary and which is based on a strong inequality and difference
between patron and clients (5.1.3.3). Another form of patronage is brokerage (Moxnes
(1991] 1993:248).. In brokerage. the broker-patron functions as a mediator who gives a
client access to the resources of a more powerful patron' (:248). The patron deals with the
first order resources such as land, jobs. goods. funds. power. and information, all of
which are controlled directly by himself whereas the broker is associated with the second
order resources which are largely strategic contact with other people who control the first
order resources (Malina 1988: 12).
The disciples are a voluntary group which has formed around Jesus. As a result, Jesus can
be regarded as the patron as well as the broker of this fictive family, and his disciples
become his clients. As broker Jesus provides the second order resource of access to God. To
his clients, who were separated from God by their sins, Jesus provides the way to approach
God as their patron rather than as their judge. Jesus is the bringer of the kingdom of heaven.
As patron Jesus heals the sick and saves people (I :21; 8:25: 14:30). In this way, Jesus
utilises his own resources to place him in the role of patron. This relationship is best shoVY'"Il
by the use of the possessive pronouns. 'his' and 'your', which are used together with the
term 'disciples' (or 'his twelve' in 10: 1 and 11: 1). For the most part the pronoun, 'his'.
refers to Jesus, except in 11:2 where it refers to John the Baptist. In the parable discourse,
patron-client relationship is expressed in the expression 'his disciples' (13:36).
In summary, through social and cultural dialogic we conclude that Matthew's rhetorical
strategy is to draw the boundary between the disciples and the crowds. The disciples are the
core and primary members of Jesus' movement.
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7.7 Summary and Conclusion
Centripetal rhetoric of the parable discourse covers a wide spectrum in communication. We
have examined the unification and centralisation of Matt 13:1-53. while focusing on the
relationship between form and content. The summary is as follows:
1. Jesus' parable is a Christian rhetorical discourse. which differs from the traditional
concepts of the parable such as allegory, metaphor and example. Jesus' parable differs
from that of the Greek teachere of his time. While the Greeks use parable as paideia for the
inculcation of culture. Jesus uses it for teaching about the kingdom. This means that Jesus'
parable is based neither on dominant Jewish rhetoric nor on dominant Hellenistic rhetoric,
but exhibits the nature of subcultural rhetoric, both Jewish and Hellenistic. Consequently,
Jesus' parable seems to the Greeks to be lacking in meaning although the parable refers, in
fact, to the kingdom. For this reason Jesus' parable becomes enigmatic to ears acquainted
with Hellenistic culture.
2. Man 13: 1-53 is seen as a cenlo Of lexlus which is based on the parable of the Sower as
proposition. rather than as a mere group of several reported speeches from Jesus' sayings
(parables) and from the Old Testament. The parable discourse follows the pattern of the
elaboralion ofa chreia. Because of Jesus' parable-without-reference, the parable of the
Sower functions as the chreia to be elaborated. The chreia elaboration occurs over two
periods: during the process of the elaboration of the chreia. the crowds, who do not
understand. are left behind when Jesus and his disciples go into the house where the
elaboration is continued. In this way, the elaboration in the first period is 1,:lated to the
crowds in a public place and the elaboration in the second period is related to Jesus and
his disciples in the house.
The crowds, who are separated from Jesus, do not understand his teaching about the
kingdom, while the disciples, who remain inside the elaboration of the chreia, do. The
disciples have God-given knowledge. In this way, Matthew separates the disciples from the
crowds, and this is the basic framework for understanding the parable discourse. The
disciples are the core and primary members of Jesus' movement and the crowds are not.
Sepatating the disciples from the crowds is a form of socialisation in Matthew's Gospel.
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~ In order to explain the function and purpose of Jesus' parables, Matthew employs chiastic
structure in 13: 10-18, where he establishes the separation between the disciples and the
crowds through antithetical redundancy. According to this chiastic structure, the antithesis
between the disciples and the crowds is characterised by the antithesis between 'give' and
'give not', between 'have' and 'have not' and between 'give' and 'taken away'. The
contrast between the disciples and the crowds is reflected in the contrast between 'hear'
and '~o not hear'. between 'see' and 'do not see' and between 'understand' and 'do not
understand.' Through this chiastic structure Matthew discloses a significant doctrine -
election and judgement - since the disciples' understanding of the secrets of the kingdom
ofheaven is by God's grace.
4. Matthew employs another type of antithesis. This device focuses mainly on the contrast
between belonging to God and beloni{ing 10 man and/or Sa/an. This is depicted specifically
through the three parables (the Sower, the Weeds, and the Dragnet). Matthew expands the
comparison between disciples and crowds into the comparison between belonging to God
and belonging to Satan. In this structure Matthew draws the audience's attention to the fact
that a common enemy exists.
5. Circumlocution is synonymous with 'social deixis' in modem semiotic theory and with
'labelling' in the social scientific approach. By this strategy Matthew creates master
status, Labelling includes God as kingdom and Father; Jesus as the sower of the kingdom
of heaven and as the Son of Man who judges atl people at the close of the age; the
disciples as the sons of the kingdom of heaven (the sons of God, the Father); and the
non-disciples as the sons of the Evil One, the enemy.
6. Repetition is used widely by Matthew in the parable discourse and includes key terms and
formulas, circumlocution and antithesis, theme and action. The parable discourse establishes
idenlifl~alion between Matthew and his audience by collaborating with the repetition.
7. The parable discourse contains significantly canonical dialogic with Isaiah and Daniel and
non-canonical dialogic with first-century Mediterranean culture such as group orientation,
honour and shame, patron and client, and social space. Specifically, the cultural dialogic
employed in the parable discourse explains the separation of the disciples from the crowds.
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It is important to realise that centripetal rhetoric establishes the identity of the disciples as
in-group (Jesus' inner group) and the crowds as out-group through antithesis between the
disciples and the crowds. This separation implies contlict between the two groups. Yet, this
conflict is a form of socialisation (Coser (1956) 1965:31). Based on this we maintain that
Matthew unifies the disciple~ .t.'JS and builds the community based on Jesus Christ since
conflict in socialisation is 'an essential element in group formation' (Coser :31; Neyrey
[1991) 1993). What we discover through Matthew's rhetorical strategy in the parable
discourse is the idea that' the closer the relationship, the more intense the conflict' (Coser
:67). The disciples' close ties with Jesus and their great involvement in Jesus' ministry
make the conflict stronger (:68).
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8 Pentadic Analysis
Although the parable discourse is a cen/o, as seen in our observation on the elaboration of 8.
chreia over two periods in chapter seven. the parable discourse in Matthew 13 consists of
eight reported speeches of Jesus. Each reported parable is a short but complete narrative,
which forms its 0\\11 pentad. Thus the multiple scenes, acts, agents. agencies and purposes
contained in Matthew 13: 1-53 provide a special opportunity for a Burkean pentadic critique
(5.1.1.6.3). The pentadic analysis focuses on the text as a symbolic action representing the
author's motivation.
According to Burke. the terms we use are inherently ambiguous because such terms are
associated with various backgrounds: political, social, cultural, ideological, economic and so
on. This concept is what Bakhtin calls 'hcteroglossia' and what imparts an enigmatic nature to
Jesus' parables. Mack (1988: 150-165. 1989b) maintains that this enigmatic nature is caused
by cultural intertextuality between Jesus' parable and Hellenistic and Jewish culture (7.1).
Robbins (1993) also recognises that the rhetoric of Jesus' parable is subcultural rhetoric -
both Jewish and Hellenistic-Roman. Although words are ambiguous, human beings use
language to deliver the basic forms of thought. In order to discover human motives as
expressed through language, Burke proposes his five terms as generating principles.
In any complete narrative, all the terms of the pentad can be found in some form. The critic
can simplify the subject of the text by applying the five master terms of the pentad: scene, act,
agent, agency, and purpose. The concept of a key term or ratio provides a basis for a
consistent interpretation of the pentadic ambiguity within a single text, and establishes a
grammar that the critic can use as a guide for the analysis of the same text. The value of the
pcntadic approach lies in the ambiguity of the tenns (heteroglossia).
The focus of the pentadic method is not to 'dispose of any ambiguity by merely disclosing the
fact that it is an ambiguity, but to 'study and clarify the resources of the ambiguity' (Burke
[1950] 1%9b:xix). Thus, due to ambiguity, the critic can have the full benefit of a pentadic
analysis. In the following section we will present our pentadic analysis of each parable. :his
will reveal what key term or ratio is used as the predominant rhetorical strategy in the parable
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discourse. In the process of our study. we will also examine the dialogic nature of the key
pentadic elements. This is the study ofhetcroglossia.
8.1 The ~arable of the Sower (13:1-9, 18-23)
8.1.1 The Parable of the Sower (13:1-9)
According to our observation. the Sower is an elem~nt of the first period and pentadic analysis
\\ill help us to understand the ~nigmatic nature of the parable. The parable of the Sower
consists of two parts. One is the parable itself (13: \-9) and the other Jesus' interpretation
(13: 18-23). Thus it can be analysed by using two pentads. Jesus' interpretation ~stablishes
guidelines for us to examine the parable of the Sower by means of the dramatic pentad. The
following is the analysis of the five elements in the pentad of the Sower.
• TIle scene is the farm where the sowing takes place. This parable describes four
places; the path. rocky places. thorns and good soil.
• TIle act is sowing and harvesting.
• The agent is a farmer - the sowu.
• TIle agency is seed. and counter agencies are birds and sun.
• The purpose is to have an abundant harvest.
Apat-Acency. The fuJI explanation of the Sower \\ill be given later because the pentad of
Jesus' explanation of the Sower offers a clear solution for our purpose. Here we will examine
key tenns of the pentad. This parable is related to the agricultural sphere where sowing fOnTIS an
important part of the tarmer's life. The agent (the sower) and the agency (the seed) are very
important elements in the sowing process. While Mark does not refer to the sower and
exclusively stresses the sowing, Matthew uses 'he' (a{rrov) to refer to the sower in 13:4. This
means that Matthew calls attention to the sower (Gundry 1994:253). He does not give further
details, however, about the sower.
Seed is related to yield. In order to produce as much as possible. the fanner has had to collect
the best seed for sowing during the previous year. This is the first important stage in an annual
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product. Next, in the season of sowing. the sower should sow carefully so as not to waste the
seed by scattering them on infertile soil. No mention is made of these things. This parable
does not focus on the quality of the seed, nor on the proper time of sowing or the identity of
the sower. Neither does it mention his accountability for his sowing - whether this be along
the path, on rocky places. among thorns or on good soil. Nothing in the parable provides any
infonnation about these matters. We must assume. therefore. that the sower and the seed are
perfect. This is clearly expressed in Jesus' interpretation of the Sower.
Regarding the agency of seed. Evans (1985) examines canonical dialogic of the Sower in
the light ofIsa 55: 10-11. The text reads as follows: 'As the rain and snow come down from
heaven. and do not return to it without watering the earth and making it bud and flourish so
that it yields seed for the sower and bread for the cater. so is my Word that goes out from
my mouth: it will not return to me empty, but shall accomplish what I desire, and achieve
the purpose for which Jsent it.' The efficacy of the v..-.>rd is found as the unifying theme in
both texts.
Regarding the agency of birds. Payne (1983: 170) examines its dialogic nature. According to
him. certain birds were seen as instruments of Satan in the culture of first-century Palestine.
This idea can also be found in Rev 18:2; 'Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great! It has become a
dwelling place of demons, a haunt of every foul spirit, a hunter ofevery foul and hateful bird.'
In this verse, 'demon', 'foul spirit' and 'hateful bird' are associational clusters which fonn one
image. By contrast, the Holy Spirit is depicted as a dove in Matt 3: 16, John 1:32, 33.
Consequently, the birds' behaviour can be understood as active manifestation of the Evil One,
and this is clearly underlined when Jesus interprets the bird as the Evil One.
Scene-Purpose. The scene predominates in this parable. The preparation of the soil is the
farmer's domain and is an imponant aspect of Mediterranean agriculture (Hedrick 1994:175).
Some scholars debate whether so'Ning should come before ploughing or the reverse. Jeremias
([1972] 1989:11-12) and White (1964), for example, maintain that sowing precedes
ploughing. Payne (1983), Wenham (1989:43) and Scott (1989:353), however, consider that
debate about the order of the ploughing and sowing in the parable is senseless. This appears to
us a correct observation. Since there is no mention of the preparation of the soil, the focus is
clearly not on this topic but on the result of sowing.
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Four kinds of soil feature in this parable. The path refers to the place where the birds eat up
the seed; the rocky places to where the plants are scorched by the sun because of shallow soil.
This implies barrenness. The thorns represent the places where the plants are choked. In this
regard. Scott (1989:354) rccognises the canonical intertextuality with Jeremiah 4:3; "Break up
your unploughed ground. and do not sow anlong thorns.' The good soil is where the farmer
produces a crop. a hundred. sixty or thirtyfold.
The focus of the Sower is on the relationship between the soil and the seed. This is manifested
by a fourfold progressive pattern of response as seen in the previous chapter. The emphasis is
on what happens to the seed. and whether there is a harvest or not. Three kinds of soil - along
the path. the rocky places. and the place of thorns - cannot produce any crop. Only the good
soil produces a crop - a hundred, sixty or thirtyfold. The harvest depends solely on the
condition of the soil. This is a rhetorical strategy which consists of three negatives and one
positive as seen in Matt 23:8-12. Thus the climax is on the fourth response (cf Combrink
1989:12). The contrasting response of the different kinds of soil to seed is stressed. This
reflects a living dialogue \\;th the subject of separalion which is also evidenced by other texts
such as the Two Houses (7:24-27) in Matthew's Gospel (Payne 1983: 165; Wenham 1989:45).
8.1.2 The Interpretation of the Sower (13:18-23)
The parable of the Sower may be unclear to the audience, so Jesus explains the parable to
them. Through the pentad of the interpretation of the Sower, we can more clearly understand
Jesus' motive in giving his disciples this Parable. The following is the analysis of the five
elements in the second pentad.
• The scene is the world where the message of the kingdom is preached.
• The act is to understand or to misunderstand through hearing the message.
• The agents are four different types of hearer and the counter-agent is the Evil One.
• The agency is the Word of the kingdom.
• The purpose is to bear the fruit of understanding.
Aaency. The seed is interpreted as 'the message of the kingdom.' The implied audience
understands that the parable of the Sower is about the kingdom, although the parable does not
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contain the tcoo ·kingdom.· This audience also understand that Jesus' ministry is like the
sowing of seed. The abbreviated form of the' Word' occurs in several verses (13 :20, 21: twice
in 22. 23), and is followed in each case by a reference to hearinK. IInderstcmding, joy.
tribulation. per.'ieClif:lIll. .\,/umhliflg. cJwking. inw(/rc/stahility or ht'tlring ollmit (cf Jeremias
[1972] 1989:77-78).
Agent-Act. In this pentad, agent and act are dominant. As stated above. the elements of this
pentad differ from those in the pentad of the parable of the Sower. There the sower plays the
role of agent and four types of soil appear as scenes. In this pentad the sower does not appear
and instead, four types of hearers appear as agents. The most important terms describing the
agent's act are ""ar (13:8, 10, 12. 13, 14. 15, 18.21), and understand (13:19,23). The
interpretation is as follows: the path is associated with the hearer who does not understand the
'message' because of the intervention of the Evil One; the rocky place is the hearer who does
nol endure trouble or persecution; the thorny places refer to the material concerns of life
which stifle the spirit; and the good soil is the hearer who understands and produces a crop, a
hundred. sixl)' or thirtyfold.
1be agent-act ratio focuses on the pairing of hearing and understanding. including the reaction
of bearing fruit. which forms a dialogic relationship "'ith the quotation of lsa 6:9,10 in 13:13-15
(Lambrecht 1992:163). The first three hearers, who are compared to path, rocky places and
thorny places, do not understand the message although they hear it. Consequently, the message
which is given to the three bearers is interrupted by the Evil One, by tribulation and persecution
and by desire for worldly wealth. Neither bears the fruit of the message. Only the fourth hearer,
who is compared to the good soil, understands the message of the kingdom and responds to it.
In this way, the agent-act ratio discloses that simply hearing the Word of the kingdom is
insufficient: it must be understood and reacted to by the hearer who then bears fruit. Although
hearing is the fi~1 important step towards bearing fruit, people should not be content with
merely hearing the message. It is crucial that the hearer should bear fruit after hearing and
understanding the message. Bearing fruit is not simple, for it involves suffering and sacrifice.
The hearer should be engaged in all three steps of hearing, understanding and bearing fruit.
The hearer's responsibility is highlighted in other verses in Matthew and James (cfLambrecht
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1992: 163). The focus of the agent-act ratio is on distinguishing between the hearer who
understands and bears fruit and the mere hearer who docs not produce the fruit.
In summary, Jesus' explanation has clarified the parable of the Sower as the parable of the
kingdom. The seed is the message of the kingdom and the sower refers 10 Jesus Christ as the
bringer of the kingdom and, inclusively, to the evangelists. God's Word is widely preached to
all kinds of people. The focus of this parable is on the hearer's responsibility with regard to
the message. In this parable two kinds of hearers are contrasted. One is the mere listener who
does not understand and thus does not bear fruit because of lack of commitment to the
rigorous demands of discipleship, and the other is the hearer who understands and then is
fruitful through enduring obedience to the Word. In the proclamation of the message of the
k.ingdom. this div;.fion between the two types of hearer is inevitable.
n'Jhe word ofGod is proclaimed II1d causes a di\'isum (italics mine] among those who hear, God's
people receive the Word, understand il. and obediently fulfil it; others fail to listen because of a
bardencd beart., • basic superficiality, or a vested interest in riches and possession.':. These people
fail to bear fruit. and even what they ha\'t .- spiritually speaking - will be taken from them.
(Kistemaker 1980:29)
8.2 The Parable of the Weeds (13:24-30)
8.2.1 The Parable of the Weeds (13:24-30)
The parable of the Weeds is also related to the agricultun-J domain and has a bi-polar
structure, wheat and weeds. owner and enemy, the sowing of good seed and the sowing of
weeds. The following is the analysis of the five pentadic elements.
• The scene is a farm field where the whole process of growth from sowing to
harvest t3k.es place.
• The aCI is to sow the wheat seed and to harvest it by separation. The counter-
agent sows the weeds in the same field.
• The agent is the owner who sows the wheat seed in his field and the co-agents
are the servants and the reapers. The counter-agent is the enemy.
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• The agt'nde..\ are the good seed and weeds.
• The purpo.IOl' is to obtain a good yield.
AteDcy. Both wheat and weeds appear as agencies. in the Old Testament the sowing of seed
and the growth of plant is used to refer to righteous behaviour (e g. Hos 10:12; Jer 4:3-4; Isa
55:10). Hosea 10:12. for instance. reads as follows: 'Sow for yourselves righteousness. reap
the fruit of steadfast love: break up your fallow ground. for it is the time to seek the Lord, that
he may come and rain salvation upon you.' The term' L<ai'La which is used for weeds is
understood to refer to damels. The darnel is a Palestinian weed which is closely related to
bearded wheat and which, in the earlier stage of growth. is difficult to distinguish from the
wheat (Jeremias (1972] 1989:224).
Ageat-Ad. White the parable of the Sower describes four types of soil, and its focus is on the
relationship between the soil and the seed. the parable of the Weeds refers to only one soil. As
seen in the parable of the Sower. the parable of the Weeds does not contain any information
about preparatory stages ofcultivation. focusing on one point. the sowing of the seed in the field.
The agent (the owner) sows the good seed in his field, whereas the counter-agent (the enemy)
intrudes into the same field and distributes the darnels there. They appear to be remarkably alike
in the early stage but through the fruit (ears ofgrain) they are recognised as being quite different.
It is necessary to remove the weeds, but the agent does not w.ant to remove the weeds from that
field while the wheat is still growing. At the time of harvest. however, he will separate wheat
from weeds. The acts of the agent and the counter-agent are contrasted.
Vt'bile the parable of the Sower does not have a co-agent, this parable introduces co-agents in
the form of servants and reapers. The reapers collect the weeds and tie them into bundles for
burning, whereas they gather the wheat and store it in the owner's granary. The agent-act ratio
fOCuses on the act of sowing by agent and counter-agent and on the separation of the wheat
from the weeds at the harvest.
The agent-act discloses two key points. The owner's authority over his fann is established by
the narrator in his reporting speech and by the character in reported speech. The narrator
confirms this by calling the agent ('man') 'master of the house' which can be seen as referring
to Jesus (10:25). and at the same time God (20:1. 11; 21:33) and the disciples (13:52; 24:43)
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also (Kingsbury 1969:68). Authority is also clearly expressed when the character (owner)
commands his servant not to uproot the weeds until harvest. Although the counter-agent
intrudes on the farm. he cannot control the fann which is governed by the owner. Another
point is the rejection ofa premature gathering of weeds in favour of the effective separation of
wheat and weeds at the time of harvest (Lambrecht 1992: 165).
Purpose-Ad. The purpose-act ratio is prominent. 'The purpose of the owner is to produce as
much wheat as possible. This purpose controls the agent's act. Although the field is used by
the owner for wheat. it c.annot be reserved for that purpose alone because the enemy intrudes
and uses it for his own purpose. 'Ibus in the field there is the co-existence of the wheat and the
weeds. This is not recognised. however. during the period of growth of the plants. 'The
recognition is made with the development of the ears ofgrain.
When the servants discover the weeds, they report it to the owner and suggest that they be
pulled up immediately. because of their wonhlessness. Sometimes in fanning such weeding
is done. In this case. however, the owner persuades the servants to leave the weeds until
harvest time. for he fears that pulling them out will endanger the wheat. Accordingly, both
will grow together and at the harvest will be collected separately. This is the best way
according to the owner. Thus the agent's purpose controls his act.
In swnmary. there are inherent contrasts in this parable between the agencies (wheat vs. weed)
and between the agents (the o\\'ner vs. the enemy). lbe pentadic analysis of the Weeds focuses
on the coexistence of the wheat and the wt:eds. 'This does not stem from ignorance. The farmer
knows this and recognises that separation is necessary. He rejects the early separation between
the two. however. in favour of one which will occur at harvest time. The harvest is a suitable
metaphor for the judgement.
8.2.2 The Interpretation of the Weeds (13:36-43)
Jesus explains this parable to the disciples at their request. This is done for the (i;scipJes alone.
in the house. This explanation contains two parts. The first part (13:37-39) deals with the
iconic elucidation of seven terms.
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• the sower of the good seed: the Son of Man
• the field: the world (the kingdom of the Son of Man)
• the good seed: the sons of the kingdom
• the weeds: the sons of the Evil One
• the enemy: the devil
• the harvest: the close ofthe age
• the reapers: the angels
TIle second part deals with the separation at the final judgement. In the interpretation no
mention is made of the enemy's. activity. No reference is made to the growing and maturing of
the wheat and the weeds. Nothing is said about the servants. The focus is on the sowing as
well as on the final separation between the righteous and the evildoers. The analysis of the
five pentadic elements appears thus:
• The scene is the world where the preaching and the final judgement take place.
• The act is to separate the sons of God from the sons of the Evil One.
• The agenJ is the Son of Man. The co-agents are the angels. The counter-agent is
the Evil One.
• The agencies are the sons of God (the righteous) and the sons of the Evil One
(the wicked).
• The purpose is to separate by judgement all the human beings at the close of
the age and then to reward the children of God and to condemn the wicked to
eternal punishment.
Sene. 1be scene refers to th~ trJeshing floor at the harvest where the separation between the
wheat and the weeds takes place. Jesus '~' ..:S the harvest metaphor to depict the final
judgement. This device is usually used as a rlldorical strategy. Regarding the interpretation of
the term •field' as 'world: there are V:u10US viewpoints (Kin!;Sbury 1969: 96-97; McIver
1995). From the ecclesiastical perspective scholars argue that the world is identical to the
community of faith, namely, the church. Dodd ([1935] 1953:183; cf Jeremias [1972] 1989:82)
writes 'the lesson taught is that t~aere <):~ good and bad Ilk," :·xs of the Church (the Kingdom
of the Son of Man).' Luz (1994:7F;:)) prefels an ecclesia'Stical interpretation when he says
that, as the parabie is found in tr," Gr.~,>pe!, 1\;i,;l':::1ew probably uses •world, to refer to the
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church and the problem of good and evil within it. Mciver (:658) maintains .hat the kingdom
is manifested in the present in the disciples' community.
By contrast. in the universalistic interpretation. scholars take the expression 'the field is
the world' (13 :38) as their staning point. The world is related to universal quality on
earth (Kingsbury 1969:97; Stock 1994:234). Stock, for instance, writes 'it is the earthly
realm over whir.h the Son of Man rules in the "present" and comes to judge in the
"future". But it is not coterminous with the Church ... ' A third interpretation is suggested
by Davies and Allison (1991 :428). They identify the world with Israel: 'the identification
of his kingdom and the church is also problematic because it presupposes that our text h~s
to do with false disciples; but at this point in the gospel the issue is the unbelief of Israel,
not unbelief in the ecclesia.'
Bearing this in mind, we will first construct the scene by examining the grammar. The parable
of the Weeds (cf 18~23: 22:2) is introduced by the aorist passive tense in the phrase ~ouJEhl
i) PCUJlAEUr. t~ oUpavWv, while the other parables are introduced by the present tense (~OL~
Wtiv in 13:31,33,44,45,47. etc) or by the future passive tense (~oLwEhloH(xL in 7:24, 26;
251). This grammatical usage discloses the shift in tense from past to present to future. This
is a rhetorical strategy called ~nal/age of tense which 'produces a very strong impression of
presence' (Perelman &:. Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:177). Since the aorist tense refers to the past,
this is strong evidence that the parable of the Weeds is dealing with the kingdom of heaven
manifest in the presenl.
Th.: 5«:f.:and observation is that the field can be understood in relation to the house (the
master of the house ollCOOEonotlK in v 27). In MamH~W the house is a heteroglossia
referring to the church (8.8 later) and is thus und;'!sh)od as the community of the
disciples. When Jesus interprets the 'field' as the 'world,' then the world clearly differs
from the house. This world is the kingdom of the Son of Man, where the preaching and
the final judg~ment occur.
A&alCY. The agencies appear in the mode of antithesis, namely, the sons of God compared to
:.he sons of the Evil One. The phrase 'the sons of the kingdom' appears twice in Matthew's
Gospel (8: 12, 13:38) and is used differently each time. Matthew (8: 11-12) writes that' ...many
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will come from east and west and sit at the table with Abraham. Isaac, and Jacob in the
kingdom of heaven. while the sons of the kingdom will be thrown into outer darkness; there
men will weep and gnash their teeth.' Here Matthew d~'scribes the Jewish people as "the sons
of the kingdom' who are rejected from the kingdom. They are like those who hear the Word
but do not understand it and so do not produce the fruit.
By contrast. in Matt 13:38 'the sons of the kingdom' refer to "the righteous' instead of the
Jews. They are like those who hear the Word and then understand it and produce the fruit.
They will enter the kingdom and shine like the sun. According to Matthew, the kingdom
will be taken away from those Jewish people who do not understand the Word and who are
the sons of the Evil One, and will then be given to the new sons of the kingdom who
produce the fruit. The agency in this pentad has a dialogic relationship with the parable of
the Sower.
ACe.t-Ad. The agent-act ratio is the most prominent in this parable. The agent is
introduced as the Son of Man. Here; Jesus explicitly identities himself with the Son of Man.
In this parable the Son of Man appears to have two functions. Just as the sower sows the
good seed in his field. so the Son of Man preaches to this world the message of the kingdom
of heaven. Just as the master is in charge of the threshing floor at the harvest, so the Son of
Man stands as the Great Judge at the close of the age. These two images of Jesus Christ
refer to his present earthly mini!itry and his future role as the Judge. He is the bringer of the
Kingdom of heaven and the Judge of the Great Assizes. On the other hand, the counter-
agent (the enemy) represents the devil. The devil also establishes his O\\TI dominion through
"the sons of the Evil One' in the world.
In summary, the parable of the Weeds highlights the contrasts between the Son of Man and
the devil, between the righteous and the wicked, and between the eternal kingdom and eternal
punishment. Jesus Christ is the bringer of the kingdom to this world; at the same time the
devil also intrudes into this world. Thus it is difficult to distinguish clearly bet\':~el'! the two.
However, at the close of the age, the Judge (Jesus Christ) will separate the two by means of
their fruit. The wicked will be destroyed permanently and the righteous will be rewarded. The
division is inevitable.
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8.3 The Parable of the Mustard Seed (13:31-32)
By contrast with the parable of the Weeds, the parable of the Mustard Seed and the parable of
the Leaven are very brief, but they, too, are parables of the kingdom. The following is the
analysis of the five pentadic elements in the parable of the Mustard Seed.
• The scene is a field where a mustard seed is growing.
• The acl is to plant the seed.
• The ageru is a man who plants a mustard seed.
• The agencies are a tiny mustard seed and the tree (and its great branches).
• The purpose is to produce a tree so big that birds come and make their nests in
its branches.
Apacy. The agency is prominent in this pentad. The mustard seed is common in the
eastern world. It grows and spreads quickly and therefore a farmer must tend it with care.
Thus the mustard plant should not be planted in a garden in Palestinian culture: 'Not every
kind of seed may be sown in a garden-bed, but any kind of vegetable may be sown therein.
Mustard and small beans are deemed a kind of seed and large beans a kind of vegetable'
(Danby 1933:31). 'Seeds' refers to those plants which produce the dried seed. The mustard
seed and the sesame are examples of such plants. Prohibiting the sowing of certain seeds in
the garden is reflected in the synoptic Gospels. Luke speaks of a 'garden' and this is
probably a reference to a household garden because of his probable adjustment to urban or
Roman practice. Mark has the 'earth' which does not refer to a specific kind of ground but a
soil or ground generally. In Matthew (13 :31) the man plants it in 'the field,' which is a plot
of ground used mainly for agriculture (Scott 1989:374-379; cf Jeremias [1972] 1989:27;
Gundry 1994:268). In this way 'the field' and 'mustard seed' reflect the cultural intertexture
in Matthew's Gospel.
The mustard plant is an annual and it is used as a seasoning in food and for medicinal
purposes. Its medicinal, curative aspect is well known. According to Scott's observation
(1989:380), there is no illness that mustard will not cure. Another feature of mustard seed is
that it has been described as the smallest of all the seeds and the phrase ·like a mustard seed'
is a proverbial way of referring to something very small. This is evidenced when Jesus speaks
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of faith as small as a mustard seed (Matt 17:20) and when a Jewish document contains a
reference to the seed in tcnns of smallness (Scott 1989:381: Wenham 1989:54). In the parable
of the Mustard Seed the smallness is the key theme.
A tiny mustard seed contains the idea of the chronotope (time and space). This means that the
mustard seed does not perfonn any action, which necessarily involves time and space. but
itself involves the process of the develcpment in time and space. according to Bakhtin. A seed
being sown. growing and becoming a tree are what Bakhtin ([ 1981) 1990:205) calls the
exterior indexes which make up tM whole image. motif or plot and which involve a specific
chronotope. In this case. time is not separated from space. Both time and space are in the
process of productive groM·th (:207-8). Accordingly, the image of the agency is intrinsically
chronotopic. The mustard seed, therefore. refers to a sequential change of.5tare: from the seed
to the tree to the arrival and perching of the birds on the branches.
Concerning its groVtth. Wenham (1989:54) writes: 'From this tiny beginning the mustard
plant would grow, reaching a height of six feet (or even twice that) within a season and
becoming quite sturdy enough for birds to perch in its branches.' lbe parable does not provide
any infonnation about the use of mustard in food and medicine, its colour and taste or even
about the harvesting of the seed; this is not the purpose of the parable (Kistemaker 1980:44).
The focal point is the growth of the tiny mustard seed.
The agency (the tree with birds in its branches) has a dialogic relationship with Ezekiel
17:23: 'It will produce branches and bear fruit and become a splendid cedar. Birds of
every kind will nest in it; they will find shelter in the shade of its branches' (cf Ezek 3] :1-
14; Dan 4:11-12). According to this intertextuality, the tree with birds symbolises a
powerful earthly kingdom.
Regarding the change of state, Jeremias maintains the eschatological nature of the parable of
the Mustard Seed. He writes that '[T]he eschatological character of the metaphor of the tree or
the shrub is established by the tact that KCX'tCXOKTlVOUV is actually an eschatological technical
tenn for the incorporation of the Gentiles into the people of God' (Jeremias [] 972] 1989:147).
It is true that the kingdom of heaven in Matthew's Gospel comprises both Jews and Gentiles.
The salvation of the Gentiles can be seen in the agency of the birds (Kingsbury 1969:82;
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Gundry 1994:268). At the same time. the focus of a mustard seed is on a sequential change of
state (Young J989:206).
Aleat-Act. By comparison with Mark who uses 'is so\\n: Matthew uses the active form of
the verb in 'he sowed.' This pamble starts with the statement that '3 man "took" and "planted"
it: Although there is no detailed explanation of the agent and his act, Matthew's insertion of
'he sowed' draws attention to the man's activity of sowing. As we have already observed in
the parable of the Sower. a man's activity in producing fruit is important. Just as a tiny seed
must be sown by the man, so the Word of the kingdom must be preached by the man.
In summary, because the agency in this parable focuses on the idea of progressive action in the
expanses of Sp8':C and time, Matthew envisages the growth of the kingdom of heaven. The
agency expresses the view that Lie kingdom of heaven comprises both Jews and Gentiles
(Kingsbwy 1969:82; Jeremias (1972] J989:141; Gundry 1994:261). As a result, the parable of the
Mustard Seed introduces the new boundary of the kingdom of heaven, one which includes
Gentiles. According to the Jewish point ofview, the kingdom ofGod does not involve the Gentiles.
8.4 The Parable of the Leaven (13:33)
ChroI'lOtOpeS can transform metaphor to story which involves action and which can be regarded
as a visual education. When Jesus teaches about the kingdom of heaven, he uses chronotopic
narratives. as seen in these parables. The chronotopes are indispensable for understanding
literary work. Without them. it is impossible to understand an abstract subject in particular.
Like the parable of the Mustard Seed, the parable of the Leaven is not irrelevant to the
chronotopes. The following is the analysis of the pentadic elements in the parable of the Leaven.
• The scene is the home.
• The aci is to hide the leaven in the flour.
• The agent is a woman.
• The agencies are leaven and three measures of flour.
• The purpose is to make dough.
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Scene-Agent. Both the scene and the agent in this parable differ from those of tho:: other
parables in the parable discourse. While the other parables depict a man as the ab.~nt who
acts mainly in scenes of outdoor agricultural or commercial activities. the L-euven depicts a
woman in a domestic activity. In first-century Mediterranean culture a woman was marginal
(5.1.3.1). She was marginal in the sense of her subordinate and auxiliary role to a man.
Since a wife was embedded in her husband. she lacked participation in social public
spheres. The wife. however, stood at the centre of domestic life. Normally. therefore.
baking bread was a family activity and kneading dough was the woman's domain (Jer 7:18).
In his Gospel Matthew depicts a woman without breaking this boundary. and the parable of
the Leaven is an example of such treatment. However. in Matthew's Gospel the woman has
"symbolic significance' which deviates from the cultural norm of his time (Love 1993:21; cf
Love 1994; Anderson 1983:6-7). The parable of the Leaven describes a domestic scene and
concentrates on the woman.
ApIIcy. As in the parable of the mustard seed. the agency is prominent. In this case it is leaven.
The term leaven is a heteroglossia. Leaven sometimes is associated "'1th a positive notion (Lev
7:13,14; 23:17). In this regard, Young (! 989:2! l) reports a study of the leaven of the Torah. The
study connects the influence of the Torah on man with the powerful action of the leaven. The
Torah is said to contain the leaven. When the children of Israel abandon their God. but continue
to study the Torah. the leaven of the Torah will bring them back to God. The effect of the study
of the Torah on a man is like the powerful action of the leaven in the flour.
By contrast, in Judaism leaven has a negative connotation. When people remove the leaven
from the household at the Passover, this action refers to the removal of something symbolic of
the impure: "For seven days no leaven shall be found in your houses; for if anyone eats what
is leavened, that person shall be cut ofT from the congregation of Israel, whether he is a
sojourner or a native of the land' (Exo 12:19). The negative image of the leaven is found in
Jesus' saying when he mentions "the leaven of the Pharisees' (Matt 16:6. II, 12; Mark 8:15;
Luke 12:1). Scott (1989:321-329) focuses on this aspect. According to him. terms such as
'woman'. 'leaven' and 'hid', are associational in this parable.
The parable of the Leaven recites 'three measures' in describing the amount of flour. This
echoes Gen 18:6 where Abraham serves the angelic visitors with three measures of fine flour.
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Jerernias «(l972J 1989: 147) observes a suggestion of divine reality in this expression because
such a large amount of flour could provide bread for more than a hundred persons. Scott
(1989:327), referring to Funk. suggests two more occurrences in Judges 6: 19 and 1 Sam 1:24.
An ephah used in these two cases is equal to three measures. This. however. seems to reflect
the power by which the leaven can have a remarkably big effect (Wenham 1989:56) (We
recall the uses of the 'three' measures of something for describing a large amount). In I Cor
5:6-8 Paul recognises this power when he speaks of kneading dough and removing the old
leaven of malice and \\;ckedness.
A~t, We observed te(:onfi~\lrationin canonka\ dialogic with Jer 1:\8 in the woman's act of
'hidin,"' instead of 'kneading: This can be understood as the way of coming of the kingdom.
In the time of Jesus, there was an idea that the kingdom would come as a dramatic revolution
through which everything would change (Kingsbury 1969:86; Hill [1972] 1982:234; Bruner
1990:504). By contrast, the operation of the kingdom is invisible but has leaven-like power to
redemarcate social boundaries of purity and impurity in connection with women and children,
the poor. the weak. the ill and the aged.
In summary. the point of the parable is that hidden though it is. the l:'aven pemleates the entire
batch of dough until every part is affected. and thus the action of the leaven is visible.
Likewise the kingdom of heaven. which is inaugurated by Jesus Christ and might be hidden at
presen~will be extended until everybody recognises the presence of the kingdom ofheaven in
human society. This is different from the Jewish kingdom which will come as 'a revolution. a
complete change of all conditions of life for Israel and the world.' Another point is that th~
treatment of woman in a public setting within an androcentric framework emphasises a u';-;;
boundary of the kingdom (cf 5:1-7:28~ 12:46-50). The kingdom is present among marginal
people: 'Blessed are the marginal.'
8.5 The Parable of the Hidden Treasure (13:44)
The parable of the Hidden Treasure and the succeeding parable of the Pearl are known as twin
parables. Both the Hidden Treasure and the Pearl exempliJY the finding of the kingdom by the
rmder's decisive action in the process of inheriting the kingdom. The following is the analysis
of the pentadic elements in the parable of the Hidden Treasure.
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• The s"ene is the field where the hidden treasure is found.
• The a," is the finding of the treasure and the selling of possessions to buy the
field (the treasure).
• The agent is the man who discovers the treasure.
• The agencies are the hidden treasure and the man's possessions,
• The purpose is to possess the treasure.
Seeae-AceDC)'. Although the scene is also set in the field. this parable ditfers from both the
Sower and the Weeds. The latter are related to the sowing of seed which can be seen as the
preaching of the gospel. while the former is associated with the finding of the treasure.
Palestine sutTered foreign invasions many times in its history. Stories of hidden treasure,
therefore. abounded in the days of Jesus because people would bury valuables in a secret place
in oroerto keep them safe in time ofYt1U' (Wenham 1989:205). Occasionally. the owner of the
. valuables would die without disclosing their hiding place.
In this parable a significant point is that the treasure is hidden in the field. The treasure refers
to something of value and in the context of Matthew 13 it implies the treasure of the kingdom
- the Word. The verb 'hid' refers to the concealment of the treasure. The hidden treasure in
the field can be seen as an echo of the Old Testament. Some texts in the Old Testament use
the tenn 'hidden treasure' to refer to knowledge or wisdom which must be sought: 'if you
seek it like silver and search for it as for hidden treasures; then you will understand the fear of
the Lord and find the knowledge ofGod' (Prov 2:4-5; cflsa 33:6).
Since wisdom (understanding) is hidden from the eyes of every living thing, only God alone
knows and understands where and how to find it (Job 28:21-23). Accordingly, the significant
point of this parable is that just as the agency (treasure) is not visible, so the kingdom is not
recognised. By 'not recognised,' we do not mean that the kingdom itself is invisible but that
many people are spiritually blind to Jesus (Wenham 1989:207).
Aleat-Act. The agent-act ratio is prominent in this parable and tells the audience how the
man responds to the situation. The agent could be assumed to be a day labourer and according
to social scientific study, day labourers belong to the poorest, non-elite group in agrarian-
peasant society. This group includes ethnic groups, small-time merchants and those practising
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despised occupations (e g, tanners) (Rohrbaugh 11991] 199,'a:135), Furthermore, the agent (a
day labourer) perhaps had himself heard stories of the buried treasure (Wenham 1989:205).
Occasionally. treasures were discovered b~' another man "llo might or might not recognise
their preciousness. The man in this Parable, however. recognises his great fortune in finding
the hidden treasure while working in the field. By comparison with the merchant who seeks
the fine pearls, the labourer does not have any deliberate intention of finding the treasure.
It is apparent that the focus of the agent-act ratio is on the unplanned discovery as well as
on the man's response to finding the treasure - his joyful decision to purchase the field. He
goes to his house, sells all that he has and buys the field in order to possess the hidden
treasure. The act of the man is progressively described in the structure offind. go, sell and
buy. There is no mention of using the treasure and, therefore. the focus of this parable is on
the act of the agent - the "total commitment" to the treasure (Kingsbury 1969: 115).
Matthew depicts this total commitment by the br,yer's giving up of material possessions. To
the young man who wants to obtain eternal life Jesus says. 'If you would be perfect, go, sell
what you possess and give to the poor. and ),OU will have treasure in heaven; and come,
follow me' (Matt 19:21). The kingdom is a treasure that demands our total sacrifice.
By comparing Matthew's parable of the Hidden Treasure with that of Thomas' Gospel
and the rabbinic parable, Hedrick (1994: 124) finds that Matthew contains two distinctive
elements: the man hides the treasure immediately after its discovery and then is
'overjoyed' at the discovery. Regarding the term 'hide: Crossan (1979:91) and
Kistemaker (1980:54) emphasise the act of the finder. The finder has no right to possess
the treasure legally until he owns the field. If the treasure belongs to the finder, buying
the land is unnecessary. Therefore, if the treasure does not belong to the finder, buying
the land is the only way to obtain the treasure (Crossan :82).
The finder knows that the present owner of the field does not know about the treasure and
that if the owner sells him the field. he (the buyer) will possess the treasure. Thus the
finder decides to sell all he has in order to buy the treasure, and this decisive act reflects
the 'joy' of finding the treasure (Jeremias [1972] 1989:200-202). The parable concludes
with the finder buying the field. There is no further information about the treasure, for
instance. whether the finder eventually possesses the treasure or not. Consequently, we
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can conclude that the parable focuses on the finder's decision and action - selling and
buying (Scott 1989:40 I).
In summAr)', the parable of the Hidden Treasure can be classified a~ the story of the finding
accidentally and th~ focus of the parable is on the agent and his decisive act. fhe agent does
not belong to the elite group. On discovering the treasure the agent recognises its great
value and decides to possess it. Thus he responds to the unique opportunity and his response
will be the turning point in his life. Accordingly, he sells all that he has and buys the field
where the treasure is hidden. Likewise, as soon as a man encounters Jesus Christ (and his
message of the kingdom of heaven), he recognises Him (and the message) and responds
with total commitment to Him. This is a prerequisite for becoming a disciple,
8.6 The Parable of the Pearl (13:45-46)
Certain scholars (Jeremias [1972] 1989:90-91; Scott 1989:319; He, "ick 1994: 136) find
some differences between the parable of the Hidden Treasure and the J-earl. The
differences can be summarised as follows. First. the Hidden Treasure begins with the
agency (treasure), while the Pearl begins with the agent (a merchant). Second, the Hidden
Treasure has the reference to concealment, while the Pearl does not have this idea. Third.
the Hidden Treasure deals with an accidental discovery, while the Pearl deals with a
merchant's effort. Fourth, the finder's joy in the Hidden Treasure is only implied in the
Pearl. Fifth, the Hidden Treasure is described in the present tense while the Pearl
generally is expressed in the past tense. Sixth, the selling is not normal practice to the
finder of the hidden treasure but normal commercial practice to the merchant.
As stated. heteroglossia produces the enigmatic nature of the parable. The differencec;
summarised above also increase the enigmatic nature of the Pearl. so that the Pearl has a
double enigma. The pentadic approach helps to reveal the author's motivation and the
following is the analysis of the pentadic elements in the parable of the pearl.
• The scene is the market place where finding the pearl ofgreat value occurs.
• The act is to sell all he has and to buy the pearl.
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• 'Ibe llKent ., a wealthy merchant. who is a professional and is looking tor tine pearls.
• The agenc.-y is the pearl (it also includes all possessions).
• The purpose is to possess the tine pearl.
Sceae-Aleaq'. The scene refers to a commercial area or market place which is different from
the agricultural setting. The agency (the pearl) comes from fisheries which gather them from
the sea: the Red Sea. Persian Gulf or the Indian Ocean (Kingsbury 1969: 113; Wenham
1989:207). The parable describes the agency as a vel)' precious pearl. In the ancient world. as
now. pearls were kno\\n as wealth: consider the listing of Babylon's wealth in Revelation
(Rev 17:4; 18:12. 16; 21:21): 'And the twelve gates were twelve pearls. each of the gates
made of a single pearl, and the street of the city was pure gold. transparent as glass' (Rev
21 ;21). The pearl signifies something of high value. and this is underlined by Matt 7:6: 'Do
not give dogs what is holy; and do not throw your pearls before swine.'
Scott (1989:317) examines the use of the pearl in ancient literature, including rabbinic and
apocaJyptical writings. and maintains that 'despite the pearl's wide-spread use as symbol of
wealth and value, the term "pearl" (}!«pyapLtTK) docs not appear in the LXX It cI~arly enters
the JC\\ish repertoire in the Hellenistic age.' This is evidence that the parable is the combined
product of Jewish and Hellenistic subculture. (The tenn pearl in translation appears once in
Job 28:18 in KJB and RSV, not in ASV and NIV).
As in the Hiciden Treasure the fine pearl refers to the kingdom. The agency does not involve
'hiddenness: In this regard. Kingsbury (1969:114) writes ·the kingdom of heaven is not
hidden per se. It is a present reality: pre.'i~ut in Jesus as a historical personage and present in
Jesus as the exalted Kyrios who calls all nations into God's kingly rule... '
Agent-Ad. The agent of the Pearl is not an ordinary or poor man but a 'wealthy'
merchant who is looking for fine pearls. He is a big businessman (Kingsbury 1969: 113;
Wenham 1989:208). He is a professional seeker. Although his finding may be accidental.
it is the result. however, of his professional search. The most prominent element in this
parable is the agent-act r~!io, as in the Hidden Treasure. The progressive form of 'search'.
'find' and 'respond' is a rhetorical strategy of Matthew. A merchant was looking for all
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types of good pearls as a mere maHer of course and his search is rewarded by finding a
precious pearl. On finding the pearl. the merchant sells all that he has and buys the pearl.
The parable of the Pearl ends with the merchant's buying of the pearl. There is no mention of
whether the buyer sells the pearl again or not. Accordingly. the focus is on buying the pearl. In
this regard. Kingsbury (1969:115) writes 'the culmination of the parables of the Hidden
Treasure and of the Pearl would lie in the s:,here of sacrifice. or total investment. which we
prefer to designate as "total commitment"..
In summary. unlike the finder who is probably a day-labourer in the parable of the Hidden
Treasure, the agent in the parable of the Pearl is a connoisseur. But like the parable of the
Hidden Treasure. the focus in this parable is on the agent's act. In order to possess the fine
pearl. the merchant surrenders all he has for it.
8.7 The Parable of the Dragnet (13:47-50)
8.7.1 The Parable of the Dragnet (13:47-48)
This parable also presents us with two parts and resembles the parable of the Weeds. So the
Dragnet and the Weeds constitute a pair (Wenham 1989:66). But the parable of the Weeds
is described in more detail than this parable. The former mentions the sower, his servants,
the enemy. growing together and the harvest, whereas the latter mentions only the agent and
his act of catching fish. The first part is concerned with what occurred at the scene of the
fishing. The second part is Jesus' explanation of the parable. The interpretation helps us to
examine the pentad. The following is the analysis of the first pentadic elements.
• The scene is the fishery where catching ofall kinds of fish in the sea takes place.
• The act is to catch and to separate the good fish from the bad.
• The agent is the fisherman.
• The agencies are the net and all kinds of fish.
• The purpose is to have good fish.
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SeenreAlency. The scene is set at the fishery. Fishing was a big business at that time. and was
thus important to Jesus and his contemporaries (Wenham 1989:66). A number of Jesus'
disciples \\Cere fishennen. They had lett their nets and their boats to follow Jesus and to
~omc usbcts of mt:n. E"cn the scene of the: fitst period in the parable discourse is set by the
lake. When Jesus uses a fishing image. the disciples understand for it is a familiar story.
A significant feature in the parable compares well with the parable of the Weeds. The Weeds
describes the scene where the mixed plants live together and are separated at harvest time -
the close of the age. while the Dragnet de~;rfbes the scene where catching and sorting occurs.
The fish appear as agency and are set with an antithesis between good (KaAci) and bad (aa1TpU),
as in the parable of the Wecds. In the Old Testament (e g. Lev 11 :9-12) the fish are classified
according to two groups: clean and unclean (fish without scales and fins). Jeremias (l1972]
1989:226) writes of another two kinds of fish: edible and non-cciible (such as crabs which
were regarded as worthless).
AJat-Act. In the Dragnet the agent is the fishennan. The net is thrown and draws all kinds of
fish. including the clean and the unclean - the good and the bad. The netted fish are always
mixed and cannot be separated during the fishing process. The Dragnet does not provide
infonnation about how to catch the fish although this is important and requires some skill.
Instead the parable describes the scene of separation. The focus of the Dragnet is on separating
the good from the bad. The unclean fish. which are regarded as inedible, will be discarded and
the rest will be collected in baskets.
In summary, the parable does not emphasise the situation in which all the fish, whether good
or bad, live together. The focus is on separating the good from bad fish caught in order to
achieve the agent's purpose. As we will see in the following section, this parable is explained
by Jesus Christ.
8.7.2 The Interpretation of the Dragnet (13:49-50)
Jesus uses the parable of the Dragnet to describe the final judgement and then interprets the
parable for his disciples. This interpretation is nearly identical to the interpretation of the
Weeds. The following is Jesus' interpretation which provides an iconic comparison.
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• sea:
• dragnet:
• fish of eveI')' kind:
• good fish:
• bad fish:
• separation:
• throwing out of the bad fish:
the: world
the preaching of the gospel
all human beings
true Christians. the righteous
nominal Christians or the wicked
the final judgement
eternal damnation
According to interpretation. the action of the net in catching all kinds of fish stands for the
evangelising of all people. It is apparent that the good fish represent the righteous and the bad
the evildoers. and the separation ref~rs to the tinal judgement. But the interpretation omits the
iconic transposition of these tenns as in the parable of the Weeds. The focus of the
explanation is on the separation at the final judgement. The following is the analysis of the
pentadic elements of the interpretation of the parable.
• The scene is the judgement at the close of the age.
• The act is to judge by separation.
• The agents are the angels.
• The agencies are all hunan beings, both the righteous and the wicked.
• The purpose is to save the righteous and to punish the \\icked by separation.
Scne-Aancy. The scene contains universal and eschatological characteristics. In the Dragnet
the phrase 'of eveJY k.ind' (fK nuvriA; 'fEV~ in 13:47) reflects universality, md includes the
Gentiles. In this regard, Jesus disregards the traditional social boundaries and establishes a
new boundary. In addition to this, traditional Je\\ish culture designates the nation by the
metaphor of the sea (Kingsbury 1969:120; Gundry 1994:279). The agencies of 'good' and
'bad' fish are interpreted as the <righteous' and the 'wicked' respectively. As stated earlier, the
scene-act ratio does not deal with the present world where the two live together but focuses on
the final judgement in the universal eschatological dimension.
Agent-Ad. The agent-act ratio is prominent. The Son of Man does not appear in ihis parable~
the angels, who were co-agents in the parable of the Weeds, appear as agents. But the angels
accompany the Son of Man at his coming (13:41a~ 16:27; 25:31). The act is to separate the
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righteous from th~ wicked. and then the righteous are gathered into the kingdom of heaven
and the evildocrs arc punished etemall)', This is the universal judgcment.
In summary. the kingdom of heaven is inseparable from the final judgement. Just as the
caught fish must be separated. so human beings must also experience the separation. This will
happen with the final judgement at the close of the age.
8.8 The Parable of the Trained Scribe (13:51-52)
There is much debate about whether this reported speech is a parable or not (6.2.6.2). It is
clear that Matt 13:52 concludes the parable discourse and also discloses some similarity with
the Wise and the Foolish Builder (7:24-27), the parable of the Unmerciful Servant (18:23-35)
and The Sheep and the Goats (25:31-46). There is a recent study which maintains that M::::t
13:52 is one of four 'summary parables' in Matthew's Gospel (cfOrton 1989: 138).
The parable of the Trained Scribe. the last of several reported speeches spanning two
periods. differs from the other parable~ in the parable discourse. The others are parables of
the kingdom of heaven. but the parable of the Train<:d Scribe is about discipleship. From the
parables of the kingdom of heaven, the disciples h'jve gained understanding concerning the
secrets of the kingdom. Their understanding comes not from their Je!Nish heritage but from
the revelation of Jesus Christ. They have learnt. for instance. that the kingdom of heaven is
related to the listener's action. In this way. they are prepared to receive the Word. Jesus now
establishc..»s the new identity of the disciple as a trained scribe. and the code for his action,
through the characterisation of the householder. The following is the analysis using the
pentadic elements.
• The scene is a house.
• The act is to bring the new and old treasure out of the storeroom,
• The agent is the scribe who is identical to the householder.
• The agency is the new and old treasure.
• The purpose is to establish the new identity of the disciples.
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Sc~D~. The scene. 'house' (alKin or OLKO;), is signiticant in Matthew. There has been some
debate about the concept of house in the New Testament. Klauck argues that OLKOI;; refers to
lodging. r<K1m, and property while oLKLn is associated with relatives. clients and servants
(Crosby 1988:33). By contrast. Elliott (1981:188) writes: 'OlKln in the literal sense of
"house" or "building" denotes the p/tlel! where the ministry of Jesus and the Christian
mission originated and developed. The term OLKO'; denotes a group (~"per!ions. a household
as well as the domicile in which they lived: that is the basic sodal community to which the
message ofsalvation was addressed.'
As seen in Elliott's work. the predominant use of olKln (ninety-tour times) and OLKOI; (one
hundred and twcl\'c times) in the New Testament is the starting point and focal point of the
"Jesus movement'· and the subsequent believer/Christian movement. Crosby (:33) writes
about four interchangeable connotations of house (olKin or Oll<o.;) in the New Testament:
historically, the household is the foundation and context of the Christian movement:
religiously. the movement originates in and owes its growth to the conversion of entire
households or. at least of individuals within households; economically. the household
provides the context for the sharing of resources among fellow-believers and wandering
charismatics; and. socially, the household provides a practical basis and theoretical model for
Christian organisation as well as its preaching.
Besides. two more important points are observed (MaJherbe 1983). The house church was the
training ground for the Christian leaders who were to build the church after the Apostles had
died. according to tM principles they had laid down. And so the host emerges as the most
prominent and influential member of the group (:61). Another significant point is that the
house church reflects the practice of private hospitality. The early Christian churches had no
building especially designed for their religious services and seem to have met primarily in
hospitable homes (:96).
In Matthew, although 'the house' refers to the building as well as to persons and property, it is
strongly connected with the church (Crosby 1988 ch 2). OlKLa (or OLK~), therefore. is a typical
example of heteroglossia referring to house and the church. The parable of the Trained Scribe
is not given to the diseiples in a private house merely by chance.
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Apat. The agent here is the scribe who is compared with a householder and is one of the
most prominent elements in the pentad. lbe verb llaEhrru'JW (lla6r)rtlJ6tk 13:52) occurs only in
one Gospel. Matthew's (13:52; 27:57; 28:19; cf Acts 14:21), and there has been some debate
about its translation. Blass and Debrunner (1 % 1:82 n 148). on the one hand. write that the
term first meant 't~ be a disciple' (27:57), then becomes a deponent (13:52; 27:57). and from
this tht:rc de\;:;(l!~'d a new 84:tive 'to make a disciple of (28: 19~ Acts 14:2 i). Robertson
( 1934:4'7 A:' .. JJI1 the other hand, writes that the term is a transitive passive.
A significant obser\'8tion is made by Gundry (1994:281) when he maintains that 'it would be
wrong to separate becoming a disciple (}lll9r}-::H~al as a deponent) from being instructed as a
disciple ~tiq.ulL as a true passive),' The meaning ofthc term would not be greatly changed
either ·way. Because 'therefore' (oui "::0&:0) in Matt 13:52 refers to the fact that the disciples
Wlderstood ncivta taut«. it is better to translate it as a transitive passive in the sense of ·have
been instructed' (M'Neile 1961:204; Kingsbw)' 1969;126; Wilkins 1988:160; Davies &. Allison
1991 :446). The scribes are those who have been instructed concerning the kingdom of heaven.
Scribes were a voluntary group in the time of Jesus, and were noted for their teaching
authority. The term 'scribe' is thus a technical term. Matthew depicts scribes in two quite
distinct ways. First, scribes together with Pharisees and Sadducees form a specific trio of
adversaries against Jesus (e g. 23:2, 13. 15. 16. etc). This is the most lIsual application.
Second, Matthew portrays them in a better light (13:52; 23:34). While in such verses as 8:19
and 12:38. a scribe/scribes give(s) honour to Jesus in the manner of inquiry, in the parable of
the Trained Scribe the scribe is honoured by Jesus: he has been instructed in the kingdom. The
honour of the scribe is expressed in the term .householder. '
Who is the scribe trained for the kingdom? What is the relationship between the disciples and
the trained scribe? It is significant that the understanding of the disciples is emphatically
announced in 13:51 and this is immediately followed by the Trained Scribe. Therefore. the
connection between the word "the disciples' understanding' (OlJvf)Ka'rf) and the scribes (iTIX!;
Y~rtix; }lll9JrrEt&i.c; ru 13cl(JLAtl~ "t"WV Ol>paVWV) should not be ignored. This connection
indicates that the disciples are the trained scribes. Gundry (1994:281) ~rites:
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(Jlust as Jesus IS a nc" and bener Moscs. so his disciples are n~w and bener scribes. One
becomes a dIsciple. or scnbe. through being Instructed c,mcerning the kingdom of hcaven ... 'Is
like tI man Iwho IS) tI householder' echoes the parallel openings of the preceding six parables
(v\' 24b. 31b. 33b. 44a. 4Sa..n.). especiall)' those in vv 24b and 4Sa, where Matthew has used
'a man' as his designation for it disciple .. oil(o&ol!6~':l is another favourite (2. 4) and echoes v
27. Where it stands for Jesus. llere it stands for. true disciple of Jesus. Like master, like
disciples (cf 1025)'
Furthermore, the trained scribe (the disciple) is understood in the sense of dialogic with
",a.'fkiJi", of Daniel as well as of Qumran (Orton 1989: 148-151; cf Freyne 1982). The tenn
maskili", refers to the 'mantic wise men' (Dan 11 :33: 12:3: etc). According to Orton, Danielic
moskilim is echoed by Qumran' s maskilim which is also echoed by the disciples of Matthew's
Gospel. Three areas of common ground exist among them:
• The special knowledge of the m(ulcilim and the disciples. The special knowledge and
\~risdom are given to Daniel and his friends (Dan 1:5, 17). This is clear from his
prayer (Dan 2:20-23): •... he gi ...es wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who
have understanding; he reveals deep and mysterious things; ...O God of my fathers. I
give thanks and praise. for thou bast given me wisdom and strength. and bast now
made known to me what we asked of thee. for thou bast made known to us the king's
matter.' Turning to Matthew, we see that the disciples are chosen and are given
special knowledge. In both cases, they are distinguished from the other groups.
• The content of revelation and its mode. The knowledg~ which is given to maskilim
reaches beyond divinisation and dream interprNation to the knowledge of God and
righteousness (Dan II :32). Matthew's disciples are also given the knowledge of
the secrets of the kingdom. It is given to them indirectly. An important point is that
this knowledge is given through interpretation.
• The role. The key role of the maskilim is to understand (Dan 12:10) and to instruct
man) (Dan 11 :33). Orton (1989: 148-149) writes of three roles of the maski/im of
Qumran: I) to instruct the 'saints' (Danielic language) - also called the 'sons ofIighf
and the 'sons of righteousness' - in righteousness and understanding, passing on to
them knowledge that had been revealed to him: 2) /0 test the understanding of those
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in his charge ... ; 3) W keep hi.,. insights obscure from the unrighteous.' The literal
meaning of ma.,.lcil is 'to cause to know' (Freyne 1982:9). To Matthew the
understanding and instructing (flCpaUH) is so important to the disciples. This is
evidenced in 28: 19f.
This comparison leads us to conclude that the disciples in the parable discourse are associated
"1th maski/im in Daniel. They have God-given understanding and their role is to use it for
making people understand.
Aleacy. The agency is the old and new treasure. When we view the scene of the house as
church. the new treasure refers to the new understanding of the kingdom which is brought
in Jesus' message and the old refers to the understanding acquired from the law and
prophets which is still valid for the Christian life. In this way, both the new and the old are
related to teaching about the kingdom (Lambrecht 1992: 173-174).
AptIt-Act. The agent-act ratio in this parable is prominent. The traditional Jewish scribes do
not take Jesus' teaching as their code for the kingdom. But the scribe trained for the kingdom
of heaven takes into account all these as his code. Fur'hermore. the agent is not content with
k,;;eping new and old treasures in his storehouse. but brings forth both. The focus here is on the
...·5 action, not on his possessions. Gundry (I994:281) explains{~L as referring to spealcing.
In summary, this concluding parable focuses on identifying the agent. The scene, the
household. is associated with the house church, and the agent (the householder) who is the
scribe trained for the kingdom refers to the disciples. It should be understood in the light of
Daniel's maslci/im. The disciples are given more knowledge about the kingdom of heaven
and thus obtain a new title. that of scribes trained for the kingdom of heaven, namely,
Christian scribes.
Thus some differences are noted between the Jewish scribes and the scribes trained for the
kingdom. Firstly, although the Jewi~h scribes have knowledge, their knowledge is limited to
their tradition. and so they do not recognise Jesus Christ as an equal. Nor do they enter into
discussion with him. Rather, they regard Jesus Christ as a subordinate, judging and yet
ignoring him. and finally rejecting him. Secondly. as defined by Jesus Christ (23: 1-39), they
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are hypocrites. blind guides. whitcwashed tombs. scrpents. and a brood of vipers. As a
result. they shut the kingdom of heaven against men (23: 13).
By contrast. because of God-given understanding, the disciples (Christian scribes) are
equipped with the instruction of both Jesus Christ and the 'Iaw and the prophets.' They have
also leamed the importance of the act in relation to the kingdom of heaven. By establishing
the identity of the Christian scribe who carries in his heart both new and old teaching, this
parable provides a model for the true disciple. In this regard, the disciples are totally
different from the crowds. The crowds do not have any God-given understanding. The
disciples are the understanding scribes and mt,.'.kilim.
8.9 Summary and Conclusion
Matthew 13 contains a series of scenes. agents. acts. agencies and purposes. and each parable
is enigmatic because ofheteroglossia. as stated at the beginning of this chapter. We employed
Burkean pentad. therefore. for reconstructing persuasive resources in Matthew 13. In doing so
we also employed a dialogic approach in order to identify the key clements ofeach pentad.
We first identified each term of the pentad in each parable. To do so, some tenns of the pentad
were applied differently as the text moved from one parable to another. For instance, in the
parable of the Sower. the sower appears as the agent, but in Jesus' interpretation of the same
parable the hearer appears as the agent. This phenomenon takes place in the parable of the
Weeds as well as in tM parable of the Dragnet. In the parables of the Hidden Treasure and the
Leaven, the agencies, a tiny mustard seed and the leaven, are described with chroraotopic
elements. When the emphasis is upon the movement from pentad to pentad, the key term or
the ratio as a basis of the dramatic alignment may differ, as seen in our analysis. Table 8-1 on
the next page provides th~ pentadic analysis ofeach parable examined.
Matthew's major rhetorical device for the building of community is continuously to create
images of the kingdom of heaven. To do so, he frequently shifts the scene of the pentad as
seen in table 8-1 overleaf. OUf analysis reveals several key strategies for building community
found in the parables of the kingdom of heaven.
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Table 8-1: A Pentadic Analysis of the Parables in Matthew 13
Parable SCene Agent Act Agenc)' Purpose
Sower Fann Sower. SoYting Seed Abundant
(Fanner) harvest
Interpmation World f'our kinds of Understand· Word Bearing the
of the Sower he~r ing fruits
Agent: Sower
Co-Agents: Sowing. Seeds (wheat Harvest
Weeds Fann Servant Separating and weeds) without
Counter-agent: loss
Enemy
The sons of
Interpretation World The Son of Preaching. God. Judgement
of the Weeds Man Separating The sons ofthe Evil One
Mustard Field Man Planting Mustard seed To produce
a tree
leaven Domestic Woman Hiding Leaven Baking
Hidckn Finding.. Hidden
Treasure Field Man Selling. treasure To possessBuying
Finding..
Pe-I Market Merchant Selling. Fine pearl To possess
Buying
Dragnet Fishery Fishers Catch, Good and To separateSort Bad fish
Int~ion World at the Angels Separate Righteous To JudgeEnd and Wicked
Trained House Householder Bring forth New and Old Teac:hing
SCribe treasure orHospitality
1. Preaching the message necessarily involves a division among hearers, and the division is
the first indication of a boundary between insiders and outsiders. The parable of the Sower
reflects this point. When the Word is preached, the insiders, the disciples, receive the Word
of the kingdom with joy and understand it, and respond to it obediently. They are hearers as
well as doers of the Word. By contrast. the outsiders fail to understand the Word and
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respond to it. because of their spiritual blindness. and even what they have in a spiritual
sense. will be take'l from t~m.
2. The judgement is the most significant indication of the boundary. The judgement is
described twice. in the parables of Weeds and of the Dragnet. The 8&t>nt-act ratio in these
two pentads refers to Jesus' contemporary earthly ministry as wrot: as his fhture ministry in
relation to ttle kingdom of heaven. Regarding the contemporary earthly ministry. as the
sower sows seed. so Jesus preaches the message of the kingdom of heaven. He is,
therefore. the bringer of the kingdom of heaven. In his future ministry, as the Son of Man,
Jesus Christ wiH take the position of the great Judge at the close of the age and distinguish
between the righteous and the wicked.
3. The kingdom of heaven constitutes a new boundary. The hearer of the message appears as
the agent. It does not matter whether the hearer is Jew or Gentile; the most important point
is how the bearer rcsponcb to Jesus Christ. Decisive action in responding to Jesus and his
message i5 the criterion for becoming insiders. Besides, the appearance ofa woman and the
non-elite (8 day-labourer) in the parable of the kingdom reflects the new boundary of the
kingdom of~\'en.
4. The kingdom of heaven is represented by both the agencies of a tiny mustard seed and the
leaven. In the pa,,""ables of the Mustard Seed and the Leaven. these agencies are described as
·growing' subjects. Both have intrinsic chronotopes which are manifested by the 'exterior
indexes: to use Bakbtin's term. 'Thus the concept of kingdom comprehends the idea of
growth. and hence implies the inclusion of the Gentiles. It is likely that the community
Matthew wants to estahlish will grow, and will include all nations. This concept is totally
different from the Jewish point of view. Thus some scholars, like Wenham (1989), might
say the parables ofme kingdom refer to the revolution ofGod.
5. Through these parables Matthew establishes the new identity of the true disciples. They
are understanding scribes and maskilim. As understanding scribes, the disciples (or new
community) obey not only the law and the prophets but also Jesus' new teaching. By
this. we do not mean that the twelve disciples totally understand Jesus and his message
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of the kingdom. since Matthew describes the disciples as those who in some places do
understand and in other places do not (c g. 16:22~ 17:1-11; etc).
The understanding scribes refer to the symbolic change of the disdples' identity and they
are. therefore, contrasted with Jewish scribes. The understanding scribes 'in principle are a
divine institution' (Goulder t974: 14), In this way Matthew establishes 'a line between
good Christian scribes and bad Jewish scribes,' The understanding scribes are authoritative
teachers (: 15).
The pentadic analysis deals with the five key terms and ten ratios, and ~hus enables us to
examine the same text from multiple perspectives. A single text may provide different
pentadic fonnulations. but in this case each pentad contributes to the appropriate
interpretation of the text in a different but equally valuable way. Accordingly, there is no
consistent rule for applying the method to the text and there is not necessarily a single,
correct role for its appl.~tion. The selection of the tenns must be detennined Liyan external
sensibility (rhetorical situation or motivation) balancing the ratios between the terms.
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9 The Centrifugal Rhetoric of the Parable Discourse
Centrifugal rhetoric is one of two main features in dialogic rhetoric. While centripetal rhetoric
is associated with the unification and centralisation of a rhetorical text. centrifugal rhetoric
deals with diversification and decentralisation (I~akhtin [1981) 1990:272). In this chapter, we
limit our consideration of the centrifugal rhetoric of the parable discourse to its structural
interrelationship within Matthe, ..'s Gospel. To do so. we will examine the location of the
parable discourse within Matthew's Gospel and investigate iL'i intcrtextuality with the two
enframing discourses (12:46-50 and 13:54-58) and with the remaining four great discourses of
Jesus because those texts relate to it significantly.
9.1 The Location of the Parable Discourse within Matthew's
Gospel
9.1.1 Rhetoric of Space
'The concept of space has been a crucial element in literature as well as in various other fields
such as painting and sculpture since ancient times. As a rhetorical device in literature it seems
to have two distinct dimensions. First. it refers to deixis. and specifically, spatial deixis.
Dcixis concerns the ways of encoding the context of narration. This is pervasive in language
and is an essential part of writing (Levinson [1983) 1989:54-55). Spatial deixis is one of five
kinds of deixis (person, time, space, discourse, and social) and refers to the specification of
locations relative to anchorage points in the narration (:79). Lategan (1993:401) suggests tha~
spatial deixis be seen as a rhetorical device.
Time IDd spKe are the two dimensions Ivailable to an author when creating and shaping a text.
Changes along the axis of time and along the axis of space are the fundamental elements which
make development of story and argument possible. In narrative material, the text is essentially
constitulCd by shifts in time and location, forming a sequence of events and changes of scene to
create what we call a story. In argumentative texts, time and space play a different, but equally
fundamental role. Here, temporal and spatial shifts are aimed at persuasion. In order to achieve the
desired result, time and space are used in a wide variety of ways.
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Spatial deixis can be used in tvoo basil: ways (Levinson 119831 1989:79-85). On the one hand.
it has a locating function \\hich refers to where it is. For instance: 'Sw,:h large crowds gathered
around him that he gCH into a boat and sat i1l it. whi": all the people stood on the shore' (Matt
13:2). On the other hand. it has a describing function. This function is related to what occurs.
a change of state or directional construction. An example is: Jesus went Oll/ olthe house (Matt
13: 1). Concerning the locating function. Latcgan (1993:402-406) speaks of 'preferred and
non-preferred positions.' in relation to social position. These two positions are associated
with the concepts of honour and shame (5.1.3.1). Concerning the describing function. he
speaks of 'sh~ft;ng positions: and discovers three uses for this: for describing people's
movement in various directions. for associating and disassociating. and for providing a basis
for a new self-understanding and a different r>erspcctivc on reality.
Secondly. besides deixis. space is related to the spatial arrangement in the work of art itself. It
usually refers to chiastic structure or symmetry (7.1 and 7.2; Poner 1971 :6; Peterson 1976).
and was thus widely used in various fields in ancient Greek culture such as sculpture. urban
planning and writings (Peterson 1976:370). It might originate from the ancient philosophy of
'the circle': ·the circle has value as supreme symbol of wholeness and unity~ and a
"concentric" organisation is the only way for a literary work to share in that value' (:370).
In literature. chiastic structure appears as a spatial arrangement and is regarded as 'a stylistic
literary figure which consists of a series of two or more elements followed by a presentation of
corresponding elements in reverse order' (Man 1984: 146). Chiastic structure is a geometric
arrangement and its main function is circularity which includes concentricity or framing by
balance of similarity and antithesis. This is known as 'hysteron proteron', 'ring composition',
'concentric structure' • 'inverted parallelism', .introverted parallelism' , 'regression'.
'correspondence' and so on. This kind of compositional technique is perhaps the most common
and the most universal (Bailey [1983] 1988:49; cfLund [1942] 1992; Welch 1981).
There are two types of chiasm: one having a single central element (AXB) and another having
two complementary central elements (ABB'A'). For the identification of chiasmus, thele are
two steps. The first step is to recognise the elements to be counted. There are various elements
such as place, time, events, images. themes, chapters, pages. lines. and words. The more
elements there are to be counted, the more authentic is the chiasm present. The second step
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indudes choosing the right element for each work. The clement selected should validate the
critic's hypothesis and ha\e a unique and sutlicicnt impact on the audience. Once this is
n:cognised. patterns may he discovcn:d on any level of interpretation. Chiastic structure otlers
several advantages for the interpretation of biblical texts:
• Synecdo(:hictJl reJmionship. Chiastic structur,,~ attaches special importance to its centre: by
centring the thought of a passage. the structure shows the emphasis of the whole. In some
cases, chiastic structure may focus on the relationship of individual purts to the centre. In
the: case of chiasm which does not have a single centre (ABB'A'), emphasis is not intended
10 fallon the 1wo cenuaJ elements. The correspondence of each pair of elements contains
the main focus (Man 1984: 148) and the second half is generally more important than the first.
• A 1001 of argument. Chiastic structure reveals the movement of the author's thought and
then may help to elucidate how a case is built up. This is usually done by repetition,
contrast or expansion.
• Comparison and ,·ontra.u. The balance of syntactically similar elements or antithetical ones
serves to strengthen comparison or contrast (Man 1984: 148).
• Clarificaliun ofmeaning. lbe meaning of a particular statement or of an unusual term is
clarified by the information provided by its paral1el statement in chiastic structure because one
semantic unit is understood as it is connected \\ith the corresponding one (cf Man 1984:151).
• Purpose ofa rhetorical unit. Through emphasis and movement inherent in the structure,
cmastic structure discloses the major purpose or theme of a rhetorical unit (Man 1984:153).
9.1.2 Chia.tic Structure of Matthew's Gospel
There has been much scholarly debate about the structure of Matthew, yet there is no
consensus among scholars (cfBauer 1988). In this context we would like to take into account
the concept of space when examining Matthew's structure. Matthew's Gospel, being a written
dccument in an oral culture, reveals oral-scribal texture. One of the many cultural dialogic
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features in the: trJJlsition between orality and !it~mry expression can be secn in the spatial
ananaemmt ora text. namely. the ~onccntric or chiastic structure (cfv'Ullerscll995; Lohr 19(1).
Jesus' five great discourses playa crucial role in helping us to identify chiastic structure in
Matthew (Lohr 1961; Ellis 1974; Crosby 1988:55; etc). Employing the story and the discourse
dimensions of narrati\'c. Combrink (1982. i 983) focuses on this structure in Matthew. In
addition. we suggest that the two cnframing texts (12:46-50 and 13:54-58) should not be
igoored when identifying the structure of Matthew and hence the location of the parable
discourse. The structure appears is set out below:
Table 9-1: Matthew's Chiastic Structure
A. I: I - 4: 17 Narrative
B, 4: 18 - 7:29 Introductory material and First Discourse
C. 8:1 - 9:35 Narrative
D. 9:36 - II: I Second di~ourse
E. 11:2 - 12:50 Narrative
EI J2:46 -12:50 Separation: the Definition of Spiritual Family
[
13: 1-36 Disciples & Crowds in public place
F. 13:1-53 Third discounc
13:37-58 Disciples in the house
EI' 13:54-13:58 Separation: Rejection drama
E'. 13:54 - 16:20 Narrative
D'. 16:2 i - 20:34 Founh Discourse within narrative
C'. 21:1 - 22:46 Narrative
B'. 23: 1 - 25:46 Fifth Discourse
A'. 26:1 - 28:20 Narrative
According to this structure. Jesus' third discourse, the parable discourse, occupies the central
position within the Gospel. We argue that this position is synecdochic. The concept of
synecdoche ref~rs to a turning point, or radical reversal, but it has also the concept of
representation - part for the whole. whole fm the part. Regarding the function of turning
point, the first half of Matthew's Gospel deals. generally, with Jesus concentrating on his
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public ministry and the second half \\ith Jesus tl)(llSing Oil the disciples .md the community
(Kingsbul)' I(,6'); Ellis 1974~ cf ('ombrink 198:n This shift retlccts Jesus' change in attitude
toward the Je\\s,
With regard to the concept of representation, the parable discourse exemplifies a paradigm or
prototype. An example of this is secn in a painting of 'The Last Supper' where Christ is in the
centre and is surrounded by the disciples. In this picture Christ occupies the representative
position and the relationship between Christ (centre) and individual disciple (element) is
significanL Likewise. the parahle discourse contains Matthew's key theme.
Within this arrangement the parable discourse contains two significant points, as already
observed. Firstly, the parable discourse as a whole rC\'l~als a division in spatial arrangement
(eh 7). lbis division is between the discipleJ and t.:rowd\' in (J pllhlh." and the disciples only, in
1M house. Secondly, Jesus' parables themselves contain the strong message of 'division'
brought by the coming of the kingdom in Jesus (eh 8).
9.2 The Intertextuality of the Parable Discourse within
Chiastic Structure
Discovering the major purpose or theme is the focal point in the analysis of chiastic structure.
We slated that the parable discourse occupies the synecdochic (representational) position in
Matthew's Gospel. There is. therefore, a certain relationship between the parable discourse
and individual elements. This relationship can be seen as the intertextuality of the parable
discourse. The relationship of each individual part to the centre or to its counterpart is
significant (Peterson 1976:369). We will not examine all the individual parts but will select
cenain texts which have a significant relationship with the parable discourse.
Firstly, we will examine the two texts (12:46-50 and 13:54-58) which form a double frame
around the parable discourse. These texts deal with natural ties, which play an important role
in the identification of the community. Such ties include biological, geographical and ethnic
links, Among the many ties which bind each group together, the spiritual one i~ the most
important for it has power to transform norma: patterns (Barton 1994:23-56). In this context,
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subordination of family or geographical kinship is a prerequisite for becoming a member of
Jesus' spiritual family.
The secc:md group of texts to be examined is talen from Jesus' five great discourses. since
these texts are counted as the formal clements in the chiastic structure of Matthew as a whole
and because a spatia) arrangement in relation te the audience occurs as seen in the parable
discourse. In the first. the third and the last discourses. both the ~6Tl1a( and the OXAOL form
the audience. In the second and the fourth discourses. onJy the jUl9r,'tUL are addressed. The
thard and the last discourses reflect the same rhetorical strategy. In order to introduce the
special position of the disciples. Matthew frequently uses the same expressions to refer to
'preferred' position: npoof)A60v appears in 5:1: 13:36; 18:1: 24:3 and rrpooKuMmq,u:vo; in 10:)
is similar to rrpooiiAeov in this context.
npooii.\.90v
npoof)).60v
iTpooii.\.60v
5:1
10:1
13:36
18:1
24:3
The above passages reflect the close relationship between Jesus and the disciples. Accordingly
we will examine these texts in the iight of how Matthew deals with boundary.making between
the ~9tl'tu( and the DX.\.Ol rather than in the light of the content. Thus all five great discourses
can be represented as shown in table 9-2 below.
Table 9·2: The Audience of Jesus' Five Great Discourses
Jesus' First Second Third Fourth Fifth
speech speech speech speech speech speech
Audience crowds disciples in the first scene: disciples in the first scene:
(outer circle) crowds and crowds and disciples
and disciples
disciples
(inner circle) in the second scene: in the second scene:
disciples disciples
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9.2.1 Two Enframing Texts
1.2.1.1 The M.ntiftcation of Jesus' True Family (Matt 12:48..50)
In order to create the new community Matthew gives his audience the definition of the true.
spiritual family through which the reader discovers the ethos of the new community. We will
examine how Matthew uses rhetoric in order to define the true family.
Matthew has chosen a particular term - the family (mother and brothers) - from Jesus'
reported speech and has conveyed it rhetorically in a spatial arrangement. while viewing the
tcnn as heteroglossia. We will reveal the macro-structure of Malt :2:46-50 by including
12:47. because the omission of the verse could be seen as the result of homot!oteleuton
(Metzger 1975:32: Gundt'), 1994:249). 'Ibe structure appears thus:
A Jesus is speaking to the people, while his (biological) mother and brothers
stand outside (12:46).
A' Someone says to Jesus. your (hiological) mother and brothers stand outside
wanting to speak to you (12:47).
C Jesus asks a rhetorical question: \\tho are (spiritually) my mother and
brothers (12:48)?
B His disciples who are inside the house are an example of (spiritual) mother
and brothers (12:49).
B' Jesus defines his true family: those who do the will of my Father in heaven
are (spiritual) brother. and sister. and mother (inside) (12:50).
1be first observation is that, according to this analysis, Matthew 12:46-50 has a structure of
parallel repetjtions of the same hemistich, which is the phrase, 'mother and brothers.' The
phrase appears five times in this short text: each of the five verses in 12:46-50 uses it as a
refrain. But the repetition is not mere restatement, because the phrase can be seen as
heteroglossia of socio-politics in a wider sense. At the beginning (12:46), the phrase refers to
Jesus' biological family. From 12:48 on, however, Jesus shifts the focus of this phrase from a
biological to a spiritual tie. Thus the repetition serves to intensify, specify. qualify, contrast, and
expand the concept ofthe family in the text.
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Furthennorc, the spatial dimension is significant in this structure. In the first two verses
'mother and brothers' are indicated as standing 'outside.' The spatial setting of the disciples is
unclear, but by the expression 'stretching out his hand toward his disciples,' we can
understand that the disciples arc inside the house (13: I; cf Gundry 1994:248: Barton
1994:183). 'Thus by contrast with the 'outside' scene. the 'inside' scene appears to be peopled
by the disciples. As a result. the antithesis between 'inside' and 'outside' in the spatial
dimension is rhetorically arranged \\;th antithesis between Jesus' natural family and the
disciples (his true family).
Furthennore, in this structure, 12.48 occupies the turning point from biological ties to spiritual
ties and from outside to inside. As a result. the rhetorical unit can be seen as a periodic
structure which consists of the fonn (2 - I - 2) with repetition. According to Aristotle (3.9 in
Rheloric). homoeOleleulOn occurs at the beginning of the period. In this structure, the ending
reveals the major point.
The second observation on this structure is that, after iaising a rhetorical question about the
definition of true family (12:48), Jesus reaches a conclusion through a logical form - the
rhetoric of logic. In the StructUfC of the rhetoric of logic, three tenns appear in three
propositions. namely, major premise, minor premise and conclusion. Such a fonn functions as
the best method for explaining something that the audience does not know by basing the new
idea on something that the audience knows (Burke [1950] 1969a:55). An example of the
rhetoric oflogic, deduction (syllogism) and its standard fonn, appears as follows (3.2.2):
Premise one:
Premise two:
Conclusion:
All men are monai.
Socrates is a man.
Therefore. Socrates is monaI.
(A is 8.)
(C is A.)
(Therefore, C is 8.)
The first premise of this syllogism is a maxim which is an important part of rhetorical
syllogism. Robbins (1987:507) observes that. in this type of rhetorical logic. the conclusion
(which is a specific premise - Socrates is mortal) is obtained from the application of the
maxim (All men are mortal). In a rhetorical setting. therefore, the rhetor regularly presents the
maxim in the fonn of a rationale after the conclusion: Socrates is mortal, because all men are
monaI. There is no need to state the second premise, since the hearer will presuppose that
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Socrates is a man. In a rhetorical setting, then. it is customary to introduce the conclusion first,
to provide a rationale in a maxim which follows, and to omit the second premise.
The text of Matt) 2:49-50 is in accordance with what Robbins has observed. Jesus has chosen
a panicular concept - the family (mother and brothers). When this phrase is placed within
rhetorical logic, one of two premises is absent and hence the structure of the text can be
depicted as foJlows:
Premise One:
Pr~mise Two:
Conclusion:
The disciples are the true family.
Those who obey the will ofthe Father are the disciples.
Therefore. those who obey the will of the Father are the true
family.
In this logic. the missing premise two. rhose who obey the will ofmy Father are the disciples.
is obviously true and self-evident. Having given information through this rhetorical logic,
Jesus then invites his audience to pnticipatc in arriving at the conclusion: those who do the
will of "my Father' are the mem~rs of 'my L-ue family.' Thus logic as form is used as
'universal' locus of appeal (d Burke [l959J 1969a:59). This conclusion becomes a principle
in building community.
Thus in the rhetorical form of Matt 12:46-50, a rhetorical strategy is operative which
combines parallel repetition and a syllogism with social space in relation to honour. It wiII be
observed in general that the more frequently the words are repeated, the more efficient,
psychologically, is their rhetorical power (cf Burke 1%9a:58-59).
Keeping the con.:ept of family in mind, Matthew puts his focus on 'father.' unlike Mark and
Luke who both focus on God. Thus Matt 12:50 has "Co etA.!lUX rou iTClTpOc; ~ou rou EV
oUpavotc;, whereas Mark 3:35 has to etATJ,.&a "COU atou and Luke 8:21 has rov AOYOV tOU 6Eou.
When Matthew uses the term 'father' in his Gospel, he intends two meanings, biological and
spiritual, as seen in the phrase. mother and brothers. Matthew uses the tenn 'father'
deliberately in order to create a new concept of community. We discover that Matthew uses
the tenn "father' nineteen times to denote biological ties and forty-four times to denote
spiritual ties. In using the term 'father,' Matthew's style is characterised by the addition of
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modifiers, these being either 'my' or 'heaven: and thus thc tcrm father is uscd within phrases
such as 'my Father in heawn: or 'my Father who is in ht'tl\'t'll.'
Of the forty-four references denoting spiritual tics, 'f3thcr' is used twenty-one times in phrases
using the modifier 'heaven': as in 'heavenly Fathcr'. or 'Father who is in heaven: By contrast.
this tH~ of phrase is used only once in Mark. twice in Luke and not at all in John.
Consequently. Matthew places very 5trong emphasis on the fatherhood of God. This means
Utllt Matthew, more than any other Gospel writcr, has a very strong desire to create the new
community modelled on the family with God as its head - a spiritual family,
In addition, Matthew also focuses on Jesus by adding either 'his' (12:46. 47) or 'my' (12:48-
50) before the tenns 'brothers' and 'mother: Other examples are 'my Father' (12:50~ cf
1O:32·33~ 16:17), 'my brother and my sister' (12: 46-50). 'my namc' (10:22; 18:5), 'my time'
(26: 18) 'my disciples' (26: 18), 'my church' (16: 17, 18). etc. According to Matthew. Jesus
never~ the phrase 'our Father' himself. although he teaches the disciples to call God 'our
Father' (5;16,45.48; 6:1. 4. 6, 8,9. 14. 18,26.32: 7:11). Matthew's focus here on Jesus
Christ means that Jesus alone is the 'Son of God' in a manner which cannot be compared to
any other human being (Kingsbury 1986:42). His relationship with the Father is unique.
Consequently. people can become members of the true fwnily through Jesus alone.
Who are the members of Jesus' true family? Arc they Jews or Gentiles? Matthew does not
mention a specific race. So who are they? Although Gundry (1994:66, 249) identifies the
crowds as di~cipld. all the crowds are not jesus' true fumily: anty the disciples are members
of Jesus' true family (Hagner 1993:359; Barton 1994:180). Natural mother and brothers are
not Jesus' true family. The phrase 'standing outside,' as Bruner (1990:472) rightly suggests,
has symbolic significance. They are outsiders. rather than insiders. Jesus' true fam:ly are the
disciples. Matthew c1eMly reveals that this is so in the verse: Kat EtCtElva.; t;IV XElpa all'mu
tnt tOlK; IoLcdnrc~ aurou E'L'll'H', 1001> 1\ loL~n1P 1oL0\) Kat 01. aod$o( ~'.OU: (And stretching out
his band toward his disciples, he said. 'Here are my mother and my brothers!' in Matt 12:49).
After giving this example of Jesus' true family, Matthew expands the true membership of the
family to include 'those who do the will of my Father in heaven.' For this reason, the
members uf Jesus' tme family include 'sister' and thus in the final verse 'my brother, and
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sister. and mother' is an important modification of the phrase 'mother and brother.' The
addition of 'sister' implies that the true family does not discriminate between genders. This is
rhetorically very significant in the light of contemporary Jewish perspective. which
discriminated against women. and in the light ofJesus' instruction which did not.
For Matthew the membership of Jesus' troe family docs not depend on natural ties of blood
but on doing the will of the heavenly Father. Thus he distinguishes Jesus' spiritual family
from his ruttural family. With the inclusion of the concept of sister. this family consists of both
genders. This is a general principle. And to Matthew, doing the will of the Father has an even
greater significance than merely becoming a member of the hue family because it provides the
guarantee for entering into the kingdom (7:21).
According to the social scientific approach. Jesus' designation of the disciples as the true
members of his family bestows honour on them because Jesus, the Son of the Father who is in
heaven (12:50), is an honourable person. Matthew displays this honour by the spatial
arrangement of inside and outside. The disciples as the members of the spiritual family are
inside the house and form an inner circle, while the biological families are outside the house
and form an outer circle.
In conclusion. based on tbe premise that Matthew intends to create the new community, the
rhetorical structure of Matt 12:46-50 provides a principle of the new community by defining
the true, spiritual family which draws a clear boundary between 'inside' and 'outside: hence
between insiders and outsiders. In defining the spiritual family, Matthew uses the rhetoric of
space together with rhetorical logic which operates through syllogism and the repetition of a
heterog1ossia. 'nwther and brothers.' On the one hand, Jesus' biological family is outside the
house, and on the other hand. his spiritual family is inside. In order to define the true family
clearly, Matthew places the hetCfogiossia, brothers and mother, within rhetorical logic, and
draws the definition ofJesus' true family more from the form than from the content.
9.2.1.2 The Rejection Drama: Honour or Shame (Matt 13:54-58)
The text of true family (Matt 12:46-50) and the text of the rejection drama (Matt 13:54-58)
frame the parable discourse. Through the rhetoric of form, the fonner text identifies the
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members of Jesus' true family with 'those who do the will of the Father in heaven.' Thus the
text reveals a separation between biological family and spiritual family, this being dramatised
rhetorically by means of 'inside' and 'outside' in the spatial arrangement.
Unlike this text, the hometo\\n drama of Matt 13 :54-58 focuses on the powerful effect of
geographical ties regarding the creation of the new community. The rhetoric used here is
different from that of Man 12:46-50. While Matt 12:46-50 draws the boundary between
'insiders' and 'outsiders' through the rhetoric of form integrated with spatial rhetoric, Matt
13:54-58 draws this boundary mainly through the rhetoric of honour and shame.
In Man J3:54-58 Matthew presents Jesus encountering the crisis of his identity. The text
focuses on the acts of the agent and the counter-agents, both being concerned with
establishing Jesus' identit)·. These acts can be understood especially in tenns of honour and
shame. Although no rhetoric of space is used. the text clearly demarcates the boundary of
Jesus' true family. Burke's pentadic approach will help us to examine the text. The five
elements of Man 13:54-58 are as follows:
• 1bescene:
• lbeagenr:
The counter-agent:
• The act:
lbe counler-acl:
• 1be agency:
1be COlinier-agency:
• 1bepurpose:
Jesus' hometown where the inhabitants have known
Jesus from his childhood and where their synagogue is
located.
Jesus.
The people who live in the \'illage and reject Jesus.
Jesus' claiming of honour.
The people's challenge of Jesus' claim.
Jesus' teaching and mighty works.
The people's Wlderstanding ofJesus in terms of
natural ties.
To build community that is not based on geographical
ties but on Jes!..is.
The scene is significant in this pentad. The scer.e, Jesus' hometown. is specified by Matthew's
use of 'their synagogue' (13:54), Wllike Mark's use of 'the synagogue' (Mark 6:2). The
synagogue is the central institution in Jewish commWlal life. The synagogue can be seen,
however, as the antithesis of 'church' in Matthew. 'EKKA11OLa founded by Jesus himself is
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used three times (once in )6: 18 and twice in 18:) 7) in order to distinguish Matthew's
communities from the Jewish institutions, and this ternl is not found in the other three
Gospels. It thus implies the acceptance of Gentiles into the new 'family.'
Besides, the ternl ()\)vaYW'f~ is used nine times (4:23: 6:2.5; 9:35; 10:]7; 12:9; 13:54; 23:6.
34). In his ministry Jesus visits the synagogue four times (4:23; 9:35; 12:9; 13:54), but on two
occasions (12:9; 13:54) the tenn is associated with the opposition encountered by Jesus. The
other five references to auv(I"(wy~ in Matthew are explicitly related to the scribes and the
Pharisees. In these references. Matthew embodies their negative attitude towards Jesus. The
addition of 'their' to 'S)118gogue' characterises the scene by referring to the unbelieving Jews
(Gundry 1994:282; cf Stanton 1994: I6-1'7). This is evidence that Matthew has left the
owa:ywyi) to build the new community since the o\)lICtywy~ has almost become an alien
institution (cl' Bruner 1990:523). Consequently, olJVaywy~ of Matt 13:55 reters to Jewish
people in Jesus' hometown. The scene controls the act uf the counter-agents.
Another characteristic of the scene is the omission of the disciples. unlike Matt 12:46-50 and
Matt 13:1-53 where the disciples appear. The scene does not include any infonnation about
the disciples. and has no antithetical arrangement in relation to the disciples or between
outside and inside spatially. as seen in 12: 46-50 and 13: I-53. In this way. Matthew eliminates
lilly possible negative connotation which the disciples might othernise acquire in relation to
the synagogue. This is Matthew's rhetorical strategy so that he typifies the :)Cene with
unbelieving Jews (cf Gundry 1994:282). Thus the agent and counter-agents are engaged in a
conflict - one of honour versus dishonour.
The act is also important in this pentad. Jesus teaches the people and perfonns mighty works,
and the people recognise his aO¢>ta and OUV~H<: as extraordinary. They raise one question,
however, not about the nature of Jesus' aO¢>ta and OUV~H~ but about its origin, this being
introduced by :rO&v: noa.:v tou.~ ~ ao¢>(a aUt'll Kat. ai. ouvt4LELl;; (Where did this man get
this wisdom and these mighty works? in 13:54b). By comparison with Mark's style, Matthew
reveals his own uniqueness. First, Matthew omits the question, found in Mark 6:2, about the
nature ofJesus' ooct>ta and OUV~H<;. Second, he uses aocPta and OUV~('L<; instead ofi) aocP[a i)
Oo9Elaa and ouvt4LELl; 6Ul rwv XHpWV aurou YWOtJevaL, which occur in Mark. Matthew's
style focuses on Jesus: on the identity of Jesus and on the personal authority of Jesus in his
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own right (cf Gundry 1994:283). This reflects Matthew's ideology that the building of
community is based on Jesus alone.
Howe .'cr. the counter-agents (the inhabitants) understand Jesus in the light of biological ties
only. Their understanding is highlighted by their questions concerning his identity. They
attempt to establish Jesus' identity by means of three rhetorical questions, these being
introduced by the repetition of oUK (OOXl): OUI OlJ":'O; fonv b 'tou ,(Kt'ovOl; ui6c;; QY-X ti ~tl1'T\P
au:ou AiyHal MaplCql Kal Ol abtA4x>t. alrwtl 'IaK~; Kat. 'lwoT,q> KIXt. ELllwV KCXi. 1000«C;;
KCXt at ci6t)4l«1. «urol! QUl1 iTtioal i7pOc; TJ.utC flow; (Is not this the carpenter's son? Is not his
mother called Mary? And are not his brothers James and Joseph and Simon and Judas? And
are not all his sisters with us? Where then did this man get all this? in 13:55-56a).
Their ur.derstanding is not \\-TOng - in a sense it is true. They have known Jesus from his
childhoc-d. Against this background. the identity of Jesus is established as 'one of them: Their
'manding is distinctively ditTr-ent from that of others. A centurion in Capernaum
..'iCI'SUmds Jesus as Lord (8:6.8). A Gentile woman says that Jesus is the "son of David'
(15:22). The crowds refer (0 jesus as 'the prophet Jesus from Na7.areth of Galilee' (21 :11) and
Simon Peter caUs him 'the Christ, the Son of the living God' (!6: 16). Unlike these people, the
people of the village fail to recognise Jesus in the spiritual sense. Their understanding,
therefore, is limited. With their limited understanding, they conclude that Jesus is not able to
do mighty works with God's help.
Matthew does not tell us how Jesus came to be teaching nor what he taught, but that Jesus'
ministerial work causes the people to be astonished. His 004JLU and ouva~HC; are
extraordinary. The people raise a question that focuses on the origin of Jesus' 004>LCX and
OU~HC;. The focus of the question is on jesus' identity. This introductory announcement
(13:54) about Jesus in this text serves to honour Jesus. The honourable person performs
honourable actions. jesus' honourable actions are likewise those which illustrate his power,
which is itself another term of honour. He has wisdom unlike that of jewish leaders, which
is surely a grant of honour to him, but shame to them (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:58).
By contrast, the counter-agents understand Jesus in terms of natural family ties. Their
understanding is expressed through three rhetorical questions. sometimes called 'hostile
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questions': 'How can Jesus claim special honour as the Son of God. if he is but the carpenter's
son, if his family is defined biologically?' (Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:28). They fail to
recognise Jesus spiritually. The people's understanding, therefore. is not related to Jesus as the
Messiah or the Son of God. Instead, they know Jesus as 'one of them.' Matthew clearly
reveals to his readers the attitude of the people of Jesus' hometown towards Jesus. While they
see and hear, they do not .fee and hear. nor do they understand (13: 13-15). They are spiritually
blind. which causes them to oppose Jesus Christ. Thus they dishonour Jesus.
The 'dishonoured' Jesus attempts to restore his honour (cf Malina & Neyrey [1991]
1993a:38). Firstly, in response to the people's objection, Jesus subtly identifies himself with a
prophet by quoting a proverb (13 :57). The prophet is an honourable title. In the second place,
Jesus does not perform many mighty works (13:58) and this is a type ofjudgement.
Matthew cJoses this drama by introducing a new topic - the relationship between Jesus'
r~ject;on of mighty works and the audience's unbelief There is no suggestion that Jesus'
ministerial work and power is restricted by the people's unbelief. Rather, Jesus chose not to
perform his mighty works because of their unbelief. This implies his judgement upon them.
Consequently, the)· have not become the members of the new community since this is based
on Jesus and is thus the community of faith.
In conclusion, the drama of Jesus' rejection in his hometown deals with the geographical
tie, which is one of the natural ties. In this drama the scene-act ratio is dominant. The scene
is characterised by the Jewish synagogue, the people's understanding of Jesus in
geographical terms, and the omission of the disciples. All these are related to the
unbelieving Jews (the COUllter-agents) who dominate the scene and who fail to recognise
Jesus spiritually. They dishonour Jesus. Furthermore, their dishonouring of Jesus reflects
their dishonouring of God. Consequently. their behaviour is negatively related to their
salvation (cf Malina & Neyrey [1991] 1993a:51).
Through this rejection drama Matthew describes the tension between the 'old community' and
'its unbelief and also, implicitly, the relationship between the 'new community' and 'faith.'
Matthew locates his motive for describing this drama in the idea that the community he wants
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to create is independent of geographical kinship since the spiritual community must be based
on Jesus. In this way, Matthew achieves his rhetorical impact on the audience.
9.2.2 Jesus' Great Discourses
1.2.2.1 Th. First Discours.
There has been scholarly!'" '. . ~ about the audience of the 'Sennon on the Mount' which
focuses on discipleship. It is a difficult task to decide who Jesus' audience is (McArthur
[1960] 1978:71-72; Bruner 1987:134). Baird (1969:52-53) observes that the audience is
composed of the crowds. the disciples and the scribes and Pharisees. McArthur ([ 1960]
1978:71) maintains that several verses (5: Ilf; 13-16; 6:9-13) reveal that the audience
comprises the disciples exclusively. Manson «( 1937] 1979:47) also argues that Jesus teaches
the disciples only and avoids the crowds (cf Monis 1992:94). Patte (1987:62) regards the
crowds as the disciples. Similarly, Bonnard (Wilkins 1988:149) and Gundry (1994:66)
identify the crowds with the disciples. All these studies, however, neglect to recognise
Matthew's rhetorical strategy in depicting the relationship between the disciples and the
crowds.
A significant point to note is that there is a shift in audience within Jesus' speech - this is
clearly the case because Jesus s\\itcbes from the third person ("those who' in 5:3-10) to the
second person ('you' in 5:11) in the same speech. This strategy is called ena/lage 0/person
(alternation of 'those' and 'you') and aims at communion and presence between speaker and
his audience (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969:178). From 5:13 to the end of the first
discourse, therefore, the reference to the second person includes the entire crowd, as 7:28
makes clear (Kennedy 1984:41).
In order to determine the audience, we will take into account the concept of the rhetorical
audience. The rhetorical audience is not mere hearers or readers but those who serve as
'mediators of the change' produced by discourse, according to Bitzer ([ 1968] 1972:44; 4.2.3).
The crucial clue in determining the audience of Jesus' first speech is found in 7:28-29, where
the OXAol. respond in amazement because they have heard Jesus' teaching. We maintain,
therefore, that the rhetorical audience is not the disciples only but the crowds also (Combrink
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1992:9-10): the disciples arc called at this point to follow Jesus and to become fishers of men
(4: 18-22). and. therefore. they are committed to the Gospel; the crowds are healed of their
illnesses in 4:23-25 or are to be healed in Matt 8 - 9. and. therefore. the crowds. too. are
interested in Jesus' mission.
The second rhetorical device is Matthew's use of spatial arrangement. We have stated that the
audience of the first discourse consists of the disciples and the crowds (Luz 1989:224: Beare
1981: 124). But there is a boundary between the two. 'His disciples carne to him' is typical of
Matthew's writing (Gundry 1994:474) and reflects the concept of honour-as-place. The
disciples gather around him and form an inner circle. whereas the crowds are left behind him
to form an outer circle (Strecker 1988:25; Guelich 1982: 17). This type of arrangement can be
seen dearl)' in 12:46-50. as we have mentioned. 'Iluough this arrangement Matthew
establishes the boundar}' between the two. Thus the disciples are the ones primarily addressed
while the crowds are the secondary audience (Wilkins 1988: 149-50). In other words, the
speech may have been directly aimed at the discipies (Kennedy 1984:41).
1.2.2.2 The Second and Fourth Discourses
In the second discourse, the disciples alone form the audience of Jesus' teaching and are
given the highest honour by Jesus. For the most part, the disciples gain honour by following
Jesus or by taking the place near Jesus, but here they enjoy honour by participating in his
ministerial works. There are three stages in this event. Firstly, Matthew describes the
disciples who are given authority by Jesus: •And he called to him his twelve disciples and
gave them authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out. and to heal every disease and
every infirmity' (l 0: 1). Jesus' bestowing of authority on the disciples is seen as the action
ofGod himself(cf3:13-17; 7:29; 9:8).
Secondly, Matthew establishes the identity of the twelve disciples as 'Apostles' (10:2-4) and
lists the name ofthe twelve. The Apostles are those who are sent out for God's harvest (9:38)
and this role is used to confer a master status on the disciples in the New Testament. In the
naming of the twelve disciples. it is significant that two Apostles who will playa significani
role in Matthew's narrative are introduced by their master status. Simon is called 'first'
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(1l'pW't0l;) and 'the one who is called Peter' (0 )"qo..1f:vo<; I1hpoi.; in 10:2; cf 16:18), and Judas
Iscariot is understood as 'the one who also betrayed him' (0 KCtI. napa60lx; airrov in 10:4).
Finally, Jesus sends the disciples out (10: 5). He commands the disciples in the imperative
mood twenty-one times and in the subjunctive mood five times. Through this process of
sending out the disciples, it is clear that Jesus' authority and his ministry are given to the
disciples (9:35 - 10:5).
All Jesus' commands can be placed in three categories. Firstly, the disciples are sent not to
the Gentiles nor any city of the Samaritans but to 'the lost sheep of the house of Israel'
(10:5-6). Secondly, their las" is to proclaim the gospel as well as to perform miracles such
as 'healing', 'raising'. 'cleansing' and 'casting out' without payment (10:7-10), Finally,
Jesus instructs the disciples on how to respond to the reaction of people. The disciples'
ministry is based on divine authority. In this way. the disciples' honour is established as
fundamentally parallel with that of Jesus.
As in the second discourse. the audience of the fourth discourse consists of the disciples only,
In both cases the crowds are excluded. In the fourth discourse, Matthew establishes the
disciples' honour in their role as learners of Jesus' teaching. Unlike the second discourse
where the focus is on mission, in the fourth discourse Jesus instructs his disciples about the
new community and the leadership appropriate to it, The teaching is antithetical to the ethos of
most social structures where 'the haves' and 'the powerful' dominate 'the have-nots' and 'the
powerless.' The disciples' responsibility is emphasised in general. 'Toward one another, the
disciples lead lives befitting a community presided over by Jesus. In recognition of their total
dependence on God, they deal with one another in the spirit of loving concern, of
circuntspeCtion, of mutuality, and of forgiveness' (Kingsbury 1988:141).
9.2.2.3 The Last Discourse
Chapters twenty-three to twenty-five make up Jesus' fifth great discourse in Matthew,
although some objections have been raised concerning this unit (France 1985:333; Patte
1987:333, Smith 1989:280). By pointing to a similar change which occurs in the third
discourse, ConuJrink (1989) maintains that 'the shift of location and audience' is a rhetorical
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device which Matthew employs in his writing. not only as a sign of structural division but also
for argumentation. Furthemlore. Matthew's rhetorical design to structure all three chapters as
one speech is seen in the omission of the text of the widow's gift which is found in both Mark
12:41-42 and Luke 21: 1-4, and which divides the denouncing of religious leaders from the
eschatological discourse (Combrink 1989:6; Gundry 1994:414). Thus all three chapters from
twenty-three to twenty-five comprise a single speech.
In Matt 23 the arrangement of the audience of Jesus' speech denouncing religious leaders
differs from that of Mark and Luke in the following respects. In Mark 12:31 0 1TO}.~ OX}.~
fonns the audience of Jesus' speech and in Luke 20:45 Jesus speaks to the lUl6T]raL The
audience of Jesus' last discourse in Matthew is the subject of debate, however. Baird
(1969:52-53) suggests a three-layered audience: the crowds, the disciples, and the scribes and
Pharisees. while most works maintain that the audience consists of the disciples and the
crowds (Combrink 1989; cfPatte 1987:317). Like the parable discourse, this discoW'Se is
divided rhetorically into two parts. In the first scene Jesus addresses both the disciples and the
crowds, and in the SC'Cond scene he addresses his disciples only.
There are a few points to note in establishing the audience of the last discourse. Firstly, in the
'woe' passages (23: 13-33), the scribes and the Pharisees appear to be the audience of Jesus'
discourse. Concerning this matter Combrink (1989:5) observes the strategy of the rhetorical
audience of the last discourse. The rhetorical audience consists of both disciples and crowds,
but does not include either the scribes or the Pharisees. Although Jesus criticises the scribes
and the Pharisees, his aim is neither to give information nor to secure agreement: he uses them
as lopoi to warn the real rhetorical audience (the disciples and the crowds) against following
their example. This is seen in 23:34-36 as well as 23:31-39 where Jerusalem is addressed.
This rhetorical device is called apostrophe (turning from nominal audience to another), and is
regarded as 'a highly effective manner of addressing the real audience in an indirect manner
by ostensibly addressing somebody else' (:5).
Secondly, as seen in the first discourse (5:3-11)t in 23:2-18 a change occurs in Jesus'
reference to the audience: from the third person ('the scribes and the Pharisees' in 23:2) to
the second person ('you' in 23:3), to the third person ('they' in 23:4-7) and finally back to
the second person ('you' in 23:8-12). This enol/age ofperson occurs also in the rest of the
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chapter. B)' employing these rhetorical devices. 'presence and communion' between the
speaker and his audience are also increased in an effort to involve them even more in his
exposition. (Combrink 1989:5),
In chapter twenty-four. separation occurs between the disciples and the crowds. Not only
does the separation occur in the audience but also in geogldphical location. After finishing
his public teaching Jesus gives instruction privately to his disciples. In this way, Matthew
stresses the disciples' special relationship with Jesus and, therefore, honours them by
comparison with the cro\,,·ds.
In summary, as seen in table 9-2, the disciples are always present in the audience of all
Jes~' five great discourses. Their position, however, is different from that of the crowds:
while the disdples form an inner circle around Jesus. the crowds form an outer circle.
While the discipies listen to all of Jesus' teaching, the crowds hear only part of his teaching.
On some occasions, only the disciples are present and the crowds are absent. Thus Matthew
characterises the disciples as learners and gives them honour via the spatial arrangement of
the audience. We observe that, in this way, Matthew establishes a boundary between the
disciples and the crowds.
9.3 Summary and Conclusion
We have sho\\-n how Matthew distinctively uses spatial arrangement in his writing. Matthew
uses a cmastic structure \\ithin which the parable discourse occupies the synecdochic position
(the representation) in his Gospel as a whole and unified narrative. This position, therefore,
has great significance in content as well as in form. In content, the parable discourse focuses
on the separation brought by the coming of the Kingdom in Jesus. In form, the parable
discourse as a whole reveals a separation between the crowds and the disciples in a public
location, and the disciples alone in the house.
In the process ofexamining the intertextuality of the parable discourse, we discovered that the
new community Matthew wants to create is a spiritual family founded upon Jesus Christ and,
therefore, its boundary is not related to biological ties which are the strongest Mediterranean
social bond. The boundary of the new community is also not based on geographical ties which
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are a major focus in dyadic society. The members of Jesus' spiritual family are 'those who do
the will of the Father in heaven' regardless of any other natural bond, including kinship,
gender. race or geographical location. This is Jesus' as well as Matthew's ideology for
establishing the boundary of the new community.
For building community Matthew employs spatial arrangement in relation to the concept of
honour and shame which were pivotal values in the Mediterranean world. Since first century
society was group-orientated, honour was primarily a group value. Honour, whether ascribed
or acquired, was displayed by the place where one's physical body was located. Matthew uses
this concept of honour-as-place in depicting Jesus' audience - the disciples and the crowds.
In the first discourse, the crowds fonn an outer circle and the disciples fonn an inner circle. In
the second and tburth discourses, only the disciples share the honour of being with Jesus. and
the crowds are excluded. This boundary is revealed again in Jesus' last discourse where, in the
first scene. the audience consists of both lhe cro\',:ds and the disciples, and in the second scene,
after separating from the crowds, only the disciples are privileged to hear Jesus' teaching. In
this way, Matthew establishes the separation between lhe disciples and the crowds, and,
hence. between 'insiders' and ·outsiders.' Through this examination we obtain the principle of
membership of Jesus' spiritual family.
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10 Sur ,mary and Conclusions
Our study aimed to discover the rhetorical function of the parable discourse in Matthew 13. It
has been based on two premises. The first is that revalued rhetoric is called for in biblical
studies. Although the rhetorical approach has been recognised as a critical construct in both
theory and method, it is constantly being redefined and redeveloped because the boundaries of
the discipline have been widened by interaction with interdisciplinary subjects. The second
premisc is that Jesus' parables mL:;t be understood in terms )f the author's rhetorical interest
because of the rhetoricity of the parables. This premise is also associated with canonical
reading. In this chapter our findings will be summarised and, based on our assessment, the
nature of the parable discourse will be constructed in tcrms of re.\pomes 10 the world.
10.1 Rhetorical Criticism
1. Rhetoric did not originate at a single moment in history. Rather. it developed according to
the relationship between thought and expression. both of which wcre intensified by social
changes. Through its transition from celebratory and ceremonial epic poetry to the
discourse of legal. parliamentary· and civic affairs in classical times, rhetoric was
redeveloped and became 1;pecialised. Rhetoric was also influenced by lelleraturizzazione
(shifts from orality to literary expression) which was not a dramatic event but rather the
gradually emerging product of interaction between social, cultural and intellectual forces.
The developmental stages could be classified as my/hos. logos and rhetoric (ch 1).
Defining, redefining and reformulating rhetoric is necessary and this process is still going
on. Accordingly, various definitions of rhetoric have emerged throughout history: there are
many rhetorics. rather than one single type of rhetoric. Although definitions differ, the
fundamental concept remains the same: rhetoric is the practical art of verbal
communication (ch 1 - ch 5).
2. The development or redefinition of rhetoric is divided into two trends (3.1)./nfluence study
is associated with the 'continuity' of classical rhetoric. It concentrates on preserving
classical rhetoric rather than redefining rhetoric by using later valuable insights. As its
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counterpart. system study is associated with an organised. consistent., coherent way of
talking about something (3.1.2). It focuses on refomlulating or reinventing rhetoric by
integrating it with interdisciplinary subjects in both human and social sciences (3.2).
3. Rhetoric has been used in biblical interpretation since the early Christian period (4.1).
Contemporary scholars have reached consensus on the rhetoricity of the Bible and they
regard rhetoric as a critical construct in method and theory towards understanding the
Bible. In dealing with the comprehensive power of the text. rhetorical criticism becomes a
tool. not only of henneneutics, but also of practical and social criticism. There are two
trends in rhetorical criticism. On the one hand, a special topic such as structure, genre, or
situation (4.2) is examined and. on the other hand, a text is investigated by a comprehensive
(multi..<fimensional) approach (4.3). The selection of a suitable method depends on the
interest of the critic.
4. As a theory and a method, rhetorical criticism is challenged from inside and outside. For
instance, Bakhtin and Kristeva argue the nialogic nature of language in general and of text
in particular. and Wilder (1956, [1964] 1971). Wuellner (1993) and Robbins (1993. 1994a,
[1995], [J 996]) suggest that 'cultural rhetoric' be employed in biblical studies, especially
in New Testament studies. Combrink (J996:193) also recognises the importance of the
dialogic nature of the Bible when he refers to the 'dialogue with and between the writings
of1M Bible..
Consequently, rhetoric emerges as a 'collaborative art' which focuses on discursive
fonnations including social cultural values, rather than a 'monologic art' which focuses
only on persuasion in the paradigm of author~message~audience.BizZell and Herzberg
(J 990:14) favour this direction when they argue that rhetorical theory 'has come to focus
today on the question of the source and status of knowledge.' This is seen as a 'new
system' of rhetoric. The focus of rhetorical criticism, therefore, has begun to move from
studying the perfonnance ofrhetorical discourse to its archaeology (invention).
5. Dialogic rhetoric compnses both centripetal and centrifugal forces, and facilitates,
therefore, a new system of rhetoric. While rhetoric in the traditional sense stresses the
centripetal dynamic in order to influence an audience, dialogic rhetoric deals with both
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centripetal force (centralisation and unification) and centrifugal force (decentralisation and
diversification). A text is the dialogic product between genolexl. including social and
cultural contexts. and phenOfeXI. TIle text. therefore. consists of 'webs of meaning.'
10.2 Parable Discourse
1. Although rhetorical criticism has not been a popular method for the study of Jesus'
parables. some studies have been done employing this method. We have divided these into
three groups in tems of dialogic rhetoric (ch 6). The first group examines the parables
according to the concept of traditional rhetoric, focusing on the parable as 'taxonomy'
(6.1.1) or as rhetorical discourse in a communicative model of author-text-audience
(6.1.1.3). 1be second group investigates the parables by means of canonical and non-
canonical (including social cultural values) dialogic methods. The third group proposes the
study of the coll«tion of Jesus' parables as a cenlo. A feature of the growing consensus
among parable scholars is that they recognise a parable as a rhetorical discourse with its
own integrity and subject to be addressed.
2. 'The enigmatic nature of the parable is caused by heteroglossia (5.1.2.5; 7.1; 8). Jesus'
parables differ from those of the other t4:achers of his time. Jesus' parables reflect
neither Jewish nor Hellenistic-Roman do_i•••t cultural rhetoric. The parable exhibits
hodl Jewish and Hellenistic~Romanlube.ltural rhetoric. Jesus' parable is a rhetorical
discourse ofCluilti••••bealtare which originates from Jesus himself (7.1).
When Jesus uses the parable for teaching about the kingdom and for disclosing the
revelation of God (13:35) it seems to have no relevance for 'outsiders' who remain in
either of the dominant cultures, and so it becomes enigmatic to such people. By contrast,
Jesus' parable is understood by insiders who move into Christian subculture.
3. The parable discourse in Matthew 13 must be seen as a cen/o, or lex/us which has a
rhetorical structure based on a basic unit (chreia), rather than as a mere collection of Jesus'
kingdom parables. 1be parable of the Sower functions as chreia. Because Jesus' parable
has no reference, the author (Matthew) employs the cbreia elaboration to fashion the
discourses into a lexlus according to his rhetorical purpose. The elaboration of the chreia
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thus forms one period consisting of two subperiods which arc divided according tv scene
and audience (7. t). The first period is set by the sea with a mixed audience. and the second
period is set in the house where the audience is composed of the disciples only.
In the process of the elaboration ofthe chrcia. Matthew leaves the obdurate crowds behind
when Jesus and his disciples go into the house. at which point the elaboration of the chreia
continues. The disciples, therefore. remain inside the elaboration and they continue to gain
Wlderstanding. This understanding is God-given and is actualiscd through Jesus. The
disciples are given the secrets of the kingdom and they understand. whereas the crowds are
not given this insight and they do not understand. Consequently the disciples are the core
and primary members of Jesus' movement whereas the crowds are not. In addition, the
disciples are depicted as having the honour of 'being with Jesus' by spatial arrangement.
4. This separation can be seen as Matthew's motive which is identical to the 'rhetorical
situation': 'the motivation out of which he [the author] "Tites is synonymous with the
strocturaJ way in which he puts events and values together when he writes' (Burke
1957:18). Matthew's motive appears to be the building ofa new community.
5. A number ofcognitive strategies employed in the parable discourse serve as webs of meaning
in the texture of the parable discourse. Particularly imponant values found in this study are:
• Jesus Christ is the sower (bringer) of the kingdom.
• The message (and/or kingdom) involves the nece~'i31'Y division and judgement in
future.
• Jesus is the Son of Man who judges all human beings at the close of the age.
6. The parable discourse occupies the synecdochic position within the chiastic structure of
Matthew's Gospel (9.1.2), and thus functions as the turning point in Jesus' public ministry
from the Jews towards the disciples. It occupies the representational position, having an
intenextual relationship with Jesus' great discourses and two enframing texts - 12:46-50
and 13:54-58 (9.2.1). Through this dialogic relationship Matthew underlines the separation
between insiders (Jesus' true family) and outsiders.
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Throughout the other four great discourses the disciples arc described as Jesus' inner circle
and they share a closer relationship with Jesus than do the crowds who form the outer
circle. Jesus' spiritual family is not related to biological (9.2.1.1) and geographical ties
(9.2.1.2). The members of the family are those who do the will of the Father in heaven.
Only then is discipleship bestowed.
10.3 Rhetorical Response to the World
As state.";
(l.l.i,/...
concern i".·
:h'." zenith of rhetorical criticism is social activism or practical criticism
. ~>"':', ,: 1 be devoted to this subject. The building of community is a major
i:"oJ.. ~s. therefore. 'the foundation document of Christian communities'
(Stanton 19'~' .:0". j'l92b; 1994: I0: cf Gager 1975; Ovennan 1990; Saldarini 1994, 1995).
One of the most important characteristics of any rhetorical discourse which creates a new
community is what Wilson (1969. 1973:22-26) calls response to the world.
According to him, response to the world reflects the tension between sectarian movement and
the world found til 'many relatively unfocused. unpurposive activities. and not only in
activities. but also in life-style. association. and ideology' (Wilson 1973:19-20. passim). There
arc seven types of response. We ,,;11 fonnulate these by using the words from Wilson, Wilde
(1974:38-62) and Robbins (1994a:, [1995]:162-166. [1996]:54-56).
1. COIf'Jersionist response is associated "ith the ideology that the worid is corrupt because
man is corrupt. If man can be changed the world will be changed. Salvation is not available
by objective agencies but by a profound transformation of self brought about by the
supernatural. The emphasis is on what men must do to be saved and on the relationship
between the individual and a personal saviour. The acquisition of a new subjective
orientation will iLdf be ;;..."!Jvat:on. even though the objective world does not change.
2. Revolutionist response IS eschatologicai and declares that only the destruction of the world
- of the natural, but more specifically of the social order - will suffice to save man. This
will be done supernaturally since man is in short supply of power. if not to destroy the
world then certainly. to re-create it. Believers may themselves feel called upon to
participate ~d me proces~ of ovei'tuming the world. but they know that they do no more
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than assist greater powers and give a testimony of faith by their words and deeds. Only God
can create such a new order. While the conversionist focuses on subjective re-orientation
the revolutionist insists on the objective change of the world by divine action.
3. Introvers;onist response defines the world as irreoeemably evil and maintains that salvation
is given by complete ~ithdra\\o1l1 from it. This is completely indifferent to social reforms, to
individual conversion and to social revolutions. Purification is obtained only by renouncing
the world and leaving it. This response might be an individual one with deepening than
widening spiritual experience and allows the establishment of a separated community with
its own holiness. Salvation for a separated community is present in practice, even though,
ideologically. it is a future realisation. Membership of the community constitutes the source
and seat ofall salvation.
4. Gnostic-Manipuialionisl response seeks only a transformed set of relationships or a
transformed method of coping with evil. Whereas the three previous responses reject the
goals of the culture as well as the means and the facilities by which man might be saved,
the gnostic-manipulationist response retains the goals and rejects only the means and the
facilities. The gnostic-rnanipulationist response focuses on particular 3Ild distinctive
knowledge. Salvation is possible in the world. and evil will be overcome if man learns the
right means. or improved techniques, of dealing with his problems.
5. ThaumDlurgicaJ response focuses on the particularistic and individualistic concern for
relief from present and specific ills by special dispensations. The demand is for
supernatural help with a personal problem. and the operation of this help is magical.
Salvation is immediate, local and personal, and usually takes the form of healing,
assuagement 0f grief, restoration after loss, reassurance. the foresight and avoidance of
calamity, the guarantee of eternal (or at least continuing) life after death, or resurrection. If
doctrine is developed in a thaumaturgical response it is often of little importance in the
attainment of salvation.
6. Reformist response recognises evil but assumes that it may be handled according to
supernaturally-given insight about the ways in which social organisation should be
amended. The amendmt:nt of the world is the main issue. This response recognises the
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supernatural agencies for saving the corrupted world, because man is incapable of doing so.
This response assumes gradualism and broad accommodation to the wider society.
7. Utopian response seeks to reconstruct a complete social world according to some divine
principles. rather than to simply amend it from a refonnist position. The goal of utopian
response is to establish a new social organisation in which evil will be eliminated. It is
more radical than the refonnist response because the utopian insists oil complete
replacement of social organisation. Since utopian response maintains that man remakes the
world. it differs from the revolutionist response focusing on divine power which destroys
this present world and recreates another.
These responses may be summarised briefly as prescriptions for changing the relation of man
to the 'world:
TIle objectivists focus on the world, saying:
God will overturn it (revolutionists);
God calls us to abandon it (introversionists);
God calls us to amend it (refonnists);
God calls us to reconstruct it (utopians).
The subjectivists say:
God will change us (conversionists).
'The relationists, if we may call them that, say:
God calls us to change perception (manipulationists).
God will grant particular dispensations and work specific miracles
(thaumaturgists).
(Wilson 1973:27)
1bese seven types of response can be found in the rhetoric of religious movement. The
important point is which types of response appear in the rhetorical discourse. According to
Robbins (1994a:186, [1995]:165), two, three or four of these responses interact within a
rhetorical discourse. Against this background, we will investigate what kinds of response are
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produced by the parable discourse. By the response :0 the world, the parable discourse
comprehends those aspects of Christian culture to be nurtured and maintained.
Conversionist response is seen in Jesus' public tcaching (Wilson 1969:365) and 'sowing in
the field' (preaching to the world). This is also expressed in the term 'joy' in the Hidden
Treasure and the Pearl (in the latter parable, Matthew does not use the term but presumes the
idea of joy). The terms 'find', 'scarch' and 'joy' in the parable discourse refer to a new
orientation of the person towards the message, and Matthew exhibits a special interest in the
term 'joy' (Gundry 1994:276). Jeremias ([ 1972] 1989:200) maintains that 'joy' is the key
term. 'Joy,' however. does not refer automaticall)" to salvation (13:30). It requires a sufficient
and necessary response such as 'selling' and 'buying' (13:44,46) to bring about salvation.
Concerning revolutionist response, the parable discourse presents the vision of the destruction
of the world as seen in the expressions, 'harvest' (13:30), "the final judgement' (13:41-43,49-
50), 'sorting of fish' (J 3:48), 'bum' (13:30), 'burned with fire' (13:40), 'the furnace of fire'
(13:42,50) and 'weeping and gnashing' (13:42. 50).
The re-creation oflbe world is implied in 'sowing seed' (13:4), 'sowing the mustard seed' and
'tree' (13:31-32), 'woman' (13:33) and 'sowing good seed' (13:38). 'The final judgement'
also refers to the re-creation of the new world. The Son of Man will scnd his angels to judge
(destroy) the present world 'at the close of the age' and they will separate the righteous from
the evildoers (13 :41; 49). The Son of Man. then, will establish the kingdom. At this point, the
kingdom refers to the destruction of the present world and to the new world thereafter. This is
total revolution in which the kingdom of Satan is overthrown. This revolution will occur
universally in the future when the Son of Man makes his second coming.
Wenham (1989:25) argues very strongly that Jesus' parable is the discourse which
announces God's revolution and God's new world, as promised in the Old Testament. God
was at last intervening 'to establish his reign over everything, to bring salvation to his
people and renewal and reconciliation to the world. But fonunately Jesus did not announce
his message in such general theological terms; he announced it primarily through vivid,
concrete parables' (:25).
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Matthew 13 is basically a gnostic-manipulationist discourse (Robbins [1996]:56) because in
chapter 13 Matthew uses the ternl parable for the first time in his Gospel, although there arc
many parabolic discourses before this chapter (7.5.1 & 7.5.2). The gnostic-manipulationists
sometimes claim that the only way of achicving their goal is to use the special knowledge
taught by the movement (Wilson 1969:367). Jesus' parable derives from the Christian
subcultural rhetoric and is thus one of his special teaching methods (7.1). Using the parable
in Jesus' teaching (13: 3) means changing the method of his tcaching appropriate to
attaining his purpose.
Jesus' parable is enigmatic. obscure. unclear and mysterious (13: 11.35). These are
characteristics of the gnostic:-manipulationist discourse (Robbins [1996] :56), The audience
must see and take heed of the parable (l3:9.43b), and yet the true understanding of the
parable is hidden and obscure even to Jesus' disciples (13:36) at a certain stage. Later.
however, only the insiders are given 'understanding' (7.5.2). Understanding is 'God-given'
and brings salvation to the individual. By contrast, the outsiders do not understand the
message because the)' are corrupt.
In relationship \\ith Jesus, the insiders (the disciples) are the understanding scribes (13:51,52)
who emphasise both Jesus' teaching and the 'law and prophets' as the canon for the Christian
faith and life (8.8). The real relationship in this case is the one between 'giver' and 'taker'
rather than between sinner and saviour (Wilson 1969:367). In other words, the parable
discourse focuses on teachership rather than priesthood in its authority.
Gnostic-manipulationist topics and emphases evoke a desire to become one of the 'insiders'
who understand the hidden secrets of the kingdom and who are gathered by the Son of Man
into eternal life (Robbins [1996]:56-57).
Accordingly, the parable discourse configures conversionist (God will change us),
revolutionist (God will overturn the world in future) and gnostic-manipulationist (God calls us
to change perception) responses to the world, in particular the Hellenistic-Roman world of the
first century. It does not make refonnist (God calls us to amend the world), introversionist
(God calls us to abandon the world), thaurnaturgist (God will grant particular dispensations
and work specific miracles) and utopian (God calls us to reconstruct it) responses.
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Thus. the characteristics of the Christian culture suggested by the parable discourse can be
viewed as coavenio.ilt, mol.tie.ilt and pOltic-ma.ipulationist.
In closing. we would like to slate that in our study, we have tried to combine to some degree
rhetorical and biblical study in order to make. perhaps. a small contribution to the endless
dialogue on the interpretation of the Bible, th" Word {Ii \\xi. which is the canon for th
Christian faith and life.
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